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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

THE VESPERS PSALMS OF
BALDASSARE GALUPPI
Although Baldassare Galuppi was arguably the best known and most
successful Italian composer of the eighteenth century, his name, his history, and
his works have been relinquished to the periphery of the historiographical
narrative. While Galuppi's masses, operas, and solo motets have been examined,
his vespers psalms have been neglected by previous musicologists; most of the
existing studies have been superficial, with little consideration of important
questions such as formal approach, stylistic development, compositional
idiosyncrasies, questions of authenticity, or what those factors might collectively
tell the twenty-first-century musicologist about music in settecento Venice.
The bulk of this work consists of an examination and analysis of the
vespers psalm settings for voices and orchestra that survive in Galuppi’s
autograph manuscripts. By correcting long-perpetuated falsehoods and
omissions of biographical detail, it accurately places the composer within the
framework of the Venetian settecento. It then investigates his role as the public
face of Italian music, and of comic opera in particular. Consideration of the
composer’s reception history, of the flourishing of printed music criticism, and of
nationalistic undercurrents among factions of the opera world answers
important questions about Galuppi’s posthumous legacy.
Framing Galuppi’s autograph vespers psalms against those of his
Venetian predecessors and contemporaries, Antonio Lotti, Antonio Vivaldi,
Benedetto Marcello, Giuseppe Saratelli, Antonino Biffi, Nicola Porpora, and
Ferdinando Bertoni, appropriately situates them within the context of
eighteenth-century Venetian sacred music and provides a point of departure for
the analysis of the structural qualities of his works. Traditional Roman numeral
analysis reveals tonal features unique to Galuppi, particularly in relationship to
his formal structure, which, in turn, provides a basis for gauging the degree to
which Galuppi's harmonic language was atypical for Venetian sacred music. The
survey of vocal styles, examination of the characteristics of the instrumental
writing, analysis of the use of the psalm texts, study of the relationship of text to
Galuppi’s music, identification of formal idiosyncrasies, and investigation of

other salient compositional attributes yield a deeper understanding of his sacred
music and provide a musical fingerprint that serves as a useful basis from which
to extrapolate further information from the surviving corpus of autograph
manuscripts, as well as for assessing those works for which no autograph
survives. This study then identifies and articulates key characteristics of
Galuppi's compositional style that shed light on the authenticity issues that
plague other doubtful Galuppi attributions.
Finally, this study summarizes each of the individual autograph works in
order to supplement and correct the definitive catalog of Galuppi’s sacred music,
Ines Burde’s Thematisch-Systematisches Verzeichnis der venezianischen Kirchenmusik
von Baldassare Galuppi, including observations of characteristics of each of the
works studied, speculation on their provenance, and extrapolation of details of
the circumstances of their creation.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Although Baldassare Galuppi (1706–1785) was an extremely popular
figure in eighteenth-century Europe due to the success of his opera seria and
opera buffa, Galuppi was central to Venetian musical culture as a composer of a
large corpus of sacred music, as well. For nearly half a century, professional
demands required him to compose a constant stream of masses, motets, cantatas,
oratorios, and psalm settings. Galuppi held the coveted post of maestro di cappella
of San Marco, which was the seat of the Patriarch of Venice with the status and
function of state church, and therefore maintained a relentless schedule of
masses, canonical hours, and devotional services, all requiring music. In
addition, he held the prestigious post of maestro di coro at two of Venice’s famous
ospedali: these were institutions for girls and women which blended the
characteristics and function of orphanage, school, convent, and conservatory,
and whose orchestral and choral music during their liturgies not only attracted
an international audience, but generated substantial revenue, as well.
Accounts of Galuppi’s life and works have tended to be unreliable, both
because of the paucity of surviving documentation and because of the degree to
which they have been romanticized by his early biographers. Fortunately,
digitization has made a number of archival sources available that had been
previously out of reach. Furthermore, a handful of excellent studies that have
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appeared within the past few decades have taken significant strides toward
correcting the record and answering long-standing questions.

1.1

Overview of the Literature
Galuppi’s operas have been the subject of extensive scrutiny in

musicological literature. His instrumental works, keyboard works, and oratorios
have attracted a modest amount of study, as well, while his sacred music has
received remarkably little attention. The following overview of the literature
highlights trends in current scholarship, addresses the strengths and
shortcomings of previous studies, and identifies issues that merit further
examination.

1.1.1

European Music in the Eighteenth Century
Daniel Heartz is responsible for a great deal of scholarship on the music of

the European eighteenth century and the galant musical style. His 2003 book,
Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720-1780, must be considered among
the foundational studies for any musicologist studying the eighteenth century.
For theorists, the counterparts to Heartz's text would be Joel Lester’s
Compositional Theory in the Eighteenth Century, which surveys musical
philosophies and examines theoretical topics of the period, and Robert O.
Gjerdingen's Music in the Galant Style, which approaches the eighteenth century
in Europe from an analytical perspective. These two works collectively provide a
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comprehensive theoretical overview the music of late Baroque and early
Classical composers, particularly those who worked in Italy. Günther Ebersold's
1984 publication, Rokoko, Reform und Revolution, provides useful context to
Galuppi's work, although it draws significantly from Henry Edward Krehbiel's
1898 work, Music and Manners in the Classical Period. Krehbel's work is significant
in that it describes many autograph manuscripts of Galuppi's works that have
since been lost. Patricia Howard's 1995 Gluck: An Eighteenth-Century Portrait in
Letters and Documents and Mary Hunter's 1999 The Culture of Opera Buffa in
Mozart's Vienna both give important perspectives on the milieu in which Galuppi
worked, even though they do not deal with Galuppi directly. In addition to
Heartz's study mentioned above, other smaller studies of eighteenth-century
music include his articles "Approaching a History of 18th-Century Music," and
his essay, “Hasse, Galuppi, and Metastasio” from his 2004 collection, From
Garrick to Gluck.

1.1.2

Italian Music in the Eighteenth Century
Scholars have neglected some sources on eighteenth century Italy, and

have relied excessively on others, notably Charles Burney’s The Present State of
Music in France and Italy from 1771. Several other publications merit a more
central place in the literature. Stefano Arteaga's 1785 publication, Le rivoluzione
del teatro musicale italiano, is an informative look at Italian opera from an
eyewitness perspective. Grégoire Orloff's 1822 study, Essai sur l'histoire de la
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musique en Italie depuis les temps les plus anciens jusqu'à nos jours, profits from the
availability to the author of many sources close to Galuppi. Violet Paget's Studies
of the Eighteenth Century in Italy, written in 1887 under the pseudonym Vernon
Lee, is a unique overview of eighteenth-century Italy and includes first-hand
accounts of interviews with Burney about Galuppi. More recently, Reinhard
Strohm's 2001 publication, The Eighteenth-Century Diaspora of Italian Music and
Musicians is a useful collection of essays by various authors on multiple aspects
of eighteenth -century Italian music, including opera, sacred music, instrumental
music, and the ways in which those genres spread throughout Europe.
Marina Ritzarev's Eighteenth-century Russian Music from 2006 includes
new background on the influence of Italian composers in Russia, including the
financial and logistical details of Galuppi's sojourn in Saint Petersburg, as well as
theoretical examination of some of Galuppi's Orthodox liturgical works.
Wolfram Hader and Janice Stodigt have both researched the repository of
Venetian sacred music manuscripts from the Dresden court, now housed in the
Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek (SLUB)
Dresden. Hader’s 2001 Ph.D. dissertation, Requiem-Vertonungen in der Dresdner
Hofkirchenmusik von 1720 bis 1764 is valuable for its insights into the history of
Italian sacred music at the court, and his Frankfurt music press, LaurentiusMusikverlag, has published fourteen volumes of Italian sacred choral works
from the Dresden court chapel in its series Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik des 18ten
Jahrhunderts, including many works attributed to Galuppi.
4

1.1.3

Venetian Music in the Eighteenth Century
Among the literature dealing specifically with Venice, Johann Christoph

Maier's musical travelogue, Beschreibung von Venedig from 1787 is a significant
primary source on music in the churches and ospedali. Philippe Monnier's 1908
Venise au VXIIIe siècle addresses issues of the performing arts and socio-economic
class. Hans Dörge's 1991 Musik in Venedig, ein moderner Stadtführer zu den Zeugen
der Musik und Bildenden Kunst is a geographically organized look at the history of
the churches, ospedali, and opera houses of Venice. In addition, Barbara Marx
and Andreas Henning's 2010 collection Venedig - Dresden: Begegnung zweier
Kulturstädte provides a number of unique perspectives on the arts and
eighteenth-century Venice, including Ines Burde's chapter, "Baldassare Galuppi
und die Überlieferung seiner Kirchenmusikwerke in Dresden," which furnishes
welcome insight into the possible provenance of the Galuppi manuscripts in the
Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbiblioth. Eleanor
Selfridge-Field has written several germane studies on Venice. Her 1975 work,
Venetian Instrumental Music from Gabrieli to Vivaldi, revised and expanded in 1994,
is a useful starting point for understanding the instrumental forces connected to
the musical life of Venice, and although she leaves a number of stones unturned,
the appendices to the book include lists of the maestri and vice-maestri di cappella
of San Marco, the first and second organists, the maestri di concerti and other
instrumentalists, and the piffari to the doge. The glossary of musical instruments
and instrumental terms is also a good beginning that future scholars may build
5

on. Selfridge-Field's twin volumes, A New Chronology of Venetian Opera and
Related Genres, 1660-1760, and Song and Season: Science, Culture, and Theatrical Time
in Early Modern Venice, are ambitious works. The former is successful in the sense
that it goes a long way toward the establishment of a reliable chronology of
opera by reconciling issues that have plagued studies of libretti. The latter
includes a useful primer on the complexities of Venetian time keeping. Both
books must be used carefully, as they are beset with inaccuracies,
misinterpretations, and mistranslations. Selfridge-Field's 1985 volume, "Pallade
Veneta": Writings on Music in Venetian Society, 1650-1750, is an interesting
collection of extracts from the Venetian journal Pallade veneta, including
descriptions of operas and sacred works in 1687 and 1688, some of which are
paired with other period articles on opera from Mercure galant. As have some of
her other studies, this publication provoked cries of protest against the author's
inaccuracies, but it remains a unique examination of seventeenth-century
Venetian music journalism. Michael Talbot has written a prodigious amount on
Antonio Vivaldi, most of which also casts valuable light onto eighteenth-century
Venetian music in general. His 1990 study, Tomaso Albinoni: The Venetian
Composer and His World, his 1995 volume, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio
Vivaldi, his 2006 work, The Chamber Cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi, and his 2011 The
Vivaldi Compendium are all rich in detail on their subjects, and also contain a
generous amount of tangential information, from countless musical examples,
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glossaries, discographies, lists of eighteenth-century publishers, and indices of
musical works by a full range of settecento Italian composers.

1.1.4

Venetian Sacred Music
Among the works dealing specifically with Venetian sacred music,

Francesco Caffi’s 1854 Storia della musica sacra nella già cappella ducale di San Marco
in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 is another primary source that Venetian scholars have
relied upon to excess. Although it represents a tremendous effort on the part of
its author, it relies heavily on anecdotes, and too few Galuppi scholars have
looked further afield for other perspectives from Galuppi's contemporaries.
Helen Geyer's two-volume set from 2005, Das venezianische Oratorium
1750-1820; einzigartiges Phänomen und musikdramatisches Experiment, constitutes a
thorough examination of the oratorio in Venice, and is perhaps the most
extensive musical study of that particular genre. Denis and Elsie Arnold's 1986
volume, The Oratorio in Venice, provides a great deal of information on the
ospedali, and although much of the work is based on surviving libretti, it
includes a musical examination of Galuppi's oratorio, Il Sagrificio di Jefte.
Of tangential significance to Galuppi's output of sacred music are two
studies of other composers working in Venice: Wolfgang Hochstein's 1984 Die
Kirchenmusik von Niccolò Jommelli (1714-1774): unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der
liturgisch gebundenen Kompositionen, and Walther Müller's 1973 Johann Adolf Hasse
als Kirchenkomponist: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der neapolitanischen Kirchenmusik.
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Both provide context to the circumstances under which Galuppi worked and the
resources available to composers of church music.
Much of the literature on Venetian sacred music focuses on the ospedali.
Jane Baldauf-Berdes' 1996 Women Musicians of Venice is a limited but worthwhile
introduction to scholarship on the orphanages. Berthold Over has done a great
deal of work on Venetian liturgical vocal music for solo voice, with emphasis on
the solo motets and Marian antiphons of ospedali, and his insight into the
organization and development of their musical administration is invaluable. His
1998 volume, Per la gloria di Dio: solistische Kirchenmusik an den venezianischen
Ospedali im 18. Jahrhundert, is perhaps the foundational catalog of music making
at the Venetian conservatories. Helen Geyer and Wolfgang Osthoff's 2004
collection, Musik an den venezianischen Ospedali / Konservatorien vom 17. bis zum
frühen 19. Jahrhundert, is an extraordinary compilation of research on the
ospedale, and includes Geyer's analytical study, “Beobachtungen an einigen
Vertonungen des 112. Psalms—Laudate pueri für die veneziansichen Ospedali,”
as well as Giuseppe Ellero's “La riscoperta della musica dei quattro ospedaliconservatori veneziani nel ventesimo secolo.” Wolfgang Hochstein's article, “Die
Solomotetten bei den Incurabili unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der
Kompositionen Jomellis,” and Caroline Giron-Panel's 2010 Ph.D. dissertation, À
l'Origine des Conservatoires : le modèle des ospedali de Venise (XVIe-XVIIIe siècles),
reward the reader with a richness of data on the orphanages, and both are
extremely well documented. Faun Tanenbaum's 1993 Ph.D. dissertation, The
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Partbook Collection from the Ospedale della Pietà and the Sacred Music of Giovanni
Porta, is an informative study of the surviving part-books from that institution
that include concerted sacred music, including sixty-one psalm settings, eleven
Magnificats, and a Passion setting. Pier Giuseppe Gillio's 2006 work, L'attività
musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel Settecento: quadro storico e materiali documentari,
provides invaluable context on the institutions, including detail on the vocal
composition of the choirs and instrumental ensembles, various sources of
repertoire, and transcriptions of hundreds of documents regarding the function
of the ospedali.
A number of articles have focused on sacred music of the Venetian
settecento. James H. Moore's 1981 article, "The 'Vespero delli Cinque Laudate' and
the Role of 'Salmi Spezzati' at St. Mark's," is a worthwhile look at local use of
vespers psalms. Magda Marx-Weber's 1986 article, "Neapolitanische und
venezianische Miserere-Vertonungen des 18. und fruehen 19. Jahrhunderts," is a
survey of Venetian and Neapolitan Miserere settings by composers that worked
in Galuppi's milieu. Since the 1980s Franco Rossi has produced a stream of
articles on Venetian settecento sacred music, the most pertinent of which are "Le
Musiche di Galuppi nelle biblioteche di Venezia" in 1985 and "La Musica Sacra di
Galuppi tra Ospedali e Cappella Ducale" in 1998. Rossi has also produced a
catalog of the manuscript holdings of the Fondazione Levi, where many Galuppi
manuscripts are held, as well as modern editions of some of the works included
in that catalog.
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Important articles specifically about the ospedali include Sven Hostrup
Hansell's 1970 "Sacred Music at the 'Incurabili' in Venice at the Time of J. A.
Hasse," David Bryant's 1981 "The 'cori spezzati' of St Mark's: Myth and Reality,"
Denis Arnold's 1988 "Music at the 'Ospedali'" and his "Music at the Mendicanti in
the Eighteenth Century," as well as Alan Dergal Rautenberg and Birgit Johanna
Wertenson's 2012 "The Psalm-Settings of the Venetian Ospedali in the 18th
Century, Considerations about an Extraordinary Repertoire."

1.1.5

Venetian Liturgy
Of the studies that deal specifically with liturgy in general and vespers

services in particular, Giulio Cattin's 1990-1992 set, Musica e liturgia a San Marco,
is by far the richest, consisting of four volumes of documents ranging from
outlines of Venetian liturgies and inventories of chant repertoire to color
manuscript reproductions. James H. Moore's 1981 publication in two volumes,
Vespers at St. Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta and Francesco
Cavalli, is also a remarkable set of documents that gives us an interesting
perspective, albeit an incomplete one, of musical activity at San Marco in the
century before Galuppi. David Bryant's 1981 Ph.D. dissertation, Liturgy,
ceremonial and sacred music in Venice at the time of the Counter-Reformation, looks
promising, as does Iain Fenlon's Basilican Histories: Liturgy and Music in Mantua
and Venice. Ettore Vio's 2000 publication, The Basilica of St. Mark in Venice,
includes both gorgeous visual detail and liturgical information along with some
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historical background. Useful articles from recent decades include Francesco
Passadore's 1994 "La messa a San Marco nella seconda metà dell' ottocento" and
Frederick Hammong's 2012 "Performance in San Marco: A Picture and Two
Puzzles."

1.1.6

Galuppi and His Work
Of the literature that deals specifically with Galuppi, several primary

sources have been overlooked, most notably Jean-Benjamin de La Borde’s Essai
sur la Musique Ancienne et Moderne from 1780, and Jakob Stählin’s Zur Geschichte
des Theaters in Russland from 1769. In the twentieth century a significant amount
of research on Galuppi has been published. Alfred Wotquenne's 1902 work,
Baldassare Galuppi 1706- 1785 Étude bibliographique, is flawed in its heavy reliance
upon Caffi's Storia della musica sacra nella già cappella ducale di San Marco in Venezia
dal 1318 al 1797, but it does include a list of opera productions that was the most
exhaustive available at the time of publication. Francesco Piovano’s 1908 work,
Baldassare Galuppi, Note Bio-bibliografiche, is perhaps the most thorough of the
early twentieth-century works on Galuppi, and although it focuses a great deal
on opera, it also provides well-documented biographical information. Felix
Raabe's 1929 Ph.D. dissertation, Galuppi als Instrumentalkomponist, is a unique
look at the composer's total output in the context of his instrumental works.
Werner Bollert's 1935 Ph.D. dissertation, Die Buffoopern Baldassare Galuppis: Ein
Beitrag zur Geschichte des italienischen komischen Oper im 18. Jahrhundert, represents
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a valiant attempt at a chronology of Galuppi's comic works. Anthony
Chiuminatto’s 1959 Ph.D. dissertation, The Liturgical Works of Baldassare Galuppi,
is handicapped by the small portion of documentation that the author had
available at the time of writing. Although limited in its scope and by the author’s
understanding of eighteenth-century Venice, it represents the first twentiethcentury attempt to examine the composer’s sacred choral repertoire. Reinhard
Wiesend’s Studien zur Opera Seria von Baldassare Galuppi: Werksituation und
Überlieferung, Form und Satztechnik, Inhaltsdarstellung from 1981 provides a
perspective on the professional world in which Galuppi worked.
Several studies have included important perspectives on Galuppi's three
years in Russia and the musical compositions produced during that time. RobertAloys Mooser's three tomes from 1948, Annales de la musique et des musiciens en
Russie au XVIIIme siècle, include a full chapter on Galuppi. Significant
information on Galuppi's orthodox works appears in Ekaterina Antonenko's 2013
DMA dissertation, Tserkovnaia Muzyka Bal'dassare Galuppi: Problemy Izucheniia i
Ispolneniia (The Church Music of Baldassare Galuppi: Problems of Learning and
Performance,) as well as in her articles "Bal'dassare Galuppi i Russkaia
Dukhovnaia Muzyka" (Baldassare Galuppi and Russian Sacred Music) and "K
Istorii Otnoshenii Bal'dassare Galuppi i Russkogo Imperatorskogo Dvora"
(Toward a History of Relations of Baldassare Galuppi and the Russian Imperial
Court).
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The number of theses and dissertations appearing in more recent decades
has signaled a renewed interest in Galuppi’s sacred works. Lawrence J.
Shanney’s 1977 DMA dissertation, The Solo Motets of Baldassare Galuppi, is a brief
examination of five solo motets that includes transcriptions of the works, some
fundamental harmonic analysis, and a superficial study of overall form but no
examination of surviving libretti. Patricia Joan Cahalan's DMA dissertation,
Baldassare Galuppi: A Study of His Magnificats, from 1987 examines five Magnificat
settings, compares the relationship of text repetition to musical structure, and
examines the vocal and instrumental forces for each. Gary Day's 2002 DMA
dissertation, Five Salve Regina Settings of Baldassare Galuppi: Marian Antiphons at
Two Venetian Ospedali, is similar in scope and methodology to the work of
Cahalan. It examines one choral and five solo settings of the antiphon from the
Mendicanti and the Incurabili, but it goes a step further in its study of the
significance of the antiphon in relationship to Galuppi's other works for the
ospedali. Keith Knop’s master's thesis, From Venice to St. Petersburg and Back
Again: The Sacred Music of Baldassare Galuppi and the Mutability of EighteenthCentury Style, from 2004 is an overview of Galuppi and his output, with some
attention focused on five Latin text settings (two psalms, a Marian antiphon, and
a section from the Gloria). Knop looks at two of Galuppi's Russian motets, and
also does a textual comparison of movement divisions of Psalm 110 with the
Latin vulgate. Knop's 2011 Ph.D. dissertation, Sacred Music of Baldassare Galuppi in
the Context of Eighteenth-century Venetian Culture, with an Emphasis on Music
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Written for the Mendicanti and the Incurabili, examines the surviving autographs of
some of Galuppi's sacred works, including several psalm settings, and speculates
on questions of authenticity that plague the Dresden collection. Knop includes
transcriptions of three vespers psalms and eight motets. In addition to harmonic
analysis and formal structure, he examines general characteristics of Galuppi's
phrase structure, and in the appendix includes a schemata analysis of the
ritornello of one of the motets. Christopher Eanes’ 2012 DMA dissertation, A
Historical Analysis and Performing Edition of Baldassare Galuppi's C-minor ‘Miserere’
for Double Treble Chorus and Orchestra, is a lighter study of one specific work of
Galuppi's, the Miserere for double choir, based on the surviving manuscript in
the British Library. Eanes does little formal analysis, but draws on anecdotal
accounts of two main sources, Caffi and Burney, and focuses the bulk of his
efforts on the transcription for the performing edition in the appendix.
Among the shorter works that center specifically on Galuppi, Violet
Paget's 1887 essay, "The Immortality of the Maestro Galuppi" is a notable follow
up to Burney's observations. It includes no musical analysis, and although it is
entirely anecdotal, it is not without value in that the author recounts a number of
conversations with Charles Burney about his visits with Galuppi in the late
1780s, and it includes a degree of detail not found in Burney's published writings
on Galuppi. Denis Arnold's 1985 article, "Galuppi's Religious Music," is
lamentably superficial, and contains misinformation that has since found its way
into other articles, liner notes, and concert program notes. Although the author
14

includes a shallow overview of one aspect of the composer's works, he either
misunderstands or misstates the galant aesthetic, seems not to understand the
implications of Galuppi's salary beyond the monetary amount, and draws overreaching conclusions about Galuppi's style based on characteristics of several
movements of Galuppi's mass settings at San Marco, with little attention paid to
the Marian antiphons and none to the psalm settings. Reinhard Wiesend's two
articles, "Vivaldi e Galuppi: rapporti biografici e stilistici," from 1982, and "Il
giovane Galuppi e l'opera materiali per gli anni 1722-1741," from 1983 are both
thoroughly researched and well presented. The former hypothesizes on the
professional influence between Galuppi and Vivaldi, first by comparing dates
and locations of opera productions, and then by conjecturing about
compositional influence based on melodic and harmonic traits. The latter is
largely an updated and re-edited version of Piovano's 1908 article from the
Rivista musicale Italiana, with the fruits of more recent opera research taken into
account. Wiesend lists Galuppi's operas one by one, as did Piovano, and then
annotates each production with as much biographical information as is available.
Franco Rossi's article, "Gli autografi della cappella: alcune osservazioni," from
1996 is an excellent overview of the archived manuscripts from San Marco and
includes a fascinating analysis of the changes in Galuppi's handwriting over his
lifetime. Rossi adopts the methods describe in Emanuel Winternitz's Musical
Autographs from Monteverdi to Hindemith as a means of understanding the
mechanics of manuscript copying in the Venetian settecento and providing
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analytical tools to objectively interpret the results. Rossi's 1998 "La musica sacra
di Galuppi tra ospedali e cappella ducale," is an excellent continuation of his
previous work, and includes an important inventory of surviving manuscripts of
Galuppi's sacred works. In addition, his is one of the few studies that attempts to
quantify Galuppi's total compositional output over his lifetime, based on
available data. Furthermore, his comparison of Galuppi's methods of setting text
with those of Bertoni, Latilla, and other contemporaries is insightful. Bernhard
Janz's 2004 examination of Galuppi’s oratorio Jahel, “‘Niemand dachte damals an
Geschmackverirrung’ zu Baldassare Galuppis Oratorium Jahel,” is a useful look
at Galuppi's oratorios. Janz builds on existing research on the genre, (especially
the work of Bernard Over), on the ospedali, and on the surviving manuscript, in
order to draw conclusions about the peripheral circumstances surrounding the
creation of the oratorio itself. He affords little attention to the musical
characteristics of the work.
Ines Burde has carried out what is by far the most thorough general study
of Galuppi’s Venetian sacred music with her 2008 Ph.D. dissertation on the
European repositories of manuscripts to Galuppi’s sacred works, Die
venezianische Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi. This work is the first of its kind,
and although it is not without some omissions and typographical errors, her
creation of a Verzeichnis of Galuppi’s sacred works, complete with incipits,
voicings, orchestrations, manuscript locations, manuscript condition,
watermarks, and copyist identification is a crucial starting point for further
16

research. Although she does no theoretical or formal analysis, Burde discusses
each of the works in detail, and draws in tangential information on the
provenance of various collections to buttress conclusions about Galuppi and his
surviving sacred works.

1.2

Methodology and Structure
As the overview of the literature makes evident, previous musicologists

have studied Galuppi's masses, operas, and solo motets, but they have neglected
his vespers psalms; those few studies which have addressed them have done so
only superficially, with little consideration of important questions such as
stylistic development, compositional idiosyncrasies, formal approaches,
questions of authenticity, and what those factors might collectively tell the
twenty-first-century musicologist about music in settecento Venice.
The core of this work is the analysis in chapter eight. It consists of an
examination of the vespers psalm settings for voices and orchestra that survive in
Galuppi’s autograph manuscripts. 1 It includes a study of the structural qualities
of each of these works, a study of the vocal styles, the characteristics of the
instrumental writing, analysis of the use of the psalm texts, as well as the
relationship of text to music, an examination of idiosyncrasies, and any other
Although many manuscripts of Galuppi’s works without autographs still
survive, those works are not covered by this study because of questions of
authenticity, as Janice B. Stodigt and Michael Talbot have discussed. See Vivaldi
vero o falso: Problemi di attribuzione, ed. Antonio Fanna and Michael Talbot,
(Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1992).
1
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salient compositional attributes. It should subsequently be possible to identify
and articulate specific characteristics of Galuppi's compositional language and to
use those characteristics to shed light on the authenticity issues that plague other
Galuppi attributions through the application of multiple theoretical techniques,
including traditional harmonic analysis and Robert Gjerdingen's schemata
theory. Traditional Roman numeral analysis helps identify tonal features unique
to Galuppi’s works, particularly as it relates to formal structure. It provides a
basis for gauging the degree to which Galuppi's use of harmony may have been
typical or atypical in Venetian sacred music. Gjerdingen's schemata analysis may
be a particularly useful tool for music of this period, in that it categorizes melodic
gestures and their accompanying bass lines. Since schemata analysis examines
horizontal melody and bass lines, harmonic analysis examines vertical sonorities,
and formal analysis examines the way in which those elements contribute to the
overall architecture of a musical work, combining these methods helps formulate
a fuller picture of Galuppi's compositional language than previous studies have
presented.
The analysis section of this study includes two more narrowly focused
studies. One is a comparison of Galuppi’s strategies in structuring the doxologies
of the autograph vespers psalms; since they are all settings of the same text, there
are numerous points of comparison. The other is a study of two psalms, for each
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of which Galuppi created two versions of the same composition: the E-flat major
Dixit Dominus (II/16) and the D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15). 2
Six tangential inquiries precede the central analysis. Each consists of a
single chapter and provides essential context for the data in chapter eight.
Chapter two addresses omissions of biographical detail and the correction of
falsehoods perpetuated over centuries, which are necessary in order to accurately
place the composer within the framework of the Venetian settecento. Chapter
three investigates Galuppi’s role as the public face of Italian music amid the
flourishing of printed music criticism during the period, and of the nationalistic
undercurrents among Italian, German, and French factions of the opera world. It
considers the composer’s reception history in order to answer important
questions about Galuppi’s posthumous legacy. Chapter four places the vespers
psalms within the context of Galuppi’s overall compositional output, including
his dramatic and instrumental works. Chapter five positions the vespers psalms
against those of the Venetian predecessors who worked in the same professional
milieu that Galuppi would later inhabit. It includes analysis of the sacred works
of Antonio Lotti, Antonio Vivaldi, and Benedetto Marcello. Chapter six frames
Galuppi’s vespers psalms against those of his contemporaries, Giuseppe

This and all subsequent references to specific compositions of Galuppi’s
use the catalog numbers of Burde’s Verzeichnis. See Ines Burde, “Thematischsystematisches Verzeichnis der venezianischen Kirchenmusik von Baldassare,
Galuppi,” Die venezianische Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi (Frankfurt am
Main: P. Lang, 2008).
2
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Saratelli, Antonino Biffi, Nicola Porpora, and Ferdinando Bertoni, in order to
appropriately situate them within the context of eighteenth-century Venetian
sacred music. Chapter seven examines the liturgical, musical, and textual
components of vespers at the institutions where Galuppi worked, in order to
answer questions about the time, place, and circumstances under which these
pieces were intended to be performed.
Following the analysis in chapter eight, the final component is a summary
of each of the works in order to supplement Burde’s Verzeichnis. It includes
observations of individual characteristics of each of the works studied,
speculation on their provenance, and, wherever possible, extrapolation of details
of the circumstances of their creation.
The specific works studied in this dissertation are the following (listed by
manuscript location, according to their entry in Burde's Verzeichnis):
From Genoa: Conservatorio di Musica Niccolò Paganini, I-Gl
D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4)
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7)
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8)
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)
E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16)
B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26)
F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49)
From Venice: Procuratoria di San Marco, I-Vsm
C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9)
G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23)
G-major Laudate pueri (II/38)
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41)
E-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/42)
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From Naples: Conservatorio di Musica S. Pietro a Majella, I-Nc
C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12)
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19)
G-major Lauda anima mea (II/25)
A-minor Laudate Dominum quoniam bonus (II/30)
From London: The British Library, GB-Lbm
A-minor Credidi propter (II/11)
G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)
From Oxford: Bodlean Library
A-major Uncatalogued Laudate pueri fragment
From Paris: Bibliothèque nationale de France, F-Pn
B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/10)
B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18)
E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28)
From Cologne: Musikhistorisches Museum Heyer, D-Köln
F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)
From Washington D. C.: Library of Congress, US-Wc
A-major Qui habitare (II/44)
From New York, US-NY: The Morgan Library and Museum, US-NY
C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2)
Of the surviving autograph vespers psalms, the following manuscripts
have not been available for study:
From Dijon: Bibliothèque du Conservatoire, F-Dc
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5)
G-major Laudate pueri (II/35)
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/40)
From Genoa: Conservatorio di Musica Niccolò Paganini, I-Gl
C-major Beatus vir (II/1)
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/14)
D-major In exitu Israel (II/24)
C-major Laudate Dominum (II/27)
G-major Laudate Dominum (II/29)
C-major Laudate pueri (II/31)
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D-major Laudate pueri (II/32)
G-major Laudate pueri
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Powerful strokes of fiery imagination, sublime blend in the accompanying lines,
gently captivating emotion in the vocal lines were the exquisite characteristics of
Galuppi’s operas... There was so much naturalness, ease, and simple tunefulness
in his operas that after a performance one could always hear the arias being
hummed… This was the comic opera. He was its founder and innovator, and
deserves an eternal monument on every comic stage. The incisiveness of the
characters, the ridiculousness of its personages, the fire in its contrasts, the
variety in the multi-voiced finales, with which most sections or first acts end, in
short, everything that we have labelled operetta or intermezzo must regard the
great Galuppi as its musical father. 1
- Abbé Georg Joseph Vogler, 1778
CHAPTER 2. BALDASSARE GALUPPI, 1706–1785
During his lifetime in eighteenth-century Europe, Baldassare Galuppi held
unprecedented status as the most celebrated composer of Italian music.
Certainly, he was successful by any standard: his operas were heard not only in
his native Venice, but all over Italy, France, Austria, Spain, Germany, England,
Russia, and even in Central America. He enjoyed the affection as well as
profound respect bordering on adulation from his musical colleagues, as much
for his affable nature as for his musical ingenuity as composer, his precision at
the harpsichord, and his high standards as conductor. His vocal and

Georg Joseph Vogler, Betrachtungen der Mannheimer Tonschule
(Hildesheim: Olms, 1778), 130-131. "Starke Züge der feurigen Einbildungskraft,
erhabene Mischung in den begleitenden Stimmen, sanft hinreissendes Gefühl in den
Singstimmen, waren die vorzüglichen Karakteren von seinen Opern ... In seinen Opern
war so viel Natur, Leichtigkeit, und einfacher Gesang, dass die Arien nach der
Vorstellung immer nachgesungen wurden... Dies war die komische Oper. Hievon war er
Stifter, Erfinder, und verdient von allen komischen Bühnen ein ewiges Denkmal. Das
Bissige in Karakteren, das Lächerliche in den Personen, das hizige in den Kontrasten, das
Mannigfaltige in den vielstimmigen Finalen, womit sich mehrenteils der erste Teil oder
Auszug endiget – kurz- alles dasjenige, was bei uns Operett, oder Intermezzo genannt
wird, muss den grosen Galuppi als den musikalischen Vater ansehn." N.b. All
translations throughout this study are those of its author.
1
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instrumental works served as models to later generations of composers including
both Haydn and Mozart, and Handel appropriated entire arias of Galuppi's for
his oratorios. 2 Galuppi composed an astonishing number of operas—over 110—
in addition to works of virtually every other genre. Over 175 keyboard sonatas
survive, as well as at least thirty-three oratorios, and twenty-two cantatas and
dramatic works. At least fifteen concerti exist in manuscript, including works for
harpsichord, flute, strings, and combinations thereof, as well as seven concerti a
quattro, early predecessors of the classical string quartet. 3 Galuppi's output of
sacred music was no less prolific. His catalog of sacred music lists sixty-one mass
movements, fifty-six psalm settings, three requiems, eleven Marian antiphons,
eight motets, five canticles, five hymn settings, four Te deum settings, and 140
versetti, as well as various one-of-a-kind compositions such as the Easter and
Pentecost sequences, a setting of St. John's Passion for women's voices, and a
processional setting of the hymn In cordis jubilo entitled Baccanale. 4
Galuppi held prestigious and highly visible musical posts during his long,
productive lifetime. In addition to appointments as maestro del coro at the

Hermann Abert, W. A. Mozart (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1919 – 21),
376. Daniel Heartz, "The Creation of the Buffo Finale in Italian
Opera," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association. 104 (1) (1977): 77. Thomas
Goleeke, "These Labours Past": Handel's Look to the Future," Göttinger HändelBeiträge (1996): 171-183.
3 Ludwig Finscher, Studien zur Geschichte des Streichquartetts (Kassel:
Bärenreiter, 1974), 56-62.
4 Ines Burde, “Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis der venezianischen
Kirchenmusik von Baldassare, Galuppi,” Die venezianische Kirchenmusik von
Baldassare Galuppi (Frankfurt am Main: P. Lang, 2008), 229.
2
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Ospedale dei Mendicanti and the Ospedale degl' Incurabili, he worked at the
Basilica San Marco for thirty-seven years, first as vice-maestro and ultimately as
maestro di cappella. In London he replaced Handel at the Theater Royal,
Haymarket, and in Saint Petersburg he served Tsarina Katherine the Great for
three years as court composer and chapel master. He composed continually for
more than six decades. He became one of the highest paid musicians of the
eighteenth century, and he left his wife an appreciable estate when he died. 5 So
how is it that not only Galuppi's name, but also his legacy and his music have
been relegated to the periphery of Western music historiography?
One of the difficulties in assembling a reliable biography of Galuppi is the
untrustworthiness of nineteenth- and twentieth-century publications, most of
which merely parroted the demonstrably false assertions of previous writers,
beginning with those of Ernst Ludwig Gerber, whose inaccuracies about the
composer in his 1790 Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler have been
perpetuated throughout the twentieth century in publications of the caliber of
the Encyclopedia Brittanica and the Grande Larousse Encyclopédique. 6
Even the most trustworthy biographies of Galuppi rely too heavily on
only two sources: Charles Burney's 1771 The Present State of Music in France and
Italy, and Francesco Caffi's 1854 Storia della musica sacra nella giá Cappella ducale di

Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720-1780
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2003), 275.
6 Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler
(Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1790).
5
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S. Marco in Venezia. Although Burney's writing is more musically informed than
other first-hand Grand Tour accounts of Venice in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, it suffers from the same superciliousness and presumptions
of cultural superiority. Caffi's history is difficult to wade through because of the
florid, meandering prose that was fashionable in nineteenth-century Italy and the
demonstrable bias toward his subjects which strays too often into hyperbole, as
other scholars have observed. 7 But Caffi's volume is an important work for two
reasons: the decades of archival research the author carried out on his subject
with the help of Emmanuele Cicogna and Giovanni Rossi, and for the first-hand
accounts that the three men gathered from individuals, still alive in the early
nineteenth century, who had personally known and worked with Galuppi.
In fact, this oral tradition in late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Venice was crucial in preserving memories of the composer, many of which,
although anecdotal by definition, made it into print and still survive, constituting
an underappreciated source of information. For example, eighteenth-century
poet and translator Giuseppe Carpani, writing in 1812, recorded stories he had
heard about the composer from those who had personally known him. 8 Librettist

Franco Rossi "La musica sacra di Galuppi tra ospedali e cappella ducale"
in La Cappella musicale di San Marco nell'età moderna: atti del convegno internazionale
di studi, Venezia, Palazzo Giustiniani Lolin, 5-7 settembre 1994, ed. Francesco
Passadore and Franco Rossi (Venezia: Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1998), 458.
Michael Talbot, The Vivaldi Compendium (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK: Boydell
Press, 2011), 38.
8 Giuseppe Carpani, Le Haydine: ovvero lettere su la vita e le opere del celebre
maestro Giuseppe Haydn (Milan: Da C. Buccinelli, 1812), 102.
7
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Giuseppe Foppa's autobiography described growing up in a household where
Galuppi was a frequent guest. 9 Bartolommeo Gamba's short biography of
Galuppi in 1824 recounted still others, and Luigi Ballarini's letters describe the
composer's funeral as a first-hand witness. 10
The present biographical profile, in an effort to replace the distortions and
omissions of the past with a more authentic narrative, limits itself as much as
possible to that information which can be documented or substantiated via
primary sources, relying as minimally as possible on the writings of Caffi and
Burney.

2.1

Galuppi’s Early Years
Baldassare Galuppi was born in Burano, a colorful fishing village settled

on an archipelago of four small islands connected by bridges. It is from Burano
that the name by which Galuppi was known throughout his lifetime, "Il
Buranello," originates. The baptismal certificate from his parish church, San
Martino di Burano, which is preserved among the notes of nineteenth-century
historian Francesco Caffi, confirms that "Baldassare, legitimate son of Angelo
Galuppi and of Giovanna, his wife, was born the 18th of October, 1706" and his

Giuseppe Maria Foppa, Memorie storiche della vita di Giuseppe M. Foppa,
viniziano, già primo protocollista di consiglio di questo i. r. tribunale criminale, scritta da
lui medesimo (Venice: Giuseppe Moninari, 1840), 18-19.
10 Bartolommeo Gamba, Galleria dei letterati ed artisti più illustri delle
provincie austro-venete (Venice: Alvisopoli, 1822) s.n., chapter 70. Pompeo
Molmenti, Epistolari veneziani del secolo XVIII (Milan: M. Sandron, 1914), 25.
9
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death certificate confirms that he was baptized three days later, on the 21st. 11
According to marginalia in an 1831 letter to Caffi from historian Emmanuele
Cigogna, the name Baldassare was a common one in the Galuppi family, going
back at least to the composer's grandfather, but also borne by a grandchild of the
composer. 12 And it seems the family was a musical one as well, as Galuppi's
uncle Melchiore appears on the payroll register as organist of the convent of San
Giovanni Evangelista on the neighboring island of Torcello between 1709 and
1763, and his father, a barber by trade, played violin in comedic theaters as
entertainment between acts. 13
Galuppi's father reportedly provided his first music instruction, but the
child clearly had additional teaching beyond that which he received at home.
Evidence suggests he left his home island for Venice before age fifteen. In the
parish archival register of Santa Maria Formosa in the Castello district of Venice,

Cod. It., Cl. IV-749 [=10467]: F. Caffi, 'Musica sacra in Venezia: Appunti
per aggiunte e spoglie', 113. "Baldassare figlio leg.mo di Angelo Galuppi e di Giovanna
sua moglie naque li 18 8bre 1706." Laura Megna and Ernesto Garino, “Suggestioni
biografiche: In margine alla morte di Baldassare Galuppi,” in Galuppiana 1985:
studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venezia, 28-30 ottobre 1985), ed.
Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1986), 69.
12 Cod. It., Cl. IV-748 [=10466]: ]: F. Caffi, 'Materiali e carteggi per la storia
della musica teatrale; Spoglie documenti ecc. Per la storia della musica teatrale'
(c. 1850), 301. Reinhard Wiesend reports finding a nearly identical drawing
among Cicogna’s papers (I-Vmc, Mss. Cicogna 3433, olim 3410, G. 7.) in his
Studien zur Opera Seria von Baldassare Galuppi (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1984),
352.
13 Jonathan Glixon, personal communication February 3, 2014.
Bartolommeo Gamba, Galleria dei letterati ed artisti illustri delle provincie AustroVenete che fiorirono nel secolo XVIII (Venezia: A.lvisopoli, 1822), n.p., chapter 70.
11
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there is an entry from January 29, 1722 which almost surely refers to the young
Galuppi, as it notes the election of an organist "by the name of Baldisarra, from
Buran" at a salary of sixteen ducats per annum following a month-long trial
period. 14 At the age of sixteen Galuppi not only managed to compose his first
opera, but found the economic support to see it produced. Music journalist JeanBenjamin Laborde described a conversation with the septuagenarian Galuppi in
1780:
He debuted with Gli amici rivali, which he performed in Venice [sic] in
1722. He himself admits that the opera fell flat; the young master who saw
the causes of his misfortune knew full well how to avoid them
henceforth… This great man takes pains to repeat to his students, that one
must not trust the effect of music when performed in a small room; it is
too different from that of the theatre. 15
Caffi, writing about Galuppi in the 1830 biography of Benedetto Marcello, says
that the audience booed this early production so fiercely that, "Baldassare
himself, laughing about it in his old age, said the performance sounded like a

Gastone Vio, “I maestri di coro dei Mendicanti,” in Galuppiana 1985:
studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venezia, 28-30 ottobre 1985), ed.
Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1986), 109.
15 Jean-Benjamin Laborde, Essai sur la musique ancienne et moderne (Paris: E,
Onfroy, 1780) 301. "Il débuta par Gli amici Rivali, qu'il donna à Venise l'an 1722. Il
avoue lui-même que cet opéra tomba à plat : le jeune maître qui entrevit les causes de son
malheur, sut si bien les éviter ensuite." Laborde was just one of many eighteenthcentury writers to misidentify the two cities where Galuppi's earliest opera
debuted. Although often cited as Venice and Verona, Chioggia was in fact the
location where Gl’amici rivali opened. It was subsequently performed in Vicenza
under the title La fede nell’incostanza, according to the libretto preserved in the
Semeniška Knižnica in Ljubljana. For further details see Reinhard Wiesend, "La
prima opera di Galuppi," Note d'Archivio per la Storia Musicale—Nuova Serie, V
(1987): 227-234.
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bull fight." 16 Caffi reports that Marcello, after scolding the boy for his
audaciousness, offered to send him to Antonio Lotti for lessons, under the
condition that he do nothing but counterpoint for three years. If that is true, then
Galuppi certainly did not adhere to the moratorium, for the autograph
manuscript of Giovanni Brusa’s Il trionfo della virtù shows that Galuppi
composed two substitute recitatives and arias for Giovanni Carlo Bernardi in the
role of Tito, “Son agitato dal vento e l’onda” and “Pensier vacillante,” for the
production at the Teatro di San Giovanni Grisostomo in the autumn of 1724. 17
The fallacious line of reasoning that asserts that Galuppi studied with Lotti and
Lotti taught at the Ospedale degl' Incurabili, ergo Galuppi must have studied at
the Incurabili seems to have appeared first in the 1790 edition of Ernst Ludwig
Gerber’s Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler before being
perpetuated by Louis-Gabriel Michaud in his Biografie Universelle and others. 18
Historian Emmanuele Cicogna discredited the idea already in the first half of the
nineteenth century:

Francesco Caffi, Della vita e del comporre di Benedetto Marcello patrizio
veneto sovrannominato Principe della musica. (Venice: Picotti 1830), 11. “Baldassare
stesso, ridendone in sua vecchiaja, protestava che l'era stata quella rappresentazione come
una caccia di tori.”
17 Reinhard Wiesend, “Il giovane Galuppi e l’opera, materiali per gl’ anni
1722-1741,” Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana, anno 17, n. 3/4 (1983): 386. Taddeo
Wiel, I teatri musicali veneziani del settecento: catalogo delle opere in musica
rappresentate nel secolo XVIII in Venezia (1701-1800) : con prefazione dell'autore
(Venice: Fratelli Visentini, 1897), 71.
18 Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler
(Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1790), 469-471. Not only did Galuppi never study at the
Incurabili; Lotti never taught there, either. See chapter five.
16
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And first off, speaking in general against the author of the article about
Baldassare Galuppi detto il Buranello included in the Biografie universelle
where it says that Galuppi studied music in the conservatory of the
Incurabili under Antonio Lotti, it is clear that that boys were no longer
taught neither counterpoint, and certainly not instruments nor singing;
and they did not even teach girls from outside… so Galuppi neither
studied, nor could have studied in the conservatory of the Incurabili. 19
2.2

Galuppi in Florence
In his early twenties Galuppi found work playing harpsichord in opera

houses, including a period at the Teatro della Pergola in Florence during the
carnivale season of 1726. 20 Virtually all of Galuppi's biographers have either been
unaware of, or have chosen to ignore one specific episode during this time,
immediately after Galuppi struck out on his own in Florence. 21 Only Franco
Piovano, in 1906, has made any reference to it:

Emmanuele Antonio Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni Veneziane, 5. 5 (Venice:
Orlandelli, 1842), 317. " E parlando primamente in generale contra l'autore
dell'articolo intorno a Baldassare Galuppi detto il Buranello inserito nella Biografia
Universale, ove dicesi che Galuppi studiò la musica nel Conservatorio degli
Incurabili sotto Antonio Lotti, riflette che in questi orfanotrofii non insegnavasi già il
contrappunto, e nemmeno il suono e il canto a'maschi ; e nemmeno lo s'insegnava a
femmine estranee a quel luogo... Quindo Galuppi nè studiò, nè poteva studiare nel
Conservatorio degl'Incurabili.”
20 Luca Ombrosi (Luigi Gualtieri), Vita dei Medici sodomiti (Rome: Canesi,
1965), 62.
21 A few historians who have written about Italian history from a nonmusical perspective have discussed this episode in Galuppi's life, however.
Giovanni Dall' Orto referred to it in his online biography of the Medici (see I
Medici visti da dietro: Ferdinando II (1610-1670) e Giovan Gastone (o Giangastone) de'
Medici (1671 1737)
http://www.giovannidallorto.com/biografie/medici/medici.html). Harold
Acton's prissy translation of Gualtieri's diary was published privately for
subscribers in 1930. See http://www.worldcat.org/title/last-of-themedici/oclc/12432567&referer=brief_results.
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Having finished Lotti's tutelage, Galuppi applied himself immediately to
the pursuit of his profession. In 1726 he went to Florence to serve as
harpsichordist at the theater in Via della Pergola and at the same time was
part of the dubious entourage of that despicable ruler who was the Grand
Duke Gian Gastone, the last of the Medici: and therefore he too was
temporarily a ruspante, which does not do him much honor indeed, but
which is explained by his "rather vulgar and cheerful" nature as defined
by Caffi. 22
What Piovano refers to, however obliquely, is the notorious household of the last
of the Medici princes, Grand Duke Gian Gastone de' Medici. When Gian
Gastone's predecessor, Cosimo III, died in 1723, the Grand Duchy of Tuscany
that Gian Gastone had inherited was in an awful state, as was Gian Gastone
himself. 23 Depressed, alcoholic, and likely mentally ill, he spent most of the day
in bed at the Palazzo Pitti, sleeping until midday, and then drinking until past
midnight. 24 Affairs were managed by his opportunistic attendant and household
manager Giuliano Dami, a native Florentine and a former lover of Gian
Gastone. 25 The Grand Duke had a penchant for surrounding himself with
attractive younger people—mostly boys and young men but occasionally young

Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi.,” (1906): 686-687. "Uscito dalla scuola di
Lotti, Galuppi diedesi subito ad esercitar la sua professione. Nel 1726 si recò a Firenze a
disimpegnar le funzioni di cembalista al teatro di via della Pergola: ed in pari tempo fece
parte dell'equivoco entourage di quello spregevole sovrano che fu il Granduca Gian
Gastone, ultimo de' Medici: e cioè fu anch' egli temporaneo ruspante, cosa che non gli fa
invero troppo onore, ma che si spiega col suo naturale "vulgar piuttosto ed allegro" come
lo definisce il Caffi."
23 Paul Strathern, The Medici: Godfathers of the Renaissance (London:
Jonathan Cape, 2003), 400.
24 Harold Acton, The Last Medici (London: Macmillan, 1980), 285.
25 Alberto Bruschi, Delle orazioni in morte di S.A.R. Gian Gastone de' Medici,
VII granduca di Toscana e delle lodi in vita di Giuliano Dami e compagni: un
manoscritto inedito della metà del XVIII secolo (Florence: A. Falciani, 1997), 5.
22
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women—with whom he dined and drank to excess, and to whom he doled out
handfuls of gold coins called ruspi in exchange for sexual favors. Dami was
tasked with seeking out the young men and bringing them to the palazzo, and it
was Dami who subsequently extorted money from the same young men in
exchange for further access to the Grand Duke. 26 Residents of Florence, who
were scandalized by the Grand Duke’s behavior, referred to the artists, nobles,
and a large number of attractive youths from various social classes that formed
his entourage as ruspanti, after the coins with which the Grand Duke rewarded
them. 27
Another Florentine who worked in the household was Luigi Gualtieri, the
son of the steward to the Grand Duke. Gualtieri described the raunchy behavior
and sexual conquests of Gian Gastone in a set of diaries from the late 1720s to the
early 1730s, which survives as a portion of the manuscript in the Biblioteca
Moreniana in Florence entitled Storia della nobile e reale casa de' Medici, and which
found its way into print in the nineteenth century under the pseudonym Luca
Ombrosi. 28 Gualtieri was clearly not a schooled writer; his accounts often lacked
clarity and he was prone to meandering off topic. However, midway through his

Giuseppe Conti, Firenze dai Medici ai Lorena: storia-cronaca aneddoticacostumi (1670-1737.(Florence: R. Bemporad, 1909), 774.
27 Conti, Firenze dai Medici, 773.
28 Cristina Cavallaro and Francesca Gaggini, La biblioteca di Giuseppe Conti
(Florence: Comune di Firenze, 2010), 260.
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narrative, shortly before August 30, 1731 there appears an explicit description
that clearly refers to Galuppi:
A while back, there was brought from Venice, along with the musician
[Antonia] Pellizzari, who came to perform in the theatre in the Via della
Pergola, an extremely handsome harpsichord player who played in that
theatre, called Buranello for being from Burano, an island near Venice;
who was said to possess a fearsome member and for that very reason was,
as they say, very useful, and which was said to be a truly monstrous thing.
The Grand Duke had him remain for some months after the operas were
finished, and gave him an infinite quantity of ruspi, and to Antonio
Checchini, who hosted him [Galuppi] in his [Cecchini’s] house a dozen
times, he [the Grand Duke] reimbursed him [Cecchini] generously for his
expenses, and he [Cecchini] used to recount to some friends that he spent
time at the Grand Duke's and that that young stud of his was constantly in
action; that went on four years ago. 29
This is an interesting snapshot of Galuppi in his early twenties: a good-looking
young man from a working-class family who moves to another city and finds
himself fawned over by nobility. Although the description is salacious, this is
hardly the most sexually explicit of the passages in the diary, many of which
cross the line into the pornographic. But because it is somewhat sensational it

Luca Ombrosi, Vita di Gio. Gastone I, settimo ed ultimo granduca della r.
casa de' Medici, con la lista dei Provvisionati di Camera, dal volgo detti i Ruspanti
(Florence: Forni, 1967), 62. “Più tempo fa si portò da Venezia colla musica Pellizzari,
che veniva a recitare nel teatro di via della Pergola, un bellissimo sonatore di cimbalo e
che suonò in detto teatro, detto Buranello per essere di Burano, isola presso a Venezia ; il
quale dicevasi che avesso un animale spietato, e che perciò stesso, come dir si suole, bene a
bottega e che fosse in verità cosa mostruosa. Il G. D. lo fece trattenere dopo terminate le
opere per più mesi e gli diede infinita quantità di ruspi e ad Antonio Checchini, che lo
tratteneva in sua casa a dozzina, lo ricompensò largamente delle spese somministrategli,
ed egli raccontava a qualche amico ciò che passava col G. D. e che il puledro suo era
sempre in azione: seguì ciò quattro anni sono.”
29
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invites skepticism, therefore it is worthwhile to examine the credibility of the
source.
In the forward to his 1909 volume, Firenze dai Medici ai Lorena the
Florentine author and historian Giuseppe Conti (1847-1924) describes the
provenance of the diary and how he came to publish it:
All the information concerning the House of Medici has been obtained
from me by a manuscript that I possess, and had belonged to Ridolfo
Popoleschi, as his signature on the first page attests. Then said manuscript
passed into the hands of Niccolò Fontani, who, with an autographed
dedication, wanted to donate it to my paternal uncle—the esteemed
painter and writer on matters of art and history, Professor Cosimo Conti—
who in turn he wanted to give it to me a few months before he died to
remember him fondly.
…The author of the manuscript now in my possession is revealed in a
note at the bottom of the manuscript itself, by whoever had it first after
the death of after the writer's death, or perhaps even after the death of his
son.
The note says: "The above account was written by Luigi Lorenzo
Gualtieri" who "in his youth, was the groom of the most serene Grand
Duke Cosimo III; and helped by the favor of his prince, became bottigliere
dei forestieri: then he was gained the concession of the dispensa, in which
employment he died: Luigi his son remained dispensiere under the
direction of the maestro di casa Mr. Tommaso Fiaschi Carucci, gentleman of
proven integrity, in the administration of which post Gualtieri was
recognized as lacking trust; not only in the affairs of the dispensa, but also
in the affairs of his property: and he lost the credibility and esteem
inherited via his father. For which reason his authority was taken away,
and he was left with a mere title and monthly pension. Furthermore, a
man of wit, and skill, he has been able ingratiate himself with the new
government (Lorenese) giving them the above account—that is, the
manuscript of his father that then ended up in the hands of Popoleschi—
and others which have not come to light. [Italics in the original]
These words should perhaps refer to those details that Luigi Gualtieri did
not want to write in full, often saying that he could not give more details;
but at the same time feeling the need to say that what he writes is really
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the truth, since it is evident he feared looking like a slanderer or at least
exaggerating and distorting the facts. 30
The diary itself is full of so many verifiable names, events, and details that
it is highly unlikely to have been fabricated at a later date. In addition to listing
371 ruspanti, the nicknames by which they were called, and their cities or
countries of origin, it contains a wealth of other confirmable information, such as
the names of other household staff, specific local business establishments, and
visitors to Florence. The names of visiting musicians other than Galuppi appear
as well, such as Antonia Pellizzari, mentioned in the excerpt above, and the
castrato Nicola Caffarelli. These can be corroborated by cross-reference with

Conti, Firenze dai Medici, ix – xi. "Tutte le notizie poi concernenti la Casa
Medici, sono state da me ricavate da un Codice manoscritto che io posseggo, e già stato di
Ridolfo Popoleschi, come ne attesta la firma di lui nella prima pagina. Passato quindi un
tal Codice in proprietà di Niccolò Fontani, questi, con dedica autografa, volle farne dono
al mio zio paterno – il pregiato pittore e scrittore di cose d'arte e di storia, prof. Cosimo
Conti – che a sua volta pochi mesi prima di morire volle regalarmelo per suo affettuoso
ricordo. […] L'autore del manoscritto da me ora posseduti o, viene rivelato in una nota in
fondo al manoscritto stesso, da chi lo ebbe per il primo dopo la morte dello scrittore e dopo
forse la morte anche del figliuolo di lui. La nota dice : « La sopraddetta informazione fu
fatta da Luigi di Lorenzo Gualtieri » che « nella sua gioventù, fu staffiere del serenissimo
granduca Cosimo III; ed aiutato dal favore del suo principe, divenne Bottigliere dei
forestieri : di poi ebbe la Dispensa in appalto nel quale impiego morì: Luigi suo figlio restò
dispensiere sotto la direzione del maestro di casa signor Tommaso Fiaschi Carucci,
gentiluomo di sperimentata integrità, nell'amministrazione del quale impiego, il
Gualtieri fu riconosciuto mancante di fedeltà; non solo nel traffico della Dispensa, ma
anco negli affari di sua proprietà : e perse il credito ed estimazione lasciatagli dal padre.
Per il che gli fu levata l'autorità, e lasciatogli il puro titolo e provisione mensuale. Uomo
peraltro di spirito, e di abilità, e che ha saputo insinuarsi col nuovo Governo (Lorenese)
dandogli la suddetta Informazione--ossia il manoscritto del padre che capitò poi nelle
mani del Popoleschi—ed altre ancora che non sono venute in luce. » Queste parole
debbono forse riferirsi a quelle notizie che Luigi Gualtieri non vuole scrivere per intero,
dicendo spesso di non poter dare maggiori particolari ; ma nel tempo stesso sentendo il
bisogno di dire che quello che scrive è proprio la verità, poichè è evidente in lui la paura di
passare per un calunniatore o per lo meno di esagerare ed ampliare i fatti."
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other surviving documentation of activity in the Florence theaters. The
paragraph dedicated to the twenty-one-year-old “bellissimo” harpsichord player
from Burano is longer than the references to the other boudoir conquests of the
Grand Duke, most of whom are only mentioned in passing; and of those that are
sexually graphic, it is one of the few that provide personal names. Galuppi at this
time was still a rank-and-file theater musician, not yet a composer, so this degree
of attention from the author is presumably due to his unusually good looks, the
frequency of his visits to the palazzo, and his special financial arrangements with
the Grand Duke.
The question of whether Galuppi was perhaps gay or bisexual is moot for
all practical purposes, not only because the concept of sexual orientation is
anachronistic to eighteenth-century Europe, but because so far no other evidence
has surfaced to suggest any sort of similar scandal throughout the remainder of
his long life. 31 If there were such evidence, if even the most casual gossip had
surfaced around his private behavior before or during his tenure at San Marco, it
would have raised the concern of the Procuratori, who, as previously discussed,
were fastidious in avoiding the mere suggestion of scandal. Fortunately,
whatever happened behind closed doors in Florence during Galuppi’s youth
remained undisclosed until long after his death. The value of considering it here

Giovanni Dall' Orto, "Socratic Love" as a Disguise for Same-Sex Love in
the Italian Renaissance,” Male Homosexuality in Renaissance and Enlightenment
Europe (New York: Harrington Park Press, 1989), 33.
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lies in the hope that it will prompt further inquiry into the composer's formative
years, including investigating whether personal, political, or financial support
from Gian Gastone de' Medici may have helped the twenty-one-year-old
Baldassare Galuppi establish himself professionally at that critical stage in his
early career.

2.3

Galuppi in Venice
Although Michael Talbot asserts that Galuppi and Antonio Vivaldi are not

known to have interacted directly, Vivaldi saw to it that Galuppi and Giovanni
Battista Pescetti were hired in 1728 to co-compose the second Carnival opera, Gli
odii delusi dal sangue, for the Teatro Sant’ Angelo in Venice, which Vivaldi
himself produced, and which featured his protégé, Anna Girò. 32 It was not
unusual for the Teatro Sant' Angelo to hire lesser-known Venetian composers
over Neapolitans, and the production presumably met with audience approval,
because Vivaldi hired the pair again the following year to compose the
Ascension season opera, Dorinda, for the other theater over which he had control,
the Teatro di San Samuele. 33 Although both Vivaldi and Galuppi continued to
compose for these two theatres over the next decade, Vivaldi, who had a great

Talbot, The Vivaldi Compendium, 85. Reinhard Strohm, Essays on Handel
and Italian Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985) 155. See also
Michael Talbot, The chamber cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK:
Boydell Press, 2006) 88.
33 Michael Talbot, “A Venetian Operatic Contract,” in The Business of
Music, ed. Michael Talbot (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2002), 30.
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deal of control over who was hired, seemed to prefer to share billing with less
successful rivals, and saw to it that his operas were never again scheduled
against those of Galuppi. 34
In 1730, Galuppi was hired as the sole composer of L’odio placato at Sant’
Angelo. The fact that his name doesn’t appear until page seven in the libretto
attests to his lack of status, but he continued working successfully at that theatre,
likely under contract. 35 Reinhard Wiesend asserts that Galuppi seems to have
directed the performances from the harpsichord. 36 He continued composing
substitute arias for well-known singers that performed at that theatre, such as the
Bavarian Anna Rosa for Domenico Sarri’s Didone abbandonata in 1730 and Vinci’s
Siroe in 1731. Even though Sant’ Angelo and San Samuele remained under the
artistic influence of Vivaldi, Galuppi was once again in the composer’s role for a
sequence of productions from 1733 to 1737 that included Argenide, Ambizione
depressa, Tamiri, Elisa regina di Tiro, Ergilda, and Ciro riconoscuito for Sant’ Angelo,
as well as La ninfa Apollo for San Samuele. 37
The year 1737 marks a shift to performances of Galuppi’s works beyond
the Veneto region. For several years he composed works for the Carnavale and
Ascension seasons in Genoa, Turin, Mantua, and Parma before resuming regular

Strohm, Essays on Handel and Italian Opera, 132-133. Talbot, “A Venetian
Operatic Contract,” 22.
35 L'odio placato: drama per musica: da recitarsi nel Teatro di S. Angelo l'anno
1730 (Venice: Appresso Alvise Valvasense in frezzaria a San Moisè, 1730).
36 Wiesend, Il giovane Galuppi, 390.
37 Wiesend, Il giovane Galuppi, 390-394.
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work in Venice once again in 1740. As his name and reputation spread, his
operas saw more and more successful productions in more distant European
cities, including Florence, Parma, Madrid, Naples, Munich, Vicenza, and Vienna.
During the late 1730s Galuppi earned a portion of his income through
giving lessons to private students from among the dilettantes of Venice's
patrician class, including Michele Bernardi, who commissioned the 1738 serenata
for three voices, Li amori sfortunati di Ormindo, the title page of which reads, "For
the use of Nobleman Signor Michiel Bernardo." The cover page of the libretto
confirms the teacher-student relationship, referring to Galuppi as "Most Worthy
and Virtuous Teacher of His Excellency." 38 But most fascinating is the year-long
contract, notarized and dated July 23, 1738, in which Galuppi agreed to give "N.
H. Michiel Bernardo figlio di Francesco" two hour-long lessons daily, one in the
morning and one later in the day, cancelable only in case of illness, for a monthly
salary of seven gold ducats or zecchini, payable three months in advance. 39

2.4

Galuppi at the Incurabili and Abroad
The year 1740 included two milestones for the composer: the beginning of

his collaboration with librettist Carlo Goldoni, and his appointment to the

Franco Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi. Note bio-bibliografiche,” Rivista
Musicale Italiana (1906): 695. "ad uso del N. U. s. Michiel Bernardo", "Degnissimo, e
Virtuosissimo Maestro di Sua Eccellenza."
39 Gastone Vio, “I Maestri di coro dei Mendicanti,” in Galuppiana 1985:
studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venice, 28-30 ottobre 1985), ed.
Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1986), 110.
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Ospedale dei Mendicanti. Of their Ascension fair production of Gustavo Primo, Re
di Svezia at the Teatro San Samuele, Goldoni wrote in his memoirs: "The actors
being good, the music excellent and the dances very happy, nobody said
anything about the drama. I, meanwhile, stood behind the curtain and came out
to share the applause that did not belong to me." 40 The collaboration between the
composer and librettist proved to be profitable and satisfying for both. As
Goldoni commented in his diary, "My work entitled Orontes, King of the Scythians
had a highly successful reception. The music of Buranello was divine;
decorations of Jolli, superb; the actors excellent. Nobody said a word about the
libretto, but the author did not enjoy the luck of such a delightful spectacle any
less." 41
Galuppi’s appointment to the Mendicanti was preceded by two events.
The first was the performance for Frederick Christian, Prince-Elector of Saxony,
of Pietro Domenico Paradies's cantata La muse in gara, which concluded with a
recitative and aria by Galuppi, "Se mai d'umil donzella" and "Al vapor de petti
amanti." The Diario ordinario di Roma from April 9, 1740 noted, "Meanwhile, on

Carlo Goldoni, Memorie del Sig. Carlo Goldoni scritte da lui medesimo,
Tomo primo (Venice: Antonio Zatta e figli, 1788), 298-301. "Essendo buoni gli
attori, eccellente la musica, i balli allegrissimi, del Dramma niente si discorreva. Io
intanto me ne stava dietro ad una cortina, ed entrava a parti degli applausi che non mi
appartenevano."
41 Goldoni, Memorie, 308. "La mia opera intitolata Oronte, Re degli Sciti, ebbe
un incontro fortunatissimo. La musica di Byranello era divina; le decorazioni di Jolli,
superbe; gli attori eccellenti. Non si diceva parola del libro, ma l'autor di quello non
godeva meno della fortuna di si delizioso spettacolo."
40
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Monday night the Royal Prince Elect enjoyed another exquisite cantata for six
voices by the girls of the Mendicanti, and alluding to his good fortune in coming,
and extremely satisfied, left them 100 gold pieces." 42 The second was an
invitation from the Mendicanti leadership on the 29th of May, 1740 to compose
music for the occasion of the Feast of St. Mary Magdalene. The administration of
the Mendicanti was pleased by the favorable audience reception of the oratorio
Galuppi had composed, Santa Maria Magdalena, and subsequently offered him
the post of maestro di coro following the departure of the titular choir master,
Giuseppe Giacomo Saratelli. On August 4th of that year the administration noted
that "the negotiations with Galuppi having been positive, who in multiple
performances of his works drew distinct applause, [which was] especially
sustained recently on the day of St. Mary Magdalene with the performance of the
oratorio." They voted seventeen to four in favor of appointing him with an
annual honorarium of 250 ducats. 43 Notes from August 7 indicate that he was

"Venezia 9 Aprile, Diario ordinario di Roma, April 9, 1740, 4. "Intanto
Lunedi sera il Real Principe Elettorale godè l'altra esquisita Cantata a sei voci dalle
zitelle de' Mendicanti, allusiva alla sua fortunata venuta, e sodisfattissimo, lasciò loro
100 zecchini."
43 Giuseppe Ellero, Jolanda Scarpa, and Cristina Mantese, Arte e musica
all'ospedaletto: schede d'archivio sull'attività musicale degli ospedali dei Derelitti e dei
Mendicanti di Venezia (sec. XVI-XVIII) (Venice: Stamperia di Venezia Editrice,
1978), 186. "Mancando il maestro titloare di Coro ed essendo state positive le trattative
col Galuppi, che in più incontri delle sue opere riportò distinto applause, e che
spetialmente nella recente sosteneuta nel giorno di S. Maria Maddalena con la recita dell’
oratorio, lo si elegge per maestro di coro per anni tre, con duc. 250 annui."
42
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elected “for three years, with the duty to instruct the girls of the chorus and
compose masses, vespers, and all that which must be sung by the girls.” 44
The conservatories of the Venetian ospedali represented what was
fundamentally a closed system for musical education with no aspirations to be a
"school" in the modern sense, but rather, vocational institutions whose goal was
the training of young female musicians exclusively for in-house performances.
The phenomenon of the figlie di coro attracted tourists, connoisseurs, and
professional musicians to the city and generated income for the ospedali
themselves, which, together with the rivalry among the four institutions,
provided an incentive for upholding high standards. The maestro and maestro di
coro posts were visible and highly desirable, and the names of those who held
them, Vivaldi, Porpora, Hasse, Lotti, and Cimarosa among them, were calling
cards to audiences. 45
Within his first twelve months Galuppi had written and performed no
fewer than thirty-one of his sacred works at the Mendicanti, which he listed in a
supplica to the governatori, including sixteen motets, four Marian antiphons, and

Ellero, Arte e musica, 172. “È eletto maestro di Musica per tre anni Baldassare
Galuppi, con l’obligo di istruire le figlie del Coro e comporre Messe, Vesperi e tutto quello
che dev’ essere cantata dalle figlie, con l’onorario di duc. 250 annui."
45 Helen Geyer and Wolfgang Osthoff, Musik an den venezianischen
Ospedali: Konservatorien vom 17. bis zum frühen 19. Jahrhundert : Symposion vom 4.
bis 7. April 2001, Venedig (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2004), xi.
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nine psalm settings. 46 However, as the same petition makes clear, Galuppi’s
reputation as composer was still climbing and he was not going to turn down
other professional opportunities, even those that might take him away from the
Venetian Republic. So he also promised to deliver two more Salve Regina settings,
a setting of Alma Mater Redemptoris, a Confitebor tibi, Domine setting, a setting of
Laudate pueri, and other works in exchange for permission to go to London for an
extended period. 47 An entry from August 27, 1741 notes that “The decision
regarding granting a license for Galuppi to go to England for a period of nine
months is still pending,” and elsewhere that “Permission for the maestro
Galuppi to go to England for nine months is not granted, because the choir
would be lacking in teachers.” 48 And yet, ultimately, the composer did indeed
leave, under conditions left unspecified.

2.5

Galuppi in London
Galuppi spent two opera seasons in London at the King's Theater,

Haymarket, 1741–42 and 1742–43, although whether or not he returned to Venice
between seasons is unknown. He composed four operas during that time, about
which little documentation survives. The second of Galuppi's operas, Scipione in

VAS, Ospedali, Busti 654, entry for 27 August 1741 cited in Denis
Arnold, "Music at the Mendicanti in the Eighteenth Century," in Music & Letters,
Vol. 65, No. 4 (Oct. 1984): 347.
47 Jane L. Berdes, Women Musicians of Venice: Musical Foundations, 15251855 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 222.
48 Ellero, Arte e musica, 187.
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Cartagine, drew public attention when a live elephant, meant to carry twenty
soldiers from the chorus, fell through the stage. 49 Activities at the opera house
henceforth provided a rich source of gossip, and J. Molloy Fitzgerald observed,
"The merest details connected with it formed subjects of interest for the whole
town." 50 But any publicity, even negative, was good for ticket sales. Art historian
Horace Walpole wrote to his colleague Horace Mann in March of 1742 about the
elephant incident, saying, "There is a new subscription begun for next year, thirty
subscribers at two hundred pounds each. Would you believe that I am one?" 51
Successful productions of Penelope, Enrico, and Sirbace drew an eager
public, as well. 52 According to Daniel Heartz, in London there was typically only
one score for each opera: the autograph, from which the composer played at the
first harpsichord. If so, then that might explain why few have survived.
However, the London publisher John Walsh issued the sinfonie as well as a
selection of arias from each of Galuppi's London operas in his "Favourite Songs"
collections, which helped establish Galuppi's identity with the public, and which
exposed other composers to his musical innovations. 53 Charles Burney wrote of

Horace Walpole and W. S. Lewis, The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole's
Correspondence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937) 358.
http://www.library.yale.edu/walpole/collections/digital_collection_ corr.html.
50 J. Fitzgerald Molloy, Court Life Below Stairs: Or London under the First
Georges, 1714-1760 (London: Downey, 1897) 256.
51 Walpole, Horace Walpole's Correspondence, 358.
52 Piovano, Note bio-bibliografiche (1906): 704-706.
53 Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720-1780.
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2003), 264.
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the Haymarket operas, “Many of Galuppi’s passages, indeed, have been made
common by plagiarists; but at this time they were new.” 54

2.6

Galuppi at the Mendicanti
One reason the governatori of the Mendicanti may have tolerated

Galuppi’s absence is the immediate improvement he brought to the level of
music making. He not only instructed the figlie di coro in the performance of his
compositions, but also provided keyboard training for some of the more
advanced students. 55 The musical reputation of the Mendicanti had suffered in
the 1720s during the final years of direction under Antonio Biffi, who was simply
too old to continue working, and whose outmoded compositional style was
much more reflective of the seventeenth century than of the eighteenth. 56 Upon
Biffi's retirement, the governatori had attempted to lure the much more
progressive Johann Adolph Hasse to the post, without success. 57 Finally, after
several years with no suitable candidate, they had filled the vacant post with
Giuseppe Saratelli in 1732 and had only narrowly voted to re-appoint him in
1738, before choosing to end his employment in 1740. 58
Charles Burney, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the
Present Period (London: G. and W. B. Whittaker 1789), 476.
55 Vio, "I maestri di coro," 96-97.
56 Venice, ASV, OLP, b. 651, 8 January, 1730 b. st., cited in Caroline GironPanel, “À l'origine des conservatoires: le modèle des Ospedali de Venise, XVIeXVIIIe siècles” (PhD diss. Université de Grenoble, 2010), 570.
57 Ellero, Arte e musica, 183.
58 VAS, Ospedali, Busta 853, entry for 2 February 1739 [1740], cited in
Arnold, Music at the Mendicanti, 347.
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Thus, the music program that Galuppi inherited was embarrassingly bad.
It is revealing that several years into his tenure, the governatori noted, "Thanks to
the industriousness and commitment of the Maestro, the choir of the Mendicanti
has progressed so not only as to cease to be inferior to all the others, but it can
truthfully be said that it has become distinctly honorable." 59 The administration
seems to have felt they were getting their money’s worth from Galuppi in spite
of his absences during his trips abroad, as well, for in 1744, "regretting that
Galuppi had not been blessed with a good financial situation, and that he did not
have 'less of a familial burden,' the deputies conceded that he deserved a raise in
salary" by another 100 ducats. Furthermore, at his request they opted to review
his contract in increments of three years, rather than annually. 60 Thus, they
subsequently renewed his position in 1747 and in 1749. 61
Galuppi's 1741 correspondence with the administration provides a rare
glimpse into biographical detail during this decade. It is unclear exactly when he
had married Maria Adriana Pavan, but her vadimonio, a post-mortem notarial
document filed on March 17, 1785, says that she was from Burano, a daughter of
Antonio Pavani of Burano, and that her marriage had included a dowry of 200

Vio, “I maestri di coro,” 97. "Grazie all' applicazione e all' impegno del
Amestro, il Coro dei Mendicanti è arrivato al punto "non solo a non esser inferior a
caraun altro; ma con verità può dirsi che si è reso distintamente pregiabile…"
60 Vio, “I maestri di coro,” 96-97. "Lamentando che il Galuppi non fosse fornito
di bene di fortune, e che non avesse "un men peso di famiglia" i Deputati ammettevano
ch' egli meritava un aumento di stipendio."
61 Arnold, Music at the Mendicanti, 350.
59
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ducats, repaid with interest upon Galuppi’s death. 62 In Galuppi's 1741 supplica to
the governatori of the Mendicanti, he mentioned his “numerous and poor family
of no fewer than twelve persons, of whom seven are of marriageable age," which
seems to imply a marriage during the mid-1720s at the earliest, and possibly nine
or even ten children. 63 In 1743 or 1744 Galuppi's elderly father, Angelo, who had
become sick, came to Venice from Burano to be close to them and relied on them
for assistance during his illness. He died on July 5, 1745 at age seventy, and the
parish priest of his home parish, San Martino of Burano, subsequently
complained in writing that half of Angelo’s ashes had not been sent from the
parish of San Felice in Venice back to his home parish in Burano, as per local
custom. 64
Just as the governatori of the Mendicanti were clearly sensitive to Galuppi’s
potential for attracting audiences and generating revenue through name
recognition among the public, they were conscious of the need to invest in both
the figlie as well as in the performance space itself in order to compete with the
other three ospedali for audiences. A note from 1744 attests that "It was decided
to enlarge the choir loft to give more comfort to the choir girls, however in a way
that will not alter the acoustics." In the mid-1740s appear signs of strain on the
relationship between the administration of the Mendicanti and their maestro di

Garino and Megna, “In margine alla morte,” 85.
VAS. Ospedali, Busta 642, cited in Arnold, Music at the Mendicanti, 348.
64 AP, San Felice, Catastico, 148, cited in Vio, “I maestri di coro,” 111.
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coro. When the performances of the figlie failed to draw sufficient audiences, the
governatori looked to him for the cause, concluding that since the performance
space was up to date and Galuppi's reputation was thriving, he must be doing
something else wrong. An entry from December 27, 1749 says that
There being noted a significant reduction of public participation in the
Church of the ospedale during the holidays when music is performed.
Two governors are in charge over the Church to investigate and report
especially on the following points: Whether the daughters accepted for the
choirs as supernumeraries correspond to the musical qualifications hoped
of them; whether they are instructed and drilled in solfège and in singing
style by persons other than the maestri of the Ospedale; whether during
the mass and vespers celebrated in the ospedale only psalms and motets
composed by the present maestro are sung; whether the old custom is
kept, as is common to all other sacred spaces of the city, of performing
two motets for each vespers, and the same on the occasion of the solemn
Masses; and whether the figlie del coro fulfill their duties. The
Congregation awaits the report as soon as possible, in order to deliberate
on it. 65
2.7

Galuppi in Vienna
Meanwhile, Galuppi's fame beyond Italy continued to grow. It is likely

that Galuppi was present less often at the Mendicanti during 1748 and 1749 in
part because of his tenure at the Viennese court of Maria Theresa, where Baron

Ellero, Arte e musica, 188. “Notata una sensibile diminuzione di
partecipazione del pubblico nella Chiesa dell'ospedale in occasione dei giorni festivi
quando si fà musica. Si incaricano due Governatori sopra la Chiesa ad indagare e riferire
specialmente sui seguenti punti: Se le figliole accettate come sopranumerarie per il Coro
corrispondono ai requisiti musicali che da loro si era sperato; Se vengono istruite ed
esercitate nel solfeggio e nella maniera da altre persone che non siano i maestri
dell'Ospedale; Se durante le Messe e i Vesperi celebrati nell'ospedale si cantino solo
Salmi e mottetti composti dall'attuale maestro; Se è conservata l'antica usanza, comune a
tutti gli altri luoghi pii della città di eseguire ogni Vespero due mottetti; lo stesso in
occasione delle Messe solenni; Se le figlie del Coro adempiono al loro dovere. La
Congregazione attende al più presto il rapporto, per deliberare in merito.”
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Rocco Lo Presti had arranged for him to compose several new operas for the
Burgtheater. 66 He subsequently composed two operas in Vienna, Demetrio in the
autumn of 1748, and Artaserse for 1749 the carnival season, for a fee of 200 ducats
each, plus a housing allowance. 67
Galuppi’s discord with Metastasio, the librettist of these two operas, has
been discussed by Burney and many others, who have failed to contextualize
that animosity in terms of what occurred onstage in Vienna in 1749. It is
worthwhile to take a detailed look in order to understand both the critical
response to Galuppi that followed, and what Galuppi’s work in Vienna shares
with his overall approach to text setting in his sacred music. 68
Although Roman-born as Pietro Antonio Domenico Trapass, (1698–1782),
Metastasio wrote under the Hellenized version of his name. He had held a
position of prestige in Vienna as poet of the Habsburg court since 1730 and
virtually every major Italian composer of the eighteenth century set his texts to
music. His language, praised for its beauty and effortlessness, was considered
the model of perfect fluidity and in form was held to be beyond reproach.
The primary source of antipathy between librettist and composer seems to
have been Galuppi's changes to Metastasio’s libretto of Arteserse for the Vienna

Daniel Heartz, Haydn, Mozart, and the Viennese School, 1740-1780 (New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1995), 94.
67 Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720-1780
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2003), 268.
68 Charles Burney, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the Abate Metastasio
(New York: Da Capo Press. 1971), 297-298.
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production. In it, Galuppi compressed the five arias prolonging the end of Act I
into one single quartet. 69 This proved to be an inspired choice, and the dramatic
effect it produced for the audience was enormous. But it was certainly an
unorthodox step, and it required the abridging of much of Metastasio’s text in
the process.
In the last five scenes of Act I of Artaserse, the protagonist, Arbace, falsely
accused of treachery and murder, is condemned and abandoned first by his
father (Artabano), then by his king, (Artaserse), and then by his beloved
(Mandane). Galuppi first took Artaserse's aria in Scene 11:
Pray let me breathe
a few moments in peace!
Capable of deciding
my reason is not.
I find myself in one instant
judge, friend, lover,
and criminal, and king.

Deh respirar lasciatemi
Qualche momento in pace!
Capace di risolvere
La mia ragion non è.
Mi trovo in un istante
Giudice amico, amante,
E delinquente e re.

and paraphrased it in a mere thirteen syllables:
Giudice tuo son io
Non so che far per te.

I am your judge,
I don’t know what to do for you.

Daniel Heartz, From Garrick to Gluck: Essays on Opera in the Age of
Enlightenment, (Hillsdale, N.Y., Pendragon Press, 2004), 98.
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Similarly, Galuppi took Arbace's recitative in Scene 12:
Tu non mi guardi, o padre?
Ogni altro avrei
Sofferto accusator senza lagnarmi:
Ma che possa accusarmi,
Che chieder possa il mio morir colui
Che il viver mi donò, m’empie
d’orrore
Il cor tremante e me l’agghiaccia in
seno:
Senta pietà del figlio il padre almeno.

You won’t look at me, O father?
Any other accusor I would have suffered
without complaining:
But that could accuse me,
That could request my death
The one who has given my life, fills with
horror
My trembling heart and chills my breast:
That at least the father should feel pity for
the son.

and summarized it in another thirteen syllables:
You what me dead, oh God,
Cruel father, why?

Tu mi vuoi morto, oh Dio,
Padre crudel perché?
Of Artabano's aria in Scene 12:

I am not your father
You are not my son
I do not feel pity
For a traitor.
You are the cause
Of your own peril.
You are the torment
Of your parent

Non ti son padre
Non mi sei figlio;
Pietà non sento
D’un traditor.
Tu sei cagione
Del tuo periglio:
Tu sei tormento
Del genitor.

Galuppi salvaged a further thirteen syllables:
Tradito ancor son io
No hai speranza in me.

Even I am betrayed
There is no hope in me.

He excised scene 13 entirely. Of the recitative in Scene 14, Galuppi only extracted
this couplet for Arbace:
Parla per me, ben mio,
Io non son reo, mio re.

Speak for me, my beloved,
I am not guilty, my king
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and from the aria that follows, this couplet for Mandane:
Your enemy am I
There is no pity for you.

Nemica tua son io
Pietà per te non v'è.

The result was a concise, extremely effective text in which the despair,
confrontation, and tension built, then built further, and finally peaked in an
extraordinary emotional climax.
Metastasio's libretto for Artaserse had been set by various composers well
over eighty times. 70 Operagoers were well familiar with the story and would
have known many sections of Metastasio's text by heart. Heartz observes:
Imagine their surprise (and that of the imperial poet!) … Little in opera
previous to this time prepared the public for such a dramatic quartet. Of
static or decorative ensembles there was no dearth, but pieces in which the
stage action is written into the music, in which the music becomes the
action, are exceedingly rare… Vienna had called forth a breakthrough in
dramatic music with Galuppi's Artaserse and the intensity it attained in a
piece like the great quartet ending Act I. 71
Heartz does not know what response Galuppi’s premiere received from
the public. Nor did Galuppi; by opening night he was well on his way to Milan
for his next project. 72 However, Metastasio was outraged at what he regarded as
a barbaric act of vandalism, as his subsequent correspondence from 1749 with
the famous castrato Farinelli makes clear.

Allison A. Stonehouse, “The Attitude of the French towards Metastasio
as Poet and Dramatis in the Second Half of the Eighteenth Century” (PhD diss.
University of Western Ontario, 1997), 2.
71 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 269.
72 Antonio Paglicci Brozzi, Il regio ducal teatro di Milano nel secolo XVIII.
Notizie aneddotiche 1701-1776 (Milan: Ricordi, 1894) cited in Piovano, Note biobibliografiche (1906): 718.
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I wish you joy with the music of Il Buranello, who on the other hand,
according to what I have heard, will be a very good maestro for the violins
and for the singers; but a terrible medium for poets. He thinks as much
about the words when he is setting them, as you of becoming pope; and if
he did think about them, I don't know if he would do much better. He is
rich wealth of ideas, though not all his own, nor well stitched together. 73
It is telling that when Galuppi's Artaserse was revived two years later in
Padua to celebrate the opening of the Teatro Nuovo, civic authorities insisted
that their first opera be a work by Galuppi: "The music must be by Buranello. For
a drama I had chosen Demetrio, but having heard that it will be performed at the
Ascension fair, we have changed plans and are awaiting one from Vienna." 74
However, the ingenious finale of Act I was scrapped and replaced with five fresh
arias, which is no surprise considering the high reputations of the singers in the
cast, the tenor Anton Raaff among them, who often demanded that their solo
arias be tailored to fit their egos as well as their voices. 75
Even if the quartet from Artaserse fell by the wayside, the concept behind
it did not, for the composer paired up with librettist Carlo Goldoni to create the

Giosuè Carducci and Pietro Metastasio, Lettere disperse e inedite di Pietro
Metastasio (Bologna: Nicola Zanichelli, 1883), 213. "Vi auguro felice la musica del
Buranello; il quale per altro, secondo quello che io ne ho sentito, sarà un ottimo maestro
per i violini, e per i cantanti, ma cattivissimo mobile per i poeti. Quando egli scrive pensa
tanto alle parole quanto voi pensate a diventar papa; e se ci pensasse non so se farebbe di
più. Ha una feconda miniera di idee, ma non tutte sui, nè sempre ben ricucite insieme."
74 Lettere autografe di vari all' ab. G Gennari, Biblioteca del Semenario di
Padova, doc. 620, V, c. 159. cited in Bruno Brunelli, I teatri di Padova dalle origini
alla fine del secolo xix (Padova: Angelo Draghi, 1921), 155. "La musica deve essere di
Buranello. Per framma avevo scelto il Demetrio, ma avendo inteso che si rappresenterà
costì nella fiera dell'Ascensione hanno mutate disegno e ne aspettano uno da Vienna."
75 Daniel Heartz, “Hasse, Galuppi and Metastasio,” Venezia e il
melodramma nel settecento (Firenz Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1978), 338-339.
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comic opera L'Arcadia in Brenta for the Ascension fair in May of 1759 for the
Teatro di San Angelo. Scene 10 of the second act finds five of the main characters
onstage presenting a play-within-the-play in the style of Commedia dell'Arte to
create an appropriately comic finale before the curtain. This time there was no
need to excise anything from the librettist's text, because Goldoni had crafted it
precisely to create the effect desired by the composer.
Artaserse was not the last of Metastasio's libretti that Galuppi altered.
When his 1740 Adriano in Siria was revived eighteen years later in Turin, the
composer condensed Scenes 10, 11, and 12 of the second act into a prolific for the
characters Ofroa, Farnaspe, and Emirena. Galuppi constructed the finale in a way
that built to an emotional climax while all three characters simultaneously sang
different texts expressing anguish and hopelessness, much as he had done with
Artaserse. Metastasio’s reaction is unknown, if he learned of it at all; his opera
career in Vienna had come to a standstill by then. But the response of the public
was unambiiguous: audiences loved it. Goldoni was clearly delighted as well, for
he subsequently praised it in a wedding poem for the marriage of Caterina
Baglioni to Lorenzo Minello, referring to the trio in Adriano in Siria by name:
We went to the theater and our ears
Informed us how universally it was loved.
In fact, when Il Buranello writes
One must bow and remove his hat.
Just hearing the overture
One felt one’s heart cheer
Such music have I never enjoyed in my life,
So full of grace and valor.
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Mouth agape until it's over
How I stood there in delight and relish
And the other strangers, sophisticated people,
Burst into applause, they had enjoyed it so much.
…Listen to the terzetto. Oh, what a terzetto!
What music! What style! What a masterpiece!
It's a sublime work, and I promise you
It's worth coming to the opera for this piece alone.
Buranello, when he wants, can be the curse
This time he's put his wisdom into the opera.
…The opera over, what thunder!
Oh, what applause they give Il Buranello! 76
2.8

Galuppi in Spain
Most biographies have neglected Galuppi’s work for the Spanish royal

family, although it must have brought the composer no small degree of prestige.
Galuppi was absent from Venice during Advent and Christmas of 1749 because
of the approaching premieres of two operas, Olimpia, at the Teatro di San Carlo
in Naples in honor of the name day of Barbara of Portugal, Queen of Spain, and
Demofoonte, at the royal court in Madrid in honor of the royal wedding of the

Carlo Goldoni, Delli componimenti diversi di Carlo Goldoni, avvocato veneto,
Tomo I (Venice: Giambattista Pasquali, 1764), 167-179. "Semo andai al Teatro e
dall'udienza / S'ha visto universal la prevenzion. / In fatti quando scrive el Buranello, /
Bisogna starghe, e farghe de Capello. /Solamente a sentir la Sinfonia / Me se sentiva a
rallegrar el cuor / Musica non ho godesto in vita mia / Cussi piena de grazie, e de valor. /
A bocca averta fin che i l'ha fenia / Ghe son stà con diletto, e con sapor. / E i mi foresti,
zente illuminae/ Gh'ha fatto applauso, e i l'ha godesta assae. / Ascoltemo el Terzetto. Oh
che Terzetto! / Che Musica! Che stil! Che Capo d'opera! / El xe un pezzo sublime, e ghè
prometto, / Basta sto pezzo per vegnir a l'opera. / Buranello, col vol, l'è maledetto. / Sta
volta el so saver l'ha messo in opera. / L'opera terminada, oh che fracasso! /Oh che
applauso s' ha fatto al Buranello!"
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Infante Sorella of His Majesty Ferdinando VI with the Duke of Savoy. The Diario
ordinario di Roma reported on the premiere of Demofoonte on December 17, 1749,
"Everything in this capital was merrily illuminated; but much more
magnificently so the Palacio de Buon Retiro, where the drama Demofoonte was
produced." 77 The famous castrato Farinelli, serving the Spanish court as Chamber
Musician to the King, produced the opera. Metastasio, writing to Farinelli in
1750, said, "All the papers are full of the royal magnificence with which you have
produced my Demofoonte." 78 It is unclear whether Galuppi was present in Madrid
for this production, but Francesco Piovano noted that in the autograph score the
recitatives were completed in a hand other than the composer's, so Galuppi
seems to have had a full schedule outside Venice during autumn of 1749, in
either case. 79
The governatori of the Mendicanti noted his absence, and in a report from
February 24, 1750, this warning appeared:
The Governors present this report, as requested by the Congregazione.
Lacking some Psalms for the solemn Vespers that will be officiated on
Sundays, the Deputies over the Church will, in the most firm and resolute
manner, instruct the maestro Galuppi to apply himself to both the formal
composition of those missing Psalms, with no exceptions, as the only
legitimate means of satisfying his duty, and the honest satisfaction of
anyone in our Church who intervenes, in order to make up for that [lack
Diario ordinario di Roma (Rome: Cracas, 4 Feb 1750). "Nelle sere
susseguenti questa Capitale fu tutta giulivamente illuminata; ma in modo assai più
magnifico lo fu il Regio Palazzo di Buon Ritiro, ove fu rappresentato il Dramma di
Demofoonte."
78 Carducci and Metastasio, Lettere disperse e inedite, 324. "Tutti i foglietti son
pieni della magnificenza reale con la quale avere prodotto il mio Demofoonte."
79 Piovano, Note bio-bibliografiche (1906) : 720.
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of] attendance, which for several months is recognized as too noticeably
decreased. He is granted three months’ time. In the future there will be
performed in church only psalms, motets, and antiphons by the maestro
Galuppi, who must always compose two new motets for Vespers and the
solemn Masses, as is commonly practiced by the choirs of other ospedali.
These new compositions will be performed from time to time by the best
voices of the choir. The girls are prohibited from taking music lessons
from any other persons than the maestri of the Ospedale. The Governatori
of the Church and the girls will monitor the choir and especially the day
students. 80
On September 26, 1751 there followed:
At the request of the Congregazione, the governors over the Church will
soon report on the state of the Choir and precisely on these issues:
whether the maestro di coro and instrumental maestri fulfill their duties, to
teach, compose, and direct the girls; whether the maestro Galuppi
regularly composes motets, psalms, and antiphons and gives proper
lessons to the girls, and whether he personally participates in choral
functions and Vespers; finally, whether he regularly gives exams to the
girls that are taught by the teachers of singing style and solfège. 81
Ellero, Arte e musica, 189. “1750 24 feb. I Governatori presentano relazione,
come rechiesto dalla Congregazione. Mancando alcuni Salmi per I Vesperi solenni che si
officiano tutte le domeniche, la Deputazione sopra la Chiesa con le più sode, e risolute
manière dovrà ordinare al maestro Galuppi di applicarsi tanto al componimento formale
di tutti niun eccettuato quei Salmi che mancano, come mezzo unicamente valevole a
soddisfare l'obligo suo, e l'honesto compiacimento di chiunque in Chiesa nostra
intervienne, onde rimettersi per tal modo quella frequenza, che da più mesi si riconosce
pur troppo notabilmente diminuita. Gli si concedono tre mese di tempo. In avvenire se
esibiranno in Chiesa solo salmi, mottetti e antifone del maestro Galuppi, il quale dovrà
comporre sempre due mottetti nuovi per i Vesperi e le Messe solenni, come comunemente
è praticato dai Cori degli altri Ospedali. Queste composizioni nuove saranno eseguite di
volta in volta dalle migliori voci del Coro. È proibito alle figiole prendere lezioni di
musica da qualsiasi altra persona che non siano i maestri dell' ospedale. I Governatori
sopra la Chiesa e le Figlie vigileranno sul Coro e in particolar modo sulle figlie
sopranumerarie."
81 Ellero, Arte e musica, 190. "1751, 26 set. Su richiesta della Congregazione, i
Governatori sopra la Chiesa dovranno al più presto riferire sullo stato del Coro e
precisamente su questi argomenti: Se i maestri di Coro e di strumenti fanno il loro
dovere, istruir, componer, e diriger le Figlie; Se il maestro Galuppi compone regolarmente
mottetti, salmi e antifone, e da opportuno insegnamento alle figlie, e se interviene di
persona alle funzioni e Vesperi del Coro; Se infine di tanto in tanto esamina le figliole che
vengono istruite dai maestri di maniera e solfeggio."
80
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Forced to choose between the modest stipend from the Mendicanti and the
lucrative opera commissions outside of Venice, Galuppi ultimately petitioned for
dismissal from his Mendicanti post on November 30, 1751, and Ferdinando
Bertoni replaced him in 1752. 82 Yet however problematic his absences from the
city, the figlie del coro had clearly held him in high esteem. Stanza thirty-six of the
thirty-nine-stanza poem Carnavale per le Putte de' Mendicanti in Stile Bernesco,
preserved in manuscript in the Biblioteca Concordia in Rovigo, refers to Galuppi
with affection:
Long live the one who distinguishes our choir,
Long live, long live the maestro Buranello;
Long live to an extreme, and with splendor,
Long live such a composer,
Whose every note is a jewel. 83
2.9

Galuppi at San Marco
In 1748 one further professional opportunity arose for Galuppi that would

have further distracted his attention from the Mendicanti: the appointment by
unanimous vote to the post of vice-maestro di musica at the Basilica San Marco. 84
The collection of letters from the Procuratoria de Supra, Basilica di San Marco

Venise, IRE, MEN B 6, 30 novembre 1751, cited in Giron, "À l'origine des
conservatoires," 253.
83 Rovigo, Accademia dei Concordi, MS 96-6/19, "Carnavale per le Putte
de' Mendicanti in Stile Bernesco." "Viva, chi nè illustra el nostro Coro / Viva, e viva el
maestro Buranello; /Viva in strima, e con splendor,/Viva un tal Componitor/ Ch' ogni
nota xè un zogello."
84 It is important to clarify that although eighteenth-century Venetians
referred to it as a basilica, that status was not officially conferred by Rome until
1807.
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records the following: "24 March 1748 the vice-maestro is elected as per the
proclamation of September 25, 1747 with the usual salary of 120 ducats. Two
candidates: Baldissera Galuppi, called 'Il Buranello' 5-0; Giacomo Maccari 3-2." 85
Galuppi held the position for fourteen years, until 1762, when he assumed the
position of maestro di cappella upon the death of Giacomo Saratelli, another
colleague of Lotti’s circle who had preceded Galuppi in both the post at the
Mendicanti and the vice-maestro post at San Marco.
Although the ducal cappella of the 1740s was perhaps undistinguished in
musical quality, it had a long and glorious history that included a constellation of
names, Willaert, Zarlino, Monteverdi, Cavalli, and Lotti among them. In addition
to Galuppi's compensation, which by the time of his death had increased to 600
ducats and included a rent-free apartment for his family, the prestige and
visibility of the position were considerable and brought him into contact with a
tremendous number of artists and nobility. 86 Perhaps more importantly, it left
him with the flexibility to pursue other musical opportunities.
The basilica payroll in the eighteenth century consisted of a music staff
that included, in addition to the healthy roster of singers and instrumentalists, a

Cited in Claudio Madricardo, “Dall' Archivio Di Stato di Venezia,” in
Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione: il fondo
musicale e la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 324.
"24 marzo 1748 si elegge il vice-maestro visto il proclama del 25 settembre 1747 con il
solito salario di 120 ducati. Due i candidati: Baldissera Galuppi d.to il Buranello 5-0;
Giacomo Maccari 3-2. (46r-v)."
86 Heartz, Music in European Capitols, 275.
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maestro di cappella, a vice-maestro, a maestro di coro, three organists, an organ
technician, and a copyist-librarian. In some years it included a fourth organist
and a maestro di canto for the choir boys, as well. 87 Although surviving
documentation has so far proven to be maddeningly vague about the exact
duties of the vice-maestro, there were certainly plenty of musical chores to tend to.
Normal ferial masses required only a cappella singing. However, the Tavola that
had hung in the sacristy of San Marco since 1525 listed, in addition to the regular
cycle of Sunday masses and vespers, weekday masses, daily offices, and feast
days, more than 143 days during the year on which special Vespers services,
matins, compline, responsories, processions, hymns, and motets were required. 88
It also prescribed where in the basilica the musicians had to be positioned,
whether the accompaniment of one or two organs, harpsichord, basso continuo,
or full orchestra was required, whether a polychoral or an a cappella setting was
obligatory, and whether the golden Byzantine altarpiece, the Pala d'oro, had to be
displayed. 89
Galuppi’s professional reputation and financial success continued to
thrive throughout the 1750s, and professional opportunities often took him away

Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una
tradizione : il fondo musicale e la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione
Levi, 1994), 479-544.
88 Tavola Dei Giorni di tutto l'Anno, nei quali li Cantori, Organisti, e Sonatori
devono intervenire nella Nostra Chiesa di S. Marco, per esercitar giusto il solito il
proprio Officio (Venice: Figliuoli del qu: Z. Antonio Pinelli, Stampatori Ducali,
1761).
89 Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità , 391-397.
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from Venice, as his operas premiered in Bologna, Milan, Naples, Turin, Padua,
Madrid, Modena, and Turin. Galuppi spent enough time in Rome for the
production of his operas in 1748, 1751, 1753, 1754, 1756, 1759, and 1762 that he
formed a close friendship with Prince Harry Benedict Stuart, Cardinal of York,
whose family had been exiled to Italy after his father, James III, attempted and
failed to seize the British throne. 90 In 1754, when Galuppi’s Siroe premiered at the
Roman Teatro Argentina, the royal family received a private performance of the
opera with the composer at the keyboard and the famous castrato Caffarelli in
the leading role. 91 Galuppi was not appointed to an official post in the church of
Santa Maria in Campitelli, connected with the Stuart family and other English
Catholics, as Alice Shield, Andrew Lang, and other biographers have
erroneously reported, 92 although he did compose a mass for Prince Henry, which
was performed there in July of 1755. 93 According to Philipp von Stosch, the
Prussian antiquarian and spy who had ingratiated himself with the Royal family,
"Cardinal York spends most of his time with the famous Buranello, the Chapel
Master who recently came from Venice and to whom he gave a hundred Scudi

Edward T. Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, 1719-1766: A Royal Court in
Permanent Exile (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 1.
91 Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, 274.
92 Andrew Lang and Alice Shield, The King Over the Water (London:
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1907), 451.
93 Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, 167.
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for some musical compositions.” 94 Henry’s father, who was displeased with his
son’s homosexual orientation and suspicious of his friendships with nonnobility, “had not the least sympathy with his musical tastes and his intimacy
with Buranello, his choir-master and favorite composer.” 95
Whatever might have been whispered about the Prince Cardinal behind
closed doors in Rome, it clearly caused no public scandal for those associated
with him. In April of 1762 Galuppi was officially promoted to the most
significant musical position in Venice, the post of maestro di cappella at San
Marco, 96 although pay receipts indicate that he had been unofficially carrying out
compositional and administrative duties in his predecessor's stead since the
previous winter. 97 This appointment is an indication of the high esteem Galuppi
enjoyed regarding both his professional skill and his personal virtue. As
Giovanni Grevenboch observed, the role of maestro di cappella was as much
symbolic as practical, underscored by the unique habit worn by the music
director that made it visibly distinguishable from those of the rest of the staff. 98
The maestro di cappella ranked third in the administrative hierarchy of the basilica

NA. SP 98/61/f. 317, Stosch to Fox, 16 January 1756, cited in Edward T.
Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, 1719-1766: A Royal Court in Permanent Exile (Cambridge,
UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 274.
95 Lang and Shield, The King Over the Water, 459.
96 Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 507.
97 Madricardo, “Dall' archivio di stato di Venezia,” San Marco: vitalità, 368.
98 Giovanni Grevenboch, Gli abiti de veneziani di quasi ogni età con diligenza
raccoliti e dipinti nel secolo XVIII, ms del Museo Correr di Venezia, edito in facsimile
(Venice, 1981) cited in Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 46.
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after the primicerio and the rector, 99 and the procuratori were well aware of the
fame and public visibility associated with it. So although they expressly required
that the individual in that position be highly skilled in both the practice and
theory of music, he also had to be famous enough to bring a sense of gravitas to
this most distinguished post, temperate enough to avoid public scandal, and
older than his musical colleagues to avoid the temptation of familiarity. 100 From
the writ of Federico Contarini, Procurator of San Marco, on July 13, 1603:
The extremely important office and responsibility of chapel master of the
church of San Marco, for reasons of public dignity and for a great many
other reasons worthy of careful consideration, must be situated in a
serious person, not only in age, but in life and habits, as this person must
be respected as master, and with reverent deference, obeyed and held in
highest regard by all the singers, among whom there are found those who,
because of their age and great knowledge of music and sonorous voice
and principles, do not easily and habitually show deference and reverence
to other persons except to those who, in their own minds, they deem to
deserve it… the most illustrious Signori Procuratori have endeavored to
always procure extremely honorable men, not only immune to this
opposition, but honored among the most principal [men] of the profession
of high reputation for being extremely skilled in the practical [aspect], but
extremely well-founded in the theoretical [aspect], extremely famous as
was maestro Adriano [Willaert] and after him maestro Cipriano [di Rore]
and after him the extremely talented Zerlino [sic], almost scientific in this
profession, who has composed extremely profound works in music
theory. 101
Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 33-34.
Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 45-46.
101 Passadoe and Rossi refer to this as a "scrittura" but do not specify
exactly what it is. Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 34–35."L'ufficio et
carico importantissimo del mastro di Capella della Chiesa di San Marco ricerca per la
pubblica dignità et per moltissime, altre cause degne di grandissima consideratione
d'esser collocato in persona grave, non solo per età, ma per vita et costumi, poiché deve
questo come mastro esser rispetato et con obsequio riverito, obedito et tenuto in grado
maggiore da tutti i cantori, tra quali se ne trovano di quelli che per età et per molta
99
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Officially, the duties of the maestro di cappella were as much organizational
and pecuniary as musical, 102 and on a practical level there were a great number
of tangential issues taken up by the procuratori as well which relied on the maestro
di cappella by necessity, including the supervision of individual singers and
instrumentalists of the basilica. 103 The ensemble of the cappella at this time
suffered from indifference and lack of discipline, as many of the more capable
musicians took on more lucrative work elsewhere. Although Caffi, Denis Arnold,
Eleanor Selfridge-Field, and Helen Geyer all falsely credit Galuppi with singlehandedly reforming the orchestra, including pensioning fifteen of the least
capable players, this was largely the work of procurator Franceso Morosini
working in consultation with both the vice-maestro Gaetano Latilla and first
organist Ferdinando Bertoni, as Galuppi was in Russia at the time it was
instituted. 104 The register of the Procuratoria de supra records their decision to

intelligenza della musica et voce sonora et principale non così facilmente si sogliono
accomodare a prestar obsequio et riverenza ad altre persone che a quelli che per la propria
loro conscienzia stimano di meritarla… Et di qua è che l'illustrissimi signori Procuratori
hanno ateso a procurar sempre huomini honoratissimi, alieni, non solo da queste
oppositioni, ma insignità tra li più principale nella professione di molta riputatione per
esser non solo peritissimi nella pratica, ma fondatissimi nella theorica, famosissimi come
fu maestro Adriano et dopo di lui mastro Cipriano et dopo lui il dotissimo Zerlino, così
scientifico in questa proffessione, che ha composto opere profondissime nella theorica."
102 Paolo Selmi, "La Cappella musicale di San Marco da ‘Servizio’ ad
‘istituzione,’" Vivaldi e l'ambiente musicale veneziano, terzo centenario della nascita di
Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1978) (Venice: Archivio di stato di Venezia, 1978), 50-55.
103 Garino and Megna, “In margine alla morte,” 73-74.
104 Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 77. Thomas Bauman,
“Musicians in the Marketplace: The Venetian Guild of Instrumentalists,” Early
Music Vol. 19, no. 3 (1991), 353.
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reward Bertoni with a forty-ducat raise on September 2, 1768 "in grateful reward
for the service given to this procuratoria by the organist Ferdinando Bertoni in
the reform of the Capella di San Marco decreed and executed in the year 1765." 105
That same year Galuppi accepted an appointment as maestro di coro at the
Ospedale degl' Incurabili. The Incurabili, once considered the pearl among the
four ospedali, had sunk into a state of slow decline before Galuppi began his
tenure there, and the governatori expected that he would be able to bring new life
to the musical activity of the institution. 106 He composed both liturgical works
and at least seventeen oratorios for the figlie. 107 For Good Friday in 1764 he
created one of his more distinguished works, Maria Magdalena, Introductio ad
Psalmum Miserere, as a precursor to the perennial performance of Hasse's
Miserere. 108 The same Miserere setting is the subject of an anecdote from Caffi’s
Storia della musica sacra that was frequently perpetuated by other nineteenthcentury writers. Caffi recounts the story as an illustration of Galuppi’s devotion
and strong moral character, in which Galuppi loyally refuses to replace the

Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità, 342-343. "In grata retribuzione
del servizio prestato a questa Procuratia dall' organista Ferdinando Bertoni nella riforma
della Capella di San Marco decretata et esequita l'anno 1765… che siano accresciuti al
salario di detto Bertoni D.i 40 all' anno da Z 6;4 cosichè abbia D.i 240."
106 Claudia Valder-Knechtges, Musiker am Ospedale degl'Incurabili in
Venedig 1765-1768, Die Musikforschung 34, (Januar – März 1981), 50. Helen
Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium 1750-1820: Einzigartiges Phänomen und
musikdramatisches Experiment (Laaber: Laaber Verlag, 2005), 51.
107 Helen Geyer, “Le opere sacre di Baldassare Galuppi,” 207-208.
108 Howard E. Smither, Smither, A History of the Oratorio, Vol. 1The Oratorio
in the Baroque Era (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1977), 23.
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composition of a friend with a work of his own. 109 However, Franco Rossi notes,
"[Caffi’s] assertion that Galuppi never could have written a Miserere because of
his extreme respect for the setting of the same text by Johann Adolf Hasse in the
hagiographic attempt to portray Buranello as irresistibly saintly, cannot be
squared with the facts, and is promptly contradicted by the sources." 110

2.10 Galuppi in Russia
After overthrowing Czar Peter III in 1762, Empress Katherine the Great
inaugurated a campaign to bring Russia into parity with Western Europe, and
she launched a process of westernization and modernization which included the
enthusiastic development of the arts. During her reign music thrived as never
before, and the quality of every aspect of music making rose. As cultural life
blossomed, attendance at concerts and performances began to draw from everwider social circles. 111
For several decades already, the Russian court had hosted foreign actors
and musicians from Germany and Italy who came gladly. The earliest foreign

Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica sacra nella già cappella ducale di San
Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Milan: Antonelli, 1854), 405.
110 Franco Rossi, "La musica sacra di Galuppi tra ospedali e cappella
ducale" in La Cappella Musicale Di San Marco Nell'età Moderna, ed. Francesco
Passadore and Franco Rossi (Venice: Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1998), 458. "La sua
affermazione secondo la quale Galuppi mai avrebbe potuto scrivere Miserere per il su
estremo rispetto nei confronti dello stesso brano di Johann Adolf Hasse è inquadrabile nel
tentativo totalmente agiografico di dipingere in modo irresistibilmente 'santo' il
Buranello, e viene puntualmente contraddetto dalle fonti."
111 Marina Ritzarev, Eighteenth-Century Russian Music (Aldershot, England:
Ashgate, 2006), 79.
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composers brought to Saint Petersburg by the royal court had been second- and
third-rate musicians who could be big fish in a small pond, cash in, and return
home wealthy after several years. 112 When Giovanni Battista Locatelli fled to
Russia to avoid creditors in 1757, he established his own Italian opera troupe in
Saint Petersburg under the supervision of the court and then produced eight of
Galuppi's operas between 1758 and 1759. 113 The court was smitten with the idea
of having Galuppi himself in residence as court composer and chapel master,
and Peter III began pursuing Galuppi through diplomatic channels. 114 Katherine
had begun advancing proposals for trade through the Russian ambassador to
Vienna, Prince Dmitry Mikhailovich Golitsyn (remembered as a friend and
patron of Mozart's), and it was in that context that Mikhailovich approached the
Venetian ambassador to Vienna, Nicolò Erizzo, with the request to send Galuppi
to Saint Petersburg. 115 On March 26, 1763 Erizzo sent a dispatch from
Schönbrunn to the Venetian senate asking them to grant Katherine the services of
Galuppi for three years, at a rate of 4000 rubles per annum in addition to living

Anna Porfireva and Marina Ritzarev, "The Italian Diaspora in
Eighteenth-Century Russia" in The Eighteenth-Century Diaspora of Italian Music and
Musicians, ed Reinhard Strohm (Turnhout: Brepols, 2001), 212.
113 Porfireva and Ritsarev, “The Italian Diaspora,” 221.
114 Ekaterina Antonenko, “K istorii otnoshenij Bal'dassare Galuppi i
russkogo imperatorskogo dvora.” Nauchnyj vestnik Moskovskoj konservatorii no. 1
(2011): 93.
115 Senato, Dispacci Germania, filza 270, disp. 68, cited in Domenica Viola
Carini Venturini, "Fortuna di musicisti," Mostra documentaria Vivaldi e l'ambiente
musicale veneziano: terzo centenario della nascità di Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1978)
(Venice: Archivio di stato di Venezia, 1978), 107.
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expenses. 116 The senate consented, and on June 9, 1764 the procuratori of San
Marco gave Galuppi license to go to Saint Petersburg, with the guarantee that his
position would be held in his absence:
Sought for three years of service by the Court of Russia, the maestro di
cappella Baldissera Galuppi, as is disclosed in the dispatch of the Venetian
Ambassador in Vienna, passed on to this Procuratoria with the decree of
the Most Excellent Senate June 9, 1764, the Procuratori consent to permit
that he may go to that region staying for the course of three years,
maintaining the post of Maestro in this Ducal Chapel. 117
Galuppi's salary of 400 ducats would continue to be paid during his absence,
under the condition that he continue to send a new mass setting for Christmas
every year:
Today June 9, 1765. Soon to depart for Moscow [sic] in service of the
Sovereign, Baldissera Galuppi, maestro of this Ducal Chapel, who has
agreed to the preservation of his post for three years in the Terminazione
of last 26 July, promises with this petition to have a new Mass sent here
every year for the Feast of the Nativity, possessing already that which he
has composed for the present year 1765, as well as to deliver to the vicemaestro the two Vespers settings for the Solemnity of St. Mark and the
Ascension, and asks that during the time of his absence the rest of his
salary be paid to his legitimate agent for the needs of his family. 118
Samuele Romanin, Storia documentata di Venezia: Tomo VIII (Venice:
Pietro Naratovich, 1859), 152.
117 Madricardo, “Dall' archivio di stato di Venezia,” San Marco: vitalità, 331.
"1764.26.Luglio. Ricercato per anni tre a servizio della Corte di Russia il Maestro di
Capella Baldissera Galuppi come si rileva dal dispaccio dell' Ambasciator Veneto in
Vienna fatto passare a questa Procuratia con decreto dell' Ecc.mo Senato 9 Giugno 1764,
annuiscono li Procuratori a permettergli che possa trasferirsi a quella parte restandogli
per il corso d'anni tre riservato il posto di Maestro in questa Ducale Capella."
118 Madricardo, “Dall' archivio di stato di Venezia,” San Marco: vitalità, 332.
"Adì 9 Giuglio 1765. Prossimo a tradursi in Moscovia a servizio della Sovrana
Baldissera Galuppi Maestro di questa Ducale Capella per il triennio accordatoli colla
risserva del posto colla Terminazione 26 Luglio passato promette colla suplica ora letta di
far pervenire ogni anno a questa parte una nuova Messa per la festività del Santo Natale
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Galuppi left Venice in June of 1765 and stopped in Berlin en route, where
he visited with C.P.E. Bach. 119 About a hundred kilometers west of Saint
Petersburg in the village of Korory he encountered Casanova, who was on his
way to Warsaw. Casanova wrote, “We met the famous chapel master Galuppi,
nicknamed Buranelli, [sic] who was going to Saint Petersburg with two friends
and a female musician. He did not know me, and was very surprised to find a
good dinner in the Venetian style at the inn where he stopped, and a man like me
who welcomed him with a compliment in his mother tongue.” 120 This report
conflicts with Daniel Heartz’s assertion that Galuppi traveled with his wife, but it
nearly—although not fully—squares with the Archives of Russian Foreign
Policy, according to which Galuppi received his Russian passport July 15, 1765
and arrived on September 10 with his son, the virtuoso Giuseppe Bianini (Josef

tenendo già pronta quella che ha composto per l'anno presente 1765, come pure di
consignare al vice-maestro li due vesperi per la solennità di San Marco, e dell'
Ascensione, ed implora che nel tempo di sua assenza le resti preservato anche il Salario
del suo carico da esser corrisposto a suo legitimo Procuratore per la occorenza della sua
famiglia."
119 Charles Burney, Tagebuch einer musikalischen Reise durch Frankreich,
Italien, Flandern, die Niederlande, und am Rhein bis Wien, durch Böhmen, Sachsen,
Brandenburg, Hamburg und Holland, 1772-1773 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1959), 201.
120 Giovanni Giacomo Casanova, Mémoires, Tome 10e (Paris: P. Cotinaud,
1950), 255. "Deux jours après, nous rencontrâmes le fameux maître de chapelle Galuppi,
surnommé Buranelli, qui se rendait à Pétersbourg, avec deux amis et une virtuosa. Il ne
me connaissait pas, et fut très-surpris de trouver à l'auberge où il s'arrêta, un bon dìner
à la vénitienne, et un homme comme moi qui l'accueillait par un compliment dans sa
langue maternelle."
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Bianin,) the tenor Gianfrancesco Sandali from the Capella San Marco, and a
servant. 121
Upon his arrival, his first task was to put his opera Didone abandonata into
production. Initially it had been scheduled to premiere only a few days after his
arrival in Saint Petersburg. The memoires of German diplomat Jacob von
Staehlin, who resided at the imperial court from 1737 until his death in 1785,
gives us an insight into the circumstances of the opera as well as a glimpse of the
impassioned side of Galuppi’s personal character:
His first assignment was to set Metastasio's opera Didone abbandonata to
music for Her Majesty's name day. At the first rehearsal he found the
orchestra not trained to his liking. He held rehearsals more often, shouted
and blustered, in good Venetian, over the slightest mistake in the
execution of his compositions, and in short time one could notice a
considerable improvement in the orchestra in the precision of execution
and especially in the strict observance of the fortes and pianos. Because
the many costumes and multiple sets and scene changes for this opera
weren't ready for the feast day, the performance of this opera was
postponed to the next Carnival season. 122

Heartz, Music in European Capitols, 935. Porfireva and Ritsarev, “The
Italian Diaspora,” 226.
122 Jakob von Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters in Russland; Nachrichten
von der Tanzkunst und Balletten in Russland; Nachrichten von der Musik in Russland
(Frankfurt: C.F. Peters, 1982), 66. "Hiernächst wurde ihm aufgetragen, die
Metastasische Oper Didone abbandonata auf das hohe Namens-Fest Ihro Majest. in
Noten zu setzen. Bei den ersten Proben fand er das Orchester nicht nach feinem
Geschmack zugezogen. Er stellte daher öfftere Proben an, schrie und lermte, auf gut
Venetianisch, über das geringste Versehen in der Vollziehung seiner Composition, und
brachte es in kurzer Zeit dahin, daß das Orchester in der Pünklichkeit der Vollziehung,
und zumal in der genauen Beobachtung des piano und forte &c. eine ziemliche
Verbesserung an sich spüren ließ. Weil die vielen Kleider, und mannigfaltigen
Verwandlungen der Schaubühne, bei dieser Oper auf das obgemeldte Fest nicht fertig
werden konnten, wurde die Aufführung dieser Oper auf die nächste Carnevals-Zeit
verschoben."
121
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Caffi writes that Galuppi was known to laugh in his later years about his
turbulent relationship with the orchestra: “They thought they could get me riled
up, but I drove them crazy instead.” 123
There were a handful of Italian soloists among the singers in the court: the
prima donna Teresa Colonna, castrati Domenico Luini, Bartolomeo Puttini, and
Antonio Massi, and the Venetian tenor Gianfrancesco Sandalo among them.
However, contrary to what Heartz has reported, the orchestra and the Royal
Chapel Choir were composed almost entirely of Russians. 124 For the choir in
particular Galuppi had glowing praise. Staehlin reported the composer’s
expression of surprise upon hearing them perform in the court chapel for the first
time: “I’ve never heard such a magnificent choir in Italy!” 125 The choir at this
time consisted of one hundred singers, forty-eight adults and fifty-two choirboys,
who must have produced a glorious sound, indeed. 126 Furthermore, it was a
potent symbol of the magnificence and grandeur of the Russian court, worthy of
maximum exposure. Musicologist Ivan Alekseevich Gardner observes, “The

Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 408. “Credean costoro di far arrabiar me, ma
ben io li feci impazzar essi.”
124 Antonenko, “K istorii otnoshenij Bal'dassare Galuppi,” 94. Heartz,
Music in European Capitals, 935.
125 Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters, 58. “Un si magnifico coro mai no ho
sentito in Italia!”
126 Johann von [sic] Gardner, Gesang der russisch-orthodoxen Kirche bis zur
Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983), 109. Gardner was a
Ukranian-born Russia of Scottish descent, and worked in both pre-WWII Russian
and post-war Germany, therefore either the Russian or the Germanized form of
Gardner’s name may appear on his publications.
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court chapel choir sang not only for worship in the court chapel, in the presence
of His Highness, but also took an active part in numerous opera productions,
and other secular performances at court.” 127
It is for this ensemble that Galuppi wrote his Orthodox a cappella works to
Church Slavonic texts, of which at least fourteen are known. 128 There are three
sacred concerti (a cappella choral works, not to be confused with the
instrumental form): Uslyshit tya Gospod', Gotovo serdtse moe, and Sudi, Gospodi,
obidyashchi mya. Galuppi also composed at least two smaller works (Blagoobrazny
Iosef and the motet with fugue, Plotiu Usnuf). 129 In spite of their Church Slavonic
texts, these works are unambiguously Italianate in their writing, as Marina
Ritsarev observes:
The specifically Galuppian style of choral composition, which was highly
appreciated by his contemporaries, combined the rich and sophisticated
polyphony of motet writing with the grace and simplicity of gallant preclassicism. Galuppi’s technique included a broad use of complex and
detailed rhythmic patterns and an engaging elaboration of texture,
making the voices stand out in a wide diversity of registers. 130
Their musical characteristics, complexity, length, and structural elements breach
the boundaries of strict musical orthodoxy, at least for Orthodox liturgical use,

Gardner, Gesang der russisch-orthodoxen Kirche, 109. “Wie schon früher
erwähnt, sang der Chor der Hofkapelle nicht nur beim Gottesdiesnt in Anwesenheit des
Kaisers, sondern auch gelegentlich der zahlreichen Opernaufführungen am Hofe, wie
auch anderer weltlicher Konzerte.”
128 These works are not part of the later discussion of Galuppi’s liturgical
music.
129 Porfireva and Ritsarev, “The Italian Diaspora,” 230.
130 Porfireva and Ritsarev, “The Italian Diaspora,” 229-230.
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which preferred more austere, predominantly homophonic settings. 131 Katherine
the Great, however, was as anti-clerical as she was pro-Russian and claimed to be
deaf to musical subtleties as well, so she would have been unconcerned with
musical appropriateness. 132 In any case, Galuppi's works found a home in the
repertoires of smaller Orthodox churches and were reprinted in collections
through the early twentieth century. 133
Although the traditional narrative views the Italianate character of these
works as a stylistic innovation attributable entirely to Galuppi, Ristarev has
demonstrated that Galuppi's innovations fell on receptive ears, most likely
prepared by his Italian predecessor at court, Vincenzo Manfredini, and his
disciple, Maksym Berezovsky. 134 Staehlin describes an earlier appearance of
Italian influence in sacred music at the court chapel:
[Empress Elizabeth Petrovna] preferred not to allow the mixing of the
Italian taste, otherwise very popular in other music, into the newly
composed church motets. Afterwards, however, under the fortuitous
reign of Katherine II, this improved music increasingly found a place in
the court chapel; so that not only on the high feasts were the mighty
Church Concertos performed by full chapel choir, but also on lesser feast
days and Sundays. 135
Gardner, Gesang der russisch-orthodoxen Kirche,110.
Marina Ritzarev, Eighteenth-Century Russian Music (Aldershot, England:
Ashgate, 2006). Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 934.
133 Antonina Viktorovna Lebedeva-Emelina, Russkaia dukhovnaia muzyka
epokhi klassitsizma, 1765-1825 (Moscow: Progress-Traditsiia, 2004), 324.
134 Ritzarev, Eighteenth-Century Russian Music, 83.
135 Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters, 54-55. “Um der Beibehaltung der
eigentlichen und altern Russischen Kirchen-Musik willen, gestattete sie auch nicht gerne
die Einmischung des ihr bei andrer Musik sonst sehr beliebten Italienischen Geschmacks
in den neucomponirten Kirchen-Motteten. Nachmals aber unter der beglückten
131
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Berezovsky's own vocal concerti likely served as models for those of Galuppi,
based on Staehlin's account:
Among the latter is found one who is the court chapel musician by the
name of Maxim Berezofsky, possessing of special talents, taste, and skill in
the composition in the finest church style, in which he knows how to
fortuitously combine the fiery Italian church melody with the gentle
Greek one. For some of years he has set the most sublime Sacred
Concertos in such taste with the most captivating harmonies for the
imperial court chapel, and performed them with as much amazement of
connoisseurs as approval of the Court. 136
Galuppi provided chamber music for the royal court as well, although this
was not one of his contractual obligations, and he seems to have been rewarded
handsomely for it. Staehlin recounts:
In order to initially enjoy the novelty of the great artist’s special flare at the
keyboard and zealous accuracy in the performance of his compositions,
chamber concerts were given every Wednesday afternoon in a side room
at court, in an ante-chamber of the imperial apartments: thus this old
virtuoso won the general acclaim of the court, and Her Majesty the
Empress was so fully gracious that she deigned to present him with a red

Regierung Katharina II, hat diese verbesserte Musik in der Hofkapelle je mer und mer
platz gewonnen: so dass nicht nur an hohen Festen die starksten Kirchen-Concerte von
dem gesammten Sänger-Chor aurgeführt werden, sondern nunmero auch an geringern
Feiertagen und Sonntagen die gewonliche Messe mit Musik, d. i. mit Figural-Gesang,
gehalten wird.“
136 Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters, 57. " Unter den letztern befindet sich
einer, der nun Hof-Kammer-Musikus ist, Namens Maxim Berezofskij, der ganz
besondere Gaben, Geschmack, und Geschichtlichkeit in der Composition nach dem
feinsten Kirchen-Styl besitzt, worinn er das feurige der Italienischen mit der sanften
Griechischen Kirchen-Melodei glücklich zu vereinigen weiss. Seit etlichen Jahren hat er
in solchem Geschmack mit einnehmendster harmonie die vortrefflichsten Kirchen
Concerte für die Kaiserl. Hofkapelle gesetzt, und mit so viel Bewunderung der Kenner als
Beifall des Hofs aufgeführt."
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velvet overcoat, covered with gold and sable, a sable cap, and a hand muff
of the same precious furs for the winter. 137
Galuppi is traditionally credited with the founding of the new Russian
school of composition, but this is oversimplification. On one hand, Ritsarev
conclusively establishes that the process was more one of cross-pollination rather
than causal; Galuppi needed to pay careful attention to the compositional style of
his Russian contemporaries in order to begin to grasp the aesthetics of the
Orthodox liturgy, while Russian composers simultaneously took note of the
grace and balance of his counterpoint and his use of texture. 138 On the other
hand, Galuppi's own influence on Russian musical style of subsequent
generations was indirect but significant, through his Ukranian student Dmitry
Bortniansky, who became a central figure in the history of Russian music. 139
Bortniansky returned with Galuppi to Venice and lived there as his composition
student for a full decade before returning to Russia. He acquired a tremendous
amount of his musical style from his Italian teacher, including his Mozartean

Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters, 66. “Dieses großen Tonkünstlers
besondere Manier im Clavecin-spielen, und eifrige Accuratesse in der Aufführung seiner
Compositionen, anfänglich als eine angeneme Neuigkeit zu genießen, wurde alle
Mittwochs Nachmittag Kammer-Concert bei Hofe, in einem Vorzimmer der Kaiserl.
Appartemens, gehalten: Dabei erwarb sich dieser alte Virtuos den allgemeinen Beifall des
Hofes, und so volle Gnade Ihro Majest. Der Kaiserin, daß die ihm zum Winter einen
rothsamtenen Überrock, mit Gold besetzt und Zobeln durchaus gefüttert, eine ZobelMütze, und einen Muff von eben demslben kostbaren Pelzwerk, zum Geschenke zu
schicken geruhete.”
138 Porfireva and Ritsarev, “The Italian Diaspora,” 228.
139 Carolyn C. Dunlop, The Russian Court Chapel Choir, 1796-1917
(Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers, 2000), 109-114.
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lightness and his rhetorical use of texture, without sacrificing his own
individuality. 140 Richard Taruskin observes:
The suave, technically immaculate style cultivated by Galuppi and Sarti
was obviously the source of Bortnyansky's smooth and polished "classical"
idiom. The surprising and telling difference between his work and
theirs… is that the work of the Italians-by-birth was far more
adventurously expressive than that of the Italian-by-choice. Sarti and
Galuppi made free use, in their Orthodox settings, of "madrigalian"
devices like word painting... and chromatic harmony (like Galuppi's
deceptive cadence to a chord of the augmented sixth on the word
"salvation": musicians reading this will know how purple that is!)—
devices Bortnyansky never allowed himself. 141
Galuppi left Russia accompanied by his student Bortniansky and crossed
the border on August 2, 1768, but his relationship with Katherine II persisted for
many years afterward. 142 The Biblioteca del Museo Correr in Venice posesses an
exchange of letters between the empress and the composer from 1780, the first of
which is labeled "Lettera fatta scriver da S. Maestà l’Imperatrice delle Russie al Celebre
Sig. Baldassare Galuppi, detto Buranello Maestro di Capella della Ducal Basilica di San
Marco di Venezia, accompagnata dal generoso regalo di mille Zecchini. San Pietroburgo,
29 gennaio dell’Anno 1780." The empress thanked Galuppi for mentoring
Bortniansky, and conferred the sum of one thousand ducats, delivered by her

Marika Kuzma, “Dmitrii Stepanovich Bortnianskii (1751-1825): An
Introduction to the Composer through an Edition of his Choral Concertos
Priidite, Vospoim, and Glasom moim” (DM diss., Indiana University, 1992), 91.
141 Richard Taruskin, On Russian Music (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2009), 60.
142 Vnutrennie kollezhskie dela, AVPRI, op 169, years 1763-64, no 3510, L
320. cited in Ritzarev, Eighteenth-Century Russian Music, 108.
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acting Secretary of State, Alexander Andreyevich Bezborodko. 143 Galuppi's
written response describing his "streaming tears of tenderness" was certainly
grandiloquent but his gratitude seems to have been real, for he subsequently
commemorated her son and daughter-in-law with his set of six keyboard
sonatas, Passatempo al cembalo. 144

2.11 Galuppi Repatriated
The Procuratoria de supra of San Marco received notice that Galuppi was
en route from Saint Petersburg, and on September 13, 1768 approved payment of
his salary. Galuppi assumed his duties at the Basilica and discovered that his old
post of maestro di coro at the Incurabili was vacant, as well. The ospedale had
enjoyed a renaissance during the 1760s because of the solid technical formation
the singers received under Galuppi’s direction, and was aided in no small part
by the efforts of Francesco Giovanni Brusa during the three-year period from
1765 to 1768, while Galuppi was in Russia. 145 After Brusa’s death in 1767, the
governatori of the Incurabili consulted composer Johann Adolph Hasse for
suggestions on whom to offer the position to, and rehired Galuppi on his return

Ms. Correr 348, C. 579, C. 580, cited in Antonenko, “K istorii otnoshenij
Bal'dassare Galuppi,” 95.
144 Domenico Carboni, Fortuna delle opere di Baldassare Galuppi in
Russia, in Galuppiana 1985: Studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venice,
28-30 ottobre 1985), ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S.
Olschki, 1986), 125-126. Franco Piva, introduction to Passatempo al cembalo; sonate,
by Baldassare Galuppi (Venice: Istituto per la collaborazione culturale, 1963).
145 Geyer, “Le opere sacre di Baldassare Galuppi,” 214.
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in 1768. Hasse, whose interests were financial as well as personal, was content
with their choice. As he mentioned in his letter of August 13, 1768 to Abbé Gian
Maria Ortes, “"They surely could not have done better; and I; therefore, am
happy for them as well as for the pious place." 146 The fact that the coro grew to
include more than sixty women upon Galuppi's return is supported by a
notation from June 6, 1770 which mentions “the absence of one girl from the
prescribed number of 63.” 147
The decade following Galuppi’s return to Venice saw an increase in
oratorio production, mostly for the Incurabili. Galuppi had previously produced
a string of oratorios during the 1740s, corresponding to his work at the
Mendicanti. Now the composer produced at least more twelve oratorios as well
as Vespers psalms and some fine settings of Marian antiphons for female voices
with orchestra. 148 However, mounting financial problems for the institution
meant that Galuppi was continually expected to do more with less; money was
tight, and eventually even funds for copyists’ fees and instrument repairs were
difficult to come by. 149 Galuppi's petition to the governatori on February 26, 1771

Sven Hostrup Hansell, "Sacred Music at the ‘Incurabili’ in Venice at the
Time of J. A. Hasse, I," Journal of the American Musicological Society Vol. 23, No. 2
(Summer, 1970): 283.
147 Geyer, "Le opera sacre di Baldassare Galuppi," 214. “Nella particular
ispezione di noi infrascritti Deputati sopra la Chiesa, a sopra le Figlie, che si chiamano
alla ben dovuta vigilanza per l’avanzamento utilissimo del Coro, remarcando la vacanza
di una Figlia dal numero delle prescritte 63.”
148 Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium, 52-53.
149 Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium, p. 53. Geyer, "Le opere sacre di
Baldassare Galuppi,” 214.
146
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revealed the extent of the gradual financial decline of the Incurabili. In it he
noted the loss of one of the best soloists, Pasquetta Taccioli, and he asked
permission to bring in two new sopranos and two new altos. It is telling that
instead of automatically approving the recruitment of new students as they had
previously, the Congregazione chose to postpone their decision until new Deputati
could be elected. 150 By the time Galuppi left the ospedale in 1777 its debts were
ten times greater than its assets. 151 Its musical program was ultimately
terminated that year and the institution was handed over to public control. 152
Galuppi resumed his activity as an opera composer upon his return to
Venice, but at a slower pace than before. Franco Piovano lists seven new operas
between 1768 and 1773. 153 Reinhard Wiesend lists the final production, La serva
per amore in 1773, as “incomplete” and Piovano notes that in the autograph score
one piece in Act I and three pieces in Act II are not in the composer’s hand. 154 He
says, “With this opera, at 67 years of age, Galuppi withdrew from the theatrical
arena being by now tired of the tempestuous life of the stage, a life he endured
for more than a half century.” 155

Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium, 455.
Hensell, “Sacred Music at the Incurabili,” 515.
152 Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium, 53.
153 Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1908): 236-243.
154 Reinhard Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart;
allgemeine Enzyklopädie der Musik, s.v. “Galuppi” Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag,
2007.
155 Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1908): 243. “Con quest’ opera, a 67 anni,
Galuppi si ritrasse dall’ arringo teatrale, essendo omai stanco della vita turbinosa della
scena, vita da lui durata per oltre mezzo secolo.”
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In 1782 Venice was preoccupied with the upcoming visit of pope Pius VI,
and Galuppi composed the sacred oratorio Il ritorno di Tobia for the occasion.
Ludovico Manin, procurator of San Marco (and later Doge) seems to have spared
no expense. 156 Gasparo Gozzi was commissioned to write the libretto, and
Galuppi composed the score. 157 The Incurabili was chosen as the venue, but
because it was in a state of disrepair, the procurator overhauled it and
commissioned artists to paint giant murals with biblical scenes from the libretto
on the walls. On May 18 and 19, 1782, girls from the other three ospedali joined
what remained of the former choir at the Incurabili, seventy in all, to perform the
oratorio, clothed in black silk. 158 This turned out to be the final dramatic
composition of the composer, as well as the final performance of the celebrated
musicians in the Incurabili. 159 The souvenir pamphlet Arrivo, soggiorno, e partenza
da Venezia del S. P. Pio VI from that year says that “In attendance were two
distinguished cardinals, Buoncompagni and Cornaro, many bishops and
prelates, as well as the ministers of the foreign courts, and the Venetian nobility

Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1908): 247.
Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni veneziane, 556.
158 Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1908): 247.
159 Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni veneziane, 331.
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in patrician dress, and the ladies dressed in black.” 160 Cicogna reports that 1400
spectators came to the performance. 161 The pope, however, did not. 162

2.12 Galuppi’s Later Years
Although remarkably little is known about Galuppi’s personal
relationships and family life, several legal documents from his final years give
broad clues and cast some light on his financial state as well. The first is an
extrajudicial letter from Galuppi to the nobleman Alvise Foscari, preserved in the
Archivio di Stato di Venezia. In it one reads that Galuppi had loaned Foscari the
sum of 200 gold ducats in October of 1771, to be repaid within the year. The loan
had not been repaid, and in May of 1773 he was forced to have his notary advise
Foscari of his last chance to avoid legal action. Galuppi's letter says, in part:
Therefore Sig. Galuppi (put in a position where he must value that which
is his), seeing that everything up until now has been without effect, before
having to pursue legal action, which he would like to be able to entirely
avoid out of the total respect which he has always expressed, finds himself
forced to prompt the most respected gentleman to produce the
aforementioned sum within three days from today, as one would want to
reasonably believe would certainly be carried out by such a noble soul,
Fabio Mutinelli, Annali urbani di Venezia dall'anno 810 al 12 maggio 1797
(Venice: G.B. Merlo, 1841), 703-704. “La stessa sera nell'oratorio del pio luogo
degl'Incurabili, l'eccell. cavaliere e procurator Manin diede una superbissima cantata che
venne eseguita da sessanta zitelle dei quattro differenti conservatorii, tutte vestite
uniformi. Intervennero ad essa due em. cardinali Buoncompagni e Cornaro, molti vescovi
e prelati, come pure i ministri delle corti straniere, e tutta la nobilità veneta in abito
patrizio, e le dame vestite di nero. Tutto quel vasto oratorio era adornato di elegantissimo
gusto, e si vedea in varie pitture espressamente fatte in tale occasione l'istoria di Tobia ed
altri più insigni fatti della divina scrittura. La composizione fu del rinomatissimo conte
Gaspare Gozzi, e la musica del celebre sig. maestro Galuppi detto il Buranello.”
161 Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni veneziane, 323.
162 Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni veneziane, 556.
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and by such a remarkable person, and the present [request] will be noted
in the Acts of Sig.r Gio[vanni] Antonio Dall'Acqua. 163
One of the remarkable aspects of this excerpt is the fact that Galuppi, a
musician—albeit a prestigious one—but a popolano nonetheless, both by
circumstances of birth and by profession, was in a financial position to lend a
substantial sum of money to a nobleman. Foscari was the third-born son in one
of the most prestigious families of the Republic of Venice, had pursued a
successful naval career, and held a prestigious post in the Maggior Consiglio of
Venice at the time this event took place. 164
The gentle tone of the threat, at once both flattering and firm, is
noteworthy as well, for it is conspicuously absent from the documentation of
another legal conflict in 1780, in which Galuppi's son, Nicolò, sued him for an
allowance. The discord between father and child went back at least seven years.

ASV, Notarile, Atti, b. 5299; lettera extragiudiziale di Baldassare
Galuppi al N.H. Alvise Foscari in data 5 maggio 1773, cited in Garino and
Megna, “In margine alla morte,” 76. “Vedendo esso Sig.r Galuppi pertanto (posto in
precisa necessità di valersi del proprio), che tutto ciò seguì sin ora senza verùn effetto,
trovasi costretto prima di dover passare all’uso di Atti Giudiciarij, che vorebbe quanto à
se poter sorpassare intieramente in attestato di quella somma venerazione, che gli ha
sempre protestato, di eccitare esso osequiato N.H. entro il termine di giorni tre dal dì
della presente à fargli tenere la predetta summa, come si vuol dar a credere, che
call’animo Nobile, et equo di un così riguardevole sogetto sarà vertamente eseguito, e la
presente sarà prodotta negl’Atti del Sig.r Gio. Antonio Dall’Acqua.”
164 Jonathan Glixon notes that it was not rare for Venetian patricians to
borrow money. Often times much of their wealth was in agriculture on the
mainland, which produced income only periodically and sometimes
unpredictably; they also often held investments in government bonds, which
were secure but not liquid. Jonathan Glixon, personal communication February
3, 2014. Giuseppe Gullino. Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani vol 49, s.v. “Foscari,
Alvise." Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, 1997.
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The extrajudicial writ from March 25, 1773 tells that Nicolò had left home three
months earlier, declaring that he was treated badly and claiming that he
for the full course of eight months or more, was fed leftovers from his own
servants, and even that in the darkest hiding places of his own house, was
considered almost unworthy to live with the others of his family,
...deprived of his own clothes, although there were some in the house,
...denied the necessary linens with which to be able to be compared to
other men with the decency that suits his status; …forced to have to share
a room with his other brother, even though by the common opinion of
doctors, the family should stay away from [his brother]. 165
In Galuppi's written rebuttal, his sense of embitterment came across as strongly
as Nicolò's sense of entitlement, and he lamented the fact that his son was vulgar
enough to air his accusations in front of the whole world. 166 On May 14, 1780 the
father consented to a compromise of 100 ducats annually as an allowance, 167 but
this clearly failed to assuage tensions between the two; one month later, Galuppi
updated his last will and testament, explicitly leaving nothing to his sons:
Then regarding my sons, who are Don Gerolamo who lives with me, and
likewise Nicolò who left his father's house a long time ago, and Antonio
my grandson, son of Antonio my deceased other son, who resides in
Rome, [my] having provided various generous allowances, and with [my]
having not spared any expense to give them status and advancement, and
Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 82. “Per l’intiero corso di
otto, e più mesi, dovutto allimentare di ciò, che rendevasi a propri servi superfluo, e ciò
pure nel più cupo nascondiglio della propria Casa, riputato quasi indegno di convivere
cogl’altri della propria Famiglia, […] private delli propri vestiti, benché vi esistessero in
casa, […] negatta(gli) la necessaria Biancheria onde poter con quella decenza che al
proprio stato conviene comparire fra gli Uomini […] obbligato a dover pernottare con
l’altro di lui Fratello, benché per commune opinione de Medici, dovesse la Famiglia tutta
da quello allontanarsi.”
166 Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 79. "Come ingiustamente, et
in aggravio del Padre, et a pregiuditio d'un di lui proprio Fratello, ebbe cuore di lasciar
introdurre in facia al Mondo tutto."
167 Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 82.
165
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[having] done even more for them at different times, which I have been
able to in life, thus I intend and I want that they not be given any of my
other resources other than that which is rightfully theirs because in this
way I match my other provisions.
I hereby establish and desire that Signora Andrianna Pavan, my beloved
spouse, be the only heiress, free, and executor of all that I possess, and of
furniture, gold, silver, goods, and other things at whatever time of my
death, in well-deserved reward of the affectionate company given to me in
life, and in demonstration of gratitude for the many attentions received
from the same. 168
In October of that year, Galuppi petitioned for a raise at San Marco, citing
financial difficulties, and was awarded an extraordinary increase of 50 per cent,
from 400 ducats annually to 600.
In view of his dolorous circumstances, described in the petition by
Baldissera Galuppi just read, and of the merit which he has acquired in 18
years that he has fulfilled with universal approval... his duties as maestro
di cappella, ...to the annual salary usual for the post, Their Excellences
have added an additional 200 ducats, therefore resulting in 600 ducats
annually, and the present designation is understood as applying not to the
post but uniquely to his person. 169
Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 84. “Rispetto poi alli miei
Figlioli, che sono D. Gerolemo il quale meco convive, nec non Nicolò da molto tempo
uscito dalla casa Paterna, et ad Antonio mio Nipote Figlio del nunq. Antonio altro mio
Figlio, che ritrovasi in Roma, avendo, e con varie generose somministrazioni, e col non
aver risparmiato ad alcuna spesa per dar loro stato, ed avanzamento, fatto per essi in
differenti tempi quel più, che poteva in Vita, così intendo, e voglio, che non sia alli stessi
dato della mia facoltà altro, che la loro legittima, perché abbino in tal modo luogo le altre
mie disposizioni. […] Erede unica, libera, e Residuaria di tutto quello che ho, e in
qualunque tempo della mia Morte si di Mobili, Ori, Argenti, Beni, et altro istituisco, e
voglio, che sia la Sig. Andrianna Pavan mia diletissima Consorte in dovuta ricompensa
dell’affettuosa Compagnia fattami in Vita, e in dimostrazione di gratitudine alle tante
attenzioni dalla medisima ricevute.”
169 Madricardo, “Dall' archivio di stato di Venezia,” San Marco: vitalità, 354.
"In vista delle dolorosa sue circostanze esposte nella suplica ora letta di Baldissera
Galuppi, e del merito che si acquistò in anni 18 ch' esercita con universale applauso […]
nel carico di Maestro di Capella […] alli D. 400 annui salario consueto della carica
168
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Although Beethoven has been popularly cited as the first model for
freelance musicians working as independent businessmen, this is perhaps an
oversimplification. 170 Although nearly all of the most successful musicians in the
Venetian Republic benefitted from at least one stable source of income, musicians
from from Antonio Vivaldi’s time and even earlier had at least had the
opportunity to choose their own projects, negotiate their fees, and pursue just
compensation through legal channels when appropriate, with a degree of
freedom not enjoyed by Haydn at Esterhaza nor by J.S. Bach in Leipzig. 171 In
addition to income earned during fifty years of composing operas, compensation
from nearly thirty-seven years at San Marco, and salaries from nineteen years
total at two ospedali, Galuppi regularly accepted work from one-off directing
opportunities at venues such as the Fava and the scuole piccole as well as
individual composing commissions, including cantatas and oratorios for various
events within as well as outside of Venice, and versetti for at least fourteen
different nunneries at various times. 172 Heartz says that Galuppi and Gluck were

hanno S.S. E. E. aggiunto altri D. 200 cosiche conseguisca annualmente D. 600 et il
presente assignamento s'intenda fatto non alla carica ma unicamente alla sua persona."
170 TedX Talks, “José Bowden on Beethoven as Bill Gates.” YouTube video.
February 21, 2012. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jl3gnP4uG2o.
171 Michael Talbot, Vivaldi (London: Dent, 1978), 31.
172 Keith Eric Knop, “Sacred Music of Baldassare Galuppi in the Context of
Eighteenth-century Venetian Culture, with an Emphasis on Music Written for the
Mendicanti and the Incurabili” (PhD diss. 2011, Florida State University), 33.
Jonathan Glixon, Honoring God and the City Music at the Venetian Confraternities,
1260-1807 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 186.
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"two of the best-remunerated composers of the century" and judging from the
documentation of Galuppi's finances, both he and his wife defended their
pecuniary interests quite well. 173 He was not shy about requesting the salary he
desired from the institutions that employed him. He was capable of negotiating a
suitable schedule and working conditions, and he was comfortable walking
away from an opportunity when those needs were not met. He networked with
Venetian noblemen and cultivated some of the most prestigious among them as
patrons, including the Bernardo family in the 1730s, and the Gritti, Grimani, and
Pisani families in later years. 174 Born as a popolano, he moved successfully among
both the cittadini of Venice and the ranks of the patrician class, and in fact seems
to have been welcomed in their company—not bad indeed for a barber's son
from a gritty fishing community.

Franco Rossi, “In margine agli ospedali: i versetti per la vestizione,”
Musik an den venezianischen Ospedali: Konservatorien vom 17. bis zum frühen 19.
Jahrhundert: Symposion vom 4. bis 7. April 2001, Venedig (Rome: Edizioni di storia e
letteratura, 2004), 219 – 236. Burde, “Werkverzeichnis,” 214- 228. Heartz, Music in
European Capitals, 275.
174 Jane L. Berdes, Women Musicians of Venice: Musical Foundations, 15251855 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 222. Francesco Passadore, "Le cantate di
Galuppi per la famiglia Pisani," in Baldassare Galuppi L'oeuvre opératique,
instrumental et religieux, ed. Émilie Corswarem and Christophe Pirenne (Paris:
Classiques Garnier, 2017), 147-174. Galuppi’s relationship with the Pisani family
seems to have blossomed from that of patron into a life-long friendship; On April
7, 1743 one of Galuppi’s sons was baptized by a member of the Pisani family, and
a year later, on May 4, 1744 the composer named one of his daughters Pisana.
The Galuppi family subsequently moved into lodgings adjacent to them. He
composed works to commemorate Pisani family milestones over the span of a
quarter century, including the cantatas I presagi, Venere al tempio, and Anfione. See
Passadore “Le cantate di Galuppi,” 148.
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2.13 Galuppi’s Death and Burial
Galuppi's death notice reports that he died at about 7:00 a.m. on January 3,
1784 (1785 by the European calendar) following an illness of two months, the last
seven days of which he was unable to leave his bed. 175 The cause of death cited
by his doctor, "the excellent Pietro Pezzi, physician" was "acute putrid fever,"
which in the eighteenth century referred to both diphtheria and typhus, among
other possibilities. 176 He was buried the next day at mid-day, although a larger
funeral celebration took place a month later. The archive of the Procuratoria de
supra shows that on January 21 his wife, Adriana, petitioned for a bereavement
payment in exchange for musical scores:
In view of the difficult circumstances in which she has remained because
of the death of Baldissera Galuppi, the esteemed former Maestro di
Capella… Andriana his wife, septuagenarian in age… that 200 ducats be
paid to her at the exchange rate of ₤ 6:4 one time only, requiring her to
turn over to the Maestro di Capella the compositions of the deceased
Maestro Galuppi described in the note attached to her petition. 177
On February 17, 1784 Adriana also petitioned the state to recover her
wedding dowry and received the sum of 200 ducats with 720 ducats interest,

Garino and Megna, “In margine alla morte,” 84.
“Glossary of Medical Terms Used in the 18th And 19th Centuries,”
http://www.thornber.net/medicine/html/medgloss.html.
177 Madricardo, Dall' archivio di stato di Venezia, San Marco: vitalità, 359.
“21 Gennaio 1784 m.v. In vista delle fatali circostanze nelle qualli restò per la morte di
Baldissera Galuppi fu benemerito Maestro di Capella […] Andriana di lui moglie in età
settuagenaria […] che siano ad essa esborsati D. 200 da Z 6:4 […] per una volta tanto;
dovendo consignare al Maestro di Capella le composizioni del defonto Maestro Galuppi
descritte nella nota annessa alla di Lei suplica."
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totaling 920 ducats. 178 On February 21 she filed an inventory of the house in the
San Vidal quarter of the San Marco sestiere, which was a normal precautionary
measure to safeguard the interests of any potential creditors. 179 The inventory
includes a list of furnishings, gold and silver objects, diamonds and garnets, but
no musical instruments whatsoever. The description of the house itself is a
fascinating document, because it gives us insight into Galuppi's social status and
domestic life. 180 It was comfortable by eighteenth-century Venetian standards,
but not extravagant; it included a room on the lowest level, a dining room, a
kitchen, a large bedroom, a small bedroom upstairs, a bedroom in the attic, a
veranda, an entryway, and a writing room, likely the same one that Burney had
described in print ten years prior:
He was so obliging as to present me to Signora Galuppi; to shew me his
house; an admirable picture of a sleeping child, by P. Veronese, which has
been long in his wife's family; and to carry me into his working-room,
with only a little clavichord in it, where, he told me, he 'dirtied paper.' His
family has been very large, but all his children, except three or four, are
now well married. 181
Descriptions of Galuppi's public funeral survive in several sources. The
Florentine Notizie del Mondo published an extensive obituary on February 19,
1785 which was filled with biographical inaccuracies, but noted, "Last Saturday
in the church of the Augustinian priests the funeral of the recently deceased Sig.

Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 85.
Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte," 86.
180 Garino and Megna, "In margine alla morte,” 86 – 93.
181 Burney, The Present State of Music, 184.
178
179
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Baldassar Galuppi took place with magnificent pomp." 182 Luigi Ballarini, who
was "agente generale e procuratore" of his excellency “il signor cavaliere
Delfino," wrote to his employer on February 12, saying, "Today the funeral of the
deceased Buranello, maestro di cappella of San Marco has created a great spectacle.
It was celebrated in the church of San Stefano at the expense of the music
teachers, and even actors from the Teatro di San Benedetto came to sing." 183

2.14 Galuppi’s Posthumous Reputation
Although music history does not function according to principals of
meritocracy, it is nonetheless easy to erroneously presume that an unknown
composer must be an unworthy composer. But recognition of that prejudice then
raises the question: how is it that Galuppi’s name and works ultimately
disappeared, given the extreme success and recognition he had attained during
his lifetime? In order to address that issue, the following chapter traces the ways
in which writers, observers, and historians have attempted to make sense of his
legacy, both as it unfolded and in the centuries since, in order to mold it to their
own aesthetic and historical perspectives.

“Da Venezia 19 Febbrajo,”Notizie del Mondo, Num. 15, Feb 19, 1785.
Fabio Mutinelli, Memorie storiche degli ultimi cinquant'anni della
Repubblica Veneta: tratte da scritti e monumenti contemporanei (Venice: G. Grimaldo,
1854), xix–xx. Pompeo Molmenti, Epistolari veneziani del secolo XVIII (Milan: M.
Sandron, 1914) 25. "Venezia, 12 febbraio 1785 Forma oggi un gran spettacolo il funerale
del defunto Buranello, maestro di cappella di San Marco, a cui fu sostituito il Bertoni.
Viene solennizzato nella chiesa di San Stefano a spese dei professori di musica e vi
intervengono a cantare anco li attori del teatro San Benedetto."
182
183
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CHAPTER 3. GALUPPI’S RECEPTION HISTORY
In the second half of the eighteenth century, as Italian opera buffa gained
popularity, some of its most vocal critics feared that its appeal to audiences was
an indication of an overall decline in musical quality and a degeneration of the
public ability to discern matters of taste. Comic opera began to spread
throughout Europe and saw a rise in popularity among German-speaking
regions. German critics, whose Teutonic identity was tied in no small degree to
the perceived Germanness of their literature and their drama, struggled to keep
their footing while the public embraced what was an intrinsically Italianate art
form. As advocates of various styles fought a series of ad hominem battles over
aesthetic ideals, Italy’s most visibly successful composer of opera buffa, Baldassare
Galuppi, became an easy target for vitriol.

3.1

Galuppi as the Personification of Italian Music
Galuppi's musical output was enormously influential in the shaping of

musical styles and aesthetics not only in Venice, but in all of the other major
European capitals where opera found an audience. The musical characteristics
found in Galuppi's works provoked a wide range of reactions, and his buffo
operas, in particular, earned him both effusive praise and scathing criticism,
much of which still survives in the writing of his contemporaries. It is important
to examine some of the responses to Galuppi's work by theorists, critics, and
other composers, of his time, in order to give context to Galuppi's role in the
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politics of the development of the eighteenth-century musical aesthetic, and to
contextualize the partisan disparagement of his work that persisted into the
twenty-first century.

3.1.1

Marpurg on Italian Music
The shift in musical style associated with comic opera deeply threatened

North German critic Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg. In his 1759 publication,
Kritische Einleitung in die Geschichte und Lehrsätze der alten und neuen Musik,
Marpurg had scathing words about the changing aesthetics in France and Italy
during the early classical period:
One can pose the question, why the French, who, with their fine and
refined taste, and who with their exquisite strength in all other arts and
sciences, still lag behind in vocal music, in that they will adopt the
predominant good and new taste that prevails here only in fifty or so
years if one may draw conclusions based on the present and past times.
Because is not the taste of Mr. Rameau there, to the extent that it does not
want to be Lullyian, approximately the taste of a Bononcini? … One can
further ask, why the Italians, with whom the heart of good music was
located in some measure, and which in the other arts and sciences are still
admirable, whether they aren't perhaps beginning to rival the French in
their lack of taste in music. Because the slovenly craftsmanship of a
Galuppi, a Sarti, a Scalabrini, and whatever all these men are named, is
found tasteful only by those people who themselves have no taste. Doesn't
all this show that it is false if one attempts to draw conclusions about the
quality of one art of a country based on the quality of another art? 1
Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Kritische Einleitung in die Geschichte und
Lehrsätze der Alten und Neuen Musik (Berlin: Gottlieb August Lange, 1759), 92. "So
kann man die gegenfrage machen, warum denn die Franzosen, den ihrem feinen und
geläuterten Geschmack, und den ihrer vorzüglichen Stärke in allen andern Künsten und
Wissenschaften, in der Singmusik annoch immer zurück bleiben, indem sie den bei uns
herrschenden guten und neuern Geschmack vielleicht erst über etliche funfzig Jahre
annehmen werden, wenn man von der iztigen und vergangnen Zeit auf die Künstige
1
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Marpurg asserted that the music of the Italians was in danger of sinking to the
level of the French, and he could perceive little useful difference between the
innovations of Rameau and those of Galuppi or Sarti. His comment ridiculing
Italian surnames comes across as fairly mild in English translation, but in the
German original it manages to be both offensive and dismissive. Marpurg
deemed Italian music as worthless and tasteless simply because it was Italian,
and he declared anyone who disagreed with him ignorant.
In the index for the revised printing of his Kritische Einleitung Marpurg
included a quite personal affront towards Galuppi. Although all other surnames
appear with a mere page reference, Galuppi’s name stands out because it is the
only one followed by a description: the words, “A lousy composer,” as Figure 3.1
shows. 2

schliessen darf. Denn ist nicht der Geschmack des Hrn. Rameau da, wo er nicht Lullisch
sein will, ungefähr der Geschmack eines Bononcini? Es ist hier von blossen Arien die
Rede. Mann kann noch weiter fragen, warum die Italianer, bei welchen wordem der Sitz
der guten Musik gewissermassen war, und welche in den übrigen Künsten und
Wissenschaften annoch vortrefflich sind, ob sie gleich vielleicht nicht den Franzosen
beikommen, heutiges Tages sich in Ansehung der Musik zu verliehren anfangen. Denn
an dem liederlichen Machwerk eines Galuppi, Sarti, Scalabrini, und wie die Herren alle
weiter heissen, finden itzo nur diejenigen Leute Geschmack, die keinen Geschmack haben.
Zeiget dieses alles nicht, dass es falsch ist, wenn man von der Beschaffenheit einer Kunst
in einem Lande auf die Beschaffenheit einer andern Kunst daselbst schliessen will?"
2 Marpurg, Kritische Einleitung, 249.
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Figure 3.1. The index to Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg's Kritische Einleitung in die
Geschichte und Lehrsätze der alten und neuen Musik

3.1.2

Nicolai, Mendelssohn, and Hiller on Italian Music
Writers Christoph Friedrich Nicolai and Moses Mendelssohn, both

personal acquaintances of Marpurg's, regularly published attacks on Italian
music between 1757 and 1767 in their journal, Bibliothek der schönen Wissenschaft
und der freyen Künste, many of which addressed Galuppi specifically. One of the
more audacious examples, from 1762, was a critique of Breitkopf's piano
transcriptions of four of Galuppi's opera overtures:
Four sinfonias and an extremely bad opera by Galuppi appeared,
arranged for piano. We regret that nice paper that has been wasted on
these wretched works, which no true connoisseur will be able to listen to
without disgust... Why doesn't Herr Breitkopf bring us the works of
properly schooled, skilled Germans, instead of forcing upon the world the
stillborn miscarriages of shallow Italians? 3
Moses Mendelssohn and Friedrich Nicolai, Bibliothek der schönen
Wissenschaften und der freyen Künste, IV/2, (Leipzig, C.F. Weisse, 1762), 822. “Vier
Simphonien und eine höchst schlechte Oper des Herrn Galuppi, auf das Clavier
ausgesetzt, sind auf diese Art erschienen. Wir bedauern das schöne Papier, das zu diesen
3
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Leipzig publisher Johann Adam Hiller was regularly just as caustic in his journal,
Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen die Musik betreffend. An example from
October 1769 reads:
Is the reader surprised that we haven't yet told you anything about the
sinfonia of the Italians? Galuppi, Jomelli, Sarti, etc. are famous names; we
have a lot of sinfonie from them since they all have composed operas, and
never is an opera without a sinfonia. But when one considers the continual
monotony, and the great similarity of all these pieces, if after hearing a
rushing Allegro, a brief Andante barely consisting of two ideas, and then a
proper rushing Allegro or Presto whirling around in tonic, one finds
indeed, that for the beginning of an opera such a sinfonia is good enough,
as long as the auditorium hasn't quieted down yet. 4

3.1.3

Burney's on Italian Music
Charles Burney, in his communications in November 1771 with German

author Daniel Ebeling, objected to the anti-Italian invective of German critics,
and to Marpurg’s insults in particular. Burney wrote:
His severe decisions concerning the Modern Italians I can by no means
subscribe to; namely that they are elende Componisten [wretched
eleden Werken, die kein ächter Kenner ohne ekel anhören kann, ist verschwendet worden.
[…]Warum liefert uns doch Herr Breitkopf nicht lauter solche Werke rechtschaffner
geschickter Deutschen, und will der Welt lieber die Miβgeburten seichter Italiäner
aufdringen.”
4 Ferdinand Hiller, Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen die
Musik betreffend, III: 14, 3 October, 1769 (Leipzig: Hildesheim, 1769), 107-108.
“Wundert sich vielleicht der Leser, daß wir ihnen von den Sinfonien der Italiäner noch
nichts gesagt haben? Galuppi, Jomelli, Sarti, u.s.w. sind berühmte Nahmen; man hat eine
Menge Sinfonie von ihnen; den sie alle haben Opern componiert, und nie ist eine Oper
ohne Sinfonie. Wen man aber das beständige Einerley, und die groβe Aehnlichkeit unter
allen diesen Stücken betrachtet, wenn man nach einem schwärmenden Allegro ein kurzes
und etwan aus zween Gedanke bestehendes Andante, und sodan wieder ein wacker
schwärmendes, und immer im Haupttone herum taumelndes Allegro oder Presto gehört
hat, so findet man wohl, daβ eine solche Sinfonie zur eröffnung einer Oper, so lange das
Auditorium noch nicht ruhig geworden, gut genug ist.”
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composers]: and particularly that Galuppi is ein schlechter Componist [a
lousy composer]. M. Marpurg must have decided without sufficient
information concerning the work of modern composers, or must be
governed by prejudice. 5
Indeed, Burney’s glowing assessments of Galuppi’s operas are among the
most often repeated quotes about the composer and are found in nearly every
account of Galuppi's reception history. Burney’s citation of Galuppi’s definition
of good music, “vaghezza, chiarezza, e buona modulazion,” appears in several of
Burney’s memoirs, as well as in Francesco Caffi’s nineteenth-century history of
sacred music. 6 References and anecdotes about Galuppi pervade Burney’s
private letters, his The Present State of Music in France and Italy in 1772, and his
Music, Men and Manners in France and Italy from 1770, where he proclaims
Galuppi “one of the few remaining original geniusses [sic] of the best school that
Italy ever saw.” 7
The primary reason that this author's accounts of Galuppi have received
so much attention from biographers is that Burney had first-hand experience; he
had actually spent time with the composer discussing musical matters, and
subsequently maintained a warm, friendly correspondence over several decades.

Heartz, From Garrick to Gluck, 99.
Charles Burney, Music, Men, and Manners in France and Italy (London: T.
Becket & Co., 1770), 185.
7 Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy (London: T.
Becket and Co., 1771), 179.
5
6
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3.1.4

C. P. E. Bach on Italian Music
When Burney wrote his volume The Present State of Music in Germany, the

Netherlands, and United Provinces, two other Hamburg writers, publisher Daniel
Ebeling and translator J. C. Bode, took deep offense at his assessment of German
music. Ebeling wrote a scathing letter to Burney, saying ‘‘I am of all Nations, but
always a German when Germany is attacked." 8 So Ebeling and Bode published a
German "translation" of Burney’s book, which presented a bastardized version of
Burney's text, altered to reflect their own pro-German, anti-Italian views. Among
other changes, they replaced Burney's biographical sketch of C. P. E. Bach with
an autobiography that C. P. E. Bach himself wrote. Bach took advantage of the
opportunity to both praise the superiority of German music and to belittle Italian
music, especially comic opera, and singled Galuppi out by name:
I believe, along with many insightful men, that the comic opera style,
currently so popular, plays a large part in that [decline of musical taste].
Without citing men whom one could allege have composed either very
little comic opera or none at all, I want to mention the currently living
great master of comic opera, Signor Galuppi, who in my own house in
Berlin fully concurred with me, and on that occasion mentioned several
very ridiculous occurrences that he has witnessed even in some of the
churches in Italy. I have had to content myself, and have happily
contented myself, with hearing, in addition to the great masters of our
own fatherland, the most outstanding artists of every sort that foreign
lands have sent to us in Germany; and I don't believe there remains one
musical element of which I haven't heard some of the great masters. 9
Agnew, Enlightenment Orpheus: The Power of Music in Other
Worlds (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 19.
9 Carl [sic] Burney, Carl Burney's, der Musik Doctors, Tagebuch einer
musikalischen Reise (Hamburg: Bode, 177), 201. "Ich glaube mit vielen einsichtsvollen
Männern, daß das itzt so beliebte Komische, hieran den größten Antheil habe. Ohne
8Vanessa
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Bach's disdain extended to the compositions of Schobert and those of his halfbrother, Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach, who composed Italianate works for
the court of Wilhelm, Count of Schaumburg-Lippe-Bückeburg. Curiously, C. P.
E. Bach claimed that even Galuppi considered comic opera an inferior genre, as
this 1768 letter from the North German poet Matthias Claudius relates:
The most remarkable thing about this day is that I saw [C.P.E.] Bach in the
church and followed him to his house, which H. Dumpf knew to tell me
only in the abstract. Today, Tuesday morning, I went to the house, where
he went on Sundays, and met him in his bedclothes, where he spoke but
did not play:
+ Oh, yes – how is the music in Copenhagen?
- Very undistinguished, Schobert and your brother [J. C. Bach] are the
favorite composers; you are not particularly liked.
+ I have to reconcile myself to it. Schobert is also known here, he is a man
with a head on his shoulders, but there is no substance behind his and my
brother's current compositions.
- They land pleasing on the ear, nonetheless.
+ They land on the ear and fill it, but it leave the heart empty; this is my
assessment of the new music, the new comic [opera] music, that even in
Italy is fashionable, as Galuppi has said is such that one does not get to
hear an Adagio at all, only a wheezing allegro or at best, an andantino.
The King of Prussia hates this music in the extreme, other than that, it is
applauded almost everywhere else, and I have lowered myself a little to
this taste in my Sonatinas. 10
Männer anzuführen, welchen man vielleicht vorwerfen könnte, daß sie entweder gar
nichts, oder nur wenig Komisches gemacht haben, will ich einen der itztlebenden größten
Meister im Komischen, Signor Galuppi nennen, welcher mir in meinem Hause zu Berlin
vollkommen beypflichtete und einiger sehr lächerlichen Vorfälle, welche er sogar in
einigen Kirchen Italiens erlebt hatte, bey dieser Gelegenheit erwähnte. Genug ich mußte
mich begnügen, und begnügte mich auch sehr gerne, ausser den grossen Meistern unsers
Vaterlandes, das Vortrefliche von aller Art zu hören, was die fremden Gegenden uns
nach Deutschland herausschickten; und ich glaube nicht, daß ein Artikel in der Musik
übrig sey, wovon ich nicht einige der größten Meister gehört habe."
10 Matthias Claudius, Ungedruckte Jugendbriefe des Wandsbecker Boten
(Hamburg: T.G. Meissner, 1881), 9. "Heute, Dienstags Morgens ging ich nun in das
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3.1.5

Lessing on Italian Music
Playwright Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781) was a Saxon dramatist

and critic who published essays on the aesthetic questions of his day in several
journals, including his own periodicals, the Beiträge zur Historie und Aufnahme des
Theaters, which he published in Berlin between 1748 and 1750, and his
Theatralische Bibliothek from 1751 and 1752. 11 Germanists to this day consider his
critical writings eloquent and insightful perspectives on the performing arts in
the mid-eighteenth century, and credit him with establishing a fully Teutonic
identity for German theatre by freeing it from classical and French models. 12 He
was prone to blatant North German nationalism in his writing, and he viewed
the encroachment of Italian comic opera on the soil of good German theatre as a

Haus, darein er Sonntags ging, und traf ihn im Negligé, darin er sprach aber nicht
spielte…
+ O ja – wie steht es um die Musik in Copenhagen?
- Sehr mäßig, Schobert und Ihr Bruder sind die Lieblings-Autores, Sie gefallen
nicht sonderlich.
+ Darin muß ich mich finden. Schobert ist hier auch bekannt, er ist ein Mann der
Kopf hat, aber hinter seiner und meines Bruders itziger Composition ist nichts.
- Sie fällt gleichwohl gut ins Ohr.
+ Sie fällt hinein und füllt es, läßt aber das Herz leer, das ist mein Urtheil von der
neuen Musik, der neuen komischen Musik, die auch in Italien, wie mir Galuppi gesagt
hat, Mode ist, so daß man gar kein Adagio, lauter räuspernde Allegro, allenfalls ein
Andantino zu hören kriegt. Der König von Preußen haßt diese Musik aufs äußerste,
sonst findet sie fast allenthalben Beifall, und ich habe mich in meinen Sonatinen ein
wenig zu dem Geschmack herunter gelassen."
11Theodor Wilhelm Danzel, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Sein Leben und Seine
Werke (Berlin: T. Hofmann, 1880), 169-174.
12 Barbara Fischer, and Thomas C. Fox, A Companion to the Works of
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (Rochester, N.Y.: Camden House, 2005, 4-5.
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threat to his aesthetic ideals. 13 Lessing was a personal friend of C. P. E. Bach's
and subsequently parroted Bach's criticism, but exaggerated it even further:
[C.P.E.] Bach complains about the current decline of music. He ascribes it
to comic [opera] and tells me that Galuppi himself, who is one of the first
comic [opera] composers—and is currently in Petersburg, not expected
back until he’s gotten old and rich enough—that he, Galuppi himself, has
assured that the taste for comic [opera] threatens even the good old Italian
church music. He himself [C.P.E. Bach] has heard comic [opera] music in a
church in Rome, to which someone had set a sacred text. A crucial
characteristic of comic [opera] is that it has almost nothing but Allegros,
and entirely bans Adagios, even if and when an Andante is permitted. 14
Two of Lessing's insinuations here were particularly pernicious: that the
Italianate nature of comic opera was so insidious that it threatens even sacred
music, and that Galuppi’s motivation for writing disreputable music was
greed—he’d be back once he’s “gotten old and rich enough.”

3.1.6

Vogler and Gerber on Italian Music
Not all eighteenth-century German music critics who subsequently

responded to Marpurg, Lessing, Ebeling, and Bach's attacks on Galuppi were

Theodor Wilhelm Danzel et al., Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Sein Leben und
Seine Werke (Berlin: T. Hofmann, 1880), 169-174.
14 Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Sämtliche Schriften, Vol. 15 (Goschen: G. J.
Göchen'sche Verlagshandlung 1777), 316."Bach klagt über den itzigen Verfall der
Musik. Er schreibt ihn der komischen Musik zu und sagte mir, dass Galuppi selbst, der
einer von den ersten komischen Compositoren ist, und itzt in Petersburg sich befindet,
von wann er aber zurück erwartet wird, weil er alt und reich genug, dass ihm, sage ich,
Galuppi selbst versichert habe, dass der Geschmak an der komischen Musik sogar die alte
gute Musik aus den Kirchen in Italien verdrenge. Er selbst habe eine von seinen
komischen Symphonien in einer Kirche zu Rom gehört, der man einen geistlichen Text
untergelegt. Eine wesentliche Eigenschaft von der komischen Musik ist, dass sie fast
nichts als Allegros hat, und die Adagios gänzlich verbannet; kaum dass sie noch dann
und wann ein Andante erlaubet."
13
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anti-Italian. Abbé Georg Joseph Vogler was a Mannheim composer, pedagogue
and theorist who had studied in Padua, in Bologna with Padre Martini, and in
Rome, and was well aware of Galuppi's role as scapegoat. After attaining
membership in the Roman Accademia dell' Arcadia at age twenty-six, Vogler
returned to Mannheim and founded the Mannheimer Tonschule. He then turned
to pedagogy and published several didactic volumes in installments, including
the Kuhrpfälzische Tonschule and the three-volume set Betrachtung der Mannheimer
Tonschule.
In his installment of the Betrachtungen for the winter months of 1778,
Vogler wrote of Galuppi’s creativity and command of his musical craft:
Powerful strokes of fiery imagination, sublime blend in the accompanying
lines, gently captivating emotion in the vocal lines were the exquisite
characteristics of Galuppi’s operas... There was so much naturalness, ease,
and simple tunefulness in his operas that after a performance one could
always hear the arias being hummed. 15
For Vogler, giving credit where credit is due was simply a matter of equity:
Galuppi has made himself far too worthy, through his splendid work in
tonal richness, to let his name rot under the rubble of the despised old
music. 16

Georg Joseph Vogler, Betrachtungen der Mannheimer Tonschule
(Mannheim: Bossler, 1778-1781), 1te, 5te und 6te Lieferungen, 130. "Starke Züge
der feurigen Einblidungskraft, erhabene Mischung in den begleitenden Stimmen, sanft
hinreissendes Gefühl in den Singstimmen, waren die vorzüglichsten Karakteren von
seinen Opern. ...In seinen Opern war so viel Natur, Leichtigkeit, und einfacher Gesang,
dass die Arien nach der Vorstellung immer nachgesungen wurden."
16 Vogler, Betrachtungen, 131. "Galuppi hat sich zu sehr durch seine
vortreffliche Arbeiten um das Tonreiche verdient gemacht, als dass man seinen Namen
under dem Schutt der verhassten alten Musik vermodern lassen könnte."
15
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Vogler also spoke in superlative terms about the effect of Galuppi’s
writing on the listener. He devoted an entire section to Galuppi’s style and
innovation, complete with an analysis of Galuppi’s aria, Se cerca, se dice from
Metastasio’s L’Olimpiade. Vogler said of the B section of this aria:
Can one possibly have heard anything more tender than this chord
progression, which more than thirty years ago must have provided
somewhat rough ears heavenly pleasure, and which is thanks to the most
original imagination of the great Galuppi? 17
Unlike the other German critics, Vogler offered more than an opinion of
Galuppi's music: he included impartial theoretical criticism. A score of Se cerca, se
dice in the music supplement accompanied Vogler’s essay, followed by a fortyfive numbered annotations scattered throughout the score, corresponding to a
list of Galuppi's musical innovations in the body of the main essay. This analysis
strengthened his views by elevating them from subjective assertions to objective
observations via concrete musical examples.
Ultimately, another North German writer, Ernst Ludwig Gerber, offered
an olive branch in his 1790 publication, Historisch-biographisches Lexicon der
Tonkünstler:
Indeed, even [Galuppi's] last operas and church music should surpass all
others from various eras of his life in spirit, taste and imagination. And
even these three things are the defining characteristic of all his works.
Connoisseurs, to be sure, on closer examination will recognize in them
mistakes in the pure phrase, and also rhythmic places, and such. On their
Vogler, Betrachtungen, 131. “Kann man wohl etwas niedlichers hören, als
diesen Sang, der noch gar vor mehr als dreizig Jahren eine himmlische Wonne allennoch
ziemlich rauhen Ohren muss gewesen sein, und die originellste Erfindung dem grossen
Galuppi zu danken hat?”
17
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own, these few mistakes will be richly compensated for through novelty
of thought and beauty of melody. 18
This was a far cry from the scathing nationalism of the other Hamburg critics,
but of course by this time Galuppi had died; perhaps Gerber took less risk
offering his praise posthumously.

3.1.7

Garcin on Italian Music
The North Germans were not the only nationalistic voice in the debate

about Galuppi’s opera buffa, and Abbé Vogler was not the only eighteenthcentury writer to critique Galuppi’s setting of Se cerca, se dice. Parisian writer
Laurent Garcin’s anonymously published work, Traité du mélodrame, ou Réflexions
sur la musique dramatique from 1771 had also mentioned it six years previous, but
in significantly less flattering terms: “The Se cerca of the famous Galuppi is a
blatant imitation of Pergolesi’s. It would do wrong to the truth to make a crime
of it; because the harmonic plagiarism of the Italian masters is as common and as
public as the literary theft of our poets.” 19 In fact, the two arias share so little in

Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler
(Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1790), 469-471. "Ja sogar sollen seine letzte Opern und
Kirchenkompositionen alle übrigen aus den verschiedenen Zeitpunkten seines Lebens, an
Geist, Geschmack, und Einbildungskraft übertreffen. Und eben diese drei Stücke sind das
Merkzeichen alle seiner Werke. Kenner wollen zwar bei genauer Untersuchung
desselben, Fehler wider den reinen Satz, auch unrhythmische Stellen u. d. g. darinne
entdecken. Allein diese wenige Fehler werden durch Neuheit der Gedanken und durch
Schönheit der Melodie reichlich ersetzt."
19 Laurent Garcin, Traité du Mélodrame: ou Réflexions sur la Musique
Dramatique (Paris: Vallat-la-Chapelle, 1772), 111. "Le se cerca du fameaux Galuppi,
est servilment imité de celui du Pergolese. On auroit tort à la vérité de lui en faire un
18
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common that one has to wonder whether Garcin had ever even heard Galuppi’s
Se cerca. Musicologist Philip Weller expressed a high opinion of Garcin's treatise,
stating that "The standard of criticism is remarkable, considering the early date;
and throughout Garcin shows general musical literacy and a keen dramatic
imagination." However, even Weller acknowledges its bias; he refers to it as
"sustained apology for the more complex orchestral style of Bohemian
instrumental composers." 20
Garcin was anything but impartial, and his attacks on Galuppi, in fact,
became quite personal. He was a Swiss national living in Paris and writing under
a pseudonym, and under the security of anonymity, he could promote gossip as
fact:
The musicians today turn their attention entirely to their arias; the
recitatives are often composed by their menials, and Galuppi, the famous
Galuppi, made his servant write his. I do not need, of course, to reveal the
consequences of such negligence. 21
Like Marpurg, Garcin appealed to the presumed nationalism of his readers in
order to validate his statements, and he dismissed anyone who disagreed with
him as tasteless. Anyone who liked Italian comic opera had clearly been

crime; car les plagiats harmoniques des maîtres Italiens, sont aussi communs & aussi
publics que les larcins littéraires de nos poëtes."
20 Philip Weller. The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, Grove Music Online,
s.v. "Garcin, Laurent." Oxford University Press, http://www.oxfordmusiconline
.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/ subscriber/article/grove/music/O005604.
21 Garcin, Traité, 254. "Les musiciens d’aujourd’hui tournent entièrment leur
attention du côté des airs: les Récitatifs sont souvent composes par des subalterns, &
Galuppi, le fameux Galuppi fait faire les siens à sa servant. Je n’ai pas besion, sans doute,
de relever les suites d’une pareille négligence."
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corrupted by it, and was therefore just as guilty as the Italians of offending
public decency:
The ear is not the end of the impressions made by this music, it is only the
channel through which these impressions are transmitted to the soul itself:
the spirit enjoys the magic of the imitation, and a true connoisseur prefers
this aria alone to thirty of those which the best Italian masters wrote on
the same subject. Unless he has resolved to let himself be imposed upon
by the likes of Galuppi, Jomelli, Hasse, what other effect could it have on
him in the theater, these arias shining with truth but ill-conceived in form,
devoid of poetry and images, often filled with nonsense, and always
wearisome in their length; what effect, I say, do such arias produce on
him, if not to offend his taste by every moment offering him the violation
of decorum of the place, the subject and the person? 22
Garcin resorted to a clichéd argument: who should be given preeminence, the
librettist, or the composer?
Reflection will seem a little severe perhaps: but is it a Galuppi or a
Metastasio we go to hear in the theater? If it is the musician, why choose a
place where the pleasures of the ear are necessarily divided, confused,
distracted by decorations, characters, dialogue, the entr’actes, the action,
the intrigue and the dénouement of the plot? If it is the poet, is it not
proper to align everything that represents the views of the poet, to correct
everything that is askew, to push, in a word, the verisimilitude as far as it
goes? So it is better that the musician pile up nonsense? His whole task
consists of destroying the theatrical effect, and isn’t it true that one speaks

Garcin, Traité, 17. "L’oreille n’est point la fin des impressions que fait cette
musique-là, elle n’est que le canal par où ces impressions se transmettent à l’ame ellemême: l’esprit jouit de toute la magie de l’imitation, & un vrai connoisseur préférera cette
ariette seule à trente de celles que les meilleurs maîtres d’Italie on composées sur le même
sujet. A moins qu’il n’ait résolu de s’en laisser imposer par les noms de Galuppi, de
Jomelli, de Hasse, quel autre effet peuvent faire sur lui, au theatre, des airs à la vérité
brillans, mais mal conçus pour le dessein, dénués de poësie & d’images, souvent remplis
de contresens, & tourjours impatientans par leur longeur; quel effet, dis-je, produiron sur
lui de tels airs, si ce n’est de blesser son goût, en lui offrant à chaque instant la violation
des bien-séances du lieu, du sujet & de la personne?"
22
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mockingly, in discourse as well as in writing, of the union of poetry with
music? 23
Garcin argued, therefore, that Galuppi’s operas were of poor quality because the
music had succeeded in expressing that which that the text alone cannot. Careful
reading within the context of the chapter in which it appears, “Examen de
plusieurs Ariettes Italiennes,” reveals that Garcin was attempting to disguise his
nationalism as an objective argument that by 1771 had already become
hackneyed. 24

3.2

Galuppi's Legacy in the Early Nineteenth Century
In order to understand Galuppi’s legacy and posthumous role as the

personification of Italian music abroad, it is useful to take a closer look at the
progression of rhetoric about him in music journalism immediately following his
death. Although falsehoods and misunderstandings about the composer had
made their way into print during his lifetime, biographical inaccuracies
proliferated after his death as well, beginning with the publication of his

Garcin, Traité, 258. "La réflexion paroîtra un peu sévère peut-être: mais est-ce
Galuppi ou Métastase qu’on va entendre au théâtre? Si c’est le musicien, pourquoi
choisir un lieu où les plaisirs de l’oreille sont nécessairement divisés, confondus, distraits,
par les décorations, les personnages, le dialogue, les entr’actes, l’action, l’intrigue & le
dénouement du Drame? Si c’est le poëte, n’est-il pas convenable de ramener tout ce qui
est représanté, aux vues du poëte, de corriger tout ce qui en éloigne, de pousser en un mot
la vrai-semblance aussi loin qu’elle peut aller? Vaut il donc mieux que le musicien
entasse les contresens? Toute sa tâche consiste-t-elle à anéantir l’effet théâtral, & n’est ce
que par dérision que l’on parle dans le discours & dans les ecrits, de l’union de la poësie
avec la musique?"
24 Garcin, Traité, 135-188.
23
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obituary in the Saturday, February 19, 1785 Venetian edition of the Florentine
Notizie del Mondo.
Saturday, February 19, 1785
Venice
Last Saturday in the Church of the Augustinian fathers the funeral of the
recently deceased Sig. Baldassar Galuppi took place with magnificent
pomp. We publish the following paragraph about this famous man
handed down by an admirer of his rare merit.
On January 3rd of this year died in this domain at the age of 82 years the
celebrated Sig. Baldassare Galuppi, otherwise called Buranello from
Burano his home island, which belongs to the duchy of Venice. Born with
the most fortunate talents for music, he sought from the beginnings of his
youth to educate himself in the most renowned schools of Venice, of
Rome, and of Naples under the direction principally of Giuseppe
Amadori, of Allessandro Scarlatti, and of Nicolò Porpora. He competed
with the most famous masters of his time. Equally great in the genre of
comic opera as in opera seria, fortunate in the choice of his motives,
brilliant and full in the accompaniments, fertile in imagination, excellent
regulator of the instruments of the orchestra, and especially faithful
observer of the suitability of musical traditions, he will always occupy a
shining place among the maestri of the eighteenth century. After having
enriched Italy with many excellent productions, he also carried the glory
of the Italian name throughout all Europe.
For many years he supplied the Reggio Teatro di Madrid under Ferdinand
VI with operas. He stayed in London, and there produced compositions
that were well applauded. In 1790 he was chosen as maestro of the Ducal
Chapel of Venice. In 1765 the sublime genius of Katherine II, current
empress of Russia, requested him from the government as composer in
the Imperial Theater of Saint Peters-burg, and distinguished him with
particular honors. Then, returned back to this domain, he reassumed his
assigned post, which he occupied for twenty-five years, after which, with
sadness, he paid the usual tribute to human frailty.
The music, the life of which he had so represented, contributed to
honoring his death. Sig. Ferdinando Bertoni, successor of the deceased,
composed an excellent Mass. The most talented musicians sang, among
them the distinguished Sig. Gasparo Pachierotti, and the tenor Sig.
Matteo Babini. More than one hundred maestri, musicians, and singers
religiously attended the beautifully executed funeral at the sole expense of
the musicians of San Marco. Sig. Matthias Buttorini, the very cultured
Latin poet, expressed the public sentiments in the following epigram.
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Quae quondam, in numerum passim spirantibus auris
Laeta tuos cecinit musica turba modos.
Nunc ad feralem tumulum, quem moesta paravit,
Inferias celebrat, docte Galuppe, tuas.
Si tibi, dum sonitus astrorum, Balthasar, audis,
Non possunt veteres forte placere chori,
Te moveat saltem socioruni antiqua voluntas,
Quique alto gemitus pectore ducit amor. 25

Notizie del Mondo, February 19, 1785. "Sabato scorso con pompa magnifica
nella Chiesa de PP. Agostiniani di questa Città furono esequiti i Funerali
all'ultimamente defunto Sig. Baldassar Galuppi. Pubblichiamo intorno a questo celebre
uomo il seguente paragrafo trasmessoci da un ammiratore del suo raro merito. Ai 3.
Gennaro del corrente anno morì in questa Dominante nell'età di 82. anni il celbre Sig.
Baldassar Galuppi altrimenti detto Buranello da Burano sua Patria Isoletta, che
appartiene al Dogado Veneto. Natto per i più felici talenti per la Musica, cercò fin dalla
prima sua giovanezza di coltivarsi nelle piu rinomate scuole di Venezia, di Roma, e di
Napoli sotto la direzione principalmente di Giuseppe Amadori, d'Alessandro Scarlatti, e
di Nicoló Porpora. Gareggiò coi più famosi Maestri del suo tempo. Egualmente grande
nel genere Buffo, che nel Serio, felice nella scielta dei motivi, brillante, e pieno negli
accompagnamenti, fecondo nelle invenzioni , meraviglioso nella espressione, regolator
eccellente delli Istrumenti nell' Orchestra, e sopratutto osservator fedele della
convenienza del costume Musicale egli occuperà sempre mai un posto luminoso fra i
Maestri del Secolo Decimottavo. Dopo aver arricchita l'Italia di molte produzioni
eccellenti portò altresì la gloria del nome Italiano per tutta l'Europa. Fornì per molti anni
d' Opere il Reggio Teatro di Madrid sotto Ferdinando Sesto. Soggiornò in Londra, e vi
lavorò molte applauditissime Composizioni. L'anno 1760. fu scielto per Maestro della
Cappella Ducale di Venezia. Nel 1765. il sublime genio di Catterina II. attuale
Imperatrice della Russia lo richiese al governo per Compositore nell' Imperiale Teatro di
Pietroburgo, e lo distinse con particolari onori. Indi ritornato in questa Dominante
riassunse l'accennato impiego, che occupò per 25. anni, dopo i quali, con generale
rincrescimento pagò il solito tributo all' umana caducità. Fù sepolto nella Chiesa di S.
Vitale ed i ed i Funerali si celebrarono nella vicina Chiesa di S. Steffano de' Padri
Agostiniani. La Musica cui egli avea tanto illustrato la vita, contribuì ad onorar la sua
morte. Il Sig. Ferdinando Bertoni successore del Deffunto vi compose un eccellente
Messa. Cantarono i più valenti Professori, tra' quali l'egregio Sig. Gasparo Pachierotti, e
il Tenore Sig. Matteo Babini. Più di cento tra' Maestri, Suonatori, e Cantanti asistettero
religiosamente all' Esequie magnificamente eseguite a spese dei soli Professori di S.
Marco. Il Sig. Mattia Buttorini assai colto Poeta Latino espresse i publici Sentimenti nel
seguente Epigrama."
25
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The information for the article was contributed by “an admirer” of the composer
and contains some reckless inaccuracies. For example, Giuseppe Amadori, who
was the composer and organist for Cardinal Ottoboni in Rome, is not known to
have ever gone to Venice. Scarlatti died in 1725, when Galuppi was nineteen
years old, and his only recorded visit to Venice was in 1707. Porpora took up
residence in Venice in 1726 and was there until 1733. Franco Piovano observes,
"All of this leads us to believe that the ‘admirer’ was very badly informed
regarding Galuppi's studies." 26
In the decades immediately following the composer's death but preceding
Caffi's publication of La storia della musica sacra, there appeared a number of
anecdotes about Galuppi which snowballed from simple misunderstandings into
wildly inaccurate misinformation. Haydn biographer Giuseppe Carpani did not
mention Galuppi's year of birth nor where he studied in his 1812 anthology of
letters, Le Haydine, Ovvero lettere su la vita e le opere del celebre maestro Giuseppe
Haydn. The portions pertaining to Haydn had been based on the 1810
publications of Dies and Griesinger, but for his information about Galuppi
Carpani had clearly relied on Burney's The Present State of Music. 27 Carpani
recounted only one anecdote not found in Burney's book: that Galuppi used to
intentionally introduce errors into his scores to see if his students would notice

Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1906): 685. "Tuttociò induce a credere che
l'ammiratore fosse assai mal informato riguardo agli studi di Galuppi."
27 Daniel Heartz, Mozart, Haydn and Early Beethoven, 1781-1802 (New York:
W.W. Norton, 2009), 453.
26
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them. "Even Galuppi used to commit similar misdeeds in his masses, and would
then say to his students, ‘Did you hear that? Did you catch that? But you have to
be Galuppi to get away with it.’" 28 The issue of Galuppi’s unpolished, “no-frills”
compositions is taken up in greater detail in chapter eight, but this much seems
to be true: Galuppi did indeed permit blatant errors in some of his sacred
works—obvious, rudimentary mistakes in counterpoint, such as parallel fifths, as
in Example 3.1, below. But the reliability of anecdotes such as this is inversely
proportional to their quaintness. For that reason, Heartz does not consider
Carpani's accounts entirely reliable. 29
Example 3.1. Parallel fifths in Galuppi’s F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)

Carpani, Le Haydine, 102. "Anche il Galuppi soleva commettere di simili
misfatti nelle sue Messe, e diceva poi agli scolari "Avete sentito? Avete notato?" Ma
bisogna esser Galuppi per farlo."
29 Heartz, Mozart, Haydn and Early Beethoven, 453.
28
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Ten years later one can see from the writing of Count Gregorii
Vladimirovich Orlov in his 1822 Essai sur l'histoire de la musique en Italie that even
though most of his information had come from Burney, both the composer's
incorrect year of birth and the myth of Galuppi studying at the Incurabili (both of
which had appeared first in 1790 in Gerber’s Historisch-biographisches Lexicon der
Tonkünstler) 30 had become commonplace:
The eighteenth century opened and produced, from its dawn, in Venice,
the greatest as well as the most amiable composer of the famous school of
this city. …He composed one opera after the next on leaving the
conservatory of the Incurabili, in which he had entered, and produced
nothing other than compositions as learned as they were ingenious.
…Gifted with the most brilliant and rich imagination, it is less due to
purity of style as to originality that this composer has managed to earn the
colossal and well-deserved reputation he has acquired. 31
Two years later biographer Bartolommeo Gamba produced his 1824
Galleria dei Letterati ed Artisti illustri delle Provincie Veneziane. Gamba had been
employed as chief censor in Alvisopoli and later worked as provvisorio at the

Gerber, Historisch-biographisches Lexicon, 469-470. Anthony Chiuminatto
suggests that the three-year discrepancy for the year of Galuppi’s birth stems
from the difference between the Venetian and Gregorian calendars. This is
incorrect. (Anthony L. Chiuminatto, “The Liturgical Works of Baldassare,” PhD
diss., Northwestern University, 1959, 38).
31 Grigorii Vladimirovich Orlov, Essai sur l'histoire de la musique en Italie
depuis les temps les plus anciens jusqu'à nos jours (Paris: P. Dufart, 1822) 301-302. "Le
dix-huitième siècle s'ouvre et produit, dès son aurore, dans Venise, le plus grand comme
le plus aimable compositeur de l'école célebre de cette ville. […] Il composa
successivement d'autres opéra au sortir du Conservatoire des Incurabili, dans lequel il
était entré, et ne produisit plus que compositions aussi savantes qu'ingénieuses. […]
Doné de la plus brillante et de la plus riche imagination, c'est moins par la pureté du
style que par l'originalité, que ce compositeur est parvenu à obtenir la réputation
colossale et méritée qu'il a acquisé."
30
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Biblioteca Marciana, and as such, corresponded with a great many scholars of his
time who could have set him straight. 32 Yet he not only perpetuated the same
misinformation as previous authors, but he added his own on top. In addition to
misstating Galuppi's studies at the Incurabili he built upon the false birthdate to
miscalculate Galuppi's age at the premiere of his Gl'Amici rivali, claiming it was
the work of the composer as an eighteen-year-old. 33
The next year, when Giovanni Battista Missiaglia published his 1825
Biografia universale antica e moderna, the author of the entry on Galuppi, a certain
M. F. Delaulnaye, built even further on this unstable foundation. After misstating
Galuppi's birthdate, place of study, and age at his first opera premiere, he
extrapolated even further to confuse Galuppi's age in Russia and to claim that
Galuppi had become head of the Incurabili. He also claimed that none of
Galuppi's works had ever made it into print. 34
As noted in the previous chapter, Emmanuele Cicogna attempted to
dispel the Incurabili myth once and for all in 1842 in his Delle inscrizioni
Veneziane, but nobody seems to have noticed. 35 Caffi, writing in 1854, hoped to

Bartolommeo Gamba, Alcune operette di Bartolommeo Gamba bassanese
(Milan: G. Silvestri, 1827), v-viii.
33 Bartolommeo Gamba, Galleria dei letterati ed artisti illustri delle provincie
veneziane nel secolo XVIII (Bologna: A. Forni, 1975), 70.
34 M. F. Delaulnaye, Biografia Universale antica e moderna: ossia storia per
alfabeto della vita pubblica e privata di tutte le persone che si distinsero per opere, azioni,
talenti, virtù e delitti Vol. XXIII (Venice: Missiagliam, 1825), 150.
35 Emmanuele Antonio Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni Veneziane 5 (Venice:
Orlandelli, 1842), 317.
32
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resolve the confusion about Galuppi's birth year, writing, "A recent biography,
written, as they are today, by many and used, frankly, by too many, assigned
Galuppi's birth to the year 1703. The senior priest, whom I textually transcribe
here, will remove any doubt: S. Martino di Burano, the 26th of October, 1706." 36
But both these misperceptions have persisted in print well into the twentieth
century, along with many others.

3.3

Galuppi’s Legacy in in the Late Nineteenth Century
In the first half of the nineteenth century, Galuppi's works disappeared

from concert halls and opera houses just as quickly as his name vanished from
the collective consciousness of western musical historiography. By the final
quarter of the 1800s Galuppi and his music were likely to be recognized only in
the Veneto. Burano, his home island, for many years held annual festivals in his
name, the accounts of which illustrate the progressive ebb of his fame. British
writer Violet Paget, who lived for most of her life as an expatriate in Italy,
described such a celebration under the pseudonym Vernon Lee in her 1887 essay,
“The Immortality of Maestro Galuppi”:
Across the water there comes from Burano the sound of bells, the braying
of the band in the principal square. For there are grand doings at Burano...
The crowd shuffles, jostles, laughs, and swears; the vendors of fresh water
and fried pumpkin, of candies spitted on wooden skewers, yell the praise
of their wares. ...The festivities are a grand success. Capital speeches have
Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 375. "Una recente biografia, scritta come
oggedì da molti e da troppi usasi francamente, assegnò la nascita di Galuppi nell' anno
1703. Toglierà su di ciò ogni dubbio l'alto parrocchiale che qui testualmente trascrivo: S.
Martino di Burano li 26 ottobre 1706."
36
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been made; a capital banquet will be given, with capital toasts; telegrams
will be sent out in all directions—to Venice, to Rome, to the Minister of
Public Instruction, to the Maestro Versi, to everybody and anybody. And
all this fuss merely to commemorate the fact that a hundred and eighty
years ago "there saw the light"—as the biographies have it—“in Burano,
an humble island of the lagoon," a certain man called Baldassare
Galuppi. 37
Irish author Stopford A. Brooke, writing in The Sea-Charm of Venice during
the first decade of the twentieth century, described the local pride in Galuppi's
legacy:
We left Torcello and went on to Burano ... On the day I went to see they
had a festa. Baldassare Galuppi, whom Browning celebrated, was a native
of the island, and this was his centenary. To honour this half-genius all the
inhabitants cheerfully struck work, and turned out in their best array. The
canals, the streets, were crowded; the market-place was full of booths and
rejoicing folk. In the church the preacher was improving the occasion. A
local poet had written a sonnet on Galuppi, and it was hung up at the
corner of every street. Illustrated broadsheets with Galuppi's portrait and
his life were sold on every stall; the men and women were singing
snatches from his music. A cripple, on gigantic crutches, seized hold of me
and carried me off to the Municipio to show me the musician's bust, as
excited as the rest of the crowd to celebrate the artist of their town. 38
However, three quarters of a century later, in 1985, the scenario that Reinhard
Wiesend described is a clear illustration of the transience of memory:
A few days ago I had the good fortune to find myself on Burano to attend
a very entertaining spectacle in honor of Baldassare Galuppi that took
place in the piazza. Almost at the end of the performance a woman asked
me, "Scusi, this Galuppi, what was he? A painter? A sculptor?" She was
left irritated not only by the fact that my response didn't match her

Vernon Lee, The Immortality of Maestro Galuppi, Juvenelia (London: T.
Fisher Unwin, 1887) 10-11.
38 Stepford Augustus Brooke, The Sea-Charm of Venice (London:
Duckworth, 1907), 109-110.
37
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question, but also by the fact that she, being from Burano, was corrected
about Buranello by a foreigner. 39
It is remarkable that such a prolific figure, once universally recognized
throughout Europe, could become virtually unknown over the course of two
centuries, as his music became first outmoded and then obsolete. But the fact that
Galuppi was neither a womanizer, nor mentally ill, nor victim to a premature
death, nor a pauper when he died meant that he fit none of the romanticized
stereotypes of a great artist, at least according to the rhetoric of the nineteenth
century. Furthermore, in that same rhetoric the period of history to which
Galuppi belongs was deemed insignificant. It was perhaps inevitable that his
music and ultimately his name, both tethered to the previous century, would
drift first into obscurity and then into oblivion.

Reinhard Wiesend, “Baldassare Galuppi fra opera seria e opera buffa”
in Galuppiana 1985: studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venezia, 28-30
ottobre 1985), ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki,
1986), 153. "Pochi giorni fa ho avuto la fortuna di trovarmi a Burano per assistere ad
uno spettacolo molto divertente in onore di Baldassare Galuppi che aveva luogo sulla
piazza.[…] Quasi alla fine dello spettacolo una signora mi chiese: "Scusi, questo Galuppi,
che cos' era? un pittore? un scultore?" Rimase irritata non solo dal fatto che la mia
riposta non corrispondesse alla sua domanda, ma piuttosto dal fatto di essere stata
informata correttamente sul Buranello, buranella lei, da un straniero."
39
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CHAPTER 4. OVERVIEW OF THE REPERTOIRE AND QUESTIONS OF
AUTHENTICITY
The examination of Galuppi’s dramatic and instrumental works brings
details into focus that are relevant to the subsequent discussion of his vespers
psalms. Because scores to a great number of Galuppi’s compositions no longer
survive in autograph originals, and because various other factors have prevented
the unequivocal identification of many of his works, it is necessary to briefly
discuss the developments that have brought questions of authenticity to the
forefront of musical scholarship of the Venetian eighteenth century. In 1991
musicologist Peter Ryom was one of the first to address the question of the
legitimacy of works attributed to Venetian composers, when he announced the
discovery of a non-autograph copy of a Vivaldi psalm setting, the Beatus vir (RV
795), which resides in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und
Universitätsbibliothek Dresden. The cover of the work attributed it to Galuppi
with the inscription Beatus Vir / a quattro Voci con Strumenti / De Sig:e Baldasar
Galuppi, detto Buranello, but the fact that it corresponded to an identical item in
Fondo Esposti at the Convervatorio di Musica "Benedetto Marcello" in Venice, a
large collection of manuscripts formerly in the possession of the Ospedale della
Pietà, made its attribution to Vivaldi indisputable. 1 Furthermore, because every
musical detail of the piece conformed to the style of Vivaldi’s late period rather

1

Michael Talbot, The Vivaldi Compendium, xviii.
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than the very different compositional style of Galuppi’s music, it seemed clear to
Michael Talbot that Galuppi himself must have had no part in its misattribution.
Talbot concluded that therefore the false authorship was either a mistake or the
calculated fraud perpetuated by someone other than the composer. 2
There were several clues as to how the spurious inscription came about,
details which resurface later in the discussion of Galuppi’s sacred works. The
music manuscript paper on which the piece was copied was distinctive for its
small dimensions, 16 cm high by 20 cm wide, which, together with the visible
crease mark down the middle, indicated that it was a so-called Reisepartitur,
meant to be sent by post to its destination. 3 The Staatsbibliothek contains a large
number of scores in Reisepartitur format, mostly sacred works of Venetian
composers.
One eighteenth-century Venetian copyist who is known to have provided
counterfeit hand copies of musical works to the Dresden court is Iseppo Baldan,
a Catholic priest with a decidedly impious personal life. 4 Baldan’s copy shop
near the Teatro San Giovanni Grisostomo had provided musical scores to an
impressive number of well-known visitors to Venice, including Charles Burney,

Michael Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio Vivaldi, 205.
Ines Burde, “Baldassare Galuppi und die Überlieferung seiner
Kirchenmusikwerke in Dresden,” Andreas Henning and Barbara Marx, VenedigDresden: Begegnung zweier Kulturstädte (Leipzig: E.A. Seemann, 2010), 178.
4 Gaetano Cozzi, “Una disavventura di pre Iseppo Baldan, copista del
Galuppi,” in Galuppiana 1985: studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale,
(Venezia, 28-30 ottobre 1985), ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence:
L.S. Olschki, 1986), 127-128.
2
3
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who had written, “Mr Richie was so kind as to send Signor Giuseppe a famous
Copyist to me to day, who has undertaken to furnish me with many curious
things.” 5 As to how a work of Vivaldi may have found itself among scores sent to
northern Germany, Michael Talbot says:
No copyist, in the 1740s, would have retained a sentimental attachment to
Vivaldi’s music; the composer’s standing with the public had dipped long
before his death in 1741. However, the work itself, which, superficially at
least, was written in an up-to-date style, had a potential value if it could
be associated with a more fashionable composer. My hunch is that a
copyist deliberately falsified the attribution in order to turn what would
otherwise have been an unsaleable product into a commodity marketable
in Dresden. 6
The relevance of Baldan and his colleagues to our discussion of spurious
pieces attributed to Baldassare Galuppi lies in the question of the authenticity of
other works not yet examined in that light. To be sure, the stylistic idiosyncrasies
that certain works exhibit puts them at odds with the remainder of Galuppi’s
oeuvre, but that alone is not enough to discredit them as inauthentic. Even in
light of the cold, hard facts such as the disingenuous business practices of
copyists such as Baldan, one ultimately cannot prove a negative; the only means
to decisively establish that they are not Galuppi’s work is to demonstrate either
that Galuppi could not possibly have composed them, or that somebody else, in
fact, did compose them; otherwise one must tread lightly in the realm of
hypothesis. Subsequent chapters revisit the matter in greater detail.

5
6

Burney, Music Men and Manners, 74.
Talbot, Sacred Music, 206.
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4.1

Galuppi’s Operas
The fact that Galuppi produced more than one hundred operas over the

span of half a century makes the creation of a detailed overview a challenge. One
cannot estimate the exact number of works in a straightforward manner because
Galuppi set some libretti multiple times, such as Adriano in Siria, Alessandro nell'
Indie, and Artaserse, and he frequently substituted and recomposed arias or entire
scenes for subsequent revivals. As a result, many of his works do not exist in
canonic, authoritative versions, and it is often unclear whether a later setting of a
previous libretto constitutes a revision of a previous work or an entirely new
composition. 7
Another challenge is the fact that scores to most of Galuppi’s operas
before his tenure in London no longer survive. Most the early works saw only a
single production. 8 Daniel Heartz asserts that in London productions there was
typically only one score which the composer used at the harpsichord during the
first performance, and which remained the property of the theater afterward; if
Heartz is correct, then it was not until 1750 when multiple productions of the
same opera in different cities overlapped that there would have been a demand
for more than one copy of the same score. 9

Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart; s.v. “Galuppi.”
Piovano, Note bio-bibliografiche (1906), 688-718.
9 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 264.
7
8
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The London publisher John Walsh reproduced arias from six of Galuppi’s
earlier operas between 1741 and 1746: Penelope, Scipione in Cartagine, Enrico,
Sirbace, Antigona, and Il trionfo della continenza. Walsh collected and printed these
in a series usually titled according to the formula The favourite Songs from the opera
call'd X compos'd by Mr. Y..., together with their symphonys. 10 These compilations
are of limited usefulness as one cannot know to what degree Walsh, who did not
enjoy a reputation of loyalty to the composers whose works he published, would
have abridged or altered them. 11
Charles Burney attempted a musicological assessment of Galuppi’s early
operas, but these collections would have been the only source Burney had
available. Heartz takes great exception to Burney’s much-repeated
pronouncement that “the genius of Galuppi was not yet matured; he now copied
the hasty, light and flimsy style which reigned in Italy at this time and which
Handel's solidity and science had taught the English to despise" 12 and postulates
that Burney was simply seeking to ingratiate himself with George III, who
idealized Handel’s music. 13 In any case, Burney’s remark lacks credibility

Charles Cudworth, Christopher Hogwood, and Richard Luckett, Music
in Eighteenth-Century England: Essays in Memory of Charles Cudworth (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983), 215.
11 Frank Kidson, “Handel's Publisher, John Walsh, His Successors, and
Contemporaries,” The Musical Quarterly, Vol. 6, No. 3 (Jul. 1920): 443.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/737971.
12 Charles Burney, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the
Present Period, (London: T. Becket, 1789), 447.
13 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 264.
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because Handel’s failure with London audiences was precisely why Lord
Middlesex brought Galuppi to London in the first place. 14
The fact that Galuppi’s serious operas began to see a great number of
revivals beyond their original productions speaks to their appeal with audiences.
Adriano in Siria (1740), for example, saw five revivals in various Italian cities over
the next several decades. L’Alessandro nell’ Indie (1738) saw nine revivals in Italy,
Stuttgart, Munich, and Prague, L’Artaserse (1749) saw ten revivals, and
L’Antigona (1751) saw at least nine. 15 Heartz observes that this degree of
longevity is highly unusual for serious opera. 16
In the 1750s virtually all of the major European venues were performing
Galuppi's opere serie. Heartz believes that the composer typically travelled with
his scores to oversee rehearsals and stayed through opening night. If so, it would
have been impossible for Galuppi to supervise all of these productions, many of
which were underway simultaneously in different cities. The fact that the
composer’s scores would have travelled without him attests to his growing
international celebrity. 17
Several scholars have attached significance to the fact that Galuppi does
not seem to have personally travelled to Naples, even though his operas did.

London Society. An Illustrated Magazine of Light and Amusing Literature for
the Hours of Relaxation (London: William Clowes and Sons, 1864), 402.
15 Wiesend, “Galuppi fra opera seria” 158-159.
16 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 267-268.
17 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 267.
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Wiesend says that Galuppi “underwent numerous trips to personally supervise
rehearsals, but obviously avoided going to Naples” 18 and Heartz says, “Repeated
attempts to induce Galuppi to appear in person in Naples in order to preside
over the production of one of his operas were foiled because the composer could
not get the necessary permission from the procurators of San Marco. There must
have been some reluctance on Galuppi’s part about going to Naples, for he
usually had little difficulty otherwise securing leaves when he wanted them.” 19
Neither author explicitly says what that obstacle might have been.
An outline of Galuppi’s operas, arranged according to genre alongside his
oratorios, cantatas, and other incidental vocal works, pulls some useful details
into perspective, in Table 4.1. 20

Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart; s.v. “Galuppi.”“Er
unternahm zahlreiche Reisen, um sich persönlich um Einstudierungen zu kümmern,
vermied dabei aber offensichtlich, nach Neapal zu gehen."
19 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 268.
20 The data from the table is based on Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart; s.v. “Galuppi,” Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi,” (1906-1908), and Wiel,
I teatri musicali veneziani.
18
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Table 4.1. Galuppi’s dramatic works, organized by genre and year
Operas
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
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1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736

Cantatas, Oratorios, Occasional Works

La fede nell'incostanza, ossia gli amici rivali, favola
pastorale

Gl'odi delusi dal sangue, Act I & III, dramma per
musica
Dorinda, Favola pastorale
Odio Placato, dramma per musica

Argenide, dramma per musica
L'ambizione depressa, dramma per musica
La ninfa di Apollo, favola pastorale
Tamiri, dramma per musica
Elisa regina di Tiro, dramma per musica
Ergilda, dramma per musica

Tobia il giovane, oratorio

Table 4.1. (continued)
1737
1738

1739
1740
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1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746

Issipile [first version], dramma per musica
L'Alvilda, dramma per musica
Alessandro nell' Indie [first version], dramma per
musica

Adriano in Siria [first version], dramma per musica
Gustavo I, re di Svezia, dramma per musica
Didone abbandonata [first version], dramma per
musica
Oronte, re de' sciiti, dramma per musica
Berenice, dramma per musica
Penelope, melodrama
Scipione in Cartagine, melodrama
Enrico, dramma per musica
Sirbace, dramma per musica
Ricimero [first version], dramma per musica
La Forze d'amore, dramma giocoso
Ciro riconosciuto [first version], dramma per musica
Il trionfo della continenza, pastorale
Scipione nelle Spagne, dramma per musica

San Maurizio e compagni martiri, oratorio
L’Adria festosa, serenata
Li amori sfortunati di Ormindo, serenata
Sancta Maria Magdalena, oratorio

Prudens Abigail, oratorio

Isaac, oratorio
Judith, oratorio

Table 4.1. (continued)
1747

1748

1749
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1750

1751

1752

Evergete, dramma per musica
L'Arminio, dramma per musica
L'olimpiade, dramma per musica
Volgeso, dramma per musica
Demetrio [first version], dramma per musica
Semiramide riconosciuta, dramma per musica
Artaserse [first version], dramma per musica
L'Arcadia in Brentà, dramma comico per musica
Demofoonte [first version], dramma per musica
Alcimena principessa dell' isole fortunate, dramma per
musica
Arcifanfano, re dei matti, dramma giocoso
Il mondo della Luna, dramma giocoso
Il paese della cuccagna, dramma giocoso
Il mondo alla roversa, dramma giocoso
Antigona, dramma per musica
Dario, dramma per musica
Lucio Papirio, dramma per musica
Artaserse, dramma per musica
Il conte Caramella, dramma giocoso
Le virtuose ridicole, dramma giocoso
La calamità de' cuori, dramma giocoso

La Caduta di Adamo, oratorio
Rhythmi sacri, oratorio
Jahel, oratorio
Devoti affectus erga lignum Sanctae, oratorio
Crucis et Iesu Christi Sepulcrum, oratorio
Devoti sacri concentus, oratorio

La vittoria d'Imeneo, festa teatrale
Aqua et rupe Horeb, oratorio

Gerusalemme convertita, oratorio

Table 4.1. (continued)
1753

1754
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1755

1756
1757
1758

I bagni d'Abano, dramma giocoso
Sofonisba, dramma per musica
L'eroe cinese, dramma per musica
Ricimero re de' goti, dramma per musica
Alessandro nell'Indie [second version], dramma per
musica
Siroe, dramma per musica
Le pescatrice, dramma giocoso
Il filosofo di campagna, dramma giocoso
Il povero superbo, dramma giocoso
Allessandro nell' Indie [3rd version]
Attalo, dramma per musica
Le nozze, dramma giocoso
La diavolessa, dramma giocoso
Ideomeneo, dramma per musica
La cantarina, farsetta
Ezio, dramma per musica
Sesostri, dramma per musica
Ipermestra, dramma per musica
Adriano in Siria [second version], dramma per musica
Demoofonte [second version], dramma per musica

I presagi, cantata
Gionata liberato, oratorio

Le nozze di Paride, spettacolo poetico e musicale
Il Sacrificio di Jephta, oratorio

L'oracolo del Vaticano, cantata

Table 4.1. (continued)
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1759 Ciro riconosciuto [second version], dramma per musica
Melite riconostiuta, dramma per musica
La ritornata di londra, intermezzo
1760
La clemenza di Tito, dramma per musica
Solimano, dramma per musica
L'Amante di tutte, dramma giocoso
1761
I tre amanti ridicoli, dramma giocoso
Demetrio, dramma per musica
Il caffè di campagna, dramma giocoso
1762
Antigono, dramma per musica
Il marchese villano, dramma giocoso
L'orfana onorata, intermezzo
Il re pastore, dramma per musica
Viriate, dramma per musica
Il Muzio Scevola, dramma per musica
L'uomo femina, dramma giocoso
Il puntiglio amoroso, dramma giocoso
1763
Arianna e Teseo, dramma per musica
Il re alla caccia, dramma giocoso
1764
Cajo Mario, dramma per musica
La donna di governo, dramma giocoso
La partenza e il ritorno de' marinari, dramma giocoso

Maria Magdalena, oratorio
Sacrificium Abraham, oratorio
Transfiguratio domenica, oratorio

Table 4.1. (continued)
1765

1766
1767
1768
1769

La cameriera spiritosa, dramma giocoso
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1770

Ifigenia in Tauride, dramma per musica
Arianna e teseo, second version, dramma per musica
Le contese domestiche, farsa
Amor lunatico, dramma giocoso

1771

L'inimico delle donne, dramma giocoso

1772

Gl'intrighi amorosi, dramma giocoso
Motezuma, dramma per musica
La serva per amore, dramma giocoso

1773
1774
1775

1776

Triumphus divini amoris, oratorio
L'arrivo di Enea nel Lazio, componimento drammatico
La virtù liberata, cantata
La Pace tra la Virtù e la Bellezza, componimento
drammatico

Tres Mariae ad sepulcrum Christi resurgentis, oratorio
Flora, Apollo, Medoaco, cantata
Canticorum sponsi, oratorio
Nuptiae Rachelis, oratorio
Parabola coenae, oratorio
Dialogus sacer (Jephte et Helcana), oratorio
Adam, oratorio
Debbora prophetessa, oratorio
Daniel in lacu leonum, oratorio
Tres pueri hebraei in captivitate Babylonis, oratorio
Exitus Israelis de Aegypto, oratorio
Moyses de Synai revertens, oratorio
Venere al tempio, cantata
Mundi salus, oratorio

Table 4.1. (continued)
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
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1783
1784
1785

Donna Flavia e Don Perichetto, cantata di mezzo
carattere
L'Anfione, cantata
La scusa, cantata
La gelosia, cantata
Il ritorno di Tobia, oratorio

The twenty-eight dramme giocose, with which the composer became so
strongly associated, only account for slightly more than a quarter of his operatic
works. He first began producing them at the mid-point of his career. Dramme per
musica, on the other hand, constitute nearly sixty percent of his operatic output,
and he composed them with regularity throughout his career. In the first half of
the eighteenth century, Metastasio's structure for Dramma per musica was the
unquestioned template for serious opera, and his schema of strictly prescribed
arias and recitatives was compulsory. 21 Furthermore, the collective works of
Metastasio formed a canon, to which composers had to attach their name
professionally. 22 Some composers made early attempts at breaking away from
the mold for opere serie, but Galuppi seems to have been uninterested in
innovation at that point; he was in the process of establishing himself as a
composer and as such had to demonstrate that he could follow that template in
order to garner credibility with the public. The notable exception is his Iphegenia
in Tauride, written for the imperial court in Saint Petersburg, in which the
composer included dances and a number of spectacular choruses; that choice
was specifically in order to capitalize on the 100-person choir of the Russian
court chapel, which was extraordinary. 23

Reinhard Strohm, Die italienische Oper im 18. Jahrhundert
(Wilhelmshaven: Heinrichshofen's Verlag, 1979), 16-17.
22 Mary Kathleen Hunter, The Culture of Opera Buffa in Mozart's Vienna: A
Poetics of Entertainment (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 33.
23 Staehlin, Zur Geschichte des Theaters, 71.
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Thanks to his unusually high rate of productivity, Galuppi could often
produce more than one opera in a single season. Wiesend gives the example of
Carnival 1749, when he left the Vienna production of Artaserse shortly before the
premiere (the same production that compressed five arias into a single ensemble)
in order to go to Milan to prepare the production of Semiramide riconosciuta,
where he even received a bonus of 125 lire for "promptness in the composition of
the music." 24 Galuppi also understood that not every moment in the score can be
a highlight; some sections must be utilitarian. Therefore, when he needed to
churn out pieces quickly and efficiently, he could always fall back on the
formulas other composers used for arias and recitatives. 25
Galuppi's activity with the comic genre began shortly after his return from
London, when he adapted and updated drammi giocosi by Latilla and da Capua
that had been performed a few years earlier in Rome. 26 His own first opera buffa,
La forza d'amore, to a libretto by Padre Panicelli, has not survived. 27 His
collaboration with Goldoni, beginning in 1749 with L'Arcadia in Brenta, proved
successful, both for the artistic quality of the result and the public reception. This
production marks the beginning of Galuppi's identity with opera buffa, and
Mary Hunter credits it with firmly establishing the genre in the musical domain

Vincenzo Bortolotti, Giuseppe Parini: vita, opere e tempi, con documenti
inediti e rari (Milan: Verri, 1900), 130.
25 Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart; s.v. “Galuppi.”
26 Wiel, I teatri musicali veneziani, 147.
27 Wiel, I teatri musicali veneziani, 154.
24
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(although she traces the beginning of comic opera back to Pergolesi’s 1736
intermezzo, La serva padrona). 28
Mary Hunter points out that the goal of the composer was different in the
serious and comic genres. In opera seria there are "more operas than titles"
because the composer must establish his legitimacy by composing music on
canonic libretti. In opera buffa there are more titles than operas; the composer
must provide novelty rather than substance as the initial attraction: "While in the
former genre audiences were promised novelty and served largely familiar fare,
in the latter they were promised familiarity (or perhaps reliable quality) and
served with at least a portion of new material.” 29
Within the following six years Galuppi and Goldoni produced no fewer
than twelve opere buffe, which saw performances on numerous stages throughout
Europe. In Rome they were even drastically abridged and performed as
intermezzi. The most successful comic opera during this time was Galuppi and
Goldoni's Il filosofo di campagna in 1754, which Wiesend considers the most
important contribution to the genre. Galuppi also set opere buffe of other
librettists, especially Pietro Chiari and Giovanni Bertati, as well as two by his
own son, Antonio.
Galuppi's opera music evolved over the course of his career. Wiesend
mentions that the early operas were based on a basso continuo, but that practice

28
29

Hunter, The Culture of Opera Buffa, 33.
Hunter, The Culture of Opera Buffa, 33.
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later fell by the wayside. Typical Galuppian features appeared later, such as
symmetrical layout of large measure groups, metrical differentiation, and use of
dynamic markings. In Example 4.1 from Il mondo alla roversa Galuppi creates
comic effect through the use of jagged melodic contours in the descending
sevenths and the use of rhythmic dissonance in the quadruplets. The extreme
license in text setting is of particular relevance to the discussion of text in chapter
eight.
Example 4.1. Galuppi, “Quando gl’augelli” from Il mondo alla roversa

The text appears in the libretto as:
Quando gli augelli cantano,
Amor li fa cantar;
E quando i pesci guizzano,
Amor li fa guizzar.
La pecora, la tortora,
la passera, la lodola,
Amor fa giubilar.

When the birds sing,
Love makes them sing;
And when the fish dart around,
Love makes them dart.
The ewe, the turtle dove,
The sparrow, the lark,
Love makes them rejoice.
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However, the composer has laid out this section of text in the score with nouns
reordered and verbs juxtaposed with their subjects:
La lodola, la pecora, la passera,
gl' augelli quando cantano
i pesci quando guizzano,
La tortora, la lodola,
la pecora, la passera,
Amor fa giubilar

The lark, the ewe, the sparrow,
The birds, when they sing
The fish when they dart,
The turtle dove, the lark,
The ewe, the sparrow,
Love makes them rejoice.

Reinhard Strohm comments that Galuppi’s settings occasionally seemed to
intentionally fly in the face of the librettist. 30 This may be what Metastasio had in
mind when he described Galuppi as "a great maestro for violins and for basses
and for singers, but extremely bad for poets" in a letter from 27 December 1749. 31
An unusual postscript regarding opera arias by Galuppi concerns the
widespread eighteenth-century practice in monasteries and other isolated
religious communities of creating contrafacta. Musicians found they could create
their own cut-and-paste sacred music repertoire by replacing the words to arias
by Italian masters with sacred texts and have an immediate, useable church
motet of guaranteed musical quality at hand. Preliminary investigations into this
phenomenon have turned up Galuppian opera contrafacta preserved in the

Reinhard Strohm, Dramma Per Musica: Italian Opera Seria of the Eighteenth
Century (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1997), 22-23.
31 Giosuè Carducci and Pietro Metastasio, Lettere disperse e inedite di Pietro
Metastasio Vol. 1 (Bologna: Zanichelli, 1883), 213. "Sarà un ottimo maestro per i
violini, e per i cantanti, ma cattivissimo mobile per i poeti."
30
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sacred music libraries of various Dominican monasteries in Silesia, 32 the
Benedictine monastery in Rajhrad, 33 the St. Veit Cathedral in Prague, 34 and the
cathedrals of Guatemala, Lima, Mexico City, and Oaxaca in the New World. 35
Certainly scholars have barely scratched the surface of a rich and fascinating area
of study worthy of further pursuit.

4.2

Galuppi’s Cantatas and Oratorios
It is easy to distinguish which of Galuppi’s cantatas, oratorios and

occasional works were written for the ospedali, because their texts are in Latin,
as opposed to the Italian texts for his one-time commissions from elsewhere.
Wiesend counts nine Latin oratorios written for the Mendicanti and nineteen
oratorios for the Incurabili, including Il ritorno di Tobia, performed there after the
Incurabili had ceased its musical activity due to financial difficulties. Three of the
Italian oratorios were performed within Venice as well, at the Chiesa di Santa
Maria della Consolazione, more usually referred to as the Fava. The church had

Tomasz Jeż, “Contrafacta of Operatic Arias Among the Dominicans of
Baroque Silesia,” Itineraries of Musical Manuscripts and Prints in Modern Europe, ed.
Metoda Kokole and Michael Talbot, De musica disserenda (vol. XI, nos 1–2,
2015), 148, 157.
33 Pavel Žůrek, “The Practice of Music in Rajhrad Monastery in the First
Half of the 18th Century,” Musicologica Brunensia 49 (2014): 173.
34 Milada Jonášová, “Kontrafakturen in der böhmischen Kirchenmusik des
18. Jahrhunderts” Musicologica Brunensia 49 (2014): 107-108.
35 Therese Irene Fassnacht, “Contrafactum and Alternatim Praxis in Two
Eighteenth Century Requiem Settings by Manuel de Sumaya” (DMA diss.,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2010), 40.
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been taken over by the order of San Filippo Neri in the seventeenth century,
which subsequently introduced the oratorio genre to the city. 36
Galuppi’s earliest known oratorio was for the Jesuits at their church in
Macerata, although many of the oratorios commissioned outside Venice were for
branches of the Filippian order in Genoa, Palermo, and Rome. Keith Knop has
suggested that although a number of Galuppi’s oratorios were performed at the
Fava in Venice, none appear to have been commissioned by them. 37 However,
the existence of both the original score and libretto in the collection of the Chiesa
di Santa Maria della Consolazione supports Wiesend’s assertion that Il Sagrifizio
di Jefte (1756) was indeed written specifically for them. 38
The musical substance of the oratorios intended for the Mendicanti and
the Incurabili was shaped by the fact that they were performed entirely by
female voices. Often the central subjects of the stories were female figures, as
seen in titles such as Maria Magdalena, Tres Mariae ad sepulcrum Christi resurgentis,
Nuptiae Rachelis, and Debbora prophetessa. Some of the works intended for the
ospedali are for several solo voices, such as Judith. Others have occasional choral

Denis Arnold and Elsie Arnold, The Oratorio in Venice (London: Royal
Musical Association, 1986), 79.
37 Knop, “Sacred Music of Baldassare Galuppi,” 29-30. Il fondo musicale
manoscritto di S. Maria della Fava a Venezia, Chiesa di Santa Maria della
Consolazione, Mus. Ms. 7.
38 Wiesend, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart; s.v. “Galuppi.”
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sections. The cori spezzati oratorios which Caffi praised begin not with Daniel in
lacu leonum (1773), as he reported, but with Parabola coenae (1770). 39
Up until 1770 the oratorios for the Incurabili were intended not as musical
centerpieces, but merely as introductions to the perennial Good Friday
performance of Hasse’s Miserere. These were Maria Magdalena (1763), Sacrificium
Abraham (1764), Transfiguratio domenica (1764), Triumphus divini amoris (1765), Tres
Mariae ad sepulcrum Christi resurgentis (1769), Canticorum sponsi (1770), and
Nuptiae Rachelis (1770). After Galuppi’s return from Russia and his reappointment at the Incurabili in 1768, his oratorios took on a different function
and a different structure. Previous oratorios had resembled impersonal,
allegorical morality plays, but Galuppi, working closely with librettist Pietro
Chiari, replaced them with extensive oratorios of significant emotional and
dramatic content. 40 Into this category fall the oratorios Adam (1771), Debbora
prophetessa (1772), Daniel in lacu leonum (1773), Tres pueri hebraei in captivitate
Babylonis (1774), Exitus Israelis de Aegypto (1775), Moyses de Synai revertens (1775),
and Mundi salus (1776).
In contrast to the oratorios, the cantatas were intended either for private
use, or to commemorate a specific event or person. For example, L'Oracolo del
vaticano was a commemoration of the investiture of Cardinal Antonio Marino
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Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 396. Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium,
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Geyer, Das venezianische Oratorium, 60.
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Priuli and was intended to praise him and his family, explicitly mentioned by
name within the text of the cantata. 41

4.3

Galuppi’s Keyboard Sonatas
Galuppi, from his earliest years, was a harpsichordist. This was his first

musical medium, and one which remained with him throughout his life. It is no
surprise then, that he composed numerous keyboard sonatas and occasional
concerti. The primary points of contention among scholars have been how many
sonatas Galuppi composed, and whether they are any good.
Because of the broad range of conditions under which Galuppi composed
his keyboard sonatas and the long period over which he composed them, as well
as the fact that most of the manuscripts are undated, the sonatas stubbornly
resist grouping into a coherent chronology. Even simply producing a tally of the
works has taken the efforts of many musicologists over decades, each of which
has built on the scholarship of his or her predecessors.
In the beginning of the twentieth century, Italian musicologist Fausto
Torrefranca produced a list of forty-nine sonatas, and he estimated their dates of

Baldassare Galuppi, L'Oracolo del Vaticano / Cantata a tre voci / In
occasione che la Santità di Nostro Signore / Papa Clemente XIII hà conferito la Sacra
Porpora / Cardinalizia all'Eminentissimo / Signor Cardinale Antonio Massimo Priali /
Vescovo di Vicenza / Poesia del Sig.r Dottor Goldoni / Musica di Baldassar Galuppi d.to
Buranello / Li ii Ottobre 1758, Ms. 1884, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 1758.
<http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/ 12148/btv1b8458195r>.
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composition between 1740 and 1760. 42 The quality and objectivity of
Torrefranca’s work was sabotaged by his heavily political agenda: he was
preoccupied with removing German-speaking figures from the center of the
historiography of Western music and replacing them with Italians. But his work
on Galuppi’s catalog provided a foundation on which subsequent scholars built.
Charles van der Borren published an expanded version of Torrefranca’s catalog
in 1923. 43 In 1929 Felix Raabe created a chronology of the works listed in
Torrefranca’s and van der Borren’s catalogs that used 1750 as a dividing line,
based on examination of Galuppi’s use of texture and the presence or absence of
Alberti bass. 44 A quarter of a century later William S. Newman overhauled that
chronology, and placed the dates of composition of the works between 1755 and
1785. 45 Newman's 1949 A History of the Sonata Idea was divided up into Baroque,
Classical, and Romantic periods; it is telling that he placed Galuppi in the
Classical volume and categorized the keyboard sonatas as early Classical. 46 In
1969 Hedda Illy enlarged the list of her predecessors with works that had been

Fausto Torrefranca, “Per un catalogo tematico delle sonate per cembalo ,
di B. Galuppi, detto il Buranello,” Rivista musicale italiana (Turin: Fratelli Bocca,
1909), 872–881.
43 Charles van den Borren, "Contribution au catalogue thématique des
sonates de Galuppi," Rivista musicale italiana (Turin: Fratelli Bocca, 1923), 365-370.
44 Felix Raabe, Galuppi als Instrumentalkomponist (Frankfurt a.d. Oder:
Müller, 1929), 17-37.
45 William S. Newman, "A Checklist of the Earliest Keyboard 'Sonatas'
(1641-1738),” Notes 11 (1954): 201-212.
46 William S. Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era: The Second Volume of a
History of the Sonata Idea (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963).
42
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more recently discovered. 47 In 1972 David Pullman built on Illy’s work and
factored in an unpublished list by Edith Woodcock from the Library of Congress
to bring the total of keyboard sonatas to 123, the number that is now most
commonly cited. Pullman created a catalog of the keyboard sonatas as well that
established a rough balance between single-movement works and sonatas of two
or three movements. 48 However, in 2006 Franco Rossi created a thematic
Werkverzeichnis, the most thorough so far, that lists a total of 172 works, including
single movement works and two-, three- and four-movement sonatas. 49
Unfortunately, the dissemination of Rossi’s work has suffered from limited
printing, and currently only a handful of libraries worldwide own the volume.
Few of Galuppi’s keyboard works made it into print during his lifetime.
Walsh published twelve sonatas in London in 1756 and 1759 as opus 1 and 2, 50
while Venier in Paris published eleven different pieces in 1758 and 1760, and also
called them opus 1 and 2. 51 In Nuremberg Johann Ulrich Haffner published three
of Galuppi’s sonatas in his five-volume anthology Raccolta musicale contenente VI.

Hedda Illy, Baldassare Galuppi, detto il Buranello Sonate per cembalo (Rome:
Edizioni De Santis, 1969).
48 David E. Pullmann, “A Catalogue of the Keyboard Sonatas of
Baldassare Galuppi (1706-1785),” (MA diss., American University, 1972).
49 Franco Rossi, Catalogo tematico delle composizioni di Baldassare Galuppi
(1706-1785): Parte I (Padua: Edizioni de I Solisti Veneti, 2006).
50 Baldassare Galuppi, Sonate per Cembalo composte dal Sigr. Galluppi. Opera
prima, opera seconda (London: I. Walsh, 1756, 1759).
51 G. B. Venier, XX sonate per cembalo di varri autorri, opera prima,opera
seconda (Paris: Venier, 1758-1760).
47
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Sonate per il cembalo solo between 1756 and 1765, in volumes 1, 2, and 5. 52 Various
other London publishers printed individual sonatas of Galuppi’s between 1765
and 1778. 53
The question of the musical quality of Galuppi’s keyboard works has
prompted some ugly rhetoric. In 1906 Hugo Daffner referred to the “Anhäufung
der Plattheiten”(piling up of trivialities) and “den Gipfel der Inhaltlosigkeit” (the
peak of vacuousness), because he failed to differentiate between the light,
accessible, marketable works cranked out by publishers for the domestic
enjoyment of dilettantes and those well-crafted sonatas which were intended as
serious performance pieces. 54 In 2003 Daniel E. Freeman made the same error in
his chapter of Eighteenth-Century Keyboard Music, in which he said “the
composer’s work on the whole is rather mediocre” and referred to the type of
idiomatic keyboard writing that falls easily under the hand of amateur players as
“insipid.” 55 In a scholarly work his approach is irresponsible, to say the least; no
benefit comes from studying these works when one fails to place them within the
social and cultural framework for which they were designed. Certainly, Walsh
and Venier published easy sonatas that were intended to reward the player the

Johann Ulrich Haffner, Raccolta mvsicale contenente vi. sonate per il cembalo
solo d'altretanti celebri compositori italiani, messi nell' ordine alfabetico co' loro nomi e
titoli (Nürnberg: Haffner, n.d.).
53 Robert Lewis Marshall, Eighteenth-Century Keyboard Music (New York:
Schirmer Books, 1994), 224.
54 Hugo Daffner, Die Entwicklung des Klavierkonzerts bis Mozart (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1906), 83-84.
55 Marshall, Eighteenth-Century Keyboard Music, 227.
52
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first time he or she sat down with them at the keyboard. But works such as the
Passatempo al cembalo, composed for the son of Katherine the Great, are more
carefully worked through, and make considerable technical demands of the
player, as Example 4.2 shows. 56
Example 4.2. Galuppi, Sonata RaaF 50, Do minore, mvt. 1, mm. 18-20

The precision required by the left hand in passages such as this, while easily
accomplished on a modern piano, required significantly more left hand agility on
the harpsichord keyboard where less weight was allowed in sustaining the E-flat,
and where the finger substitution had to be accomplished without bumping
adjacent keys.
Daniel Heartz contextualized the keyboard works within the framework
of Galuppi’s entire compositional output when he observed:
The special gifts that Galuppi brought to instrumental music are nowhere
more evident than in the voluminous repertory of his harpsichord sonatas,
of which there are nearly a hundred. He surpassed all the cembalisti of his
generation in variety and quality when writing for his own instrument.
Where they tended to be discursive and formula bound, he is terse and
cogent, saying neither too much nor too little with the material he
proposes. Moreover, with him, one thought leads naturally to another,
often imperceptibly, which may be what he had in mind by the "buona
56

Piva, Introduction to Passatempo al cembalo, n.p.
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modulazione" part of his laconic definition of good music. The ultimate gift,
the Mozartian thread of musical logic that defies explanation—il filo—he
possessed in a degree superior to any of his Italian contemporaries. 57
There is no set form for the keyboard works, and even useful
generalizations are difficult to formulate. Except for the Passatempo al cembalo set,
the sonatas constitute a heterogeneous mass of manuscripts that defy grouping
into cohesive sets due to the sheer number works and their wide range of styles.
Some represent various popular genres, such as French overture style, and
German prelude types. Others show full classical era sonata form. Stile antico
imitation appears occasionally to create variety in texture. As one would predict
of an opera composer, cantabile arioso movements are quite well done.
As Example 4.3 illustrates, the lyricism of the melody is enriched by the
harmonic foundation over which it is set with charming results. It is quite a far
cry from “mediocre” and “trivial,” indeed.

57

Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 287.
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Example 4.3. Galuppi, Sonata IllH 14, Si♭, mvt. 1, mm. 16-28
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4.4

Galuppi’s Keyboard Concerti
Galuppi’s keyboard concerti have been left surprisingly underexplored.

Fausto Torrefranca in 1949 wrote, “The concerti of the Italian cembalists of the
first half of the [eighteenth] century have been completely destroyed, one could
say: they were mere personal baggage of the virtuosi that disappeared at the end
of their careers.” 58 Daffner was only aware of two of Galuppi’s harpsichord
concerti when he wrote his 1906 Die Entwicklung des Klavierkonzerts bis Mozart, a
fact which didn’t prevent him from disparaging them, saying “Galuppi's first
concerto movements, monothematic in the usual way, gush about in vacuous
ornamentation. The tutti here plays an equally ridiculous role as in Jomelli's
concerto.” 59 Before Franco Rossi’s 2006 Catalogo tematico delle composizioni di
Baldassare Galuppi (1706-1785) the most recent inventory of the concerti was the
list that appeared in the front of Illy’s 1969 edition of the Sonate per cembalo. 60 Illy
gave incipits for nine concerti total, all scored for first and second violin, viola,
and basso continuo. The ninth concerto is actually a double concerto for two
obbligato instruments: cembalo and flute.

Fausto Torrefranca, preface to Concerto no. 1 for string quartet and cembalo,
by G. B. Platti (Milan: Carisch, n.d.) “I concerti dei cembalisti italiani della prima metà
del secolo sono andati, si può dire, totalmente distrutti: erano semplice bagaglio personale
dei virtuosi e scomparivano al termine della loro carrier.”
59 Daffner, Die Entwicklung des Klavierkonzerts, 83. "Galuppis erste
Konzertsätze, in der üblichen Weise einthematisch, ergehen sich reichlich in
nichtssagendem Figurenwerk. Das Tutti spielt hier eine gleiche lächerliche Rolle wie in
dem Konzert Jomellis."
60 Illy, Sonate per cembalo, xii–xv.
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4.5

Galuppi’s Trio Sonatas
The trio sonata for oboe, flute and basso continuo in G major is the only

surviving work of its kind attributed to the composer, and little is known about
its origins. It survives in only one known copy among the collection of the
Hofkapelle of the former grand duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin in Northern
Germany. 61 Constructed as a three-movement sonata da chiesa, the trio features
the same dialogical exchange between the two treble instruments as the six trio
sonatas for two violins.
The six trio sonatas for two violins, like the wind trio, all occur in major
keys. All of them are three-movement works predominantly in the stile concerto,
arranged in the order fast-slow-fast. As is typical for this genre, the melodic
material nearly always occurs in the two treble instruments, although there are
occasional moments where the basso continuo engages in dialog with the upper
voices. The sixth sonata in E major has an unusual middle movement, an
instrumental recitative between the two treble instruments entitled Dialogo tra
Pasquino e Marforio, a reference to two of the Roman “talking statues” from the
pre-Christian era that provided a medium for anonymous political expression
beginning in the sixteenth century. 62

Otto Kade, Die Musikalien-Sammlung des grossherzoglich MecklenburgSchweriner Fürstenhauses aus den letzten zwei Jahrhunderten. Auf allerhöchsten Befehl
seiner königlichen Hoheit des Grossherzogs Friedrich Franz III. (Schwerin:
Sandmeyersche Hofbuchdruckerei, 1893), 291.
62 Pasquino e Marforio: Istoria satirica dei papi, (1861), 3-5.
61
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Much of the collection to which these sonatas belong, the Gimo collection
in the Uppsala University Library, consists of manuscripts collected by Jean
Henri Le Febure, a prominent Stockholm merchant and music lover who
traveled through Europe in 1758 and collected a great deal of printed music
along the way. Le Febure was particularly fond of Italian opera, and as a result
his collection includes a large number of Italian arias and chamber works by
Venetian and Neapolitan opera composers. 63 In addition to the six trio sonatas,
eleven opera overtures, and nineteen individual arias by Galuppi, the collection
includes two concerti da camera for violins, violetta, and bass attributed to him.
The manuscripts of these concerti remain unexamined, but according to the
inventory published in Åke Davidsson’s 1963 catalog, both are three-movement
works following a slow-fast-slow design, in the keys of D minor and D major
respectively. 64

4.6

Galuppi’s Concerti a Quattro
Galuppi scored his concerti a quattro for two violins, violetta, and basso,

and likely composed all seven together. It is tempting to view these works as
predecessors to the classical string quartet, as Ludwig Finscher did in his 1974
Studien zur Geschichte des Streichquartetts. 65 However they are not strictly quartets
Åke Davidsson, Catalogue of the Gimo Collection of Italian Manuscript
Music in the University Library of Uppsala (Uppsala: 1963), 11 – 18.
64 Davidsson, Catalogue of the Gimo Collection, 47.
65 Ludwig Finscher, Studien zur Geschichte des Streichquartetts (Kassel:
Bärenreiter, 1974), 55-62.
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per se, in the sense that the number of players is flexible in the basso continuo
line, to which one could easily add cembalo or theorbo to fill out harmonies. The
near equality of all four string parts suggests a concertante approach as well as a
relationship to early sinfonie, but they differ from Galuppi’s orchestral works in
that the lack of a separate continuo part and of figured bass in the surviving bass
part book implies that the continuo instrument is not essential to their
performance. 66 There are occasional signs that these works were intended for
multiple players on each part, for example in the middle movement of the fourth
concerto, where the words “violoncello solo” appear, followed by the indication
“tutti” when the motivic material moves to the viola.
Raabe noted the similarity between one of the middle movements and
part of one of Galuppi’s opera sinfonie in 1908:
For determining the date of the seven "concerti a quattro" we have one
clue. The second movement of the second of these concerti (G Major)
corresponds to the second section of the sinfonia to the opera Demetrio,
which Galuppi wrote in 1747 for Vienna. We cannot assume that he,
under the pressure of producing 4-6 operas a year, might keep a tune in
his head for a long time to be reused later. It is much more likely that the
opera and the "Concerto" belong to the same time. 67

Horst Heussner, preface to Concerto a Quattro, No. 2, in G-Dur, by
Baldassare Galuppi (Vienna: Doblinger, 1962).
67 Raabe, Galuppi als Instrumentalkomponist, 42. “Für die Zeitbestimmung der
sieben ‘concerti a Quattro’ haben wir einen Anhalt. Der zweite Satz des zweiten dieser
Konzerte (G-dur) stimmt überein mit dem zweiten Satz aus der Einleitungssinfonie der
oper « Demetrio ». Die Oper hat Galuppi 1747 für Wien geschrieben. Dass er bei der
notgedrungen hastigen Arbeitsweise in dieser Zeit (4-6 Opern jährlich) ein Thema lange
Zeit im Kopf behalten und später wiederverwandt hätte, ist nicht zu vermuten. Viel
wahrscheinlicher ist, dass Oper und ‘Concerto’ der gleichen Zeit angehören.”
66
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Raabe’s assertion that Galuppi would not have maintained musical material in
his head over a long period of time is demonstrably false, as discussed in chapter
eight. However, comparison of the two pieces in question shows that they do
indeed represent different settings of the same material. The two versions, in E
minor and G minor respectively, show only superficial differences such as octave
displacements mid-phrase and minor variation in the inner voices. But the sum
total of musical material on which Raabe based his hypothesis is only four
measures of 2/4 time, stated first as antecedent and then repeated as consequent
in tonic, and then reiterated twice more in the relative major, for a grand total of
eighteen bars counting cadential extension. The four-bar snippet in question is
neither long enough nor complex enough for Galuppi to have any great difficulty
pulling it out of his head when he needed it. And given that there are other cases
where Galuppi has reused short motives in multiple pieces written in different
keys decades apart, one cannot conclude anything at all from the correlation of
material in this instance. 68
The format of the individual string parts of the seven concerti a quattro,
preserved in the Biblioteca Estense in Modena, suggests that they form a
cohesive set. 69 Furthermore, although each concerto functions as a stand-alone
work, collectively they constitute a convincing cycle when performed one after

This issue was central to the discussion in Scot Buzza, Rhythmic
Structure in the Compositional Process of Baldassare Galuppi, AMS Midwest Chapter,
Chicago, IL, October 3, 2015. Further examples are addressed in chapter eight.
69 Sig. MUS. F. 443 / 1-7, Biblioteca Estense, Modena.
68
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the next. Each work occurs in its own key, with five concerti in the major mode
and two in minor. Each of the concerti consists of three movements, of which
three lay out their movements in the order slow-fast-fast, and three employ a
slow-fast-medium sequence. One work is slow-slow-fast. Five of the concerti
have their final movements in 3/8, most likely a vestige of the Italian opera
sinfonia. Table 4.2 shows the layout of the complete set.
Table 4.2. Key, tempo, and meter of Galuppi’s Concerti a quattro
Concerto no. 1 in G minor
Concerto no. 2 in G major
Concerto no. 3 in D major
Concerto no. 4 in C minor
Concerto no. 5 in E-flat major
Concerto no. 6 in B-flat major
Concerto no. 7 in A major

I Grave e adagio, G minor, 4/4
II Spiritoso, G minor, 4/4
III Allegro, G minor, 3/8
I Andante, G major, 4/4
II Andante, G major, 2/4
III Allegro assai, 3/8
I Maestoso, D major, 4/4
II Allegro, D major, 4/4
III Andantino, D major, 3/8
I Grave, C minor, 4/4
II Allegro, C minor, 4/4
III Andante, C minor, 3/8
I Largo, E-flat major, 4/4
II Allegro, E-flat major, 3/8
III A tempo, E-flat major, 2/2
I Grave e sostenuto, B-flat major, 4/4
II Allegro e spiritoso, B-flat major, 3/4
III Allegro, B-flat major, 2/4
I Largo, A major, 4/4
II Allegro, A major, 4/4
III Andante, A minor, 3/8

The writing throughout often includes stile antico imitation in the upper
voices that is evocative of the early eighteenth century, as illustrated in Example
4.4.
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Example 4.4. Galuppi, Concerto a quattro no. 3, Re maggiore, mvt. 2

Galuppi’s treatment of dissonance via “sigh” motives, as in Example 4.5, also
suggests a similar era.
Example 4.5. Galuppi, Concerto a quattro no. 6, Sol minore, mvt. 1

But the texture often shifts to a stile concertato texture, with a melodic line
accompanied by bass, to which the inner voices add harmonic and rhythmic
interest, as in Example 4.6.
Example 4.6. Galuppi, Concerto a quattro no. 3, Re maggiore, mvt. 2
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However, the harmonic language of the concerti tends to stretch the ear in a way
that suggests a later composition date, for example, in the minor and major
ninths in Example 4.7.
Example 4.7. Galuppi, Concerto a quattro no. 6, Sol minore, mvt. 2

It is impossible to know whether the works are forward-looking early works, or
later works that are intentionally retrospective. The further consideration of their
harmonic language are germane to the discussion in chapter eight. 70

4.7

Galuppi’s Ensemble Works with Flute
Galuppi’s other instrumental ensemble works remain unstudied, as well.

There are at least six other flute concerti in addition to the concerto for cembalo
and flute, of which three are for solo flute and three call for two solo flutes. Three
of the works were once part of the Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle

70

Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 284.
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collection: the concerto for flute in D, and the concerti for two flutes in D minor
and E minor. Two flute concerti are preserved in Stockholm’s Musik—och
Teaterbiblioteket: the concerto for flute in G major and the concerto for two flutes
in G minor. The remaining concerto in D major for single flute is preserved in the
library of the Národny Museum in Prague. 71 It is noteworthy that none of these
collections preserve Galuppi’s sacred works.
In terms of scale, all of the flute concerti clearly predate their classical
counterparts as they are conceived as chamber works rather than as soloistic
vehicles for their flautists. With the exception of the D major concerto in Prague,
the scores uniformly call for two violins, violetta, and basso continuo. The title
pages of the scores refer to them as Concerto a 5o or Concerto a 6, raising the
question of whether they were intended to be played with one player per part. 72
The melodic interest throughout is equally distributed among all treble
instruments, and is most often imitative. Passages that are not imitative tend to
occur pre-cadentially and usually move in parallel thirds or sixths.
As in the vespers psalms to be studied in chapter eight, the first
movements of most of the concerti are structured around a ritornello, which
initially consists of several contrasting modules and concludes with a decisive
perfect authentic cadence in tonic. On subsequent restatements it appears in

Ingo Gronefeld, Die Flötenkonzerte bis 1850: ein thematisches Verzeichnis,
1992-1995 (Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1992), 380-383.
72 Kade, Die Musikalien-Sammlung, 56-58.
71
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other tonal areas in abbreviated form, omitting one or several of its component
phrases. In the opening movement of the D minor concerto for two flutes,
Galuppi uses this device in a way similar to Torelli or Vivaldi. The opening
movement of the D major flute concerto in Mecklenburg, in addition to the use of
a ritornello, employs liberal use of unison tutti passages, as well as phrases that
subsequently reappear displaced by a half bar.
The G minor concerto for two flutes is also in the style of the composers of
the generation previous to Galuppi, but its Vivaldian characteristics are less
pronounced. The first movement is a blend of ritornello form with binary form,
in which the entire ritornello appears in its unfragmented form in all but the final
statement, and it moves to the relative major at the point where the B section of a
binary form would normally occur.
Of the concerti for flute, only the G-major concerto is actually written in
the galant style; its early classical texture, lack of imitation, use of reverse dotted
rhythms or “snaps,” and the fact that the independent viola line disappears
whenever the soloist plays all support the authorship of Galuppi or one of his
Venetian contemporaries.
Otto Kade, in his 1893 catalog of the Mecklenburg-Schweriner collection,
writes that many of the manuscripts in the Hokapelle collection were acquired
from a Venetian copyist between the years 1758 and 1774, not in cohesive sets,
but as bundles of scores wrapped in paper, each of which contained an
assortment of works of various genres ranging from individual opera arias to
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sinfonie and chamber works, attributed to a variety of Italian composers, all of
whom, with the exception of Galuppi, had died by the mid-1770s. 73 Given the
historical circumstances and the possible signs of spurious authorship, this set of
works calls for further musicological investigation.

4.8

Summary of Galuppi’s Work
The primary value of the survey of Galuppi’s dramatic and instrumental

compositions lies in the relevance of the characteristics observed here to those of
Galuppi’s vespers psalms, to be analyzed in chapter eight, as well as those of his
Venetian predecessors and contemporaries. The combination of stile antico with
the more contemporary stile concertato in the works previously discussed are an
important point of reference for situating Galuppi’s psalms among those works.
The liberties he took setting opera libretti are relevant to the discussion of his
treatment of the texts, and his use of ritornello in his concerti is central to the
analysis of structural aspects of the psalms. An understanding of specific
idiosyncrasies in his approach to harmony and of the technical demands he
placed on his performers complements later discussion, as well. Perhaps most
significantly, consideration of works exhibiting varying degrees of polish and
attention to detail provides an important context for understanding Galuppi’s
work at San Marco and the two ospedali.

73

Kade, Die Musikalien-Sammlung, 56.
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CHAPTER 5. GALUPPI’S PREDECESSORS AT SAN MARCO AND THE
OSPEDALI
One cannot merely set Galuppi down in a vacuum and attempt to discuss
his sacred music without context. However, previous scholarship on the sacred
music of some of Galuppi’s immediate predecessors at Venetian institutions, and
on their vespers psalms in particular, has been seriously flawed in both its
superficiality and in its inaccuracy. Any framework one might establish for
examining Galuppi’s works would be unreliable if it were built upon a
foundation of misconceptions and falsehoods. Therefore, this study must
proceed with care to establish as solid a historical and musicological base as
possible in examining the vespers psalm settings of Galuppi’s mentors and
immediate predecessors, beginning with those closest to the center of Galuppi’s
circle and moving outward: Antonio Lotti (1667-1740), Benedetto Marcello (16861739), Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741), Antonino Biffi (1666-1733), and Carlo
Pollarolo (1653-1723).

5.1

Antonio Lotti
Of the figures named above, it is Antonio Lotti whose career most closely

overlapped with that of Galuppi. It is necessary to first correct some details of
Lotti’s biography before examining the compositional style of his vespers psalms
and their possible influence on those of Galuppi. Because Galuppi was Lotti’s
successor in the most prestigious post in Venice, scholars have assumed there
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must have been a sort of apostolic succession from man to the other, and as a
result there are plenty of anecdotal references to Antonio Lotti as Galuppi’s
teacher. However, one must approach that assertion with caution.
The sources most often cited in alleging a student-teacher relationship
between the two composers are Caffi’s history of sacred music in the ducal
chapel and his earlier biography of Benedetto Marcello. 1 However, as discussed
earlier, Ernst Ludwig Gerber first associated Lotti with Galuppi in his 1790
Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler. 2 Gerber’s encyclopedia had
appropriated its material overwhelmingly from that of Johann Gottfried Walther
1732, in which Galuppi does not appear, so it is impossible to know where
Gerber’s information came from. 3 In Italian sources the earliest written reference
to Lotti teaching Galuppi appears forty years later, in Emmanuele Cicogna’s
1834 Delle inscrizioni Veneziane. Cicogna’s entry on Lotti gives us an interesting
clue: he describes a conversation between Galuppi and Marcello about Galuppi’s
need for lessons from Lotti. The fact that Cicogna transcribes a dialogue that was
supposed to have taken place a full century earlier, verbatim and in italics makes

Francesco Caffi, Della vita e del comporre di Benedetto Marcello patrizio
veneto sovrannominato Principe della musica. (Venice: Picotti 1830), 11.
2 Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-Biographisches Lexicon der Tonkünstler
(Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1790), 469-471.
3 Johann Gottfried Walther and Richard Schaal, Musikalisches Lexikon; oder,
Musikalische Bibliothek, 1732 (Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1953).
1
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it easy to suspect that it had been perpetuated through oral tradition. 4
Ultimately, one cannot be sure. Caroline Giron-Panel’s more prudent solution is
to refer to Lotti as Galuppi’s “mentor.” 5 This is more easily justified, since Lotti’s
musical fingerprints occasionally appear in Galuppi’s works, as illustrated in
chapter eight.
Lotti worked in similar venues to Galuppi, albeit a generation earlier. Lotti
appeared on the San Marco payroll as a singer in 1689, was eventually promoted
to second organist, then first organist, and finally to the position of maestro di
cappella of the ducal chapel in 1736. 6 At this point a historiographical problem
arises and snowballs: Cicogna’s 1834 Delle inscrizioni Veneziane and Caffi’s 1854
Storia della Musica Sacra named works that Lotti supposedly composed for the
Ospedale degl’ Incurabili. 7 Denis Arnold subsequently added several more

Emmanuele Antonio Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni Veneziane, vol. 4 (Venice:
Orlandelli, 1834), 118-119. It is not uncommon for eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury music historians to quote dialogue as if they had overheard it
themselves; however, Cicogna does it extremely sparingly in comparison to Fétis
and others.
5 Caroline Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise: histoire sociale des
ospedali (Rome: École française de Rome, 2015), 268.
6 Claudio Madricardo, “Organici della Cappella,” in Francesco Passadore
and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione : il fondo musicale e la Cappella
dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 482-498.
7 Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica sacra nella già cappella ducale di San
Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Milan: Antonelli, 1854), 335 ; Emmanuele
Antonio Cicogna, Delle inscrizioni Veneziane, 4. (Venice: Orlandelli, 1842), 115.
Even though their publications are separated by several decades, Cicogna and
Caffi shared sources. In the postscript to a letter of December 9, 1830, from
Giovanni Rossi to Caffi, Rossi comments, “Io non sapeva neppure che tu avessi
[_illegible word_] anche la vita del Lotti come mi accenni; Se Cigogna n'a copie, che me
ne dia una.”
4
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works to the list in 1986. 8 Later studies built upon that assertion to name Lotti as
one of the maestri of the Incurabili. Sven Hansell and Olga Termini in the 2001
New Grove went a step further to extrapolate when Lotti’s period of
employment at the Incurabili was supposed to have been. 9 In his 2014 editions of
Lotti’s works Ben Byram-Wigfield referred to Lotti as maestro di coro of the
Incurabili. 10 And thus one has built an entire structure of presumptions on a
faulty foundation; the issue is that there is no documentary evidence whatsoever
of any such employment ever having taken place. 11 On the contrary, the most
recent and most comprehensive studies by Dubowy, Giron-Panel, and Gillio
establish conclusively that Lotti was not formally employed by the Incurabili,
and that there is no evidence of his having composed for that institution, even on
informal terms. 12

Denis Arnold and Elsie Arnold, The Oratorio in Venice (London: Royal
Musical Association, 1986), 83-84.
9 Sven Hansell and Olga Termini. "Lotti, Antonio." Grove Music Online.
Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove
/music/17023.
10 Antonio Lotti, Laudate pueri for 3 voices No. 2. Edited by Ben ByramWigfield (London: Ancient Groove Music, 2014).
11 Reinhard Wiesend, “Il giovane Galuppi e l’opera, materiali per gl’ anni
1722-1741,” Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana, anno 17, n. 3/4 (1983), 386. Norbert
Dubowy, “Bemerkungen zur Kirchenmusik von Antonio Lotti,” Händel-Jahrbuch,
JG 46 (2000), 85-99.
12 Norbert Dubowy, “Bemerkungen zur Kirchenmusik von Antonio Lotti,”
Händel-Jahrbuch, JG 46 (2000): 85-99; Giron-Panel, Musique et Musiciens, 633; Pier
Giuseppe Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel Settecento: quadro
storico e materiali documentari (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2006), 337-338.
8
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What is indeed firmly documented is Lotti’s employment at various other
Venetian institutions, including the Scuola dello Spirito Santo, one of the scuole
piccole. The governing council of the Scuola contracted with Antonio Lotti in 1695
to provide music for the annual feast of Pentecost and the two days following,
feasts shared with the neighboring nuns of the Spirito Santo, for total of at least
eight years. So Lotti subcontracted musicians from San Marco, and may possibly
have composed music for the brothers of the scuola and the nuns, as well. 13 More
significantly, he redistributed the balance between singers and instrumentalists
in a way that may reflect a change of musical texture and style in the sacred
music performed there, as discussed below.
There is one more venue for which Lotti seems to have composed sacred
music that is germane to our discussion, namely the Dresden court of Friedrich
Augustus where Lotti was in residence from 1717 to 1719. While in Venice, the
king had engaged Lotti to come compose for the Italian opera troupe that he had
assembled. 14 But the Electorate seems to have gone to lengths to keep the visiting
Italians away from the resident chapel musicians, particularly from
Kapellemeister Johann Christoph Schmidt.
The king also authorized some appointments only under the condition
“that this not disturb anything among the orchestra.” The electoral prince
was even forced, when the Italians were already in Dresden, to declare
Jonathan Glixon, "Far’ il buon concerto: Music at the Venetian Scuole
Piccole in the Seventeenth Century," Journal of Seventeenth-Century Music 1, no. 1
(1995): http://sscm-jscm.org/v1/no1/glixon.html.
14 Janice B. Stockigt, Jan Dismas Zelenka: A Bohemian Musician at the Court of
Dresden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 39.
13
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outright in a letter to the Count [Christian Heinrich von Watzdorf,
minister of domestic affairs] that he would take [the Italians] into his
special protection and protect them against any ill will… “about which,
the King has declared that His Majesty will afford them every possible
protection, whatever it takes, that [Court Chapel master Johann Christoph
Schmidt] should have no business with them. 15
Yet clearly Lotti’s concerted music did make its way into the court chapel,
because eyewitness accounts such as the one in the Jesuit history, Historia
Missionis Societatis Jesu Dresdae, relate that only two months after Lotti’s arrival,
on November 22, 1717, the Italian musicians performed concerted sacred music
in the chapel for the octave of the feast of St. Cecilia, patron saint of music and
musicians, whose feast day was celebrated annually by the royal musicians in
Dresden: 16
The Italian instrumentalists, sent by the most serene electoral princes from
Dresden, livened up our church in an extraordinary way when they sang
a high mass that lasted almost three hours to the honor of St. Cecilia in the
octave of her feast day with such wondrous feats both in regard to the
singing as well as the musical instruments such as have never before been
heard in Dresden. 17
Moritz Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte der Musik und des Theaters am Hofe der
Kurfürsten von Sachsen (Leipzig: 1861-61), 2: 99-100. “Der König genehmigte auch
einige Anstellungen nur mit der Bedingung, ‘que cela ne derangera rien dans
l’orchestra.’ Der Kurprinz was sogar gezwungen, als die Italiener schon in Dresden
waren, in einem Briefe an den Grafen Watzdorf ausdrücklich zu erklären, dass er
dieselben in seinen besondern Schutz nehmen und gegen jede Anfeindung wahren
werde… Sur quoi le Roi s’est déclaré, que S. M. leur accordera toute protection possible,
qu’elle fera en sorte, que le Sr. Schmidt n’ait rien à demêler aux eux, etc."
16 Stockigt, Jan Dismas Zelenka, 97.
17 Historia Missionis Societatis Jesu Dresdae in Saxonia ab Anno Salutis
1708.vo, 84, cited Wolfgang Horn, Die Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik, 1720-1745:
Studien zu ihren Voraussetzungen und ihrem Repertoire (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1987),
49. “Animârunt more supersolito Ecclesiam nostram Phonasci Itali, à Serenissimo
Electorali Principe Venetijs Dresdam submissi, dum in honorem Divae Caeciliae, in
15
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5.1.1

Lotti’s Vespers Psalm Settings
There are only approximately fourteen extant psalm settings by Lotti. The

RISM listing is incomplete, but Ben Byram-Wigfield has transcribed and
published editions of eleven of the fourteen settings found in Berlin,
Copenhagen, Dresden, Naples, and Venice. 18 Byram-Wigfield’s catalog includes
three settings each of the Confitebor tibi, Domine (Ps. 111), Dixit Dominus (Ps.
110), and Laudate pueri (Ps. 113), as well as one setting of each the following
psalms: Beatus vir (Ps. 112), Credidi (Ps. 115), Laudate Dominum de caelis (Ps.
148), Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius (Ps. 150), and Laudate Dominum omnes
gentes (Ps. 117), all edited by him. 19

5.1.2

Lotti’s General Characteristics:
Lotti’s use of instrumentation throughout these psalm settings is closely

related to the circumstances of their performance. The orchestral forces available
to him at San Marco were not identical to those in service in Dresden, nor at the
Scuola dello Spirito Santo. But while he obviously could not write for
instruments that were unavailable to him, he did not necessarily have to use
every instrument that he had on hand. The liturgical requirements of the
occasion, the demands of preparation time, the limitations of physical

ejusdem octava cantatum per horas prope 3 fecêre sacrum mirô tantòque vocum et
instrumentorum artificiô, quantum Dresdae auditum fuit nusquam.”
18 Ben Byram-Wigfield (London: Ancient Groove Music, 2012).
19 Ben Byram-Wigfield, "Antonio Lotti: Sacred Music Catalogue"
http://www.ancientgroove.co.uk/lotti/catalog.html.
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performance space, and the need for variety to the ear all likely played a role in
his instrumentation choices, as did compositional considerations such as text
painting and subtext. Each of the scores examined here calls for basso continuo,
except for the four a cappella works written in the stile antico: Beatus vir, Credidi,
Laudate Dominum de caelis, and Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius. Whether or not
the composer intended the vocal lines in those works to be doubled by
instruments, at least the Credidi seems to have been performed that way, as a full
set of parts for strings, organ, theorbo, oboes and bassoon survives in the
Sächsische Landesbibliothek- Staats—und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden. 20
Of the fifty-four movements in the remaining psalm settings, twenty-one
are accompanied by basso continuo and upper strings: divisi violins and viola. If
another instrument is added for color, it is nearly always the oboe, which
appears in thirteen of the movements, although trumpet joins the upper strings
in two of the movements, and one movement, the “Memoriam fecit” of the
Confitebor tibi Domine, calls for a pair of transverse flutes (presumably played by
the oboists, who would then pick up their oboes again for the following
movement). Five of the movements call for both oboes and trumpet, and one
setting, the Dixit Dominus in A, thickens the texture of the middle range even

Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek
Dresden, MUS 2158 E-8a. Only the cantus firmus in the soprano, whenever it
appears, is undoubled by instruments.
20
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further with independent parts for first and second viola throughout. Only two
movements call for trumpet and strings without oboes.
In some of the solo movements Lotti occasionally strips away the string
section to create transparency. Four of them are accompanied by basso continuo
alone, while four of them are set with basso continuo and one solo instrument,
violin or oboe, which often states the opening ritornello, or engages dialogically
with the vocalist.
Several idiosyncrasies of instrumental writing appear in these psalm
settings. While the second violin generally stays below the first violin in most of
the works, in several of them, such as the Confitebor tibi, Domine, the Dixit
Dominus in G minor, and the Laudate pueri in A major, the second violin takes the
upper voice in some passages, as in Example 5.1.
Example 5.1. Lotti, “Fidelia omnia” from Confitebor tibi, Domine No. 1 in A minor, mm.
1-2

Another noteworthy instrumentational device Lotti uses is the
accompaniment of a vocal line with unison strings. This device occasionally
appears in other genres, such as Italian eighteenth-century opera, and in the
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arioso movements of some instrumental concerti. 21 But in the “Sicut erat” duet of
the Confitebor tibi, Domine, the basso continuo drops out entirely and unison
upper strings provide the bass line, albeit in their middle range, a texture Quantz
referred to as “Bassetchen.” 22 In the “sit nomen” duet of Lotti’s Laudate pueri no. 2
in G major as well as in the “Gloria Patri” of the Laudate pueri no. 3 in G major the
violins and viola join the basso continuo to provide a unison ground bass, which
Roche identifies as a secular technique that had made its way into sacred music
as early as the year 1627 in the psalm settings of Carlo Milanuzzi. 23
Lotti’s use of the voice is fairly predictable and would have been
determined to no small degree by the technical skill of the singers available. His
three a cappella works call for four-part SATB chorus with no soloists, as does
the Credidi, albeit with instruments doubling the vocal lines. Three of the psalm
settings, the Laudate Dominum omnes gentes, the Laudate pueri à 4, and the
Confitebor tibi, Domine call for SATB chorus with soprano and alto soloists, both
on isolated solo lines within the tutti movements and in independent solo
movements within the work. Two different Laudate pueri settings call only for
SSA soloists (at least in their original versions; Lotti seems to have arranged SSB,

See, for example, the second movement of Vivaldi’s Concerto for Two
Violins in A minor, RV 522.
22 Johann Joachin Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu
spielen : mit verschiedenen, zur Beförderung des guten Geschmackes in der praktischen
Musik dienlichen Anmerkungen begleitet, und mit Exempeln erläutert : nebst XXIV
Kupfertafeln. (Breslau: Bey Johann Friedrich Korn dem ältern, 1789), 207-108.
23 Jerome Roche, North Italian Church Music in the Age of Monteverdi
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 70.
21
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TB, and SATB versions of one of them). 24 The Dixit Dominus in A in the Dresden
collection is the most extravagant of the surviving settings: it calls for a minimum
of twelve singers, SSSAAATTTBBB, to carry the solo lines of the various trios,
quartets, quintets, and sextets that constitute the work.
Lotti’s choice of tonality in the sixty individual movements examined here
strongly favors sharp keys, particularly those whose tonic corresponds to open
strings on the stringed instruments: A minor, A major, and G major together
account for nearly half of the movements. Of the sixty total movements, only a
handful occur in keys with flats in the key signature, and then only one or two at
that, for the keys of F major and G minor. Vestiges of the church modes appear
as well: one work, the stile antico setting of Beatus vir, vacillates in tonality
between Dorian mode and natural minor. Four of the other movements vacillate
in tonality between the major and Mixolydian modes. Of those four, two are
works in the stile antico, but two of them are in the stile concertato.
Within the body of each movement, there is a great deal of variety in
Lotti’s choice of tonal areas. Often his choices are fairly conservative, such as in
the “Memoriam fecit” movement of the Confitebor tibi, Domine, which moves
from E minor to G major, and back again to E minor. However, often his choices
go further afield and undermine the sense of tonality for the listener, such as in
the “Implevit ruinas” of the Dixit Dominus, which follows this path: A major—D

Antonio Lotti, Laudate pueri à 3 in G major No. 1, Edited by Ben ByramWigfield (London: Ancient Groove Music, 2012).
24
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major—B minor—A major—D major—B minor--F# major. In at least six cases the
composer begins the movement in one key and finishes in an entirely different
key, often—but not always—creating a smoother tonal transition to the
subsequent movement.
Lotti’s idiosyncratic notation of key signatures deserves mention. In
seventeen of the sixty movements examined, autograph manuscripts as well as
copies, he (or the copyist) uses either partial key signatures or no key signature at
all, and instead places accidentals throughout.
Lotti’s use of time signatures is not unusual for his generation. Common
time accounts for fully half of the time signatures in the psalm settings examined
here. The remaining examples are evenly distributed between 3/4, 3/2, 3/8, 2/4,
and 12/8. The composer uses the signatures 3/8 and 2/4 for movements in
quicker tempi but prefers 3/2 for slower ones. The use of 4/2 is restricted to stile
antico works, while 12/8 appears almost exclusively in solo movements, always
with the characteristic siciliano rhythm throughout. The time signatures 6/8 and
9/8 do not appear in the sixty movements examined here.
Lotti’s compositional procedure in these works varies. Either canon or
fugato appear in varying degrees in virtually every work, from the stile antico
works which consist entirely of imitation to the more modern works, in which
Lotti uses imitation to contrast with the sections in stile concertato. The one
exception is the Confitebor tibi, Domine, in which the traces of imitation are so rare
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and so underdeveloped that the composer seems to have intentionally sought to
avoid it.
The da capo aria, the dominant form in solo motets such as Lotti’s Alma
ride exsulta mortalis, is the form most conspicuously missing from his psalm
settings, since unlike the poetic texts of other genres such as cantatas or oratorios,
vespers psalm texts cannot be conveniently hammered into a tripartite form and
still fulfill their liturgical function. 25 Cantus firmus appears in three of his
movements, and ground bass appears in three, as well. However, ritornello is by
far Lotti’s most often employed formal strategy, and it appears in nearly half of
the movements surveyed, excluding the stile antico works. In relation to the vocal
material with which they occur, Lotti’s instrumental ritornelli fall into three
categories: those which are created through back formation from the first vocal
entrance, those which share only a rhythmic idea with the vocal lines, and those
that consist of entirely different material than the vocal lines. All three types, or
any combination of them, may appear within the same multi-movement setting.
Lotti’s priorities in his ritornelli seem to fall neatly in line with those listed by
Quantz in his Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen:
1. A splendid ritornello at the start, which is more harmonic than melodic,
more serious than jovial, and mixed with unison;… 5. The inner tutti
phrases must be concisely constructed... 8. Before the closing the
instruments must have a short repeat of it, as they had at the beginning,

Alma ride exsulta mortalis in F Dur, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung, Mus.ms. 13184/4.
25
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and the final tutti must 9. end with the loftiest and most splendid ideas
from the first ritornello. 26
One final compositional quirk involves a particularly stirring gesture that
appears here in several works and occurs in his mass settings as well. In the
excerpt in Example 5.2, it appears in a series of entrances that build an ascending
sequence of dissonances on the open syllable “ca,” each of which falls away into
consonance as the tension builds. As the pitch continues to climb, the texture
thickens and creates a sense of gravitas.
Example 5.2. Lotti, “Judicabit” from Dixit Dominus in A, mm. 7-13

Lotti’s psalm texts come from the Clementine Vulgate of 1592 with the
exception of the Credidi á 4 da cappella, which uses the San Marco translations

Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu
spielen (Berlin: 1789), 296 – 297. “1. ein prachtiges Ritornell zum Anfange, welches
mehr harmonisch, als melodisch, mehr ernsthaft, als scherzhaft, und mit Unison
vermischet sein… 5. Die mittelsten Tuttisätze müssen kurz gefasset sein... 8. Vor dem
Schlusse müssen die Instrumente eine kurze Wiederholung dessen, so sie Anfangs gehabt
haben, machen, und das letzte Tutti muss 9. mit den erhabensten und prächtigsten
Gedanken aus dem ersten Ritornell, sich endigen.”
26
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discussed in chapter seven. The composer’s approach to setting the text varies
with each movement. In the stile antico works he sets one line of the psalm with
little or no text repetition, and then moves on to the next line. However, in the
stile concertato works he most often uses a single stanza of the psalm text in each
movement. He tends to do this following one of two approaches. Most often he
divides the line of text into halves, A and B. He sets the first half, A, and repeats
it before going on to set the second half, B, which he likewise repeats to create an
overall design of AABB. Occasionally, however, he sets both halves of the text in
separate phrases and then repeats them both again, to create an ABAB pattern.
Text repetition occurs much more frequently in the stile concertato
movements where setting text to the music is a greater priority than setting
music to the text. Lotti often chooses which Latin words to repeat based on their
inherent speech rhythms, such as the word “laudate” in the various “Laudate”
psalms, and the word “benedictus.”
All of Lotti’s stile concertato psalm settings include the Doxology, which is
usually -- but not always—set to the music of the opening of the psalm setting.
Kurtzman refers to this as a musical pun, since it reflects the meaning of the
second phrase of the Doxology, “as it was in the beginning.” 27 Of the surviving
stile antico works, only one has a Doxology attached: the Credidi with colla parte

Jeffrey G. Kurtzman, The Monteverdi Vespers of 1610: Music, Context,
Performance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 208.
27
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string parts. The other stile antico settings simply conclude with the final line of
psalm text. 28

5.1.3

Lotti’s Use of Text in the Vespers Psalms
Text painting is a central element in Lotti’s sacred works. A well-known

example is his use of dissonance in the Crucifixus a otto further discussed in
chapter eight, and other examples that are perhaps more predictable occur
within the mass ordinary, such as descending and ascending lines corresponding
to “descendit de caelis” and “ascendit in caelum” in the Credo. Examples from
the texts of the vespers psalms tend to be more subtle, and oftentimes consist of a
change of tempo and character. The above example, in the Dixit Dominus in A, is
unusual in that the movement that sets the verse “He will judge among nations”
compliments the stile antico imitation and the dissonance with a plodding
accompaniment in the key of E minor, but then changes to a fiery stile concertato
presto in E major for the subsequent line of text, “He will fill in the ruins,” and
concludes with the line “he will crush heads in many lands” with a descending
line over a span of several octaves that suggests falling heads, as in Example 5.3.

It is unclear how these settings would then have been used in liturgy.
Within the context of the Offices, a Doxology would have to be appended. In a
paraliturgical context they might simply have served as motets.
28
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Example 5.3. Lotti, Dixit Dominus in A, “Implevit ruinas” mm. 22-25

The Dixit Dominus in G minor lacks the shift of styles from stile antico to stile
concertato. However, the character, tempo, and mode for those lines of text are
similar to those Lotti chose for the Dixit Dominus in A.
Byram-Wigfield feels that Lotti took to heart Monteverdi’s dictum
“L'orazione sia padrona dell'armonia e non serva,” in other words, that “the text
be the mistress of the harmony, and not the servant.” 29 This may be true;
however, some texts provide the composer with more opportunities than others
do, and in many instances Lotti chooses not to take advantage of them. His
settings of Laudate pueri, for example, show no unambiguous examples of such
text painting. In fact, he seems to intentionally avoid illustrating the meaning of
the psalm in some instances, such as his setting of the text “who dwells on high”
in the Laudate pueri for 3 voices no. 2, in which the words “in altis habitat” are set
to a descending seventh every time they occur.

Claudio Monteverdi, Scherzi musicali (Venice: Amadino, 1607), 42,
quoted in Benjamin Byram-Wigfield, “The Sacred Music of Antonio Lotti: Idiom
and Influence of a Venetian Master” (PhD diss., The Open University, 2016), 242.
29
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5.1.4

Lotti’s Harmonic Language in the Vespers Psalms
Several distinctive harmonic characteristics appear in Lotti’s psalm

settings. In some of the movements in minor mode, the composer ends a large
section of the work on an unexpected major tonic triad before proceeding again
in the original minor mode. This gesture was common enough in the sacred
music of Monteverdi and his seventeenth-century contemporaries, in which the
Picardy third in such contexts was expected if not obligatory, especially on the
final cadence of a piece. 30 Lotti uses it more sparingly, and sometimes on
cadences mid-movement, where it lends a distinctly old-fashioned flavor. In
some instances, such as in Example 5.4, Lotti contrives a way to create this effect
in a major key by switching to minor mode for just one measure in order to be
able to deliver the Picardy third at the subsequent cadence.
Example 5.4. Lotti, “Excelsus super omnes” from Laudate pueri in à 3 in G major No. 1,
mm. 16-18

Lotti explores a variety of tonal areas within these works, whose
interrelation-ships range from tightly knit to extremely tenuous. In many
movements the tonal areas are predictable, such as the “Tecum principium” from

30

Kurtzman, The Monteverdi Vespers of 1610, 67-68.
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the Dixit Dominus in A, in which the movement begins in G major, moves to D
major, and back again to G major. In other instances Lotti wanders much further
afield, such as the Laudate Dominum omnes gentes, which begins in A major,
modulates to E major, then to B minor, back to E major, then to A major, and
concludes the “Gloria Patri” with a fermata on F-sharp Major, and then jolts us
back into A major again for a recapitulation of the opening of the piece, shown in
Example 5.5.
Example 5.5. Lotti, “Gloria Patri” from Laudate Dominum omnes gentes, mm. 72-77

In seven of the movements surveyed, Lotti’s modulations never make it
back around to tonic, and the movement ends in an entirely different key.
Sometimes this seems to serve the purpose of softening the transition to the
beginning key of the subsequent movement by either ending in the relative
major or minor of the new key, or by ending a fifth away. In most instances this
occurs with a single isolated movement in a multi-movement setting. But in one
psalm setting, the Laudate pueri in G major, it occurs in consecutive movements
and creates a chain of smoothly shifting tonalities that beautifully illustrates this
idea: the “Quis sicut Dominus” begins in F major and ends in D major, the
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following “Suscitans” begins in G major and ends in C major, and the
subsequent “Qui habitare” then begins in A minor.
There are three main styles discernable in Lotti’s psalm settings: stile
antico, stile concertato, and solistic style. The works in stile antico consist of vocal
lines either with no orchestral accompaniment or possibly with instruments
doubling colla voce. Imitation is the principal compositional technique in stile
antico, ranging from loosely imitative entrances to canon to strict counterpoint
that shows conscientious adherence to the rules of Zarlino a century earlier. Lotti
often – but not always – uses meters based on the half note in his stile antico
writing, resulting in time signatures of 2/2, 3/2, or 4/2. The groups of notes sung
in one breath in the vocal lines (not complete phrases, per se) tend to be short or
medium-short and tend to accommodate a syllabic or slightly melismatic text
setting. The contours of individual vocal lines tend to be predominantly
stepwise, although they may include occasional jagged, non-stepwise pitch
contours. Occasionally Lotti may set the voices contrapuntally against a cantus
firmus, as in the Credidi à 4 da Cappella in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek –
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden, in Example 5.6, shown here with
only the cantus firmus text for clarity. 31

Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek
Dresden, MUS 2159-E8.
31
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Example 5.6. Lotti, Credidi, mm. 1-9

The stile concertato works all involve tutti chorus accompanied by
independent instrumental lines. Characteristics of simple stile concertato include
overwhelmingly homophonic writing in the vocal parts, pervasively syllabic text
setting, and simple rhythms in the vocal lines of only two or three note values,
set with little or no rhythmic displacement. Vocal lines consist of short phrases of
limited pitch range, dominated by stepwise motion in all but the vocal bass line,
which follows that of the basso continuo. The violins, and oboes, when present,
tend to carry the substantial rhythmic and melodic motives in stile concertato, as
in Example 5.7 from the “Ut det illis” of the Confitebor tibi, Domine No. 1 in A
minor. 32

Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek
Dresden, MUS 2159-D11.
32
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Example 5.7. Lotti, “Ut det illis” from Confitebor tibi, Domine No. 1 in A minor, mm. 19

Works written in the solistic style may or may not include instruments
other than those of the basso continuo. The text is carried by one or more solo
vocalists, either alone or accompanied by tutti choral parts. The vocal writing of
the solistic style is noticeably more technically demanding of the singer than that
of the other two styles, and often includes sophisticated ornamentation. Vocal
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lines often encompass long groups of fast notes with little or no chance for the
singer to steal a quick breath. The soloist’s line often covers a fuller range than in
the other styles, and it frequently includes awkward, non-stepwise pitch
contours. Rhythmic displacement tends to occur more often than in the other
styles, especially before cadences. The rhythm of the solo lines is often complex,
sometimes calling for four to five different rhythmic values within a single line.
The text of the solo lines is usually set melismatically, often with text repetition,
as in Example 5.8. 33
Example 5.8. Lotti, Dixit Dominus in G minor, mm. 48-53

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—Preußischer Kulturbesitz , Musikabteilung
MUS. Ms. 13171.
33
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5.1.5

Lotti’s Distribution of Styles in the Vespers Psalms
By counting the number of measures in each style in Lotti’s psalm

settings, one can express the distribution of stile antico, stile concertato, and solistic
style in percentages, as in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Distribution of styles in Lotti’s surviving psalm settings

Beatus vir
Confitebor tibi, Domine
Credidi á 4 da cappella
Dixit Dominus in A
Dixit Dominus in G
Laudate pueri à 3
Laudate pueri à 4
Laudate pueri for 3 voices no. 2
Laudate Dominum de caelis
Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius
Laudate Dominum omnes gentes

Stile
Antico
100%
12%
100%
22%
35%

Stile
Concertato

Solistic
Style

18%

70%

34%
16%

18%

62%

100%
100%
34%

44%
49%
100%
20%
100%

66%

Only roughly half of Lotti’s psalm settings settle unambiguously into one single
category, so it is useful to illustrate the mixture of the stile antico, the stile
concertato, and the solistic style on a ternary plot that allows for three variables,
shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Ternary plot for three variables
Each of the three corners on the ternary plot represents one of the three
styles. An axis runs between each possible pair of the three variables, and the
center area on the ternary plot indicates the balance between all three styles. One
can locate each psalm setting on a single point of intersection of the three axes
that roughly represents the percentage of each style within that work. For
example, by counting the measures of the Dixit Dominus in G, one sees that it
consists of approximately 35 per cent stile antico, 16 per cent stile concertato, and
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49 per cent solistic style. On the ternary plot, one can locate those percentages on
the point shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Percentages of styles in Lotti’s Dixit Dominus in G
Using the same method to characterize all of Lotti’s works surveyed above in
Table 5.1, the result shown in Figure 5.3 emerges
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Key:
Red = Beatus vir, Credidi á 4 da cappella, Laudate Dominum de caelis, Laudate
Dominum in sanctis eius
Blue = Laudate pueri à 3, Laudate pueri for 3 voices no. 2
Orange = Confitebor tibi Domine
Green = Dixit Dominus in A
Black = Dixit Dominus in G
Purple = Laudate pueri à 4
Brown = Laudate Dominum omnes gentes
Figure 5.3. Percentages of styles in Lotti’s vespers psalms
Several facts come into focus that have later relevance to the vespers psalm
settings of Galuppi. Of the settings, approximately one third blend all three
styles, and one third are in the stile antico. Fewer than one fifth are exclusively in
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the solistic style. None of the settings available are exclusively in the stile
concertato.
Using the same criteria to examine individual movements of a single
multi-movement setting, such as the Dixit Dominus in D major, a slightly different
view comes into focus, shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Percentage of styles in Lotti’s Dixit Dominus in D major, by movement

"Dixit Dominus"
"Donc ponem"
"Virgam virtutis"
"Tecum principium"
"Juravit"
"Dominus a dextris"
"Judicabit"
"Implebit ruinas"
"De torrentes"
"Gloria Patri"
"Et in saecula"

Stile
Antico

Stile
Concertato
100
37

89

11

82

18
100

100

Solistic
Style
100
63
100
100

100
100

One can locate these results on the ternary plot to produce the results shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Key:
Red = "Donc ponem," "Tecum principium," "Dominus a dextris," "De torrentes,"
"Gloria Patri"
Black = "Virgam virtutis"
Blue = "Dixit Dominus," "Implebit ruinas"
Orange = "Juravit," "Judicabit"
Green = "Et in saecula"
Figure 5.4. Percentage of styles in Lotti’s Dixit Dominus in D major, by movement
In this work eight out of eleven movements are written in a single, uniform style.
Regarding the movements in which Lotti mixes styles, four facts emerge.
1. While there are individual movements written uniformly in each one
of the three styles, no single movement shows a mixture of all three
styles together.
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2. When two styles occur together within a single movement, one of
those two styles is stile concertato.
3. In each of the movements in two styles, either stile antico or the solistic
style is the preponderant style, with a significantly lesser degree of stile
concertato mixed in.
4. There is no single movement that combines solistic style with stile
antico.
Further examination of the styles of individual movements of the remaining
psalm settings in this survey corroborates these findings and confronts a wellperpetuated myth about Lotti’s compositional style in his sacred music. Writers
as early as Burney described hearing contrapuntal sacred works of Lotti’s at San
Marco in the 1770s, and in 1777 Leopold Mozart wrote admiringly of Lotti’s
counterpoint, which he heard in the Salzburg cathedral. 34 In the nineteenth
century, manuscript copies of Lotti's contrapuntal works were preserved in a
number of collections, such as the Mecklenburg-Schweriner Hofkapelle
collection, and in the private collection of Aristide Farrenc. 35 In 1930, Hermann

Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy (London: T.
Becket and Co., 1771), 152; Leopold Mozart, letter to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
November 13, 1777, Stiftung Mozarteum Salzburg, Mozart Briefe und Dokumente –
Online-Edition,
http://dme.mozarteum.at/DME/briefe/letter.php?mid=933&cat=2.
35 Otto Kade, Die Musikalien-Sammlung des grossherzoglich MecklenburgSchweriner Fürstenhauses aus den letzten zwei Jahrhunderten. Auf allerhöchsten Befehl
seiner königlichen Hoheit des Grossherzogs Friedrich Franz III. (Schwerin:
Sandmeyersche Hofbuchdruckerei, 1893), 23-25; M. A. Farrenc, Catalogue de la
Bibliothèque musical théorique (Paris: J. F. Delion, 1866), 61.
34
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Müller published eight of Lotti's stile antico masses in the Denkmäler Deutscher
Tonkunst series based on copies housed in Berlin, Munich, Dresden, Vienna, and
Wrocław. 36 This was low-hanging fruit for modern musicologists such as Hansell
and Termini who recently wrote, “Most of Lotti’s sacred music lacks orchestral
accompaniments, as though they might obstruct the contrapuntal lines—what
Burney called ‘the fugues and imitations.’” 37 Herein lies the issue: authors who
have examined some—but clearly not “most of Lotti’s sacred music”—have
assumed that what they saw was representative of the whole, much like the
parable of the blind men and the elephant. If they had examined more of Lotti’s
works, they would not have failed to miss his plurality of styles.

5.1.6

Summary of Lotti’s Vespers Psalms
The importance of the biographical discussion at the beginning of this

chapter lies in our need to discern which compositional features of the psalm
settings might be indicative of the style of the composer, and which might stem
from the exigencies of the venues and the circumstances for which they were
composed.

Antonio Lotti, Denkmäler deutscher Tonkunst, 1.Folge; Band 60, Edited
by Hermann Müller (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1930).
37 Sven Hansell and Olga Termini. Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online, s.v. "Lotti, Antonio." Oxford University Press.
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove
/music/17023?q=Antonio+Lotti&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit.
36
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The Credidi á 4 da cappella is easy to connect to either San Marco or one of
the few smaller churches that used the Marcian rite, because the text corresponds
to the San Marco translation of Psalm 115 rather than the Latin Vulgate. On the
other hand, the fact that the text of Laudate Dominum omnes gentes does not show
the San Marco variant of Psalm 117 does not preclude its origins at the Basilica,
since Venetian music copyists often made amendments in the text when the San
Marco repertoire was exported for outside use. 38 Likewise, any of the four stile
antico settings could possibly originate from Lotti’s time in San Marco, since the
occasions for “the good old a cappella mass” sung from the bigonzo were
prescribed in writing as late as 1761 in Giovanni Verdura’s updated Cerimoniale. 39
Yet there are no grounds for assuming a connection to San Marco, since plenty of
other institutions used a cappella masses.
It is tempting to attribute the origin of Dixit Dominus in A major to the
Dresden court chapel for three reasons: the fact that it is preserved in the
Dresden Hofkapelle library, the concerted style of that work, and the extravagant
vocal and instrumental forces it calls for, including the partition of the violas into
two autonomous sections, viola 1 and viola 2, notated on separate staves. Having
two viola sections was a feature of the Dresden court Kapelle in the first decades

John Bettley, "Psalm-Texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory of St
Mark's, Venice," in La cappella musicale di San Marco nell'età moderna, ed. Francesco
Passadore; Franco Rossi (Venice: Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1998), 104-105.
39 Carlida Steffan, “Tempo del rito, tempo della devozione,” in La cappella
musicale di San Marco, 231, 237. “Ma sopratutto rimbalza all’ occhio come la maggior
parte del modello prescritto sia la buona vecchia Messa a Capella in Bigonzo.”
38
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of the eighteenth century. Yet closer investigation shows that some of the courts
in other cities also regularly used lavish orchestrations with viola 1 and 2, such as
the court at Mannheim and Bach’s musicians in Leipzig, as well, therefore one
cannot make an assumption on that basis alone. 40
On the other hand, it is possible to rule out some connections. For
example, one cannot attribute the unusual instrumentation of the Confitebor tibi,
Domine in A minor to circumstances of the Dresden court since it calls for the
oboists to double on flute in one movement, a practice specifically forbidden in
that Hofkappelle. 41
Byram-Wigfield’s assertion that the Dresden copy of the Laudate pueri in G
major is the primary source because it matches a later copy in the Prague
Cathedral Archive, to which Lotti is known to have sent some of his sacred
works scored for SSB voices, is problematic. 42 For one thing, there is an
autograph manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in Venice, for SSA

Ortrun Landmann, "The Dresden Hofkapelle During the Lifetime of
Johann Sebastian Bach," Early Music. XVII, no. 1 (1989): 20-21. Although no
evidence has come to light indicating such a practice at San Marco, Galuppi
occasionally divided up the violas into two voices, but only for isolated passages.
On those occasions he notated them on a single staff.
41 Michael Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio Vivaldi (Florence: L.S.
Olschki, 1995,) 174. See also: Tarr, Edward H. Tarr, "Further Mandate Against the
Unauthorized Playing of Trumpets (Dresden, 1736): Introduction and
Translation," Historic Brass Society Journal, 13 (2001): 67-89.
42 Jan Dlabač Bohumír, Allgemeines historisches Künstler-Lexikon für Böhmen
und zum Theil auch für Mähren und Schlesien, vol. 2; 233. “Zwischen den Jahren 17181720 besuchte er Prag öfters, und führte sowohl seine Opern, als die Oratoria mit einem
solchen Beifalle auf, dass man auch später seine Komposizionen in den Kirchen dieser
Hauptstadt sehr gerne aufgefuhrt hat.”
40
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voices. 43 That version, in turn, cannot be assumed to originate from Lotti’s
alleged work at the Incurabili, because there is surviving documentation that the
composer was working as a consultant at another institution that used women’s
voices, the Mendicanti, on behalf of his colleague Saratelli, who was maestro di
coro there. 44 In this case, as well, one must consider the voicing choices to be a
product of the performance conditions rather than a feature of the composer’s
style.
Therefore, in some cases the instrumentation choices rule out certain
venues, and in many cases they correspond to multiple possibilities. This leaves
us with Lotti’s harmonic language, his melodic style, and his mannerisms in his
voice writing as the most indicative characteristics in his psalm settings. These
characteristics are germane to the examination of the works of several other of
Galuppi’s predecessors.

5.2

Benedetto Marcello
It is conceivable and even likely that Benedetto Marcello had a personal

friendship with Galuppi, but it remains unproven. The anecdote previously

Lotti, Laudate pueri for 3 voices No. 2.
I-Vas, OLPD, B. 652, cited in Berthold Over, Per la Gloria di Dio: solistische
Kirchenmusik an den venezianischen Ospedali im 18. Jahrhundert (Bonn: OrpheusVerlag, 1998), 28f : “Die andere wurde nach einer Prüfung durch Antonio Lotti und
den Maestro di Coro Giuseppe Saratelli am 27. September 1733 mit 16 Jahren ins
Ospedale dei Mendicanti aufgenommen.” and Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes,
374: “Giovanna Cedroni entra donc dans le choeur des mendicanti après avoir été
auditionée par le maître de choeur, Giuseppe Saratelli, ainsi que par le compositeur
Antonio Lotti, convié pour l’occasion.”
43
44
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discussed was perpetuated via oral tradition after Galuppi’s death and recorded
by Caffi and Cicogna, regarding Benedetto Marcello’s role in arranging for the
teenaged Galuppi to pursue formal music study with Lotti. Piovano notes that
the libretto to Galuppi’s first successful opera, Dorinda, is often attributed to
Marcello, as well, although Weil and others find this improbable. 45

5.2.1

Marcello’s Psalms of David
In his short biography of Marcello from 1830, Caffi discusses Marcello’s

works, making special note of his fifty settings of “Psalms of David.” 46 According
to Caffi’s account, it was another nobleman, Girolamo Ascanio Giustiniani, who
first inspired Marcello to compose them by writing in the Italian language a set
of versified paraphrases of psalms. 47 Cardinal Francesco Luigi Fontana published
a biography of Marcello in 1788 in which he tells of Giustiniani approaching
Marcello, saying,
Friend, since these poetic works of mine please you so, then why don’t
you ornament them and clothe them in your musical notes, in such a way
that suits the dignity and sanctity of the subject, and experiments with the
possibilities? The work is yours, and it would be generally received with
admiration and so appreciated. 48
Franco Piovano, “Baldassare Galuppi. Note bio-bibliografiche,” Rivista
Musicale Italiana (1906): 688-689.
46 Francesco Caffi, Della vita e del comporre di Benedetto Marcello Patrizio
Veneto sovrannominato principe dell musica (Venice: 1830), 13-14.
47 Caffi, Della vita e del comporre, 13.
48 Francesco Luigi Fontana, Vita di Benedetto Marcello, patrizio Veneto : con
l’aggiunta delle risposte alle censure del Signor Saverio Mattei; con l'indice delle opere
stampate, e manoscritte, e alquante testimonianze intorno all’ insigne suo merito nella
facult musicale (Venice: Antonio Zatta e Figli, 1788), 22. “Tanto a voi piace, amico,
45
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One must take this anecdote with a grain of salt as well, since it is
impossible to know whether its source was a written eyewitness account or oral
tradition, but in either case, the first of eight volumes of Marcello’s psalm
settings appeared in print in 1724. The publication opened with a florid
introduction by Marcello, in which he professed his desire to set the psalm texts
with a nod toward their performance practice in the synagogues and early
Christian churches of ancient times—or his eighteenth-century understanding of
it, in any case. That first volume and each of the seven subsequent installations
also included a forward of printed testimonials by other well-known musicians
of the day, including Antonio Bononcini, Giovanni Bononcini, Francesco Conti,
Johann Mattheson, and Georg Philip Telemann. In each of the volumes the
forward was followed by Giustiniani’s poetic paraphrases in Italian, laid out in
twin columns alongside the Latin text of the Clementine vulgate for the reader’s
appreciation.
The eighth and final volume appeared in 1717 and commercial success
followed, as the work was eventually translated and the text was reset for
publication in English, German, French, Russian, and Swedish. Selfridge-Field
reports that Marcello's psalm paraphrases gained enormous recognition, and that
they eventually spawned more than 10,000 new publications as nineteenth-

questo mio Poetico lavori. Perchè dunque non l'ornate, e vestite voi delle vostre note
musicali, in modo conveniente alla gravità, e santità del Soggetto, e tentando in ciò
quello, che sia possibile? L'opera è da Voi, e sarebbe generalmente ricevuta con
ammirazione, e gradita assai."
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century composers, including Rossini and Bizet, created their own arrangements
or contrafacta of individual movements. 49 Over the next decades the fifty settings
rose in popularity to become the best known and most frequently performed
Italian musical works on sacred texts produced in the entire eighteenth century. 50
One cannot hold Marcello’s settings up for a direct comparison with the
vespers psalms of Galuppi and Lotti, not only because they are the wrong texts
for vespers, but also because their composer intended them for another purpose
altogether, as observed in their musical construction. For one thing, their
consistent alternation of recitative and arias makes them much more similar to
Lotti’s and Galuppi’s solo motets than to their psalm settings. For another, the
Italian texts make the works inappropriate for liturgical use during mass or
vespers, although they would have been perfectly suitable for performance in
paraliturgical events and at social occasions. 51 But given the widespread
popularity of Marcello’s set of psalms during Galuppi’s lifetime and the overlap
of Marcello’s and Galuppi’s biographical circles, it is important to examine their

Eleanor Selfridge-Field, "Marcello, Benedetto Giacomo." Grove Music
Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove
/music/17716?q=benedetto+marcello&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit.
50 Michael Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio Vivaldi (Florence: L.S.
Olschki, 1995), 116.
51 Fontana, Vita di Benedetto Marcello, 26. Fontana describes an early public
performance of Marcello’s psalms in the Roman Palazzo della Cancelleria
Appostolica, sponsored by Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni.
49
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musical craftsmanship to see whether it might reveal something about those of
Galuppi.
Each of the fifty individual psalm settings is an independent, multimovement work. 52 The separate works vary in length and number of sections or
movements, depending on the length of the psalm texts themselves. Within each
work, each movement usually sets a single line of Giustinani’s text, although
longer lines are occasionally split into two movements. Marcello delineates one
movement from the next through changes of meter, key, texture, and tonality,
and he generally alternates between recitatives and arias.
Twelve of the settings are for vocal solo, duo, or trio, while the remaining
thirty-eight call for alternation between vocal soloists and tutti chorus. The
accompaniment is sparse and usually consists of only basso continuo, although
two of the psalms call for a pair of violas and one includes an obbligato cello
part. The vocal writing ranges from syllabic to only moderately melismatic as
seen in Example 5.9, rarely approaching the degree of difficulty seen in Lotti’s
writing.

Although John Garth's 1757 publication of an English translation breaks
Psalm IX up into two separate works in accordance with the protestant
numbering of the psalms, thus creating fifty-one pieces out of fifty. See Benedetto
Marcello, The First Fifty Psalms: Set to Music, ed. John Garth (London: Cheapside,
1757).
52
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Example 5.9. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 3, Salmo XVIII, mm. 73 – 77

The melodic contour of the vocal lines favors stepwise motion, and
although it occasionally becomes more disjunct, it does not approach the level of
difficulty of Lotti’s settings (Example 5.10).
Example 5.10. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 4, Salmo XXIV, m. 195-202

Marcello’s text painting in the psalms shares some characteristics with
that found in the liturgical works of Lotti; however, it has much more in common
with the madrigalisms found in the secular works of his contemporaries. Like
Monteverdi, di Rore, and the other madrigalists of previous generations,
Marcello tends to represent strong emotions, such as love, and emotionally
charged experiences, such as death, with increased chromaticism. In Psalm
XXXVI he portrays emotional extremes such as joy with changes of register, such
as ascending scales on the word “exalt” and descending scales for “the power of
sinners will be broken.” The word “irritate” is repeatedly set to descending
tritones.
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Like Lotti, Marcello occasionally illustrates spatial concepts
metaphorically in musical gestures; text that suggests upward or downward
movement may be expressed in ascending or descending lines, such as in Psalm
XLII, in which the word “dissolved” is repeatedly set to descending contours.
However, Lotti has far fewer opportunities within the texts of the vespers psalms
to depict the manner of motion in the way that Marcello does in Psalm X, where
quick notes illustrate the text “flying rapidly.” Marcello represents a lack of
motion by means of a slowed tempo, such as the prolonged notes values on the
word “wait” or the abrupt ending of verse 10 in Psalm VII on the word “end.”
One particularly creative instance occurs at the end of Psalm I, shown in Example
5.11, in which the alto and bass soloists descend into inaudibility, far beyond the
usual vocal range of the human voice on the words “they perish, they vanish.”
Example 5.11. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 1, Salmo I, mm. 35-39
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Marcello’s psalms are tonally conservative and show none of the
harmonic idiosyncrasies of Lotti’s settings. Michael Cordovana has identified
two specific habits of the composer: approaching cadences by a leap of a sixth in
the melody line, and preparing cadences by means of a raised fourth scale degree
in the harmony. 53 Marcello’s key relationships often align themselves along
progressions of ascending or descending thirds, such as in Psalm IX where he
moves from C major to A minor, to F-sharp minor, and to E-flat, all within a
single movement.
Marcello does not usually go to great pains to unify each psalm setting as
a cohesive work through any means other than the text, although some
individual arias employ unifying motives, and several da capo arias appear. A
slightly more frequent approach is to use the same music to set multiple verses,
such as in Psalm XL, where stanzas six through nine in the text alternate between
two sections of music over the course of five movements to establish an overall
ABABA form.
One of the more extraordinary features of Marcello’s collection is the use
of borrowed melodies. He quotes snippets of plainchant in his psalms on a
handful of occasions, not unlike thousands of other composers. However, in ten
of the psalms he quotes Sefardic or Ashkenazic Jewish melodies gathered from

Michael Dominic Cordovana, “An Analytical Survey and Evaluation of
the Estro Poetico-Armonico of Benedetto Marcello” (PhD diss. 1967, The Catholic
University of America), 70-71.
53
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eighteenth-century oral sources in the synagogues of the Venetian Ghetto. 54 This
extraordinary fact alone makes the psalm settings noteworthy from an
ethnomusicological perspective, regardless of how one estimates their musical
value. 55 Marcello printed out each of the borrowed tunes in the original edition,
sometimes mid-movement, but always immediately before the section in which
he quotes it, with the musical notes printed in retrograde, from right to left, in
order to align with the Hebrew text underneath, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Hebrew text in Benedetto Marcello’s Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 2, Salmo
IX

Edwin Seroussi, "In Search of Jewish Musical Antiquity in the 18thCentury Venetian Ghetto: Reconsidering the Hebrew Melodies in Benedetto
Marcello's Estro Poetico-Armonico," The Jewish Quarterly Review 93, no. 1: 149
(2002), 152.
55 Anny Kessous Dreyfuss, "D'un Psaume de Benedetto Marcello à une
Mélodie juive de Charles Valentin Alkan: Leparcours d'un Air," Acta Musicologica
78, 1 (2006), 62.
54
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Marcello sets the Hebrew melodies in their entirety to verses of
Giustiniani’s text in four different ways: as a cantus firmus, as a contrapuntal
subject, as the melody of four-voice homophony, and as an instrumental
ritornello. In contrast to the cyclic mass settings of Renaissance composers, the
use of existing melodies here contributes to the variety in the settings rather than
acting as a unifying element.
Locating these psalm settings within the paradigm of the three styles
discussed earlier is straightforward. First, the recitatives which make up nearly
half of the movements of the fifty settings do not fit into the model at all.
Individual movements that call for just one solo voice are entirely in the solistic
style, albeit a simple version of it, with few ornaments indicated. Movements
that call for two, three, and four voices are almost always in the stile antico,
usually in conservative counterpoint consisting of imitation at the unison, the
fourth, or the fifth, as in Example 5.12.
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Example 5.12. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 6, Salmo XXXII, mm. 200-209

Occasionally stile antico appears in a less conservative form, in which an
independent continuo line is added below the counterpoint, as in Example 5.13.
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Example 5.13. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 6, Salmo XXXI, mm. 104-111

Solistic style and stile antico mix only rarely, in movements for two or three solo
voices. Homophonic passages are even more rare, and stile concertato as
described in Lotti’s works does not occur except in the loosest sense, when the
continuo pursues its own motivic line against homophonic voices, as in Example
5.14.
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Example 5.14. Marcello, Estro Poetico-Armonico vol. 6, Salmo XXXII, mm. 237-246

5.3

Antonio Vivaldi
As discussed in chapter two, Vivaldi and Galuppi are not known to have

crossed paths other than in the domain of Venetian opera in the late 1720s at both
the Teatro Sant' Angelo and the Teatro San Samuele. 56 Although Vivaldi worked
for a total of nearly three decades at the Ospedale della Pietà, he was never part
of the San Marco musical establishment. However, Vivaldi and Galuppi were
both remarkably productive and influential composers working simultaneously

Reinhard Strohm, Essays on Handel and Italian Opera (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 155. See also Michael Talbot, The chamber
Cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi (Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2006), 88. Michael Talbot, “A
Venetian Operatic Contract,” in The Business of Music, ed. Michael Talbot
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2002), 30.
56
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in Venice for over a decade. Therefore, it is appropriate to include an
examination of Vivaldi’s vespers psalm settings in this study.
Michael Talbot has produced a prodigious amount of scholarship on
Vivaldi and his musical style, and although it weakens this study to draw too
heavily on the work of one individual musicologist, the field of information on
Vivaldi from musicologists other than Talbot is somewhat muddied by the
amount of misinformation in print. Furthermore, Kees Vlaardingerbroek notes
that because composers earlier than Vivaldi have not received the same degree of
historical study that Vivaldi has, there has been a pattern of scholars
misattributing musical characteristics as innovations of Vivaldi simply due to a
lack of sufficient knowledge of Vivaldi’s predecessors. 57 For example, as early as
1752 Quantz credited Vivaldi, identified by his published concerti rather than by
name, with introducing the sixteenth note–dotted eighth “Scotch snap,” although
its appearance in instrumental music goes back at least as far as the works of
Biagio Marini and Dario Castello in the early 1600s. 58 Nicholas Anderson in 1980
credited Vivaldi with the practice of recapitulating the opening music for the
final movements or doxologies of psalm settings, a practice that Roche
eventually traced back to at least 1626 in the published psalms of another

Kees Vlaardingerbroek, “Vivaldi and Lotti,” in Vivaldi vero o falso:
Problemi di attribuzione ed. Antonio Fanna and Michael Talbot, (Florence: L.S.
Olschki, 1992), 91.
58 Roche, North Italian Church Music, 70.
57
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Venetian, Giovanni Rovetta. 59 Denis Arnold in 1984 claimed that Vivaldi had
developed the device of accompanying block chords in the choir with flashy
violin lines (precisely the style referring to in this study as stile concertato)
although it appears in the works of Vivaldi’s contemporaries, as well as in the
works of earlier composers. 60 Olga Termini has revealed orchestration practices
in opera that had been widely regarded as Vivaldi’s innovations but in fact
preceded his works. 61 As a final nail in the coffin, the discovery of Vivaldi’s
personal music collection, the “Turin manuscripts,” has revealed that many of
the innovations once attributed to Vivaldi are found in earlier works by other
composers, works that Vivaldi collected, and from which he borrowed. 62

5.3.1

Vivaldi’s Vespers Psalm Settings
Talbot reports that many, if not most, of Vivaldi’s sacred works were

written for the choir of the Ospedale della Pietà during periods when that
institution employed no titular maestro di coro. 63 Among the fourteen choral

N. Anderson, “The Italian Influence on Bach’s Vocal Music” in Vivaldi
veneziano europeo (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1980), 133. Roche, North Italian Church
Music, 70.
60 Vlaardingerbroek, “Vivaldi and Lotti,” 92.
61 Olga Termini, “Carlo Francesco Pollarolo: Follower or Leader in
Venetian Opera?" in Studi Musicali 8, (1979), 223-271, 250-252, 269-271.
62 Michael Talbot, Vivaldi (New York: Maxwell Macmillan International,
1993), 80.
63 In the introduction to Antonio Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus: Salmo 109 per due
soprani, contralto, tenore e basso solisti, coro a cinque voci miste, tromba, due oboi, due
violini, viola, due violoncelli e basso RV 595 ed. Michael Talbot (Milan: Ricordi,
1993), 154.
59
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settings of vespers psalms that survive there is one known setting of each of the
psalms Confitebor tibi Domine (RV 596), In exitu Israel (RV 604), Laetatus sum (RV
607), Lauda Jerusalem (RV 609), and Laudate Dominum omnes gentes (RV 606). There
are two settings of Beatus vir (RV 597, RV 598) as well as two of Laudate pueri
Dominum (RV 600, RV 602), and three of Dixit Dominus (RV 594, RV 595, and RV
807). There is also one known setting of Credidi (RV 605), but it is moot for this
study because it is a contrafactum, with all but eleven measures lifted directly
from another work: a Lauda Jerusalem by an unidentified composer, the
manuscript of which is part of Vivaldi’s personal collection. 64
Of particular interest are two settings of the psalm Beatus vir: the RV 598
setting and the RV 597 / RV 795 doublet. Talbot reports that both RV 597 and RV
795 seem to be later derivatives of an earlier original, now lost. 65 These versions
are significant to Vivaldi scholars because of the insight they provide into
Vivaldi’s compositional process. They are also of tangential relevance to Galuppi
scholarship because the RV 795 version, which survives only in the Dresden
Hofkapelle library, was falsely identified as Galuppi’s work for centuries until
Peter Ryom discovered the misattribution. 66
Vivaldi’s use of instrumentation in his psalm settings has much in
common with that of Lotti. His foundation is a string section of divisi violins and

Peter Ryom, Les manuscrits de Vivaldi (Copenhagen: Antonio Vivaldi
Archives, 1977), 35.
65 Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio Vivaldi, 23.
66 Peter Ryom, "Vivaldi ou Galuppi?" in Vivaldi vero e falso, 27-28.
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viola, with organ as the center of a basso continuo group that also included other
instruments. Like Lotti, Vivaldi occasionally included oboes, both with
independent lines and doubling the violin parts.
As did other composers of his time, Vivaldi relied on changes in
instrumentation to create variety in color and texture from one movement to the
next. Like Lotti’s settings, adjacent movements of Vivaldi’s multi-movement
sacred works usually employ dissimilar instrumentation. The composer may do
this through the subtraction of the entire group of basso continuo instruments for
a lighter texture, or by taking away the upper strings. Or he may achieve this
through the addition of a “surprise” instrument, held in reserve in previous
movements, to create a special orchestral color, particularly in the “Gloria Patri”
movements of the doxologies. Talbot charts a handful of examples that include
oboe, two oboes, transverse flute, solo violin, and viola d’amore. 67 These
instruments are not perfunctory; the parts they play are central to the movement,
and can be quite extensive, as in the extended oboe cadenza that concludes the
“Gloria Patri” of the Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602) in Example 5.15.

67
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Example 5.15. Vivaldi, Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602), “Gloria Patri” mm.7-12

Like Lotti, Vivaldi’s longer sacred works tend to include one movement
scored with an obbligato instrument, or a pair of instruments. For example, in the
“Tecum principium” of the Dixit Dominus (RV 595) the composer calls for two
solo celli obbligati to accompany the two sopranos, as in Example 5.16.
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Example 5.16. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595), “Tecum principium” mm.1-15

Although little is certain about the origins of most of his psalm settings,
the instrumentation indications in some of Vivaldi’s scores point to the practices
of the specific performance venues for which he may have composed them. For
example, the Pietà intentionally used antiquated or unusual instruments, such as
chalmeau, viola d’amore, mandolin, and viola all’inglese, as well as novelties
such as the clarinet, introduced in 1716, so it is tempting to assign works that call
for those instruments to that institution. 68 Along similar lines, Talbot says the use
of oboes to strengthen the violin lines, as so-called strumenti di rinforzo, was
standard in the Dresden Hofkapelle, and that in lieu of an independent oboe line,
the loose instruction “Violini e Hautbois” on the first page of a work would be an
indication for the capable oboists of the Dresden court to determine for
themselves which violin passages needed doubling. 69
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Talbot, Vivaldi, 17.
Talbot, The Sacred Music of Antonio Vivaldi, 269.
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The violin writing is always idiomatic, as one would expect from the pen
of a violinist, although the level of difficulty in the violin parts varies. Before the
nineteenth-century invention of the chin rest, every passage that required the
player to shift out of first position and further up the fingerboard was potentially
disastrous. Thus the violin parts to several of Vivaldi’s single-movement psalm
settings, such as the Laudate Dominum (RV 606), and the Lauda Jerusalem (RV 609),
stay comfortably in first position throughout and conscientiously use the B above
the treble clef staff as the violins’ top note. Some of the settings, such as the In
exitu Israel (RV 604) and the Beatus vir (RV 795) require the first violins to move
up to third position with D as the highest pitch, but limit the range of the second
violins to first position. Many of the settings, such as the Beatus vir (RV 598) and
the Dixit Dominus (RV 807), take both the first and second violins up to third
position but no higher. Only the Dixit Dominus (RV 595) requires the first violin
to play higher, in passages that cannot be managed in third position via a fourthfinger extension to the E harmonic, but rather, necessitate shifting the whole
hand up to fourth position, as in Example 5.17.
Example 5.17. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595), "Dixit Dominus" mm. 29-30

In the same setting Vivaldi requires the divisi celli to shift up to fourth position,
as well, in the “Tecum principium,” as in Example 5.18.
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Example 5.18. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595), “Tecum principium” mm.6-11

Vivaldi’s use of vocal forces is similar to that of Lotti. The first and last
movements of longer works tend to use the full choral ensemble, while the inner
movements use various combinations of solo voices, when available, with
correspondingly lighter textures from the orchestra. Vivaldi, like most composers
of his age, composed his vocal solos according to the individual strengths of the
soloist although, unlike many of Galuppi’s settings, the intended soloist is
unknown. Even the question of which solo movements were intended for female
voices and which were intended for males is clouded by the fact that women are
known to have sung tenor and bass at the Pietà, while men sang alto and
soprano in the choirs of San Marco and other institutions. Talbot has formed
some concrete ideas of some movements, such as the tenor solo in the “Dominus
a dextris tuis” of the Dixit Dominus (RV 807) in Example 5.19.
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Example 5.19. Antonio Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus RV 807, "Dominus a dextris" mm.3039

He observes that was lifted note-for-note from Vivaldi’s own aria, “Alma
oppressa da sorte crudele” in La fida ninfa and that it seems to have been
intended for a male singer, based on the range, the extreme difficulty of the
writing, and the dating of the manuscript. 70 Many questions about the original
singers remain.
Vivaldi’s preferred keys are different from those of Lotti, even though the
two composers composed for similar forces. Whereas Lotti had a clear-cut
preference for the keys whose tonic corresponds to the open strings of the violin
family, Vivaldi, a violinist himself, shows no such preference. A full third of all
the movements in his collective choral psalm settings are in D major or its
relative, B minor. C major and its relative minor account for 25 per cent, and F
major with its relative minor is the third most frequently occurring. Lotti’s

Antonio Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus: Salmo 109 per due soprani, tenore e basso
solisti, due cori a quattro voci miste, due trombe, due oboi e archi (due violini, viola e
basso) divisi in due cori RV 594 ed. Michael Talbot (Milan: Ricordi, 1993), 154.
70
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preferred keys of G and A show up at the bottom of Vivaldi’s list. According to
Bella Brover-Lubovsky, this preference for D major and avoidance of A major
applies to Vivaldi’s entire compositional output. 71
Vivaldi’s behavior within those keys is also unique, according to Talbot:
More than any previous composer he exploited with a sure sense of
drama the contrast between the major and minor modes. It is normal for
many, if not all, of the principal ideas of a movement to appear at some
point in the relative key, major or minor, or one of its satellite keys in the
same mode, paraphrased if necessary. This is something never found in
Corelli and practised only in the most timid and restricted fashion by
Albinoni and Torelli. 72
Readily apparent in these settings is Vivaldi's willingness to flout
convention regarding his choice for the tonal area of second greatest importance.
Standard practice required emphasizing the dominant of a major key, or the
relative major of a minor key, which Vivaldi does only occasionally. Instead, in
movements in major keys he often emphasizes the minor mediant as, for
example, in the first movement of the Confitebor tibi, Domine (RV 596), which
begins in C major but soon modulates to E minor. Likewise, the “Exortum est”
movement of the Beatus vir (RV 597) opens in F major before modulating to A
minor and then back again to F major.
Vivaldi’s use of meter is dissimilar to Lotti’s in several respects. Vivaldi
tends to avoid meters based on the half note. In the psalm settings, 3/2 only

See Bella Brover-Lubovsky, Tonal Space in the Music of Antonio Vivaldi
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 43-46.
72 Talbot, Vivaldi, 85-86.
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occurs once, in the “Juravit” of RV 595, and 2/2 is entirely absent. Talbot
observes that in Vivaldi's entire output 2/2 tends to occur under one of three
circumstances: in works where he plagiarized from another composer, in
spurious works, and in works where a northern European copyist substituted
2/2 for 4/4.
Bar lines in Vivaldi’s 4/4 often constitute a visual organizational system
much more than an aural one. It is not unusual for a movement written in
common time to actually unfold in 2/4, resulting in half-bar displacements along
the way. Comparison of measure 6 and measure 17 of the “De torrente”
movement of the Dixit Dominus (RV 595) illustrates this phenomenon, as in
Example 5.20.
Example 5.20. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595) "De torrente" mm. 6-8 and 17-19

This particular example is unusual in that it is the result of an antecedent which
is double the length of its consequent, which then displaces the subsequent
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material by one half bar. According to Talbot, a cause that occurs more
commonly and applies to Vivaldi’s entire oeuvre would be either an antecedent
followed by two consequents, or a system of three units, of which the middle one
is both consequent to the preceding unit and antecedent to the following one. 73

5.3.2

Vivaldi’s Compositional Procedures in the Vespers Psalms
Vivaldi’s compositional procedures in these psalm settings show more

variety than those of Marcello, and less than those of Lotti. One finds no da capo
arias, no use of passacaglia, nor any use of cantus firmus technique. Ritornello is
Vivaldi’s preferred compositional approach, and the same three types seen in
Lotti’s works appear here. Fugato and fugue appear only occasionally,
predominantly in the doxologies; however, they are almost always borrowed
from the works of other composers and adapted. Occasionally they have been
plagiarized in toto.
There are those who object to the word "plagiarize" on the grounds that it
speaks to a contemporary ethical orientation that does not necessarily apply to
composers of earlier centuries. Händel scholars long ago came to terms with the
question, justifying that “borrowing” was not uncommon before the nineteenth
century, especially among composers who were under pressure to churn out
new works with regularity. As Händel’s friend Charles Jennens famously wrote,
“Handel has borrow'd a dozen of the Pieces, & I dare say I shall catch him
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stealing from them; as I have formerly, both from Scarlatti & Vinci.” 74 However
in Vivaldi’s lifetime, in 1731, the Academy of Ancient Music in London was not
nearly as forgiving of Giovanni Bononcini’s plagiarism of Lotti’s madrigal
“Inganni dell’umanità,” the same madrigal from which Vivaldi took the “Gloria
Patri” of his Dixit Dominus (RV 595). 75
Talbot’s perspective on Vivaldi’s appropriations is more nuanced, in that
it distinguishes between the published works from which Vivaldi borrowed,
where anyone could see that his result was derivative, and the rare manuscript
works by unknown composers from which he pilfered. Talbot points out that
when Vivaldi imported seventy-nine measures of counterpoint from a wellknown work of Giovanni Ruggieri’s for the “Cum Sancto Spiritu” sections of his
Gloria (RV 588) there was little attempt to conceal the origins of the music. But
when Vivaldi took the manuscript of the six-movement Lauda Jerusalem by an
obscure composer, kept the text and music of the Doxology intact, changed only
the text of the psalm, and titled it “Credidi à 5 / à Capella / Del Viualdi” he was
explicitly claiming someone else’s work as his own. 76
Klees Vlaardingerbroek observes that all of Vivaldi’s purloined musical
material falls within the stile antico. 77 Certainly Vivaldi’s counterpoint was
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subject to criticism by his contemporaries already in the eighteenth century.
Carlo Goldoni famously commented, "and however much the connoisseurs said
that he was deficient in counterpoint and that he set the bass lines incorrectly, he
certainly made his parts sing." 78 And this is perhaps fair, considering that there is
no record of Vivaldi receiving any formal training in composition. Although
Walter Kolneder supported the idea that Vivaldi took counterpoint lessons from
Legrenzi, 79 Talbot puts this idea to rest:
Little credence should be placed in an oft-repeated statement that he took
composition lessons from Legrenzi. Too often the mere presence in the
same city of and old and a young talent has led to the presumption of a
master-pupil relationship, as if genius observed some kind of apostolic
succession. Although Legrenzi has also been claimed as the teacher of
Albinioni, Bassani, Biffi, C.F. Pollarolo, F. Gasparini, Lotti, Varischino and
M.A. Gasparini, confirmation exists only in the last three cases. Vivaldi
had less chance than most, as Legrenzi died when he was 12. 80
In any case, both Vivaldi's interest and ability in counterpoint seem to
blossom in the late 1720s and 1730s, and Talbot considers it one of the defining
characteristics of the composer’s “late” period. 81

Tutte le opere di Carlo Goldoni ed, Giuseppe Ortolani (Venice: Pasquali,
1761), 1: 721, “E quantunque dicessero i buoni conoscitori ch’egli mancava nel
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5.3.3

Vivaldi’s Use of Text in the Vespers Psalms
Antonio Vivaldi set the same vespers texts from the Clementine Vulgate

as most of the other Roman Catholic composers of his century, and the way in
which he set them was in some aspects similar to his colleagues, and in some
aspects unique. His approach in marrying text to music varies among the vespers
psalms. In five of the works he sets the entire text as a single movement with
relatively little repetition. The Beatus vir (RV 598) is one such setting. The ten
lines that constitute psalm 112 and the three lines of the Doxology, 131 words in
total, are laid out using ritornello procedure over 420 measures of 2/4 meter. The
setting of each poetic line comprises one vocal period delineated by a subsequent
statement of the ritornello and a change of vocal forces from soprano solo to
soprano duet, to tutti chorus, and back to soprano solo again. For nine of the ten
psalm verses and for each of the three lines of the Doxology, the composer
repeats the last few words before moving on to the subsequent line of text.
Seven of Vivaldi’s settings are laid out as multi-movement works. In all
three Dixit Dominus settings he follows the same practice that Lotti had followed
in his own multi-movement setting: he splits up the long first line into two
movements, “Dixit Dominus Domino meo: Sede a dextris meis” and “donec
ponam inimicos tuos scabellum pedum tuorum” and then lays out every
subsequent line as its own movement. In the Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602),
Vivaldi groups the nine lines of text into just five sections, each either
syntactically cohesive or unified by a single idea, as shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3. Laudate pueri text as divided in Vivaldi’s Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602)
1. Laudate, pueri, Dominum; laudate
nomen Domini.

1. Praise, you servants, the Lord.
Praise the name of the Lord.

2. Sit nomen Domini benedictum ex
hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.

2. Blessed be the name of the Lord
from now henceforth and forever.

3. A solis ortu usque ad occasum
laudabile nomen Domini.

3. From the rising of the sun until its
setting the Lord's name is
praiseworthy.

4. Excelsus super omnes gentes
Dominus, et super caelos gloria ejus.

4. The Lord is high above all peoples,
and his glory above the heavens.

5. Quis sicut Dominus Deus noster,
qui in altis habitat,

5. Who is like the Lord our God,
who dwells on high,

6. et humilia respicit in caelo et in
terra?

6. and regards the humble in heaven
and on earth?

7. Suscitans a terra inopem, et de
stercore erigens pauperem:

7. He raises the destitute from the
dust, and the needy out of the dung
pile;

8. ut collocet eum cum principibus,
cum principibus populi sui.

8. that he may place him with princes,
with the princes of his people.

9. Qui habitare facit sterilem in domo,
matrem filiorum laetantem.

9. Who makes the barren woman tend
house, a joyful mother of children.

One of Vivaldi’s unusual structural elements occurs in the Laudate pueri
Dominum (RV 602) as well as in the twin settings of Beatus Vir, (RV 597 and RV
795), in which the tutti chorus reiterates a single phrase of text and music several
times, in the original key and with the original orchestration, between later
movements. In the Laudate pueri Dominum it is the second verse, “Sit nomen
Domini benedictum ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum” which reappears after the
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sixth and the ninth psalm verses. In the Beatus vir settings it is the first verse,
“Beatus vir, qui timet Dominum, in mandatis ejus volet nimis” which returns
between each movement, five times in RV 597 and six times in RV 795. Roche
refers to this as a “rondo idea” and observes that it appeared much earlier, in the
first half of the seventeenth century, in some of the settings of Carlo Milanuzzi’s
1628 Concerti sacri collection, as well as in several psalm settings from
Monteverdi’s 1640 Selva Morale, including one of the Beatus vir settings. 82 Talbot
finds the refrain itself uninteresting, and its repetition "wearisome." 83 But
although it represents a musical choice by the composer, it happens to
correspond historically to the responsorial use of psalms in liturgy, ended by the
tenth century and revived in the current post-conciliar mass, in which an
antiphon felt to encapsulate the key idea of the psalm is taken from a single line
of the text and repeated between individual verses of the psalm, as well as at the
beginning and end. A glance at the Roman breviary confirms that the two
phrases that the composer chose for repetition, mentioned above, are indeed
antiphons for their respective psalms. 84
In the Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602) another of Vivaldi’s inclinations
comes to light: the repeated interpolation of a section of text from other verses
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into a single movement where it does not originally occur. In the final phrase of
the Doxology, for example, the tutti chorus continually interrupts the two
soprano soloists with outbursts of text from the first stanza, producing this
result:
Sicut erat in principio et nunc et nunc et semper, Sicut erat in principio et nunc
et nunc et semper, et in saecula saeculorum, amen, et in saecula saeculorum,
amen. [Sit nomen Domini benedictum ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum!]
et in saecula saeculorum, Et in saecula saeculorum [Sit benedictum,
benedictum!] Et in saecula saeculorum, Et in saecula saeculorum [Sit
benedictum!] et in saecula saeculorum amen, et in saecula saeculorum amen,
amen, amen, amen, amen, [Sit benedictum!] amen.
In his solo soprano setting of the same text, RV 600, Vivaldi inserts the same line
of psalm text into the Doxology, albeit in a different pattern and to different
music.
The Dixit Dominus (RV 595) offers illustrations of several tendencies in
Vivaldi’s handling of text within the movement. In the “Tecum principium” one
sees Vivaldi’s inclination to set the full line of text, set the full text again, and
then repeat the last several words as needed to finish out the movement:
Tecum principium in die virtutis tuae in splendoribus sanctorum;
ex utero ante luciferum genui, genuite.
Tecum principium in die virtutis tuae in splendoribus sanctorum;
ex utero ante luciferum genui, genuite.
Ex utero ante luciferum genui, genuite.
Genui, genuite.
Often Vivaldi repeats a line in order to make the most of the rhythm inherent in
the spoken text, as in Example 5.21.
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Example 5.21. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595), "Dixit Dominus" mm.42-45

Talbot observes that “In his very earliest known vocal works, Vivaldi betrays his
inexperience by the sometimes rather chaotic delivery of the text, of which
fragments appear in seemingly random order. The words seem to be there to
'clothe' the notes, not the other way round." 85 One sees evidence of this in
Example 5.22 in the awkwardness of misaligned accents of “secundum
ordinem.”
Example 5.22. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595) “Juravit” mm. 25-26

One sees other signs as well that the musical content is a higher priority than the
correct presentation of the text. In the Confitebor tibi, Dominum (RV 596) the
composer lays out the full Doxology text in the penultimate movement,
beginning with the words "Gloria Patri" and ending with the phrase "et in
saecula saeculorum" and then, extraordinarily, he follows with a separate
movement to repeat the "et in saecula saeculorum" text alone. In the final section
of the Beatus vir (RV 597) where he sets the end of the Doxology, "et in saecula

Michael Talbot, The Chamber Cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi (Woodbridge:
Boydell Press, 2006), 63-64.
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saeculorum," he then backtracks by assigning the beginning words of the
Doxology, "Gloria Patri," to a long pedal point, onto which he could have easily
grafted any other text whatsoever.
Although the establishment of a chronology of Vivaldi’s sacred music is
still in its early stages, there seems enough evidence to suggest that Vivaldi’s
peculiar approaches to text setting waned as the composer aged. Talbot asserts:
"At all events, Vivaldi slowly civilized and regularized his text-setting as time
went on. Some questionable features, such as the inversion of phrases on their
repetition, never completely disappeared." 86

5.3.4

Vivaldi’s Harmonic Language in the Vespers Psalms
Antonio Vivaldi’s use of harmony is unconventional to such a degree that

it is difficult to mistake his work for that of another composer. Even during the
eighteenth century it was not without its detractors, such as the English music
critic Charles Avison, who generated controversy in 1753 when he wrote,
It may be proper now to mention, by way of example on this head, the
most noted composers who have erred in the extreme of an unnatural
modulation; leaving those of still inferior genius, to that oblivion to which
they are deservedly destined. Of the first and lowest class are, VIVALDI,
TESSARINI, ALBERTI, and LOCCATELLI, whose compositions, being
equally defective in various harmony, and true invention, are only a fit
amusement for children; nor indeed for these, if ever they are intended to
be led to a just taste in Music. 87
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Talbot, in his many decades of studying Vivaldi’s music, has so thoroughly
dissected the composer’s harmonic idiom that there is little more to contribute. 88
What is perhaps more beneficial to this study is to look at the harmonic language
of the psalm settings through Talbot’s lens in order to possibly draw conclusions
about that of Galuppi in later chapters.
Vivaldi’s most salient harmonic feature is his use of seventh chords. His
most common means of creating them is to leave one pitch hanging over,
unresolved, from the previous chord, which then becomes the seventh of the
following chord. With this strategy Vivaldi often sets seventh chords up in a
sequence, creating a chain of overlapping sevenths, as in Example 5.23.
Example 5.23. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595) "Dixit Dominus" mm. 35-37

Chains of chords with ninths are less common, but they do occur, the ninth often
in parallel thirds with the seventh below. On occasion Vivaldi ventures even
further into extended tertian harmonies, and it is not impossible to find eleventh
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and thirteenth chords, often generated via an ascending sequence over a pedal
point.
Vivaldi’s voice leading has been subject to criticism by not only Avison,
Hawkins, and Burney, but by subsequent generations of scholars who simply
may have failed to understand Vivaldi’s general aesthetic orientation. 89 On one
hand, Talbot observes that the type of barely hidden parallel fifths, such as those
which earned Corelli disparagement for his opus 2 Allemande, “occur again and
again” in Vivaldi’s compositions, as in Example 5.24. 90 For Talbot, this is just
chutzpah: “Who but Vivaldi would have been bold enough to retain the
traditional system of doubling a contralto part by first violins an octave higher,
even when… this produces chains of consecutive fifths?” 91
Example 5.24. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595), “Et in saecula saeculorum” mm. 106110
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Along similar lines, David Schulenberg points out that Bach wrote similar
passages in his keyboard music, yet nobody questioned his command of his
craft. 92
Less defensible, perhaps, is Vivaldi’s clumsy resolution of dissonances, or
the occasional lack of synchronization between unison voices in harmonic
progressions in which one part resolves before the beat and another part resolves
the same note, but on the beat. This is more likely indicative of a lapse in
attention to detail in a rushed job than of an inherent compositional deficiency.
Vivaldi’s modulations into other tonal areas tend to be abrupt rather than
smooth. Rather than gently move via the more standard dominant chord, he
tends to lurch into the new key from its mediant, subdominant, submediant, or
leading tone. 93 Even when the modulation is generated by the dominant of the
new tonality it tends to strike the ear as precipitous due to the composer’s erratic
harmonic pace.
The harmonic pace of Vivaldi’s music often speeds up and slows down
unpredictably, creating an effect that Talbot says is “miles away from the
relatively steady tread of Bachian and Handelian harmony.” 94 The composer’s
harmonic motion often thwarts the meter head on, in a way that fully disorients

David Schulenberg, The Keyboard Music of J.S. Bach (New York: Schirmer
Books, 1992), 456. See, for example, the fugues BWV 896, m. 38-39, BWV 954
m.19, and BWV 951a mm. 20-21.
93 Talbot, Vivaldi, 84.
94 Talbot, Vivaldi, 80.
92
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the ear. The opening of the Dixit Dominus (RV 595) demonstrates this beautifully,
as in Example 5.25. The harmonic motion of the first nine measures moves in 3/2
and does not conform to the printed 4/4 meter until measure ten.
Example 5.25. Vivaldi, Dixit Dominus (RV 595) "Dixit Dominus" mm. 1-8

5.3.5

Vivaldi’s Use of the Chorus in the Vespers Psalms
Vivaldi’s use of the chorus in his sacred music shows two characteristics

that differentiate it from that of Lotti and Marcello. The first is the occasional
outburst from the tutti coro into florid passages that are often of great complexity
as well as technically demanding. In Example 5.26 from the Beatus vir (RV 598) in
m. 97 the vocal lines chug along consistently, one note per syllable, and then in
m. 111 abruptly burst into melismas ranging from nine to twenty-one notes.
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Example 5.26. Vivaldi, Beatus vir (RV 598) mm. 97-120

The other distinguishing characteristic in the composer’s use of the chorus is his
liberal use of imitation. Talbot comments:
Imitation between two or more parts is regularly found in even the most
homophonically conceived of his movements. Where there are two parts,
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they are commonly a fourth or fifth apart, or at the unison. In either case,
each part plays (a) a motive and (b) a counterpoint to the same motive
now heard in the companion part in alternation, producing the effect of
straightforward repetition of a pair of motives in continuous voiceexchange... Vivaldi did not originate this type of imitation—one finds it in
trio sonatas by earlier Italian composers—but the peculiar energy of his
lines and the forthrightness of his harmony, often enriched by sevenths,
gave it a new lease of life. 95
5.3.6

Vivaldi’s Distribution of Styles in the Vespers Psalms
By counting the number of measures in each style in Vivaldi’s psalm

settings, as with those of Lotti, one can express the distribution of their respective
styles in percentages to produce the distribution shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. Distribution of styles in Vivaldi’s vespers psalms

Beatus vir (RV 597)
Beatus vir (RV 598)
Beatus vir (RV 795)
Confitebor tibi, Domine (RV 596)
Dixit Dominus (RV 594)
Dixit Dominus (RV 595)
Dixit Dominus (RV 807)
In exitu Israel (RV 604)
Laetatus sum (RV 607)
Lauda Jerusalem (RV 609)
Laudate Dominum omnes gentes (RV 606)
Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602)

Stile
Antico
11%
7%
13%
26%
11%

Stile
Concertato
59%
21%
26%
11%
28%
30%
24%
100%
100%
47%
100%
4%

Solistic
Style
30%
79
67%
89%
59%
44%
65%

53%
96%

Several trends come into focus. Only three of the twelve settings fall
cleanly into one style: In exitu Israel (RV 604), Laetatus sum (RV 607), and Laudate
Dominum omnes gentes (RV 606), are all exclusively in the stile concertato. The four

95

Talbot, Vivaldi, 82.
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settings that show a mixture of two styles, Beatus vir (RV 598), Confitebor tibi,
Domine (RV 596), Lauda Jerusalem (RV 609), and Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602),
all contain a majority of solistic style and a minority of the stile concertato; neither
style combines alone with stile antico.
In the five psalms which blend all three styles, Beatus vir (RV 597), Beatus
vir (RV 795), Dixit Dominus (RV 594), Dixit Dominus (RV 595), and Dixit Dominus
(RV 807), the largest proportion is in solistic style and the smallest proportion in
stile antico, with the proportion of stile concertato falling between the two. Located
on the ternary plot of styles following the same criteria as those of Lotti, they
produce the result shown in Figure 5.6.
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Key:
Red = In exitu Israel (RV 604), Laetatus sum (RV 607), Laudate Dominum omnes
gentes (RV 606)
Orange = Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602)
Black = Beatus vir (RV 597)
Green = Beatus vir (RV 598)
Blue = Beatus vir (RV 795)
Pink = Confitebor tibi, Domine (RV 596)
Yellow = Dixit Dominus (RV 594)
Brown = Dixit Dominus (RV 595)
Grey = Dixit Dominus (RV 807)
Purple = Lauda Jerusalem (RV 609)
Figure 5.6. Percentages of styles in Vivaldi’s vespers psalms
Overlaying the vespers psalms of Lotti with the vespers psalms of Vivaldi,
some clear distinctions emerge, as in Figure 5.7.
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Key:
Green = Lotti’s vespers psalms
Red = Vivaldi’s vespers psalms
Figure 5.7. Comparison of percentages of styles in the vespers psalms of Lotti and Vivaldi
The most conspicuous trend is that the green dots migrate toward the left
side of the ternary plot while the red dots tend to cluster on the right side. Based
on this data, one can make the following observations:
1. Lotti tends to favor the stile antico while Vivaldi tends to avoid it.
2. Lotti and Vivaldi both have a number of three-style vespers psalms,
although Vivaldi's tend to show a greater proportion of solistic style.
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3. Lotti has settings that are uniformly in the stile antico or the solistic
style, and none exclusively in the stile concertato.
4. Vivaldi has settings that are uniformly in the stile concertato and none
that are exclusively in the stile antico or the solistic style.
5. When Lotti mixes two styles, it is stile concertato with stile antico. When
Vivaldi mixes two styles, it is the stile concertato with the solistic style.
6. Neither Lotti nor Vivaldi mix stile antico with the solistic style alone.
Regardless of the criticism of the finer points of Vivaldi’s craft that one
might offer, it is clear to the twentieth-century ear that his idiom possesses a
cohesiveness of its own. This internal logic was discernible to at least some of his
contemporaries, as well. J. S. Bach’s biographer, the theorist Johann Nikolaus
Forkel, noted that Bach had made keyboard transcriptions of nine of Vivaldi’s
concerti at Weimar in 1713-1714. 96 Forkel wrote in 1802 that Bach had admired
Vivaldi’s qualities of “Ordnung, Zusammenhang, Verhältnis,” which Wolff
translates as "order /organization, "coherence /connection /continuity," and
"proportion /relation /correlation." 97 Certainly, Forkel was not unbiased in his
praise, and one cannot know whether Bach truly admired Vivaldi or not. But
clearly Forkel and other musicians of his generation did.

Vincent C. K. Cheung, “Musical Writings,” Bach the Transcriber: His
Organ Concertos after Vivaldi, 2.
http://web.mit.edu/ckcheung/www/MusicalWritings_files/
Essay13_BachVivaldiTrans_webversion.pdf.
97 Cited in Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2000), 171.
96
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5.4

Antonino Biffi and Carlo Pollarolo
This study would certainly benefit from an examination of the vespers

psalms of two other predecessors of Galuppi: Antonino Biffi, and Carlo
Pollarolo. Unfortunately, extremely little of their music survives, aside from a
handful of opera scores and a minuscule portion of their sacred works.
Furthermore, most of what does survive remains out of reach for the purposes of
this research. Therefore, one can only paint a tentative picture of their musical
styles in the broadest of strokes.

5.4.1

Antonino (Antonio) Biffi and His Sacred Music
Antonino Biffi (1667-1733) is not a well-known name in the twenty-first

century. 98 Oral tradition says that he, like Lotti, is to have been a pupil of
Legrenzi. He entered the priesthood at age twenty-three. 99 There is
documentation that he joined the San Marco choir as a contralto at age twentysix, and he eventually worked his way up to the post of maestro di cappella, which
he held for three decades. 100 That post, as well as his position as maestro di coro at

Many sources from his own lifetime misspell his first name as
“Antonio”; “Antonino” seems to have been intended to distinguish him from his
father, Antonio. See Gastone Vio, “I Maestri di coro dei Mendicanti,” in
Galuppiana 1985: studi e ricerche: atti del convegno internazionale, (Venezia, 28-30
ottobre 1985), ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki,
1986), 103.
99 Vio, “I Maestri di coro dei Mendicanti,” 104.
100 Madricardo, “Organici della Cappella,” 487-496.
98
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the Mendicanti for three decades, required him to compose a great deal of sacred
music, yet astonishingly little remains. 101
The most widely disseminated of Biffi's surviving liturgical works are
eighteen short motets based on psalm antiphons. Subsets of the total collection of
eighteen are distributed among five smaller collections, all eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century copies on Italian paper, preserved in archives in Munich,
Berlin, Trier, Muenster, and Moscow. All of the copies seem to share a common
source, likely from the San Marco collection if the inscription "estratto
dall'Originale trovandosi nella Biblioteca di S. Marco in Venezia Li. 12. Maggio
1818" is trustworthy. 102 Many of the collections also include settings of
communion antiphons and hymns for various purposes, and the inclusion of the
hymn Ecce evangelista Marcus supports the hypothesis that at least some of the
settings originated at San Marco. The settings are for two, three, and four voices
with a separate basso continuo line, but include no independent lines for other
instruments.
There are several other surviving examples of Biffi's sacred music. One is
a straightforward setting of the Lucan canticle Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel,

Gastone Vio, “I maestri di coro dei Mendicanti,” in Galuppiana 1985
studi e ricerche, ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and Franco Rossi (Firense: Olshki, 1986),
103-105.
102 Fondazione Ugo e Olga Levi, Fondo San Marco B.314/1-18;
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung Mus.ms.
1810.
101
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preserved in the Dresden collection. 103 It is set in F major for SATB soli and SATB
ripieno voices with basso continuo. The meter is 4/2, and the piece moves almost
entirely in half notes and whole notes, through-composed, in three voice
counterpoint with the Gregorian chant setting of the same text appearing as a
cantus firmus in the fourth voice.
There are three extant Miserere settings that bear Biffi's name, two of
which reside in the Dresden Hofkapelle collection. The setting in C minor for
four voices SATB with violins, viola, and basso continuo consists of 232 measures
in cut time and is through-composed in the stile antico with most of the text set
syllabically. The strings play colla parte throughout and have no independent
material of their own. The staves for the string parts are filled only for the first
eighteen measures; after that point one of the two copyists, identified in RISM as
Bolognese keyboardist Giovanni Alberto Ristori, has indicated in pencil where
they play should colla parte and where they should rest. 104
The title page to the other Dresden Miserere reads "Miserere / a 4 voce
[sic] / del Sigr. Biffi." 105 The copy is on Venetian paper, also in Ristori's hand. The

Sächsische Landesbibliothek—Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek
Mus.2007-D-4. It is misidentified in the online catalogs of both the SLUB and
RISM as Psalm 144, which begins with similar words. See RISM Online
https://opac.rism.info/metaopac/singleHit.do?methodToCall=showHit&curPo
s=38&identifier=251_SOLR_SERVER_1488629318.
104 RISM Online, https://opac.rism.info/metaopac/singleHit.do?
methodToCall=showHit&curPos=51&identifier=251_SOLR_SERVER_175870867
5.
105 Sächsische Landesbibliothek—Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek,
Mus.2007-D-4.
103
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texture of this setting changes from verse to verse. The four SATB voices sing
nearly half of the verses in closely voiced falso bordone, and Biffi sets the other
verses with trios or duos in counterpoint, as seen in Example 5.27.
Example 5.27. Biffi, Miserere in C minor, mm. 42-51

There is no independent basso continuo part indicated other than a line that
appears only for the duos on verses 11 and 13. The time signature is 4/2 nearly
throughout, with the signatures 3/2 and 3/1 appearing only briefly. The setting
is in F major and is tonally conservative, as half of the sections cadence on a
closed-voiced F major triad, and the others cadence in the keys of B-flat, C, or
their relative minors.
The third Miserere setting bearing Biffi's name is part of the ToulousePhilidor collection in the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris. The score was
copied by an unidentified copyist and the parts were written out in the hand of
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Louis XIV’s music librarian, Andre Danican Philidor, around the year 1702. 106 It
is bound together with a motet of Lully's and is part of the library of the Chapelle
Royale. 107 In its musical construction it is remarkably incongruous with the other
two settings, and with the other extant works of Biffi, to such a degree that it
seems to have been either heavily rewritten or simply falsely attributed to Biffi. 108
Biffi's setting of In convertendo Dominus seems to be his only available
work for vespers, although not necessarily vespers at San Marco, since the text is
the Clementine Vulgate version rather than the San Marco variant. The

Don Fader, Introduction to Critical Edition: Antonio Biffi, Miserere mei,
Deus (ca. 1702), Web Library of Seventeenth-Century Music, vol. 15 (Oct. 2009), 12. http://www.sscm-wlscm.org/images/WLSCM_Catalogue/WLSCM_15/
Biffi_Miserere_Introduction.pdf.
107 Don Fader, Introduction to Critical Edition, 3.
108 The manuscript itself contains a number of characteristics common to
the other works in that collection, including French instructions and tempo
indications, designations for "choeur" and "solistes," and the number 3 following
the clef to indicate the time signature 3/4. The viola is referred to as "le 2 dessus."
Five of the solo movements are titled "récitative" per custom, although none of
them are anywhere near recitatives in the Italian sense. The meter 4/3 (sic)
appears in one movement, which Fader says is a notational characteristic found
in the operas of Philippe d'Orléans, owner of the original manuscript, and in the
motets of Charles-Hubert Gervais, his Intendant de la musique. The title page to
the score was rewritten from "Notus in Judea / Et / Miserere Mei Deus / De Mr
de lully" to read " Notus in Judea De Mr de lully / Et / Miserere Mei Deus Italien/
De Mr de lully" to which a modern hand has added "A. Biffi" in pencil. In
addition to its superficial characteristics, it differs from Biffi’s known settings in
its musical construction as well. There is an enormous degree of rhythmic
displacement throughout the instrumental and vocal lines, often to avoid an
agogic accent on an unstressed syllable of the Latin text. In triple meter the shortlong, short-long rhythm occurs at least as often as the long-short, long-short
rhythm. The violin lines often participate in the vocal counterpoint via their own
independent contrapuntal voices set against other contrapuntal voices in the
vocal lines, something which is not encountered in any of the other seventeenthand eighteenth-century Venetian sacred works examined here.
106
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manuscript, also in Ristori's hand, originates around 1750 and survives, along
with a full set of parts, in the Dresden Hofkapelle collection. 109 It is titled “In
convertendo Dominus / a 3 concer:to co' V.V. / del Biffi / Mro di Cappella di S.
Marco. Venezia / Alto, Tenore, e Basso.” It calls for alto, tenor, and bass, with
violins, violas, and basso continuo, and consists of one through-composed
movement of 104 measures.
The setting includes the customary Doxology, but unlike many discussed
here, it does not recapitulate previous musical material. Vocal periods alternate
with instrumental periods to separate each half-line of psalm text into its own
section, except for the first line, which is set in its entirety. These individual
sections are not in ritornello form, as the instrumental periods do not constitute a
cohesive ritornello per se. The instrumental material is only loosely related to the
vocal material. The setting is in the key of G minor, notated with a partial key
signature of one flat. The tonal scheme is far less adventurous than the settings
by Lotti and Vivaldi. Individual verses shift from G minor to adjacent keys, but
never further than one degree in either direction around the circle of fifths.
There is little variation in texture throughout. Except for sixteen measures
of alto solo, four measures of bass solo, and six measures of tenor /bass duet, all
three voices sing together. The strings never play colla parte, but in some vocal
periods they loosely outline the vocal lines. In other vocal periods they play

Sächsische Landesbibliothek—Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek,
Mus.2007-D-3.
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completely independent material, and in some vocal periods they drop out
completely.
Imitation pervades the entire setting. The writing in the vocal lines is in
the solistic style throughout, although the technical demands placed on the
singer do not nearly approach those of some of Vivaldi's psalm settings.
Expressed as a percentage, the distribution of musical styles in this is about 53
per cent in the solistic style and 47 per cent in the stile concertato, as shown in
Table 5.5.
Table 5.5. Distribution of styles in Biffi’s surviving vespers psalm setting

In convertendo Dominus
5.4.2

Stile
Antico

Stile
Concertato
47%

Solistic
Style
53%

Carlo Pollarolo and His Sacred Music
The extant sacred works of Galuppi's predecessor Carlo Pollarolo (1653-

1723) are even scarcer than those of Biffi. Pollarolo was Brescian but moved to
Venice and came to occupy a central role in the city’s artistic milieu. He became
second organist at San Marco in 1690, ascended to the position of vice-maestro di
cappella five years later, and remained there until his death nearly three decades
later. 110 He simultaneously served as maestro di coro at the Ospedale
degl'Incurabili for nearly twenty-six years, garnering repeated public acclaim for
the choir, including superlative praise from Count Pyotr Andreyevich Tolstoy

110

Madricardo, “Organici della Cappella,” 486-496.
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during his voyage through Italy. 111 Eighty-five of his operas were produced over
a period of thirty-five years in the city’s opera houses. 112 Given this visibility and
productivity, his disappearance from the histories of the musical life of Venice is
stupefying; a century later Cicogna barely mentions him in his Delle inscrizioni
Veneziane, and Caffi unfairly dismisses him as a “scrivacchiatore piuttosto
stemperato“ (rather dull hack of a writer). 113
Pollarolo's single surviving choral vespers psalm, a Confitebor tibi, Domine
setting, is preserved in the Dresden collection. 114 Its voicing is unusual in that it
calls for two sopranos, two altos, and bass, and the lack of a tenor line results in a
number of passages in parallel tenths between the alto and the bass. The strings
are divided up into two violin parts and two viola parts, the second of which is
notated in tenor clef rather than the customary alto clef.
The Confitebor tibi, Domine is centered around the key of B-flat major,
written with partial key signature of one flat throughout. Like Biffi’s works
above, the individual movements may appear in one key in either direction

Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Pallade Veneta (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1985),
227, 235-236, 250, 291, 304. Cited in Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes, 548; Petr
Andreevic Tolstoi, Il viaggio in Italia di P. A. Tolstoj (1697-1699) (Genève: Slatkine,
1982), 185.
112 Olga Termini, "Carlo Francesco Pollarolo: Follower or Leader in
Venetian Opera?," Studi musicali, 8 (1979), 223-224.
113 Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 326.
114 Sächsische Landesbibliothek—Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek,
Mus.2107-D-1.
111
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around the circle of fifths, that is, either F major, E-flat major, or their relative
minors.
The psalm text is divided up into twelve movements, with tutti coro on
only the first, ninth, and twelfth movements. Only several of the movements use
a ritornello. Pollarolo's ritornelli differ from those of Vivaldi in that they do not
appear in segments, and they do not appear transposed to other tonal areas. Like
Vivaldi, Pollarolo makes occasional use of rhythmic displacement by the half-bar
in this setting, the result of elision between the end of the instrumental line and
the beginning of the subsequent vocal line.
Several recurring characteristics in this setting seem to have their roots in
the conventions of seventeenth-century operatic writing, and they correspond to
some of the features observed in the psalm settings of the other composers. The
first is Pollarolo's fondness for the motto aria technique, in which solo
movements begin with an instrumental period, followed by an abbreviated
statement from the vocalist of only the antecedent of the first vocal phrase,
followed by a repetition of the introductory instrumental material, and then the
restatement from the vocalist of the antecedent of the first vocal phrase, this time
followed by its consequent, as in Example 5.28.
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Example 5.28. Pollarolo, Confitebor tibi, Domine, “Ut det illis” mm. 1-11

In several of the movements the composer conscientiously highlights the drama
in the text by writing consecutive measures with empty downbeats, as in
Example 5.29.
Example 5.29. Pollarolo, Confitebor tibi, Domine, “Sanctum et terribile” mm. 1-4

As seen with most of the other doxologies, Pollarolo uses the opportunity to
reiterate the opening material with the words “sicut erat in principio,” although
without abbreviating it as some of his successors do. Furthermore, as Vivaldi
later does in his Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602) as well as in the twin settings of
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Beatus Vir (RV 597 and RV 795), Pollarolo inserts psalm text from the opening
movement into the Doxology of his Confitebor as a means of reiterating a key
idea. The words "Confitebor in toto corde mea" are assigned to the same
lackluster melody as the “sicut erat” text before the composer, like many of his
successors, introduces new musical material for the "Amen" text, building over a
dominant pedal point before the final cadence.
Overall, the choral movements of this setting are banal, and consist of
relentless plodding passages in quarters and half notes that never move away
from the tonal center. The solo, duo, and trio movements, on the other hand,
show a greater investment of artistry on the part of the composer. Imitative
textures appear, but there is no strict counterpoint per se. The writing in the solo
vocal lines requires proficiency, but the technical demands on the soloist are
similar to those of the Biffi example; they fall short of the fireworks called for in
some of the Lotti and Vivaldi settings. Expressing the distribution of musical
styles in this work as a percentage, it is nearly balanced 50 per cent in the solistic
style and 50 per cent in the stile concertato, as shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6. Distribution of styles in Pollarolo’s surviving vespers psalm setting

Confitebor tibi, Domine

Stile
Antico

Stile
Concertato
50%

Solistic
Style
50%

If one maps Biffi’s and Pollarolo’s distribution of styles onto the ternary
plot with the works of Lotti and Vivaldi, the patterns seen in Figure 5.8 emerge.
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Key:
Blue = Biffi’s vespers psalm
Green = Lotti’s vespers psalms
Yellow = Pollarolo’s vespers psalm
Red = Vivaldi’s vespers psalms
Figure 5.8. Comparison of styles in the vespers psalms of Biffi, Lotti, Pollarolo, and
Vivaldi
The cluster of dots along the center of the right axis of the ternary plot result
illustrates both the near-equal balance of stile concertato and the solistic style in
those works, as well as the lack of stile antico. On that basis, one may consider the
psalm settings of Biffi and Pollarolo surveyed here as less stylistically
conservative than the other works of Lotti and Vivaldi.
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5.5

Summary of Galuppi’s Predecessors
The usefulness of this survey of the vespers psalms of Galuppi’s

predecessors lies in the general view it provides of the musical habits of those
who may have influenced him personally, such as Lotti and Marcello, as well as
its general understanding of what musical sounds were in the air during
Galuppi’s formative early years in prestigious sacred spaces such as the ospedali
and San Marco. However, it would be a mistake to attempt to force the
characteristics that the vespers psalm settings of Pollarolo, Biffi, Vivaldi, Lotti,
and Marcello into a causal relationship with those of Galuppi. History in general
does not work that way, and the aesthetics of timbre, harmony, melody, and
tonal organization in particular resist configuration into tidy rows of dominos.
They are better viewed as a set of tastes that continually shifted from one decade
to the next, as further illustrated in the next chapter by the examination of the
vespers psalms of Galuppi’s contemporaries.
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CHAPTER 6. GALUPPI’S CONTEMPORARIES AT SAN MARCO AND THE
OSPEDALI
In order to appropriately situate Galuppi’s vespers psalms within the
context of eighteenth-century Venetian sacred music, it is necessary to examine
the vespers psalms of his contemporaries and colleagues at the institutions in
which he worked: Giuseppe Saratelli (1782-1761), Nicola Porpora (1686-1768),
and Ferdinando Bertoni (1725-1813), before moving on to a study of Galuppi’s
own works.

6.1

Giuseppe Saratelli
When Baldassare Galuppi assumed the role of maestro di cappella at San

Marco in 1762, his predecessor was the man who had not only been his director
for the previous fourteen years, but had also been his predecessor as maestro di
coro at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti in 1740 as well. Surprisingly, the life, work,
and compositions of Giacomo Giuseppe Saratelli remain almost entirely
unexamined except in the context of his tangential relevance to other Venetian
maestri of the eighteenth century, particularly his predecessors and successors at
the Mendicanti and at San Marco. Talbot only mentions him in reference to
Galuppi. 1 Denis Arnold unfairly dismisses him as “a mediocrity.” 2 Modern

Michael Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music of Antonio Vivaldi (Florence:
L.S. Olschki, 1995), 32, 206, 458.
2 Denis Arnold, "Orphans and Ladies: The Venetian Conservatoires (16801790)," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 89 (1962), 37.
1
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encyclopedias such as New Grove and Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart
overlook him completely. 3

6.1.1 Saratelli’s Flawed Historiography
In 1984 Claudia Valder-Knechtges published the only available study of
Saratelli. Although brief, it is still the lengthiest discussion of the composer and
his work. And although it is the most commonly cited source of biographical
information, it is riddled with errors which must be addressed here before
discussing his music. 4 The fundamental weakness of Valder-Knechtges’s article
stems from the failure of the author to discern and prioritize reliable sources over
unreliable ones. For example, she drew heavily from Caffi, who in turn had
relied extensively on oral anecdotes related to him in his youth or on interviews
conducted and transcribed by his colleagues. 5 Valder-Knechtges also took the
unsound assertions of the authors of nineteenth-century lexica as fact, including
Paul, Fétis, Gaßner, and Eitner, but failed to discern the ways in which they had
appropriated each other’s material, perpetuated each other’s misinformation,
and created a false narrative that went unquestioned for centuries.
Stanley Sadie, John Tyrrell, and Margot Levy, The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (New York: Grove, 2002); Friedrich Blume,
Ludwig Finscher, Die Musik in Geschichte Und Gegenwart: Allgemeine
Enzyklopädie Der Musik (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1994).
4 Claudia Valder-Knechtges, "Giuseppe Saratelli: Ein venezianischer
Musiker des 18. Jahrhunderts," Die Musikforschung, 37, no. 2, 111-114.
5 Francesco Caffi, Caffi, 'Musica sacra in Venezia: Appunti per aggiunte e
spoglie', Cod. ca. 1850, It., Cl. IV-749 [=10467], Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana
(Venice, Italy).
3
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6.1.2

Saratelli’s Flawed Biography
To begin with, Valder-Knechtges, along with two centuries of historians

before her and the generation of musicologists subsequent, got Saratelli’s birth
year wrong, misstating it as 1714. 6 The years 1680 and 1714 both appear in
literature as possible birth years, and Valder-Knechtges speculated that the
earlier date might be that of Saratelli’s father, who, she concluded, must have
been a working musician as well. There are many problems with that
assumption, including the complete lack of evidence to support it, and the fact
that the 1714 date first appears in print more than a full century after Saratelli’s
death. But the most glaring issue is the fact that if Saratelli had been born in 1714,
his other biographical dates would not make sense. For example, the 1714 birth
year would have meant that Saratelli would have been around age eighteen
when appointed vice-maestro di coro at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti in 1732. 7 Yet
extant documentation establishes that the governatori appointed Saratelli only
after trying without success to hire one of Europe’s most popular opera
composers, Johann Adolph Hasse, so it is not plausible that their second choice
for this prestigious post would have been an obscure eighteen-year-old with no
history of professional achievement. 8

Valder-Knechtges, "Giuseppe Saratelli,” 111.
Pier Giuseppe Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel
Settecento: quadro storico e materiali documentari (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2006),
Guida alla consultazione, 25 gennaio, 1732.
8 Caroline Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise: histoire sociale des
ospedali (Rome: École française de Rome, 2015), 553.
6
7
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If Valder-Knechtges had looked further, she would have seen that other
documentation from the Mendicanti rules out the latter scenario. The proposal of
the deputies dated 25 January, 1731 (which was 1732 according to the Gregorian
calendar) reads, in part,
Esteemed Congregation,
We have with due promptness fulfilled the resolution of December 13,
according to which we deputies were charged with the task of quickly
providing a maestro of experience and esteem, from whose works we
might hope for a revival of the choir. After the examination administered
to the candidates here presently, Signor Giuseppe Sarratteli [sic] was
suggested, who currently holds the post of organist at the Santo [Basilica
di Sant’ Antonio in Padua] and of maestro in Santa Giustina di Padua
with public acclaim… Having arrived the other day we have met him, and
can pronounce ourselves very satisfied with the caliber of the man; of an
appropriate age, nearly fifty years. [italics added] 9
Therefore, the deputies clearly made a point of ascertaining Saratelli’s age in
determining his appropriateness for the position, which at “nearly fifty” would
indicate a birth year around 1682.
The question is settled conclusively by examining the eighteenth-century
documentation on the Cappella del Santo available in the Archivio Storico della
Veneranda Arca di Sant’ Antonio in Padua. An entry among the minutes of the

Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 gennaio 1732; “Veneranda Congreg.ne,
Abbiamo con la dovuta prontezza addempita la deliberazione di 13 Xbre p. p. con cui
resta à Noi deputati sopra il Coro ingiunto il Carico di provedere con sollecitudine un
Maestro di esperienza, e di credito, dall’opera del quale possa sperarsi il rissorgimento del
coro stesso. Doppo l’esame prestato sopra il Soggetti qui esistenti, suggeritosi il Sig.r
Giuseppe Sarratteli, che presentemente sostiene con plauso il posto di p.o Organista nella
Cappella del Santo, e di Maestro in Santa Giustina di Padova… Giunto l’altro giorno
l’abbiamo veduto, e ci potiamo dire molto sodisfatti delle qualità dell’Uomo; in età
addatata, prossimo agl’anni cinquanta."
9
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governing board indicates that a person by the name of Giuseppe Giacomo
Saratelli was hired as primo organista on December 1st, 1708, after an unpaid
period of two months, at an annual salary of 120 ducats: the usual one hundred
for his services, and an additional twenty as non-clergy. 10 Every year after there
is a record of the vote by the seven members of the governing body for his
continued employment, along with that of the other singers and instrumentalists,
up until April 19, 1732. At that point there is an annotation that his request to
leave service has been accepted. 11
His written request for release in 1732 is preserved among the files of
special petitions concerning the employment and compensation of the chapel
musicians of the Santo. His lengthy letter from April 19 establishes that this
Saratelli from the Basilica di Sant'Antonio di Padova is the same Saratelli who
has been hired at the Mendicanti:

Lucia Boscolo and Maddalena Pietribiasi, La Cappella musicale antoniana
di Padova nel secolo XVIII: delibere della Veneranda Arca (Padova: Centro studi
antoniani, 1997) 323. There was no guarantee that the so-called soprannumerarii,
volunteer singers and instrumentalists, would necessarily be appointed to a
salaried position within the cappella; indeed, some served unpaid for decades
with only an annual bonus as compensation. Saratelli’s relatively quick
appointment to the position of primo organista, once it was officially his, was then
back dated to the beginning of his unpaid period, which suggests that he may
have come to the basilica by informal invitation, likely from maestro di cappella,
padre Francesco Antonio Callegari, who was expected to headhunt potential
recruits, as well as give final approval for salaried appointments. Non-clerical
employees were likely paid more because, unlike clerical ones, they could not
reside in the convent.
11 Lucia Boscolo and Maddalena Pietribiasi, La Cappella musicale antoniana
di Padova nel secolo XVIII: delibere della Veneranda Arca (Padova: Centro studi
antoniani, 1997) 389.
10
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However, there having been conferred on me in Venice the office of
maestro di cappella at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti and, moreover, the
office of substitute organist in the St. Mark's ducal church, both to my
considerable [financial] advantage, I have found myself in need of having
to leave, though with my grave sorrow, both the city of Padua, which
until this time has been my most delightful residence, as well as the
distinguished service to the glorious Sant’ Antonio with that to your P.P.
M.M. R.R. [padri molti reverendi] and to V.V. I.I. [Vostri illustrissimi], I
therefore beseech you one by one in all submission and respect to desire to
indulge my resolution with regard to the pressing reasons that have been
suggested and advised to me.
Further statements help us establish a timeline up to the date of the letter:
At the same time that I request of you an amicable dismissal, I return
whatever gratitude that I can for your generosity which I have
experienced on every occasion, all the more for having been accepted with
fullness of grace into your famous chapel and having my shortcomings
kindly tolerated over the course of twenty-three years, [italics added]
honoring me and always rewarding me far beyond my merits, which I
know to be extremely lacking. 12

Archivio della Cappella Antoniana, I-Pca, busta 127, 68. “La giusta e
natural premura che spinge ogni buon padre a provedere del necessario mantenimento i
frutti delle sue viscere ha costretto anche me Giuseppe Saratelli servitore umilissimo di
vostre P.P. M.M. R.R. e di vostre S.S. I.I. carico di figlioli e principalmente del sesso più
debole a pensar la maniera di avanzare i loro interessi per poter ed alimentarli e ben
educadli, e collocarli a suo tempo con la dovuta decenza ed onestà. Essendomi però stata
conferita in Venezia la carica di maestro di cappella nello spedale de Mendicanti e di più
l’uffizio di organista sostituto nella ducal Chiesa di S. Marco l’uno e l’altro con mio
vantaggio considerabile, mi son trovato in necessità di dover abbandonare benché con mio
grave dolore e la città di Padova ch’è stata fino a quest’ora mio soggiorno dolcissimo e il
decoroso servizio del glorioso S. Antonio insieme con quello di vostre P.P. M.M. R.R. e di
V.V. I.I. Le suplico dunque ad uno ad uno con ogni sommissione e rispetto a voler
compatire questa mia risoluzione avendo riguardo ai pressanti motivi che me l’hanno
suggerita e consigliata. Nel medesimo tempo io sono a dimandar loro un benigno
commiato e a rendere alla loro generosità da me in tutte le occasioni sperimentata quelle
grazie ch’io posso maggiori per avermi elle fin da principio accolto con pienezza di gratie
nella lor famosa cappella e tollerata benignamente pel corso di ventitre anni la mia
insufficienza onorandomi e premiandomi sempre molto di là dal mio merito, ch’io ben
conosco scarsissimo.”
12
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This settles the question of the fictional father. One can thus eliminate ValderKnechtges’ hypothesis of two musicians named Saratelli and say with certainty
that the Saratelli from the Basilica di Sant'Antonio di Padova and the Saratelli
from the Mendicanti are the same person.
Of course, knowing when Saratelli was not born does not necessarily help
establish his correct birth year. The 1680 birth date given for the maestro in much
of the literature may have been calculated by Selfridge-Field by subtracting
roughly fifty years from 1732. The year 1682 is a more accurate estimate if one
takes the words of the deputati of the Mendicanti at face value. 13

6.1.3

Saratelli’s Birthplace and Early Employment
The issue of Saratelli’s birthplace is no less complicated. Caffi, relying on

oral tradition and anecdotes from Bonaventura Furlanetto, asserted that Saratelli
was Venetian, although he acknowledged some uncertainty. 14 The register of the
Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna lists Saratelli’s birthplace as Padua, but that
source is not reliable either, as biographical information was added to the roster
in increments, decades after Saratelli’s enrollment. In fact, it even reports
Saratelli’s death year incorrectly by a margin of twenty-five years. 15 A much
Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Venetian Instrumental Music from Gabrieli to
Vivaldi, Third, Revised Edition, (New York: Dover, 1994) 331.
14 Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica sacra nella già cappella ducale di San
Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Milan: Antonelli, 1854), 370.
15 Osvaldo Gambassi, L'Accademia filarmonica di Bologna: fondazione, statuti
e aggregazioni, (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1992) 456; Masseangelo Masseangeli,
13
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more plausible place of birth is Bologna, based on the inscription on the portrait
of Saratelli from the Museo internazionale e biblioteca della musica in that city.
That painting, acquired by Padre Giovanni Battista Martini sometime after
March 1772, is of a late middle-aged man and bears the inscription “Giu:
SARATELLI Bologn: MAES: DI CAP: della DUC BASIL: di S. MARCO VENEZIA”
(“Giuseppe Saratelli, Bolognese, maestro di cappella of the ducal basilica San
Marco, Venice”). 16 Indeed, Saratelli worked in Bologna in 1699, according to the
information in the libretto for Maria Vergine in traccia di Gesù smarrito, which
establishes Bologna as the earliest documentable location for the composer,
before he reached age seventeen. 17

Catalogo della collezione d'autografi lasciata: alla R. Accademia filarmonica di Bologna,
(Bologna: Regia Tipografia, 1881) 364. Much of the information on Saratelli in the
Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna has been added to the register posthumously.
In addition to the incorrect year of death, Masseangeli observes that the
autograph manuscript of Saratelli’s Gloria in excelsis in the archive is dated 1745,
forty-four years after his entry into the academy. Regarding the source of the
assertion that Padua is Saratelli’s birth place, it is noteworthy that music lexica
from Laborde in 1780 up through Fayolle—Choron in 1811 say that Saratelli is
“de Padoue,” which in French is ambiguous: it may mean either “resides in
Padua” or “was born in Padua.” Fétis in 1835 is the first to claim Saratelli was
“né en Padoue.”
16 Unknown artist, Giuseppe Saratelli, 18th century, Bologna, Conservatorio
Sala Bossi.
17 Victor Crowther, The Oratorio in Bologna 1650-1730, (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001) 174. The librettist, Antonio Maria Monti, was a wellestablished Bolognese poet who wrote in both Italian and Bolognese dialect, and
worked with a handful of composers, all Bolognese locals: Gian-Antonio Sibelli,
Giacomo Monti, and Giuseppe Aldrovandini. See Giovanni Fantuzzi, Notizie
degli scrittori Bolognesi: raccolte da Giovanni Fantuzzi (Bologna: Stampa di S.
Tommaso d'Aquino, 1781) 83.
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Examining other libretti, one can fill out the geographical picture a bit
further. The libretto to the 1706 performance in Sala dell’Accademia de’ Signori
Intrepidi di Ferrara of Saratelli’s oratorio La regina Ester says, “Musica del Signor
Giuseppe Giacomo Sarattelli [sic] Vice-Maestro dell’Accademia dello Spirito
Santo.” 18 Most of the documentation from the Accademia dello Spirito Santo in
Ferrara has been lost or destroyed, but fitting the above information into Donato
Mele’s reconstruction of the rosters of musicians indicates that Saratelli’s dates of
service there would likely have been roughly 1705 to 1708. 19

6.1.4

Saratelli’s Year of Death
Valder-Knechtges and virtually every other source incorrectly state

Saratelli’s year of death as 1762 when, in fact, already in November of 1761 the
procuratoria of San Marco had issued a letter to ambassadors in Rome, Vienna,
Naples, and Milan announcing the vacant post. “Having passed away Giuseppe
Saratello [sic] former maestro of this ducal chapel,” they inquired “whether in
this city there be someone capable,” affirming the honorarium in the amount of
400 ducats and the use of the house in the canons’ residence “but with the
express prohibition from taking on other employment.” 20 This was followed by a
Giacomo Giuseppe Saratelli, La regina Ester: oratorio da cantarsi nella sala
dell'Accademia de' signori Intrepidi di Ferrara (Ferrara: Bernardino Pomatelli, 1706).
19 Donato Mele, L' Accademia dello Spirito Santo: un'istituzione musicale
ferrarese del sec. XVII (Ferrara: Accademia delle Scienze di Ferrara, 1990) 37 – 38.
20 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 330. “’Essendo
mancato di vita Giuseppe Saratello [sic] era Maestro di questa ducale Cappella’ si chiede
18
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partial retraction to Naples and Milan in February of 1762, stating that “We
should inform you […] that it is no longer prohibited to contract any other work,
even outside the ducal chapel…” 21

6.1.5

Saratelli in Venice
Beyond what can be extrapolated from these documents, there is little

reliable information available about Saratelli’s professional or personal life before
1732. However, the surviving evidence from his career in Venice paints a much
fuller picture.
Although his public profile in Venice was modest compared to other
maestri di cappella, Saratelli seems to have enjoyed a legitimate reputation among
the nobility, the Giustinian family in particular. Ascanio Giustinian, who was one
of the deputati sopra il coro at the Mendicanti, is also the dedicatee of the libretto
for the 1720 version of Ulisse il giovane in Padua, most likely through
acquaintance with the librettist, dramatist Domenico Lazzarini (1668-1731),
professor of Latin and Greek literature. 22 Twelve years later, in 1732, Giustinian

‘se in cottesta Città vi fosse persona capace’ rebadendo che l’onorario ammonta a 400
ducati e l’uso della casa in Canonica, ‘mà con la prohibizione espresso di non poter
impiegarsi in altre funzioni.’
21 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 330. “Dobbiamo
avvertirla che […] non resta proibito lo scrivere per ogni funzione anche fuori della
Cheisa Ducale."
22 Eleanor Selfridge-Field, A New Chronology of Venetian Opera and Related
Genres, 1660-1760 (Stanford, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 2008) 568; Francesco
Flamini, A History of Italian Literature (1265-1907) (New York: The National
Alumni, 1906) 261.
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engaged Saratelli as a private harpsichord instructor in his home for his son,
Girolamo Ascanio II, and later for his daughter. Saratelli continued in this role
until 1740 at least, probably later, and stayed in the family’s employ as house
musician, teaching and composing for them until 1749 at least. 23 It was Ascanio
who promoted Saratelli’s candidacy as maestro di coro at the Ospedale dei
Mendicanti. 24

6.1.6

Saratelli at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti
The reputation of that particular institution had suffered during the final

decade of Antonio Biffi’s tenure, not only for the old-fashioned style of its music,
but also for the uneven quality of the performances, as well as for Biffi’s
unwillingness to address issues of basic musicianship among the figlie. 25 As the
deputies retrospectively observed several decades later,
The empty places in the choir were noted in the year 1730, mostly due to
the lack of girls to substitute for those advanced in age, and as untiring
and distinguished as the commitment of Signor Maestro Biffi may have
been, he didn’t exert himself, however, to keep the already experienced
ones in shape, leaving the instruction of the weakest ones in solfege,
intonation, and rhythm to another maestro, as it didn’t suit him, which
was approved in the minutes of January 8, 1729 [sic], at the time looking
beyond the concerns for economy, as they were less pressing than those
concerns involving the revival of the choir. 26
Gastone Vio, “Note biografiche su Girolamo Ascanio Giustinian,” in
Claudio Madricardo and Franco Rossi, Benedetto Marcello la sua opera e il suo tempo
(Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1988), 67.
24 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 163.
25 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 febbraio 1745.
26 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 febbraio 1745, “É nota la deiettione [sic]
del Coro nell’anno 1730 massime per la mancanza di Figlie da sostituirsi à quelle
23
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Due to economic hardship and the failure of the leadership to replace older
singers in the choir with younger voices, performances had suffered, audiences
at performances of the choir and orchestra had dwindled, and the governatori
were alarmed. 27 They felt they needed a maestro with a solid reputation to help
revive public interest; Johann Adolph Hasse was their first choice, but he was
traveling across Europe with his famous wife and was about to begin his tenure
as Kapellmeister at the Dresden court. 28 So the governatori, after meeting with
Saratelli in person in early January 1732 to be sure he was of the appropriate age
and character, hired him at an annual salary of 250 ducats. 29
Music under Saratelli’s tenure at the Mendicanti did not enjoy the
renaissance that the governatori had hoped for. 30 They had sought out the best
voices they could find, but still the institution had failed to come back into public
favor. 31 Their evaluations of the maestro were mixed. In April of 1733 the
deputies of the Mendicanti bemoaned the decline of the singing instruction for

avanzate in età, e per quanto indefesso, et esimio fosse l’impegno del Sig.r Maestro Biffi
non si restrinse però, ch’à mantener in esecizio le già provette, lasciando la pena, come
non convenevole à lui, dell’instruttione nel sofeggio, intonatione, e tempo per le più
deboli ad altro Maestro, che fù proveduto con parte 8. Gen.o 1729, sorpassandosi allora i
riguardi dell’Economia, come men riflessibili di quelli, che tendevano al risorgimento del
Coro.”
27 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 febbraio 1745.
28 Hans-Günter Ottenberg, "Italienische Oper im Spiegel der dresdner
Zeitungen in der Regierungszeit von Kurfürst Friedrich August II (1733-1763),"
Venedig-Dresden/Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden (Dresden: Italien-Zentrum
der Technischen Universität Dresden, 2010), 134.
29 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 gennaio 1732.
30 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 553.
31 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 553.
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the girls and complained that “the overpowering and misplaced ornaments
deform and ruin every well-crafted composition.” 32 The responsibility for this
fell back on the maestro di coro, Saratelli, whose reputation was based on his
esteem as a keyboardist, not as a singing teacher. The congregazione replied to the
deputies that “if they deemed it useful and necessary to provide another teacher
of singing style, they are diligently urged to refer one.” 33 So they engaged the
services of a maestro di maniera, Signor Antonio Barbieri, to teach the girls and
women to sing. 34 Although some improvement was noted, the institution voted,
after multiple rounds of balloting, and then only by a narrow margin, to dismiss
Saratelli in 1740. 35
Based on this dismissal, Denis Arnold unfairly disparages Saratelli’s
musical abilities when, in fact, Saratelli was simply the wrong person for the job
at hand. 36 A closer look shows that, although he was neither a singer nor a vocal

Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 16 aprile 1733, “I soverchi e mal situati
ornamenti deformano e guastano ogni più ben regolata composizione.”
33 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 16 aprile 1733, "Se dalla loro cognitione
fosse creduto utile, e necessario il provedimento d’altro Maestro per la maniera di
Cantare sono chiamati solertamente à referirlo."
34 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 2 febbraio 1744, ”Scielti dunque in quel
tempo previe le più accurate diligenze, et esami e il Maestro Saratelli, et il Sig.r Antonio
Barbieri per Maestro di maniera per il corso d’anni dieci si vede ben qualche risorgenza
nel Coro."
35 Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 404. Gillio, Guida alla
consultazione, 2 febbraio 1744; Even four years after Saratelli’s dismissal his
termination was referred to in the gentlest of terms. “Mà non corrisposero
pienamente le speranze, onde fù creduto avantaggioso mutar il primo, [Saratelli] e fu
scielto il Sig.r Galuppi soggetto per dir il vero nel suo ordine dei più pregiabili."
36 Denis Arnold, "Orphans and Ladies: The Venetian Conservatoires (16801790)," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 89 (1962), 37.
32
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pedagogue, he was indeed a capable composer—if neither proliferous nor
particularly innovative—and his colleagues valued him as a gifted organist with
an extraordinarily high level of musicianship. 37

6.1.7

Saratelli at San Marco
One of those colleagues was Antonio Lotti, who, Fétis in 1835 and later

Caffi in 1854 both asserted, had been Saratelli’s teacher. 38 Although no
documentation has surfaced to support this claim, one can substantiate that the
two had at least a collegial professional relationship by means of two surviving
documents. The first is a petition to the procuratoria of San Marco on March 2,
1732 in which Lotti requested permission to hire Saratelli at his own personal
expense to substitute for him in his organist duties in San Marco. It was
unanimously approved:
Having heard the petition of Antonio Lotti, first organist of the ducal
chapel of San Marco, whereby he requests permission to be able to
substitute at his own expense […] and at no cost to the accounts of the
Procuratoria, the person named here Giuseppe Saratelli, who would have
to replace him in carrying out his duties and in all the pressing obligations
of the same petitioner. 39

Arnold, "Orphans and Ladies,” 37; Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica
sacra nella già cappella ducale di San Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Venice:
Antonelli, 1854), 370.
38 Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 345.
39 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 316. "Intesa la
suplica di Antonio Lotti primo organista della Chiesa Ducal di S. Marco, colla quale
implora la permissione di poter sostituire a sue spese […] e senza alcun aggravio alla
Cassa di questa Procuratia la persona ora nominata in voce di Giuseppe Saratelli, il quale
debba suplire alle de Lui veci nel carico sop.to e a tutti gli oblighi incombenti al
suplicante med.mo."
37
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One month later, Saratelli referred to the same position in his petition for
dismissal from his duties in Padua; thus, Saratelli came to Venice secure in the
promise of secondary income from Lotti.
The second document is a writ dated September 27, 1733 which indicates
that Lotti assisted Saratelli in adjudicating the audition at the Mendicanti of
sixteen-year-old Giovanna Cedroni, who was already a highly trained and
experienced singer. 40 Both Cedroni’s level of musical accomplishment and her
healthy financial situation put her beyond the usual demographic for the figlie at
the Mendicanti, and she was considered something of a “catch” for the ailing
choir. 41 It is no surprise that Saratelli sought Lotti’s support on the matter of her
admittance.
Antonio Lotti died in January of 1740, and the position of maestro di capella,
which he had held since the death of Antonio Biffi in 1737, was filled by a third
Antonio: Antonio Pollarolo, who had previously occupied the vice-maestro post.
Three musicians competed for Pollarolo’s vacant vice-maestro position on July 31,
1740, and of them Saratelli was elected at a salary of 120 ducats. 42 This
represented a reduction in income relative to what he had been earning at the

Berthold Over, Per la Gloria di Dio: solistische Kirchenmusik an den
venezianischen Ospedali im 18. Jahrhundert (Bonn: Orpheus-Verlag, 1998), 28.
41 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 374.
42 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 322 ; Claudio
Madricardo, “Organici della Cappella” in Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi,
San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione: il fondo musicale e la Cappella dal Settecento ad
oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 499.
40
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Mendicanti. However, it was an advance in the hierarchy of San Marco and at
any rate the loss in salary was temporary, for upon the death of Pollarolo in 1747
Saratelli was elected maestro di capella with a salary of 400 ducats plus the use of
the apartment in the canonica. 43 Saratelli continued in that prestigious position for
the next fourteen years, until his death.
Saratelli left behind two unmarried daughters who petitioned for, and
were awarded a one-time monetary payment of 100 ducats by the procuratoria. 44
Based on this petition, historians going back as far as Fétis have made much of
the più lagrimevoli miserie, the “most tearful poverty” in which Saratelli is
supposed to have died. 45 Caffi questions how this could happen to a fully
employed professional with rent-free housing and a handsome salary, and he
wonders whether a secret drinking problem might have led to financial ruin. 46
The answer seems to be simpler: it was not unusual for the families of the
defunct to exaggerate their financial conditions when petitioning for posthumous
subsidies. Galuppi’s wife submitted a similar request upon his death and was
allotted a one-time payment of 200 ducats for the “disastrous circumstances” in
which she found herself, despite the obvious material wealth of the family. 47

Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 324.
Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 330.
45 Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 368-369; F. J. Fétis, Biographie universelle des
musiciens et bibliographie générale de la musique; Deuxieme édition (Paris: Didot
Frères, 1866) 3: 397-398.
46 Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 369.
47 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 359.
43
44
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6.1.8

Saratelli’s Biography Corrected
Based on documentation, one can establish the following biographical

outline:
ca. 1682

Saratelli’s birth

1699

Saratelli’s Maria Vergine in traccia di Gesù smarrito is performed in
Bologna 48

1701

Saratelli’s admission into the Accademia Filarmonica di Bologna 49

1706

Saratelli’s La Regina Ester is performed in Ferrara, where Saratelli is
vice-maestro at the Accademia dello Spirito Santo 50

1708

Saratelli is employed at the Basilica di Sant’ Antonio and Santa
Giustina in Padua 51

1710

Saratelli’s I rivali generosi is performed in Padua 52

1713

Saratelli’s Il trionfo d’Amore is performed in Padua 53

Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una
tradizione: il fondo musicale e la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione
Levi, 1994), 92.
49 Masseangeli, Catalogo della collezione d'autografi, 364.
50 Giacomo Giuseppe Saratelli, La regina Ester: oratorio da cantarsi nella sala
dell'Accademia de' signori Intrepidi di Ferrara (Ferrara: Bernardino Pomatelli, 1706).
51 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 gennaio 1732; Lucia Boscolo and
Maddalena Pietribiasi, La Cappella musicale antoniana di Padova nel secolo XVIII:
delibere della Veneranda Arca (Padova: Centro studi antoniani, 1997) 323.
52 Giuseppe Saratelli and Apostolo Zeno, I rivali generosi, drama per musica
da rappresentarsi nel Teatro Obizzi in Padova il carnevale dell'anno 1710 (Padova: s.n.,
1710).
53 Adriano Morseli and Giuseppe Saratelli, Il trionfo d’amore, drama per
musica da rappresentarsi nel Teatro Obizzi in Padova il carnevale dell'anno 1713
(Padua: s.n., 1713).
48
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1719

Saratelli’s Ulisse il giovane is performed in Padua 54

1726

Saratelli is elected president of the Pia Aggregazione delli Signori
Professori e Dilettanti di Musica Eretta in Padoa [sic] in Padua 55

1732

Saratelli petitions for dismissal from the basilica and moves to
Venice 56

1732

Saratelli is appointed maestro di coro at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti

1732

Saratelli is approved as Lotti’s substitute at San Marco

1740

Saratelli is dismissed from the Ospedale dei Mendicanti

1740

Saratelli is elected vice-maestro at San Marco

1747

Saratelli is elected maestro di capella at San Marco

1761

Saratelli dies in Venice 57

6.1.9

Saratelli’s Works and Compositional Style
Saratelli’s compositional style falls in line with that of his predecessors in

many ways but differs in several important aspects. Caffi reports that some who
had known Saratelli personally considered him Lotti’s true successor.

Domenico Lazzarini, Ulisse il giovane. Tragedia dedicata all'Ilustrissimo ed
eccellentissimo Girolamo Ascanio Giustiniani patrizio veneto figliuolo
dell'eccellentissimo sig. Girolamo procurator (Padua: Conzatti, 1720).
55 Pietro Revoltella, “Una lamentazione di Francescantonio Vallotti,
problemi critici e testuali,” Il Santo, Rivista antoniana di storia dottrina arte 27, serie
2, fasc. 3, settembre-dicembre (1987), 270.
56 Gillio, Guida alla consultazione, 25 gennaio 1732.
57 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” in Francesco
Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione: il fondo musicale e
la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 330.
54
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The eminent maestro Furlanetto, who, when he was already old and I still
young, honored me with his friendship, used to say in response to my
curious questions that in Saratelli there abounded the true doctrine of
music drawn from the Lotti school. 58
It is important to reiterate that Caffi’s references to Lotti as Saratelli’s teacher,
here and elsewhere, must be taken with a huge grain of salt, since Caffi, along
with the nineteenth-century lexicographers, tended to presume a sort of masterdisciple succession among the maestri of the ducal basilica. That said, even
though there are not enough surviving manuscripts of Saratelli’s concerted
sacred music to draw black and white conclusions, inspection of what does
survive does, in fact, bring to light some strong characteristics shared with that of
Lotti. Table 6.1 lists those works whose existence can be established: several
concerted mass movements, two concerted psalm settings and a collection of
short a cappella psalms, a handful of canticles and hymns, six stage works, and
several didactic works.

58

Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 370.
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Table 6.1. Known works of Giuseppe Giacomo Saratelli
Mass movements:
Gloria, 1745, SATB, 2v, va, ob, bc, I-Vnm
Kyrie and Gloria, 1747, SATB, 2v, va, bc, 2 tpt, I-Vlevi, A-Wn, D-MÜs
Kyrie, 1756, SATB, I-Vnm
Psalm Settings:
Ad Dominum cum tribularer, TTB, I-Vlevi
Ad te levavi oculos, TTB, I-Vlevi
Benedixisti Domine, TTB, I-Vlevi
Dixit Dominus, 1724, SATB/SATB, org, I-Rsm
Laudate pueri, 1746, SATB, 2v, va, ob, 2hn, bc, A-Wn, partial copy D-B
Levavi oculos meos, TTB, I-Vlevi
Nisi quia Dominus, TTB, I-Vlevi
Qui confidunt, TTB, I-Vlevi
Antiphons, Canticles, Hymns, Motets:
Domine Jesu Christe, SSATB, bc, I-Vlevi
Lauda Sion, ATB, org, I-Vlevi
Magnificat, SATB, 2v, va, bc, CZ-Pkřiž
Popule meus quid feci tibi, SATB, org, I-Vnm
Salve Regina, S, 2v, va, bc, A-Wn
Tantum ergo, S solo, SATB, 2v, va, bc, I-Vlevi
Veni Creator Spiritus, TTB, 2hn, bc, I-Vnm
Veni Creator Spiritus, 1757, S solo, ATTB, 2v, va, tpt, bc, I-Vsmc
Dramme per musica, Oratorios, Incidental choruses
Maria Vergine in traccia di Gesù smarrito (Monti), Bologna, 1699
La regina Ester, Ferrara, 1706
I rivali generosi (Zeno), Padua, 1710
Il trionfo d’Amore (Silvani), Padua, 1713
Ulisse il giovane (Lazzarini), Padua, 1719
Magdalenae conversio (Goldoni), Venice, 1739
Didactic Works:
Bassi per esercizio d'accompagnamento, I-Mc
Libro de solfeggio della N.D. La Signora Maria Venier à San Vio, I-Vnm
Solfeggi pel Basso, I-Vlevi
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Only two surviving concerted psalm settings exist (the others are
unaccompanied): a Laudate pueri à quattro setting in the Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, as well as a Dixit Dominus setting which remains out of reach
in the Archivio capitolare della Basilica papale di Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome.
The following general observations are based on the Laudate pueri à quattro, as
well as Saratelli’s concerted mass movements for additional context.
Like Lotti, Saratelli often uses casual ritornello forms in which the text is
broken up by loosely related instrumental material. Also, like Lotti, Saratelli
often delineates sections of text by means of a change in texture, moving between
stile antico, stile concertato, and soloistic style. However, Saratelli’s harmonic
motion is not nearly as excursive as that of Lotti, and none of the individual
movements of Saratelli’s examined here finishes in a key other than that in which
it began. Like his predecessor, Saratelli occasionally underscores the text by
means of rhythmic displacement or dissonance on expressive words such as
“miserere.” Syncopation in the strings is one of his primary strategies for creating
rhythmic tension.
Caffi referred to a handful of idiosyncrasies in Saratelli’s works that can be
substantiated in the available manuscripts. His works show an extreme concision
and economy with little that is superfluous: instrumental introductions and
ritornelli are brief and succinct, and text repetition occurs only to the degree
necessary to balance out the hypermeter or to give proportion to the overall
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form. The result, if the Laudate pueri à quattro is representative, is a delightful
work of surprisingly high quality.

6.1.10 Saratelli’s Use of Text
Saratelli’s strategy for text setting in the Laudate pueri à quattro is to break
up the psalm text into several movements. Many movements consist of a single
psalm verse, but not all of them. The psalm consists of nine verses:
1. Praise, you servants, the Lord. Praise the name of the Lord.
2. Blessed be the name of the Lord from now henceforth and forever.
3. From the rising of the sun until its setting the Lord's name is
praiseworthy.
4. The Lord is high above all peoples, and his glory above the heavens.
5. Who is like the Lord our God, who dwells on high,
6. and regards the humble in heaven and on earth?
7. He raises the destitute from the dust, and the needy out of the dung
pile;
8. that he may place him with princes, with the princes of his people.
9. Who makes the barren woman tend house, a joyful mother of children.
Table 6.2 illustrates how Saratelli partitions the text into movements.
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Table 6.2. Distribution of text in Saratelli’s Laudate pueri à quattro
Psalm verse
1. Laudate pueri Dominum
laudate nomen Domini.
2. Sit nomen Domini benedictum ex
hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.
3. A solis ortu usque ad occasum
laudabile nomen Domini.
4. Excelsus super omnes gentes
Dominus, et super caelos gloria ejus.
[Laudate pueri Dominum]
5. Quis sicut Dominus Deus noster,
qui in altis habitat
6. et humilia respicit in caelo et in
terra?
7. Suscitans a terra inopem, et de
stercore erigens pauperem:
8. ut collocet eum cum principibus,
cum principibus populi sui.
9. Qui habitare facit sterilem in
domo, matrem filiorum laetantem.
Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui
Sancto
[Laudate pueri Dominum]
Sicut erat in principio et nunc et
semper et in saecula saeculorum,
Amen.

Laudate pueri à quattro
1. Allegro moderato, 4/4 C major, full
choir,
(missing)
2. Andante, 4/4 A minor, soprano
solo
3. Largo, 3/4, E minor, alto solo
4. Allegro moderato, 4/4, G major,
tenor solo
5. Allegro, 4/4, C major, full choir
6. Vivace, 3/8, A minor, tenor duet

7. Allegro, 4/4, F major, bass solo
8. Allegro, 4/4, C major, alto solo

9. Largo, 3/4, E minor, soprano solo
10. Allegro, 4/4, G major, full choir
11. Allegro, 4/4, C major, full choir

The first feature that comes to light here is that the second half of the first
verse, “laudate nomen Domini,” is completely missing. This can likely be
attributed to a copyist’s error, as there are many places where that bit of text
might be placed among the many repetitions in the first movement. Skipping a
verse, or even a part of a verse is highly unusual in settings of vespers psalms,
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although it is not entirely unheard of, as seen below in the discussion of Bertoni’s
vespers psalms.
Saratelli’s overall strategy in this work centers on the reiteration of the
opening movement and first half of the first psalm verse in several subsequent
places. He brings it back in its original key after the fourth movement, and later
interrupts the Doxology with it, this time in a new key. The effect on the ear is a
bit novel when it is unanticipated, but it is not unheard of; Vivaldi used it in the
setting of Beatus vir (RV 795) discussed in chapter five, and Bertoni used it in his
Laudate pueri Dominum 1785, as discussed below. Its effect is to recontextualize
the lines of text which precede and follow it, making them expressions of praise
rather than statements: “The Lord is exalted over all the nations, his glory above
the heavens. Praise the Lord, you his servants! Who is like the Lord our God?”
Saratelli inserts a block of a full twenty-six measures consisting
exclusively of “Laudate pueri Dominum” text immediately after the first line of
the Doxology, and then switches back to the remainder of the Doxology text as if
nothing unusual has occured. Other composers use a different strategy. In
Vivaldi’s Laudate pueri Dominum (RV 602), for example, the full choir interrupts
the Doxology throughout with multiple outbursts of “sit benedictus” from the
second verse of text. Bertoni interrupts his Laudate pueri Dominum 1785 Doxology
with interjections similar to Saratelli’s, but then continually switches back and
forth between the two texts every several beats.
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This is one of the ways in which Saratelli is careful not to obfuscate the
text merely for the sake of spectacle. This priority applies to his orchestration
choices, as well. As Caffi reports, “He was so restrained in his instrumentation
that he actually called instruments ‘obstacles in the music,’ organ and contrabass
excepted.” 59 Indeed, most of his concerted works rely only on violins, viola, and
continuo, and when he adds other instruments, he uses them sparingly. In the
Kyrie e Gloria in excelsis pieno from 1747, for example, he calls for violini obbligati
which play in most of the work, but the additional two trumpets that he calls for
barely play at all. In the score to the Laudate pueri Dominum à quattro Saratelli
even includes several admonitions to the first oboist not to play during the quiet
sections, and not to play whenever the soloist is singing.
One unique example of his using quieter instruments in a more central
role is the “A solis ortu” movement of his Laudate pueri à quattro from 1746. He
omits the violins and violas entirely, and instead substitutes a tenor viol as the
obbligato instrument, which can play in the same range as the alto soloist
without any danger of covering him, as seen in Example 6.1.

Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 370; “Assai era schivo della stromentazione,
anzi gli stromenti chiamava imposture della musica, dall’organo e dal contrabbasso in
fuori.”
59
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Example 6.1. Saratelli, Laudate pueri a Quattro, 1746, “A solis ortu’ mm. 1-9

6.1.11 Saratelli’s Distribution of Styles
The three main styles discernable in Lotti’s psalm settings, stile antico, stile
concertato, and solistic style, are clearly delineated in Saratelli’s psalm setting, as
well. By counting the number of measures in each style one can express their
distribution in percentages, as in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. Distribution of styles in Saratelli’s surviving psalm setting

Laudate pueri Dominum à quattro

Stile
Antico
8.5%

Stile
Concertato
19.5%

On the ternary plot, that ratio is represented in Figure 6.1.
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Solistic
Style
72%

Figure 6.1. Distribution of styles in Saratelli’s surviving psalm setting
A comparison of the percentages of styles of individual movements of the setting
brings another point to light, as in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4. Percentage of styles in Saratelli’s Laudate pueri Dominum, by movement

Laudate pueri
Sit nomen
A solis ortu
Dominus a dextris
Excelsus super omnes
Laudate Dominum
Suscitans a terra
Ut collocet
Gloria Patri
Laudate pueri
Sicut erat

Stile
Antico

100%

Stile
Concertato
100%

100%

Plotted on the ternary plot, that distribution as in Figure 6.2.
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Solistic
Style
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Key:
Red = “Laudate pueri,” “Laudate pueri bis”
Green = “Sicut erat”
Yellow = “Sit nomen,” “A solis ortu,” “Dominus a dextris,” “Excelsus super
omnes,” “Laudate Dominum,” “Suscitans a terra,” “Ut collocet,”
“Gloria Patri”
Figure 6.2. Percentage of styles in Saratelli’s Laudate pueri Dominum, by movement
The fact that all the points occur on the corners of the triangle and that no points
occur anywhere else along the periphery illustrates Saratelli’s extreme
compartmentalization of styles by movement. The fact that there are no points
anywhere in the center of the triangle is an indication that no movement contains
music in all three styles. This seems rather cautious on the composer’s part;
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confining the more difficult material to the solo movements and minimizing the
material that the less skilled singers in the choir have to learn frees up the
choirmaster to focus on drilling the choristers on their repeated “Laudate pueri
Dominum” material and the counterpoint at end of the Doxology.

6.1.12 Saratelli’s Harmonies and the Scuola di rivolti
For the twenty-three years that Saratelli worked at the Santo in Padua, he
was at the vanguard of an innovative harmonic practice, first improvised and
then later codified within a theoretical framework and compositional practice,
referred to as the “school of inversions,” or Scuola di rivolti. 60 It was first
conceived in the 1600s by Francescantonio Calegari (1656–1742), maestro di
cappella at the Santo from 1704 to 1727, and then advanced by his successor
Francescantonio Vallotti (1697–1780), organist and then later maestro di cappella
from 1723 to 1779. 61 The Trevisan mathematician Giordano Riccati (1709–1790)
later provided the acoustical construct. 62 This innovation is significant for a
number of reason, not the least of which is because it is Rameau, not Calegari,

Patrizio Barbieri, “Gli armonisti padovani del santo nel settecento” in
Sergio Durante and Pierluigi Petrobelli, Storia della musica al Santo di Padova
(Vicenza: N. Pozza, 1990), 499.
61 Jolanda Dalla Vecchia, L'organizzazione della Cappella musicale antoniana
di Padova nel Settecento (Padova: Centro studi antoniani, 1995), 77, 80.
62 Patrizio Barbieri, "Calegari, Vallotti, Riccati e le teorie armoniche di
Rameau: priorità, concordanze, contrasti," Rivista Italiana di Musicologia 26, no. 2
(1991), 256.
60
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who traditionally receives credit for it, because he articulated it in print within
the context of his basse fondamentale many years later. 63
Central to the Paduan school of thought were several key ideas, most
notably the identity of a chord with its inversions (hence Scuola di rivolti) and the
origins of the diatonic scale with implied harmonies of I, IV, or V chords and
their inversions. 64 But perhaps the most perceivable manifestation of the practice
involved extending the treatment of dissonances to their furthest theoretical
limit. As Patrizio Barbieri explains,
According to the new rules it was allowed, for example:
- To make use of all the inversions of the dissonant chords of 7th, 9th, 11th,
13th, and 14th (hence the name “school of inversions”)
- To have dissonances sound simultaneously with their own notes of
resolution (very characteristic—just to cite one daring example found in
many compositions of this school—and the "cluster" formed by the 5/3
and 6/4 chords, one superimposed upon the other. 65
This is the context into which Saratelli fits; as primo organista at the Santo first
under Calegari and then under Vallotti, his harmonic language was clearly
influenced by that of the maestri he served.

Patrizio Barbieri, "Calegari, Vallotti, Riccati e le teorie armoniche di
Rameau: priorità, concordanze, contrasti," Rivista Italiana di Musicologia 26, no. 2
(1991), 285.
64 Barbieri, “Gli armonisti,” 199.
65 Barbieri, “Gli armonisti,” 199; “In base alle nuove regole era ad esempio
consentito: Servirsi di tutti i rivolti degli accordi dissonanti di 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 14a (da
cui il nome di “scuola dei rivolti”); Fare sentire le dissonanze assieme alle loro note di
risoluzione (assai caratterizzante—tanto per citare un’ardita formula che si riscontra in
molte composizioni della sua schola—e il “cluster” formato dagli accordi di 5/3 e 6/4, uno
sovrapposto all’altro.”
63
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As for Giuseppe Saratelli, he undoubtedly learned the new rules when he
was organist at the Basilica del Santo, under Vallotti’s authority. Around
the middle of the century he must certainly have been considered the
pride and joy of that school, since in 1747 he ascended to the position of a
maestro di cappella of the Venetian Basilica San Marco, which he held until
his death (1762) [sic]. Unmistakable signs of his adherence to the Paduan
school can be found, for example, in two compositions left in manuscript
at the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice. 66
Barbieri goes on to illustrate Saratelli’s language with two examples from sacred
works. In one, the second chord is a second inversion V♭9 followed by a first
inversion i11, both of which create dissonant clusters. In reduced form, it looks
like Example 6.2, which occurs in F minor despite the key signature.
Example 6.2. Saratelli, Gloria in excelsis Deo con strumenti 1745, “Qui tollis”

Example 6.3 shows how the clusters can occur in sequences to form chains of
extended tertian harmonies. Note that the figured bass in both examples sticks to
single digit numerals, employing 4 – 3, for example, instead of 11 – 10 as

Patrizio Barbieri, "Calegari, Vallotti, Riccati e le teorie armoniche di
Rameau,” 276 – 277; “Quanto a Giuseppe Saratelli, egli apprese senza dubbio le nuove
regole quando era organista al Santo alle dipendenze di Vallotti. Intorno alla metà del
secolo doveva certamente essere considerate il “fiore all’occhiello” della scuola, dato che
nel 1747 arrivò a ricoprire la carica di maestro di cappella della basilica veneziana di S.
Marco, carica che tenne fino alla morte (1762). Segni inequivocabili della sua adesione
alla scuola padovana si possono ad esempio riscontrare in due composizioni rimaste
manoscritte alla Biblioteca Marciana di Venezia.”
66
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composers in later centuries did. Even though the composer placed these
harmonies within the theoretical framework of 11ths, 13ths, and even 14ths, the
musicians in the continuo group needed to be able to make sense of it on the fly.
This attests to the unconventional nature of such harmonic language.
Example 6.3. Saratelli, Messa a 4 piena, 1756

Some composers and theorists, including Marcello and Martini, opposed
this practice vociferously, at least initially. 67 In fact, it was so distinctive that only
four composers were considered adherents of the Scuola di rivolti: Calegari,
Vallotti, Saratelli, and the concertmaster of the orchestra at the Santo, Giuseppe
Tartini. 68
As mentioned, Baldassare Galuppi was Saratelli’s successor at both the
Mendicanti and San Marco. Therefore, it is necessary to consider Galuppi’s

Barbieri, "Calegari, Vallotti, Riccati e le teorie armoniche di Rameau,”
248. Giovanni Antonio Ricieri, in a letter to Padre Martini in March 1733,
recounted a conversation with Valotti in Padua in which he named these four. In
a much later letter to Martini dated September 27, 1766 Giuseppe Paolucci
reported the same.
68 Barbieri, "Calegari, Vallotti, Riccati e le teorie armoniche di Rameau,”
275.
67
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works in light of the Scuola di rivolti, particularly in works such as the B-flatmajor Laudate pueri (II/41), in which he seems to emulate this practice.

6.1.13 Summary of Saratelli’s Work
Lotti and Galuppi wrote with a freer hand and took imaginative risks,
knowing that if anything they churned out was not playable or palatable once
the music was in the hands of their musicians, it could be amended on the spot,
or fully rewritten from scratch if need be. 69 In contrast, Saratelli seems to have
been less facile; although his works display charm and correctness, those
qualities may have come at the cost of innovation or originality. Caffi refers to
the “slowness and difficulty” of Saratelli’s creative process, saying “that flavor
which is necessary to make it pleasing was rather scarce in his compositions.” 70
However, Caffi also recounts that as a young man, he used to hear the elderly
Furlanetto speak highly of Saratelli:
[Saratelli] perceived [music] and held it in memory with speed and
tenacity equally, such that more than once we heard him play back the
long, improvised pieces of others on the harpsichord; he [Furlanetto]

The autograph score for Galuppi’s B-flat major Laudate Pueri a 4o
Concertato, con Ist:ti (II/41) from 1769 is an excellent example. The autograph
score was clearly used in rehearsal at the Incurabili; individual notes and phrases
have been erased and rewritten an octave higher or lower, pages have been
carefully stitched shut to indicate cuts, and the contrapuntal beginning to the Et
in saecula has been crossed out and replaced with a recitative. See chapter eight
for further discussion.
70 Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 369; “Ch’era però alquanto scarso nelle sue
composizioni quell sapore che pur tanto è necessario a farle piacere.”
69
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concluded that he [Saratelli] was a great man who had never shined like a
great man. 71
This paints a picture consistent with the examination of Saratelli’s craft: that of a
gifted keyboardist and improvisor, possessing an extraordinary level of
musicianship, who did not happen to be particularly fruitful in the compositional
realm.

6.2

Nicola Porpora
Although Neapolitan composer Nicola Porpora (1686–1768) belongs to

Vivaldi’s generation of composers, the dates of his compositional activity in
Venice place him squarely among Galuppi’s contemporaries. His compositional
output has been well studied—particularly his operas and his solo vocal music—
and although his biographical details have skewed by Fétis, Choron, Fayolle, and
others, the basic outline of his education and work history seems to have been
reliably established, particularly in regard to his time in Venice. 72
Porpora was the son of a merchant who enrolled him at the Conservatorio
dei Poveri di Gesù Cristo in Naples around age ten. In addition to lessons in

Caffi, Storia della musica sacra, 370; "Scriveva con gran lentezza e difficoltà,
concepiva e teneva in memoria con rapidità e tenacità altrellanta; sicchè più d’una volta
sentir si fece ripetere identiche sul gravicembalo le altrui anche lunghe improvise
suonate: conchiudeva che fu grand’ uomo senz’ aver brillato mai da gran’ uomo."
72 Frank Walker, “A Chronology of the Life and Works of Nicola
Porpora,” Italian Studies, 6, no. 1 (1951): 29-62.
71
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voice and cello, he likely studied composition with Gaetano Greco. 73 During the
course of a career that spanned nearly seventy years Porpora frequently changed
cities in pursuit of professional opportunities, beginning with his travels to
Germany and Austria in 1723. Venice was Porpora’s city of residence for several
long periods, in part due to his periodic employment as maestro di coro at the
Incurabili (1725-1733, 1737-1738, 1742-1743), at the Ospedale della Pietà (17421743), and at the Ospedaletto (1744-1747), where he remained as voice teacher
until 1761. 74 In early 1733 Porpora unsuccessfully competed for the maestro di
cappella post at San Marco against several other musicians, including Antonio
Lotti and Antonio Pollarolo. 75 Later that year he travelled to London at the
invitation of nobles who wished to establish an opera company to rival Handel’s
productions, and the contacts he established there resulted in subsequent trips
back to London for further opera commissions. 76 In 1747 Porpora worked in
Dresden as singing teacher to the Electoral Princess of Saxony, Maria Antonia
Walpurgis. In April 1748 Porpora was appointed to one of several Kapellmeister
posts at the court, a position he held until he left for Vienna in 1752. During his
years in Vienna Porpora gave singing lessons to various well-known singers,

Robert O. Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2007), 18. Greco (ca. 1657–1728) was teacher to the first
generation of Neapolitan composers in the Galant style.
74 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 244.
75 Claudio Madricardo, “Dall’archivio di stato di Venezia,” 317.
76 Berthold Over, “Ein Neapolitaner in Venedig: Nicola Porpora und die
venezianischen Ospedali,” Händel-Jahrbuch 46, (2000): 210.
73
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including Farinelli, Caffarelli, and the young Joseph Haydn, who became his
valet and his keyboard accompanist as well, and later professed to have learned
“the true fundamentals of composition from the celebrated Herr Porpora.” 77
Porpora hit financial hard times during the Seven Years War when Prussia
invaded Saxony in 1756 and his pension from the Dresden court was severed. In
1760 the governors of the Conservatorio di Santa Maria di Loreto in Naples
elected him as “another maestro di cappella” (in addition to the two they already
employed) but by September 1761 he had already resigned. 78 His final years
were reportedly spent in considerable poverty; Charles Burney reported that
“Porpora kept so miserable a table, that he was frequently driven out of the
house by hunger to seek a dinner elsewhere.” 79
Porpora’s first opera commission came at age twenty-two, and he went on
to compose at least thirty-nine more operas, as well as numerous serenatas,
pasticcios, oratorios, and 135 secular cantatas. His sacred music output was
extensive and included at least thirteen Marian antiphons, nine solo motets,
seven masses, and more than forty other sacred choral works. 80

Daniel Heartz, Mozart, Haydn and Early Beethoven, (New York: W.W.
Norton & Co., 2009), 419.
78 Michael F. Robinson, “The Governors' Minutes of the Conservatory S.
Maria Di Loreto, Naples,” R.M.A. Research Chronicle, No. 10 (1972): 43.
79 Burney, Charles, A General History of Music: From the Earliest Ages to the
Present Period, 4 (Laaber: Laaber-Verl, 2002), 546.
80 Over, “Ein Neapolitaner in Venedig,” 222-230.
77
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6.2.1

Porpora’s Psalm Settings
Porpora’s psalm settings have not been comprehensively inventoried,

although a partial inventory is included in the 1980 D.M.A dissertation of
William Michael Heinz, and Berthold Over has compiled a catalog of Porpora’s
works specifically for the ospedali. 81 Table 6.5 shows the combined data from
RISM and the catalogs of archives in Berlin, Copenhagen, Dresden, Vienna, and
London. Not all of these are accessible for study. The following overview is
based on examination of thirteen available manuscripts: the Beatus vir à 5. con
VV. e ripieni (A-Wn), Beatus vir a quattro sole voci (D-Müs), Beatus vir à 4:o con
VV(DK-KK), Confitebor à 4 voci (GB-Lbm), Credidi propter 1745 (GB-Lbm), De
profundis clamavi (GB-Lbm), Dixit a quattro voci concertato con istrumenti (A-Wn),
Dixit Dominus (DK-KK), Domine probasti me (GB-Lbm), In exitu Israel 1744 (GBLbm), Laudate pueri con VV: à 4o (DK-KK), Laetatus sum (DK-KK), and the Laudate
pueri 1760 (DK-KK).

William Michael Heinz, “The Choral Psalms of Nicola Porpora" (D.M.A.
diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1980); Berthold Over, “Ein
Neapolitaner in Venedig: Nicola Porpora und die venezianischen Ospedali.”
Händel-Jahrbuch 46 (2000): 205-230.
81
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Table 6.5. Known vespers psalm settings of Nicola Porpora
11
7
6
6
5
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.2.2

Laudate pueri (plus 1 “Quis sicut Dominus”)
Beatus vir
Confitebor tibi
Miserere
Dixit Dominus
Credidi
Laetatus sum
Lauda Jerusalem
In te Domine speravi
Cum invocarem
De profundis
Domine probasti me
In convertendo Dominus
In exitu Israel
Laudate Dominum
Nisi Dominus
Qui habitat

Porpora’s General Characteristics
Porpora’s use of instrumentation in the psalm settings examined here is

remarkably consistent. All of them call for first and second violin, viola, and
basso continuo, with the exception of the “Qui habitare” movement of the
Laudate pueri 1760, in which thirty-two of the seventy-six measures consist of
obbligato flute solo while the strings sit tacet.
Porpora’s string writing is skillfully idiomatic, in that he often writes
figures that lie easily under the hand and hence sound more difficult than they
actually are. His first violin parts only occasionally venture up to third position,
and in at last one work, In exitu Israel, they remain in first position throughout.
Porpora does not differentiate in difficulty level between the first and second
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violins. It would seem he crafted the parts to suit the abilities of his students in
the ospedali, although in spite of his efforts, at least one person, Antonio
Martinelli, the maestro di strumenti at the Ospedaletto, complained in his 1746
request for a salary increase about the technical demands that Porpora placed on
the instrumentalists.
But I have so much more struggle, effort, study, and requests for help than
those otherwise imposed on me by the law, which are necessary especially
because of maestro Nicola Porpora, whose compositions, which are
otherwise harmonious, and strictly by-the-book, continually oppress one
with their difficulty, which, because of the rigorous exactitude of his
writing, never lets up. 82
The voicing in the choral parts varies according to the forces available to
the composer. Eight of the thirteen settings are for SSAA women’s voices, and
thus undoubtedly for one of the Ospedali: the Beatus vir à 4:o con VV, Confitebor a
4 voci, Credidi propter 1745, De profundis clamavi, Dixit a 4o con violini, Domine
probasti me, In exitu Israel, Laudate pueri con VV: à 4o, and Laetatus sum. Only two
of these call for soloists: the Credidi propter 1745, and Laetatus sum. Almost
without fail the second alto line of these works follows the basso continuo line an
octave higher, leaving an independent three-voice texture in the two soprano
and first alto voices which tends to be undemanding and uncomplicated,

Ellero, Arte e musica, 138. "Mà ho delle fatiche, applicazioni, studj, assistenze
tante di più dell‘impostomi a narrare ultrone, e alla pretoccata mia Legge, necessarie però,
e particularmente, da che Maestro il Signor Nicola Porpora, Le di cui Composizioni, oltre
modo armoniche, e strettamente obbligate, tengono di continuo in una soggezione, non
mai intermessa per la rigorosa esattezza del di Lui scrivere.”
82
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consisting of parsimonious voice leading in mostly stepwise motion with few
melismatic passages.
In the Beatus Vir a quattro sole voci, Dixit a quattro voci concertato con
istrumenti, and the Laudate pueri 1760 Porpora’s writing for the four-part SATB
voices is unremarkable in both idiom and level of difficulty. The bass line
shadows the basso continuo line in these works as well, although to a far lesser
degree than the second alto of the SSAA works.
The Beatus vir a 5. con VV. e ripieni is the most unusual work in this set, in
that it calls for five-voice SSATB chorus, designated “ripieno” in the score, as
well as for a group of five soloists designated “concertanti,” who interact
musically with the larger group as a cohesive small ensemble much as the
soloists of Corelli’s concerti grossi interact with the full orchestra. Predictably,
the most demanding musical material is assigned to the soloists although the
writing for the singers of the “ripieno” group is significantly more difficult here
than that of the SSAA works. Heinz reports that it is the only work in Porpora’s
catalogue for this configuration.
Throughout these works Porpora’s writing for solo voice stands out for
the high technical demands placed on the soloists. Scales, arpeggios, trills, and
roulades abound. Long, florid passages that take the singer up through the
passaggio are commonplace, as Example 6.4 illustrates.
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Example 6.4. Porpora, Confitebor a 4 voci, mm. 24-31

The difficulty of this passage is unsurprising, coming from the pen of such an
esteemed voice pedagogue; Porpora’s own teaching method, which circulated in
hand copies among Venetian teachers of singing for nearly a century before
making it into print in 1858, included precisely such passage work among the
technical drills prescribed for the singer’s daily regimen. 83
Four of the psalms examined here call for no soloist: the Beatus vir à 4:o con
VV, the Dixit a 4o con Violini, the Domine probasti me, and In exitu Israel. Heinz
includes several others in his inventory of Porpora’s choral psalm settings, as
well. 84 All date from the year 1745, coinciding with Porpora’s employment at the
Ospedaletto. They all follow a similar pattern in which the entire psalm text is
laid out as a single movement in a perfunctory, “no-frills” fashion, with no
orchestral introduction and no ritornelli between phrases. There is no
recognizable musical theme per se, but rather, an unceasing stream of pleasant

83
84

Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 244-245.
Heinz, “The Choral Psalms of Nicola Porpora," 32-57.
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figures in the violins as the choir delivers the text concisely, line by line, followed
by the Doxology in a contrasting tempo and meter.
The multi-movement psalm settings with soloists tend to alternate
between soloist, full chorus, and orchestra as a way of creating variety and
balancing the structure. In addition, the Confitebor a 4 voci, the De profundis
clamavi, the Dixit a quattro voci con istrumenti, the Laudate pueri con VV: à 4o, and
the Laudate pueri 1760 include movements for soprano or alto solo, structured as
arias. While all of these offset vocal phrases with orchestral interludes, only the
arias of the De profundis clamavi include unified orchestral ritornelli based on
recurring thematic material.

6.2.3

Porpora’s Use of Text
Porpora’s psalm texts correspond to the Clementine Vulgate of 1592. The

division of the verses of the psalm text into movements varies. If the composer
partitions the text by verse, he tends to begin each movement with the beginning
of a new verse, although in several instances he begins on the half-verse. The
comparison of his three settings of Psalm 112, Beatus vir, provides a clearer
picture.
The psalm consists of ten verses, of which the full text and translation is:
1. Blessed is the man who fears the Lord,
who greatly delights in his commandments!
2. His offspring will be mighty in the land;
the generation of the upright will be blessed.
3. Wealth and riches are in his house,
and his righteousness endures forever.
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4. Light dawns in the darkness for the upright; he is gracious, merciful,
and righteous.
5. It is well with the man who deals generously and lends; who conducts
his affairs with justice.
6. For the righteous will never be moved;
7. He will be remembered for ever.
He is not afraid of bad news; his heart is firm, trusting in the Lord.
8. His heart is steady; he will not be afraid,
until he looks in triumph on his adversaries.
9. He has distributed freely; he has given to the poor; his righteousness
endures forever; his horn is exalted in honor.
10. The sinner sees it and is angry; he gnashes his teeth and melts away;
the desire of the wicked will perish!
Table 6.6 shows Porpora’s division of the Beatus vir text, partitioned into
movements.
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Table 6.6. Text division by psalm verse in Porpora’s Beatus vir settings
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Psalm verse

Beatus vir à 5

Beatus vir à quattro

Beatus vir à 4:o con VV

1. Beatus vir qui timet Dominum:
in mandatis ejus volet nimis.

1. Chorus, C major, 4/4,
spiritoso; 55 m.

1. Chorus, A minor, 4/2;
75 m.

2. Potens in terra erit semen ejus;
generatio rectorum benedicetur.
3. Gloria et divitiae in domo ejus:
et justitia ejus manet in saeculum
saeculi.
4. Exortum est in tenebris lumen
rectis:

1. Chorus, C major (ends
on V of A minor), 4/4; 108
m.

2. Chorus, A minor, 4/4,
Largo; 7 m.

2. Chorus, E minor, 4/2;
47 m.

misericors, et miserator, et justus.
5. Jucundus homo qui miseretur et
commodat; disponet 289ermons
suos in judicio:
6. quia in aeternum non
commovebitur.
7. In memoria aeterna erit justus;
ab auditione mala non timebit.
Paratum cor ejus sperare in
Domino,

3. Chorus and soli, A minor,
3/4; 31 m.
4. Chorus and soli, C major
(ends in E minor), 4/4; 77
m.

3. Chorus, C major, 4/2;
106 m.

Table 6.6. (continued)
8. confirmatum est cor ejus; non
commovebitur donec despiciat
inimicos suos.
9. Dispersit, dedit pauperibus;
justitia ejus manet in saeculum
saeculi: cornu ejus exaltabitur in
gloria.
10. Peccator videbit, et irascetur;
dentibus suis fremet et tabescet:
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desiderium peccatorum peribit.
Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui
Sancto,
sicut erat in principio et nunc et
semper et in saecula saeculorum.
Amen.

5. Chorus with soli, G major
(ends in A minor), 3/4,
Spiritoso; 50 m.
6. Chorus with soli, A minor 4. Chorus, D minor, 4/2;
(ends in C minor), 4/4,
20 m.
Largo e dolce – Presto –
Largo; 21 m.
5. Chorus, A minor, 4/4;
5 m.
7. Chorus, D minor (ends in 6. Chorus, E minor, 4/2,
F major), 4/4; 8 m.
Adagio; 11 m.
8. Chorus with soli, C
7. Chorus, A minor, 4/2;
major, 4/4, Allegro; 59 m.
69 m.

2. Chorus, A minor, 4/2;
24 m.
3. Chorus, C minor, 4/2;
32 m.

Several approaches to text setting come into focus here. The first, seen in
the Beatus vir à 4:o con VV, as well as in the Credidi propter 1745, Domini probasti
me, and the In exitu Israel, is to set the entirety of the text as one long movement,
followed by a change in meter and tempo for the Doxology.
The second approach is to join several verses of psalm text together for
each movement, while dividing one or two into half-verses, as seen in the Beatus
vir à 5. con VV. e ripieni, as well as in the Beatus vir a quattro sole voci, the Confitebor
a 4 voci, the Dixit a quattro voci concertato con istrumenti, the Dixit Dominus, the
Laudate pueri con VV: à 4o, and the Laetatus sum. The basis of the composer’s
choice to split certain verses and not others is unclear; he does not seem to use
movement division as a means of delineating the contrast between opposing
ideas as Lotti does, for example, in the Dixit Dominus in A, when he separates the
verse “Judicabit in nationibus / implebit ruinas: conquassabit capita in terra
multorum” into two movements to distinguish between cause and effect: “He
shall judge the nations / fill the places with destruction, and shatter the skulls in
the lands of the many.” In the case of the Beatus vir a 5. con VV Porpora splits
verse four, “Light dawns in the darkness for the upright / he is gracious,
merciful, and righteous” and verse ten, “The sinner sees it and is angry / he
gnashes his teeth and melts away; the desire of the wicked will perish” in spite of
the fact that the second half of each of these verses is an extension of the idea
presented in the first half, rather than an opposition to it.
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A third approach to text setting appears in five of the nine movements of
the De profundis clamavi, in which Porpora fully sets the same text twice within
the movement, once in the tonic key and once in the dominant, creating an
overall structure similar to the classical binary form.
Porpora’s treatment of individual words and phrases of text is not out of
the ordinary here. He consistently delineates the beginning of the Doxology from
the psalm text by means of a change in tempo, meter, key, and texture in all of
the settings examined here, with the exception of In exitu Israel 1744, in which
half the singers elide into the phrase “Gloria Patri” while the other half finish out
the final verse of the psalm. Likewise, the phrase “Sicut erat in principio” is
consistently demarcated as well, except in the setting of Domine probasti me. The
composer does not set the final “Amen” separately except in the Beatus vir a
quattro sole voci and the Dixit à quattro voci concertato con istrumenti.

6.2.4

Porpora’s Use of Meter and Tonality
Porpora’s rhythmic notation in the solo movements is noteworthy, in that

he often chooses meters to indicate rhythms in smaller note denominations and
in correspondingly slower tempos with an eighth-note tactus. For example, in the
“Tecum principium” tenor solo of the Dixit a quattro voci concertato con istrumenti,
he notates dotted sixteenth and thirty-second-note rhythms with sixteenth-note
triplets rather than dotted eighth and sixteenth-notes with eighth note triplets,
shown in Example 6.5.
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Example 6.5. Porpora, Dixit a quattro voci concertato con istrumenti, "Tecum
principium,” mm. 61-67

Porpora’s choice of tonality in the sixty-two individual movements
examined here strongly favors several keys. Fifteen of them are in the stringfriendly key of G major, and ten each appear in C major and A minor. In this
sampling Porpora favors keys with sharps, although to a lesser degree than Lotti
and Vivaldi. Only twenty-five of the sixty-two examined here are in sharp keys,
although fifty-four are in keys whose tonic corresponds to the open strings on
the stringed instruments.
Only one of the sixty-two movements modulates to finish in a new key,
and on the whole they do not wander through unrelated keys as do those of
Lotti. Partial key signatures do not occur, and the only hint of the church modes
appears in his two-part forms, in which material first presented in the minor
tonic modulates to the minor dominant rather than the relative major, thus
eliminating the leading tone by lowering it a half step.
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6.2.5

Porpora’s Melodic Style
Porpora’s arrival in Venice happened to coincide with a blossoming

interest in the Neapolitan style, which included effusive ornamentation, motivic
diminution, and delayed harmonic resolution, all features that Berthold Over
considers key elements of Porpora’s writing. 85 He perceives a specifically
Neapolitan character in Porpora’s melodies that is not without its technical
demands for the singer.
The harmonic flow is slow overall, the melody is decorated with
numerous trills, appoggiaturas and embellishments, which the vocal part
performs later as well. Chromatic passages, accidentals, and polished
articulation are other characteristics that are common to Porpora's
melodies, giving them a certain "dolcezza." Despite all the ornaments, the
effect of the melody is cantabile, but it takes a long breath (stamina), so to
speak, to sustain the tension to the end of the long arcs. 86
Example 6.6 is a useful illustration of Porpora’s long phrases extended through
ornamentation and delayed harmonic resolution.

Over, "Ein Neapolitaner in Venedig,“ 205, 218.
Over, "Ein Neapolitaner in Venedig,“ 220. “Insgesamt ist der harmonische
Fluss langsam, die Melodie ist durch zahlreiche Triller, Vorschläge und Fiorituren
verziert, die später auch die Singstimme ausführt. Chromatische Passagen,
Alterierungen und eine ausgefeilte Artikulation sind weitere Charakteristika, die
allgemein für Porporas Melodien typisch sind und ihnen eine gewisse „dolcezza“
verleihen. Trotz aller Verzierungen wirkt die Melodie kantabel, erfordert aber sozusagen
einen langen Atem, um den langgestreckten Bogen bis zum Ende hin spannungsreich
aufrechtzuerhalten.“
85
86
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Example 6.6. Porpora, Confitebor tibi, mm. 53-67

6.2.6

Porpora’s Distribution of Styles
As with the works of the other composers examined here, the stile antico,

stile concertato, and solistic style are all present in Porpora’s psalms settings.
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Based on the number of measures in these works, the distribution of those styles
can be expressed in the percentages shown in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7. Distribution of styles in Porpora’s psalm settings

Beatus vir a 5 con VV. e ripieni
Beatus vir a quattro sole voci
Beatus vir a 4:o
Confitebor a 4 voci
Credidi propter
De profundis clamavi
Dixit a quattro voci concertato
Dixit a 4o con Violini
Domine probasti me
In exitu Israel
Laetatus sum
Laudate pueri con Violini a 4o
Lauate pueri 1760

Stile
Antico
7%
100%
15%

28%

39%
2%

Stile
Concertato
86%
100%
36%
100%
100%
46%
100%
100%
100%
36%
89%
49%

Solistic
Style
7%

49%

26%

25%
11%
49%

Only seven of the thirteen works fall unambiguously into a single category: six in
the stile concertato, and one in the stile antico. Each of the remaining six uses a
mixture of all three styles. On a ternary plot, those settings form the
configuration in Figure 6.3.
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Key:
Green = Beatus vir à 5
Blue = Confitebor a 5 voci
Yellow = Dixit a quattro voci concertato
Red = Laetatus sum
Orange = Laudate pueri con Violini a 4o
Magenta = Laudate pueri 1760
Figure 6.3. Distribution of styles in Porpora’s psalm settings
Using the same criteria to examine the individual movements of a multimovement setting, such as the Dixit a quattro voci concertato, another perspective
becomes clear, seen in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.4.
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Table 6.8. Percentage of styles in Porpora’s Dixit a quattro voci concertato, by movement

I Dixit Dominus
II Virgam virtutis
III Tecum principium
IV Dominus a dextris
V De torrentes
VI Gloria Patri
VII Sicut erat
VIII Amen

Stile
Antico

Stile
Concertato
100%
51%
100%

100%

100%
100%

Solistic
Style
49%
100%
100%

Key:
Brown= "Dixit Dominus,” “Dominus a dextris,” “Gloria Patri,” “Sicut erat“
Yellow= "Virgam virtutis"
Green= "Tecum principium,” “De torrente"
Purple= “Amen”
Figure 6.4. Percentage of styles in Porpora’s Dixit a quattro voci concertato, by
movement
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Several key points come into focus:
1. The fact that the dots all appear along the periphery of the ternary plot
indicates Porpora’s strong compartmentalization of styles in this work.
2. Seven of the eight movements are written in a single style.
3. The movements with no soloist are all written in stile concertato, and the
movements for soloists are written in solistic style.
4. Stile antico appears only in the final movement, the “Amen,” the most
protracted movement in the work. 87
5. The only movement in which styles are mixed is the “Virgam virtutis,”
which alternates between soprano solo in solistic style and full chorus in
stile concertato.

6.2.7

Porpora and the Galant Style
In an eighteenth-century Neapolitan music conservatory, a boy such as

Nicola Porpora (and indeed, they were all boys) had little in common with the
undergraduate music student of the twenty-first century. He was not a consumer
purchasing his education course by course, credit by credit; rather, he was an
indentured apprentice who was expected to learn his craft without the benefit of

Porpora’s choice to save the stile antico for the end of the Doxology
highlights the unusual nature of an Amen fugue at Vespers, even though they
became more common in the larger sacred works of some later composers,
including those of Mozart and Handel. Zelenka’s Vespers psalms seem to be the
only other surviving concerted settings contemporary to Porpora that include
Amen fugues.
87
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an institutionalized setting or individualized instruction. He was taught
according to an invariable, prescribed sequence of steps, which he practiced
every day over a period of five to ten years until he could reliably churn out a
well-crafted product: his music. He learned to compose according to strictly
regulated guidelines, known as regole, which had to be committed to memory
because they were usually transmitted by oral tradition; only in rare cases were
they preserved in writing. 88 Beginning with scales and intervals, the boys moved
on to learning a vocabulary of standard cadences, as well as patterns for
harmonizing ascending and descending scales (the Rule of the Octave), and
eventually progressed to learning prescribed methods for the treatment of
dissonances and modulations. 89 For advanced students, three types of didactic
materials were used: solfeggi, which the student sang against an accompaniment
played by the teacher, intavolature, which were two-voice works for keyboard,
and partimenti, which were single bass lines against which the student
improvised according to standardized formulas of bass line voice-leading. These
standardized formulas are known as schemata. 90

Robert O. Gjerdingen, “The Perfection of Craft Training in the
Neapolitan Conservatories,“Rivista di Analisi e Teoria Musicale 15 (2009): 5, 7.
89 Felix Diergarten, "‘The True Fundamentals of Composition’: Haydn's
Partimento Counterpoint,” Eighteenth Century Music 8 (2011): 55.
90 Gjerdingen, "The Perfection of Craft Training,” 10. Although the
schemata themselves date back to at least the seventeenth century, it is
Gjerdingen who seems to have brought the term “schemata” into standard use.
88
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Beginning with the generation of Gaetano Greco, these schemata, along
with the partimenti used to practice them, formed the cornerstone of the tradition
of teaching composition in the four Neapolitan conservatories. 91 They are rooted
in the solmization and contrapunto alle mente paradigms of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, and have aroused the interest of scholars in recent years
because of the role they played in shaping eighteenth-century compositional
technique. 92 As Neapolitan opera caught on in the courts of major European
capitals, both the style of music and the materials for teaching the Neapolitan
schemata spread throughout Italy, making their way first to Paris, Vienna, and
Dresden, and eventually into the other European culture centers as well.
These schemata are the backbone of Porpora’s works. The opening nine
measures of the Laudate pueri con Violini a 4° are a good example. He begins with
a schema called Do-Re-Mi, imbedded within a schema called Do-Mi-Sol,
followed by two examples of a schema called a Prinner, then a Doubled Comma,
and a Mi-Re-Do. 93 Example 6.7. provides an illustration of how pervasive they

Diergarten, "‘The True Fundamentals of Composition,’” 56.
Diergarten, "‘The True Fundamentals of Composition,’” 55. Folker
Froebe “Satzmodelle des 'contrapunto alla mente‘ und ihre Bedeutung für den
Stilwandel um 1600,” Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft für Musiktheorie 4/1-2 (2007): 17;
Giorgio Sanguinetti, "The Realization of Partimenti: An Introduction," Journal of
Music Theory 51, no. 1 (2007): 82.
93 It is the fact that they occur in Porpora’s music that is significant to the
discussion here, rather than what defines the individual schemata, although
many of them happen to be identifiable by the solfège syllables in their names.
For a concise summary of individual schemata, see Gjerdingen, Music in the
Galant Style, 453.
91
92
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are in Porpora’s works. The specific characteristics of individual Neapolitan
schemata are discussed more thoroughly in chapter eight.
Example 6.7. Neapolitan schemata in Porpora’s Laudate pueri con Violini a 4°

When Nicola Porpora arrived in Venice in 1726, Neapolitan music was
just coming into fashion. 94 Beginning with the premiere of Leonardo Leo’s

94

Over, “Ein Neapolitaner in Venedig,” 205.
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Timocrate in the Teatro San Angelo several years earlier and continuing with
premieres of Leonardo Vinci’s La Rosmira Fedele and Ifegenia in Tauride in the
Teatro San Giovanni Grisostomo, the schemata-based style caught the attention
of the public and soon made its way into the repertoire of the four Venetian
ospedali grandi. 95 The degree of its influence on Baldassare Galuppi, who was in
his twenties and still sharpening his professional skills, are examined in chapter
eight.

6.2.8

Summary of Porpora’s Work
Porpora’s psalm settings are similar enough to the customary repertoire of

the ospedali that they would have fulfilled audience expectations, and
contemporary accounts confirm that indeed, they did. 96 These works also show a
clear Neapolitan flavor, as well as a character unique to the composer,
particularly in their tunefulness. The integration of harmonic structure into their
overall formal design places them a step beyond the psalm settings of Lotti, yet
the frequency with which they alternate between the three familiar
compositional styles fits them squarely among the works of other eighteenthcentury Venetian maestri.

Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720-1780
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2003), 181.
96 Pier Giuseppe Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel
Settecento: quadro storico e materiali documentari (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2006), 296298.
95
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6.3

Ferdinando Bertoni
Much like his colleague Baldassare Galuppi, Ferdinando Gasparo Bertoni

barely earns mention in most histories other than perhaps a marginal reference to
his operas. According to the certifications of birth, baptism, and death from the
parish registry of Salò, he was born in that tiny Lombardian town in 1725. 97 Caffi
reports that he was trained as a youth by Padre Martini in Bologna, and his later
correspondence with Martini seems to confirm this. 98 He ended his study in
Bologna in 1745 and moved to Venice, according to Giuseppe Brunati, to assume
the post of organist at the church of San Moisè. 99
Judging from his career trajectory, Bertoni seems to have consistently
stood in Galuppi’s shadow. In 1752 he succeeded Galuppi as maestro at the
Ospedale dei Mendicanti. Previously that year he had furnished the choir there
with some Lenten compositions that had met with approval, so he was hired to
compose the necessary music for masses, vespers, and other occasions, as well as
to teach singing to the choir girls and oversee the instruction in instrumental

Cod. It., Cl. IV-749 [=10467]: F. Caffi, 'Musica sacra in Venezia: Appunti
per aggiunte e spoglie,' 113.
98 Heartz, Music in European Capitals, 263.
99 Giuseppe Brunati, Dizionaretto degli Uomini illustri della Riviera di Salò
(Milan: Pogliani, 1837) 32. Brunati seems to be the only biographer to make this
assertion. Jonathan Glixon observes that Bertoni’s name doesn’t seem to surface
in the documents of San Moisè. Jonathan Glixon, personal communication,
November 12, 2018.
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music. Bertoni seems to have been a better fit for the post than his predecessor,
for he remained there for twenty-five years. 100
Several months after his appointment at the Mendicanti he replaced
Agostino Coletti as primo organista at San Marco at a salary of 200 ducats per year
under Galuppi, and ultimately succeeded him as maestro di cappella of the basilica
upon Galuppi’s death in 1785.
Helen Geyer refers to antipathy between Bertoni and Galuppi, citing a
letter from the Fransiscan monk Giuseppe Paolucci to Padre Martini that refers to
Bertoni and Galuppi as “bitter enemies.” 101 The anecdote recounted in the letter
alleges that Galuppi was in the habit of publically disparaging Bertoni. This is
difficult to take at face value, not only because of Galuppi’s reputation for tact
and amiability in their shared professional milieus of the opera and the ospedali,
but also because the work relationship between the two at San Marco relied on
collaboration and collegiality beyond merely performing music together. For

Giron-Panel observes that the governatori were happy with Bertoni
because, unlike his predecessor Galuppi, he rarely left Venice for performances
elsewhere. Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 554.
101 Helen Geyer, “Le opere sacre di Baldassare Galuppi,” 205. “La spietata
concorrenza che si era instaurata al tempo tra i quattro Ospedali sollecitava prestazioni
musicali di altissimo livello. Pertanto sarebbe errato supporre che fra i maestri di coro vu
potessero essere rapport di collaborazione o legami di amicizia. È ben nota l’antipatia che
s’era accesa tra Galuppi e Ferdinando Bertoni; Ce ne porta testimonianza una lettera del
veneziano Giuseppe Paolucci al Padre Martini del 7.2.1764: ‘Bertoni ha incontrato più
tosto bene coll’Opera fatta a San Cassiano, ma Buranello che è suo nemico acerrimo
procura buttarlo a terra con imposture, tanto più essendo Bertoni assente, non può
defendersi, ed il partito di Buranello è il maggiore, cose veramente che parte fanno ridere,
parte fanno rabbia.’”
100
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example, Hansell reports that Galuppi lent Bertoni two of his soloists, Elisabetta
Rota and Pasqua Rossi, as well as the choir of the Incurabili for a 1769
performance of Bertoni's cantata La reggia di Calipso. 102 In addition, the terms of
Bertoni’s employment at San Marco required him to compose the Kyrie to the
mass settings for major feast days while Galuppi composed the Gloria and
Credo. 103 These pastiches of mass settings do not share musical material, but at
the very least they required coordinating basic decisions such as key
relationships and orchestration, as well as the logistics of copying and
rehearsing.
Like Galuppi, Bertoni made a parallel career for himself in Italian and
English opera circles, composing more than seventy works for stages in Venice
and London. Although he composed only two more operas after assuming the
top post at the basilica, his professional relationships within that milieu endured,
and the famous castrato Gaspare Pacchierotti (arguably Bertoni’s most successful

Sven Hostrup Hansell, "Sacred Music at the ‘Incurabili’ in Venice at the
Time of J. A. Hasse, I" Journal of the American Musicological Society Vol. 23, No. 2
(Summer, 1970): 514.
103 Franco Rossi "La musica sacra di Galuppi tra ospedali e cappella
ducale" in La Cappella musicale di San Marco nell'età moderna: atti del convegno
internazionale di studi, Venezia, Palazzo Giustiniani Lolin, 5-7 settembre 1994, ed.
Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi (Venice: Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1998),
461.
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pupil as well as Galuppi’s three-year travel companion to Russia) came out of
retirement to sing at Bertoni’s funeral in 1814. 104

6.3.1

Bertoni’s Psalm Settings
It is difficult to assess precisely how many of Bertoni’s psalm settings

survive. Fortunately, all of Bertoni’s autographs and most of the hand copies of
his works bear a year of composition. Based on a cross-reference of dates and
incipits from RISM, the online Psalmendatenbank of the Conservatory Franz
Liszt at Weimar, and the catalogues of the Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staatsund Universitätsbibliothek, the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, The British
Library, and the Fondazione Ugo e Olga Levi, at least thirty-three extant settings
are certain, shown in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9. Surviving vespers psalms of Ferdinando Bertoni
7 Laudate pueri
6 Dixit Dominus
4 Miserere
3 Beatus vir
3 Confitebor tibi Domine
3 Laudate Dominum
2 In convertendo Dominus
2 Lauda Jerusalem
2 Nisi Dominus
1 Credidi
1 Laetatus sum

George Truett Hollis. Grove Music Online, s.v. "Bertoni, Ferdinando."
Oxford University Press. http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/
view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000002933.
104
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As with works of the composers previously discussed, many of these settings
remain out of reach for the scholar. The following overview is based on the
thirteen available manuscripts:, Beatus vir pieno con strumenti 1753 ( I-Vsm), Beatus
vir a otto // Con stromenti // n° 3 // Di Ferdinando Bertoni 1740 (F-Pn), Confitebor a tre
voci con strumenti 1749 (I-Vsm), Confitebor à 4° ripieno n° 1 // Di Ferdinando Bertoni
1760 (F-Pn), Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758 (I-Vsm), Dixit Dominus 1759 (F-Pn),
Laetatus sum pieno 1754 (I-Vsm), Lauda Jerusalem a quattro voci 1754 (I-Vsm), Lauda
Jerusalem quattro con strumenti (D-Dl), Laudate Dominum omnes gentes 1771 (F-Pn),
Laudate pueri Dominum 1770 (F-Pn), Laudate pueri Dominum 1785 (F-Pn), and the
Nisi Dominus 1765 (I-Vsm).

6.3.2

Bertoni’s General Characteristics
Charles Burney described his impressions of Bertoni’s sacred music after

attending vespers at the Mendicanti in August of 1773:
In the afternoon of the same day I went to the hospital de’ Mendicanti, for
orphan girls, who are taught to sing and play, and on Sundays and
festivals they sing divine service in chorus. Signor Bertoni is the present
Maestro di Capella. There was a hymn performed with solos and
choruses, and a mottetto a voce sola, which last was very well performed,
particularly an accompanied recitative, which was pronounced with great
force and energy. Upon the whole, the compositions had some pretty
passages, mixed with others that were not very new. The subjects of the
fugues and choruses were trite, and but slightly put together. 105

Charles Burney, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the
Present Period (London: G. and W. B. Whittaker, 1789), 112-113.
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This is a remarkably accurate summary of the effect Bertoni’s psalm settings have
on the ear: they strike the listener as consistently pleasant but not innovative,
displaying solid craftsmanship but lacking any qualities that might make them
memorable.
Like the other composers in his milieu, Bertoni strove to make the best
possible use of the instrumental and vocal forces on hand. The works here are all
for choir accompanied by the same composition of strings: first and second
violin, viola, and basso continuo, with the exception of the “Quis sicut”
movement of the Laudate pueri Dominum 1770, in which he creates a five-part
texture by means of divisi violas, and thereby darkens the timbre of the middle
range of the orchestra. The Beatus vir pieno con strumenti 1753 is unusual in that it
calls for two trumpets; Bertoni is much more likely to add a pair of horns instead,
as in the Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758, the Dixit Dominus 1759, the Laudate
Dominum omnes gentes 1771, and the Nisi Dominus 1756. A pair of oboes is called
for in several works, the Dixit Dominus // Di Ferdinando Bertoni 1759 and the
Laudate pueri Dominum 1770, although Bertoni exchanges them for a pair of flutes
in the soprano solo movements: the “Gloria Patri” of the former setting and the
“De torrente” of the latter.
All of the settings examined here call for an SATB configuration in the
choir, although singers of opposite genders do not sing together; at San Marco
males sang alto and soprano in addition to tenor and bass, and at the Ospedale
dei Mendicanti females sang bass and tenor in addition to alto and soprano. It is
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not always evident which settings were intended for which venue, especially
considering that Bertoni also composed for confraternities, convents, and parish
churches, as well. The manuscripts of some works, such as the Dixit a 4 con
strumenti 1758, include the names of the girls and women from the Mendicanti to
whose voices the works were tailored. The psalm texts give some clues to the
venue as well, as discussed below.
Bertoni’s choral bass lines are less wedded to the basso continuo line than
those in Porpora’s works, although they rarely stray too far afield, since the
acoustic principles of voicing discourage too many simultaneous tight intervals
in the lower parts. Example 6.8 illustrates the way in which the bass shadows the
continuo without entirely imitating it.
Example 6.8. Bertoni, Lauda Jerusalem a quattro voci 1754, mm. 30-42
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6.3.3

Bertoni’s Orchestration
The writing in the string parts is competent if unremarkable. Like his

contemporaries, Bertoni eschews notes higher than third position in the violins.
Overall, he seems less concerned with the mechanics of string playing than
Porpora, Vivaldi, and Lotti, or perhaps less knowledgeable, because showy,
idiomatic effects such as double stops, bariolage, and arpeggios across four
strings are absent. Indeed, Bertoni seems less interested than Vivaldi or Porpora
in showing off the technical abilities of his string players. 106 Rather than have the
violas double the basso continuo line an octave higher, Bertoni is much more
likely to give them their own independent line throughout than are Porpora,
Lotti, and Vivaldi.
Bertoni’s use of the oboes differs from his Venetian predecessors, who
tended to use oboes to double the first and second violin parts as much as
possible. Doubling first violin meant unusually frequent use of the extreme
upper register of the oboe, up to D6, which made Venetian oboe parts more
technically demanding than those in the rest of Europe at the time. 107 In a
reverberant environment such as that of San Marco, doubling strings with the
incisive double reed timbre provided an acoustic advantage to the singers,

It is likely not happenstance that, unlike Porpora and Vivaldi, Bertoni
has left no surviving solistic works for strings. See George Truett Hollis. Grove
Music Online, s.v. "Bertoni, Ferdinando."
107 Rafael Palacios, “El oboe veneciano del siglo XVIII; Introducción y
trayectoria del oboe en la republica veneciana,” La Palabra y el Hombre, no. 137
(2006): 129.
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allowing them to orient themselves to a pulse and a pitch reference while
singing. However, in a more intimate performance space such as that of the
Mendicanti, the singers had an easier time hearing the strings alone. As a result,
Bertoni’s oboes instead fulfill a function more similar to that of the winds in the
early symphonic works of Haydn: they provide harmonic support, variety of
color and dynamic contrast where desirable, but sit tacet much of the time. 108
Most, but not all, Venetian oboe players were expected to double on flute
when called for. 109 Bertoni uses flutes only to quietly accompany the soprano
soloist in the andantino movements of the Dixit Dominus 1759 and the Laudate
pueri Dominum 1770. In both settings muted violins and viola accompany on their
lower strings, while the flutes double the first and second violin lines one octave
higher. Bertoni uses the flutes exclusively in the range between G4 and D6, in the
keys of E-flat major and G minor.

6.3.4

Bertoni’s Vocal Writing
The choral writing in these vespers psalms follows the same template as

the works by Bertoni’s predecessors. It tends to be undemanding, usually
involving shorter phrases set syllabically and following the harmonic outlines of
the work. The voice leading is parsimonious, consisting mostly of stepwise

108

1979), 41.

Preston Stedman, The Symphony (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall,

I-Vas, Procuratoria di San Marco de Supra, chiesa, terminazioni, busta
19, fasc. 77, cited in Alfredo Bernardini, “The Oboe in the Venetian Republic,
1692-1797,” Early Music, August (1988): 374.
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motion. Melismas and extended phrases are extremely rare. Bertoni notates the
vocal lines in the soprano, alto, tenor, and bass clefs exclusively, and rarely takes
the choral singers above or below the range of their respective staves.
His writing for vocal soloists is nearly identical to that of Vivaldi and
Lotti, both in terms of its technical demands and its idiom; it bears much less
resemblance to the fiery solo writing of Porpora’s works. One glaring difference
occurs in Bertoni’s movements for tenor and bass solo, which are significantly
less demanding than the solos for soprano or alto. For example, the tenor solo in
the “Juravit” movement of the Dixit Dominus 1759 consists of nothing more than
eleven pedestrian measures of short phrases within the range between G3 and
A4.
A more striking example of the difference in difficulty level is perhaps the
pair of “Dominus a Dextris” movements of the same Dixit Dominus 1759, in
which Bertoni provides two completely different settings of the fifth verse,
“Dominus a dextris tuis: confregit in die irae suae reges.” As seen in Example 6.9,
the first setting, for bass solo, is reasonably effective, but remarkably
unchallenging in its technical demands.
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Example 6.9. Bertoni, “Dominus a dextris” (version for bass), Dixit Dominus 1759, m.
11-22

In contrast, the alternative setting for solo alto employs similar ascending
arpeggiated seventh chord motives on the text “confregit in die” but the melodic
material leading up to it is dramatically more demanding, as in Example 6.10.
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Example 6.10. Bertoni, Dixit Dominus 1759, “Dominus a dextris” (version for alto),
mm. 17-42

6.3.5

Bertoni’s Use of Text
Bertoni’s approach to text setting is occasionally similar to that of his

contemporaries, whereby he either sets the text as one long movement, or breaks
the entire psalm up into several movements. Table 6.10 shows his partition of the
text of the two Dixit Dominus settings. The psalm consists of seven verses, of
which the full translation is:
1. The Lord says to my master
“Sit at my right hand, while I make your enemies your footstool.”
2. The scepter of your might: the Lord extends your strong scepter from
Zion.
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Have dominion over your enemies!
3. Yours is princely power from the day of your birth.
In holy splendor before the daystar,
like dew I begot you.
4. The Lord has sworn and will not waver:
“You are a priest forever in the manner of Melchizedek.”
5. At your right hand is the Lord,
who crushes kings on the day of his wrath,d
6. Who judges nations, heaps up corpses,
crushes heads across the wide earth,
7. Who drinks from the brook by the wayside
and thus holds high his head.
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Table 6.10. Comparison of text distribution in Bertoni’s Dixit Dominus settings

1. Dixit Dominus Domino
meo: sede a dextris meis,
donec ponam inimicos tuos
scabellum pedum tuorum.
2. Virgam virtutis tuae
emittet Dominus ex Sion:
dominare in medio
inimicorum tuorum.
3. Tecum principium in die
virtutis tuae in
splendoribus sanctorum: ex
utero, ante luciferum, genui
te.
4. Juravit Dominus et non
poenitebit eum:
tu es sacerdos in aeternum
secundum ordinem
Melchisedech
5. Dominus a dextris tuis:
confregit in die irae suae
reges.
6. Judicabit in nationibus,
implebit ruinas:
conquassabit capita in terra
multorum.
7. De torrente in via bibet:
propterea exaltabit caput.
Glotia Patri et Filii et
Spiritu Sancto
Sicut erat in principio et
nunc et semper in saecula
saeculorum. Amen.

Dixit a 4 con
strumenti 1758
1. Allegro, 3/4, C
major, full chorus

2. Andante 2/2, F
major, alto duet with
chorus
3. Allegro, 3/4, F
major

4. Allegro-Maestoso,
2/2 – 2/4, C major,
full chorus
5. Andantino, 4/4, F
major, soprano solo
6. Adagio, 3/4, F
major, full chorus
7. Allegro, 3/4, C
major, full chorus

Dixit Dominus 1759
1. Allegro, 3/4, B-flat
major, full chorus

2. Larghetto, 4/4, G minor,
tenor solo
3. Allegro, 3/8, B-flat
major, full chorus
4. Allegro,
4. Allegro,
4/4,
4/4,
C minor,
F major,
bass solo
alto solo
5. Allegro non troppo, 2/2,
G minor, full chorus
6. Andantino, 3/8, E-flat
major, soprano solo
7. Allegro, 3/4, B-flat
major, full chorus

Bertoni’s choices here fall squarely within the practice common to eighteenthcentury composers. The decision to split verse four,”Juravit Dominus et non
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poenitebit eum / tu es sacerdos in aeternum secundum ordinem Melchisedech,”
into two contrasting movements is a common one among composers, perhaps
because the first phrase, “The Lord has sworn, and he will not waver” seems to
have little to do with the second phrase, “You are a priest forever in the manner
of Melchisedech.”
Bertoni, especially in his later years, was much more likely to favor a third
strategy for text setting, in which he set the same text twice within each
movement. One advantage of this approach is that it allows him to wed text
layout to harmonic movement, conforming to a much greater degree to the
baroque notion of binary form. His movements in a major key modulate to their
dominant and movements in a minor key modulate to their relative major,
almost without exception, so within a single movement the listener hears the
entire text once in each key.
In addition to text layout, Bertoni reinforces the binary structure with a
third element: careful choice of cadence types. For example, in the Nisi Dominus
1765, the line of text “Cum dederit dilectis suis somnum, ecce haereditas Domini,
filii; merces, fructus ventris” is set to varying strengths of cadences as shown
below in Table 6.11. He reserves the perfect authentic cadences of greatest
rhythmic strength for the halfway point in the movement and the subsequent
return back to tonic. In both halves of the movement he synchronizes the
cadences with the final word of the psalm verse, which underscores the
harmonic movement to dominant and back to tonic, and thus reinforces the
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overall binary structure. In the phrases leading up to these two end points he sets
the less conclusive divisions in the text to weaker cadences, either half cadences
or deceptive cadences, which creates the effect of a delayed sense of arrival and
forward propulsion of the phrase.
Table 6.11. Correlation of text, tonal areas, and cadence strength in the “Cum dederit” of
Bertoni’s Nisi Dominus 1765
m. 1 – 19
m. 20 – 28

m. 34 – 47

“Cum dederit deliectis suis
somnum”
“ecce haereditas Domini, filii;
merces fructus ventris”
“Fructus ventris”

m. 48 – 56

“filii; merces fructus ventris.”

m. 29 – 33

m. 56 – 61
m. 62 - 70
m. 71 – 86
m. 87 – 97

“Cum dederit deliectis suis
somnum”
“ecce haereditas Domini, filii;
merces fructus ventris”
“filii; merces fructus ventris.”

m. 98 – 107

G major PAC
G major PAC
G major Half cadence on V
D major Deceptive cadence on
vi
D major Rhythmically strong
PAC
D major PAC
G major Half cadence on V
G major Deceptive cadence on
vi
G major Rhythmically strong
PAC
G major PAC

In the solistic-style works and the multi-movement settings such as the
Confitebor a tre voci con strumenti 1749, the Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758, the
Dixit Dominus 1759, the Laudate pueri Dominum 1770, the Laudate pueri
Dominum 1785, and the Nisi Dominus 1765, Bertoni seems to first assign musical
material to each section or movement, and then to lay out the text to that material
almost as an afterthought, with as much or as little text repetition necessary to fill
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out the form of the movement. In the solo movements this method is especially
apparent; the text sung by the soloist seems expendable, as in Example 6.11.
Example 6.11. Bertoni, Nisi Dominus, “Beatus vir” mm. 31-41

Even in short movements such as the nineteen-measure “Quis sicut” of
the Laudate pueri a voce sola 1767, Bertoni prioritizes tonal structure over text. The
entire verse “Quis sicut Dominus Deus noster, qui in altis habitat” has already
been laid out by the ninth measure. The piece could easily end in the fifth
measure if it weren’t for the fact that the soloist has modulated to a distant tonal
area and must therefore spend the remainder of the movement repeating the text
while migrating back to tonic.
This contrasts sharply with the single-movement stile concertato works
such as the Beatus vir // pieno con strumenti 1753, the Beatus vir a otto 1740, the
Confitebor à 4° ripieno 1760, the Laetatus sum pieno 1754, the Lauda Jerusalem a
quattro voci 1754, and the Lauda Jerusalem quattro con strumenti. In these settings
there is next to no repetition of phrases or specific words, and there is often no
discernable musical theme unifying the work. In this “no-frills” compositional
approach the attention of the listener is drawn to the text, which flies by. As with
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the similarly perfunctory works of Porpora’s above, it seems as though the
composer’s strategy is to “just get it over with,” at the cost of musical interest.
Bertoni uses text repetition as a unifying element in the Laudate pueri
Dominum 1785 in a way similar to that in Vivaldi’s Beatus vir (RV 795) and
Saratelli’s Laudate pueri Dominum à quattro. Bertoni has the full chorus repeatedly
interject the opening phrase of music from the first movement, “Laudate pueri
Dominum, laudate” into the Doxology at the end of the final movement of the
work. In this setting, four measures of unadulterated Doxology text are followed
by a full twenty-three bars of Doxology interrupted with “Laudate Dominum”
outbursts. There is absolutely nothing understated about the effect of mixing the
two texts, which produces this result:
Et in saecula saeculorum, amen. Et in saecula saeculorum, amen. Laudate
pueri, laudate Dominum, laudate! Laudate, laudate, laudate, laudate, laudate!
Laudate pueri Dominum, laudate, laudate! Laudate, laudate, laudate nomen
Domini! Laudate, laudate, laudate, laudate, et in saecula saeculorum, amen,
amen, Laudate pueri, laudate Dominum! in saecula saeculorum, amen,
amen.
6.3.6

Bertoni and the Psalterium Davidicum of 1609
Discrepancies between the psalm texts of the two Lauda Jerusalem settings

point to an interesting phenomenon indigenous to the musical tradition at San
Marco, which are discussed in greater depth in chapter seven: the use of
scripture translations that differ from those of the Latin Vulgate. Although the
origins of the San Marco tradition are hazy, they can be traced back at least as far
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as Giovanni Stringa's 1609 Psalterium Davidicum ad usum Ecclesiae Ducalis Sancti
Marci. 110
In the San Marco version of the Lauda Jerusalem text, there are three
significant differences from the Vulgate. In verse 2 the Vulgate “benedixit filiis
tuis in te” (He has blessed his children within you) is replaced with “benedixit
filios tuos in te” in the San Marco psalter. In verse 8 “Qui pronunciat verbum
suum Jacob” appears as “Qui annuntiat verbum suum Jacob” in the San Marco
text. A more significant difference in meaning occurs in verse 6, where “Mittit
crystallum suam sicut buccellas,” (He casts forth his ice like morsels) is rendered
“Mittit crystallum suam frustum panis” (He casts forth his ice like a crust of
bread).
The appearance of the San Marco texts in Bertoni’s Lauda Jerusalem quattro
con strumenti unmistakably identifies the work as part of the San Marco
repertoire. Likewise, the appearance of the standard Vulgate text in the Lauda
Jerusalem a quattro voci 1754 indicates that it was likely intended for performance
outside of the basilica. 111 John Bettley identifies four other psalm settings by
Bertoni in which the San Marco translations appear: the Laudate Dominum omnes
gentes 1785, the Dixit Dominus 1786, the Credidi 1790, and the In convertendo

The definitive work on this subject is Giulio Cattin’s Musica e liturgia a
San Marco, which is discussed in chapter seven, as well.
111 John Bettley, "Psalm-Texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory of St
Mark's, Venice," in La cappella musicale di San Marco nell'età moderna, ed. Francesco
Passadore; Franco Rossi (Venice: Edizioni Fondazione Levi, 1998), 113.
110
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Dominus 1792. 112 The composition dates of these works are significant as well;
with the demise of the Venetian Republic in 1797 and the subsequent
establishment of San Marco as the cathedral of Venice in 1807, the basilica was
forced to fully adopt the Roman rite, which required Bertoni to abandon the
traditional psalter during his final seven years of service at San Marco and
instead set only the Vulgate texts for use in the ducal basilica. 113

6.3.7

Bertoni’s Melodic Style and Harmonic Language
Bertoni’s unassailable compositional skill is apparent throughout these

works, which display well-crafted writing with singable tunes, charming
rhythmic motives, clever turns of the musical phrase, and occasional surprises
that sustain the listener’s interest throughout. One noteworthy feature is his
facility for crafting asymmetrical melodies that make musical sense to the ear in
spite of their irregularity. For example, the orchestral opening of the Nisi
Dominus 1765 consists of a seven-bar phrase that elides into a twelve-bar phrase
with no sense of imbalance between the two. Although the placement of
Bertoni’s cadences is somewhat formulaic, when he chooses to delay a cadence to
extend a melodic idea, the listener senses no artifice.

Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una
tradizione: il fondo musicale e la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione
Levi, 1994), 175,178, 179, 181.
113 Bettley, “Psalm-Texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory,” 114.
112
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His harmonic language is unadventurous and fully predictable, much
more so than that of Porpora, Saratelli, Vivaldi, or even Lotti. Whereas each of
the others have had a set of harmonic characteristics that distinguishes their
work from that of other composers, Bertoni’s harmonies are surprisingly
ordinary. This may be what Charles Burney had in mind when he wrote, "The
melody is much more sensible and marked, by being less charged with
harmony." 114
Bertoni’s key choices in the forty-nine movements examined here lean
further toward the flat side of the circle of fifths than those of the other masters.
Twenty-four movements occur in flat keys, and fifteen in sharp keys. Thirteen of
them are in B-flat major or G minor. None of them modulates to finish in a new
key. There are no hints of the church modes, not even of Dorian mode in the
minor-key movements.

6.3.8

Bertoni’s Distribution of Styles
As in the works of the other masters surveyed here, the stile antico, stile

concertato, and solistic style are all present in Bertoni’s psalm settings. Based on
the number of measures in each movement, the distribution of styles can be
expressed in the terms seen in Table 6.12.

114

Burney, The Present State of Music, 142.
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Table 6.12. Distribution of styles in Bertoni’s psalm settings

Beatus vir pieno con strumenti 1753
Beatus vir a otto Con stromenti n° 3 1740
Confitebor a tre voci con strumenti 1749
Confitebor à 4° ripieno n° 1 1760
Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758
Dixit Dominus 1759
Laetatus sum pieno 1754
Lauda Jerusalem a quattro voci 1754
Lauda Jerusalem a quattro con strumenti in
B-flat
Laudate Dominum omnes gentes 1771
Laudate pueri Dominum 1770
Laudate pueri Dominum 1785
Nisi Dominus 1765

Stile
Antico

10%

Stile
Concertato
100%
100%
100%
78.6%
58.8%
100%
100%
100%

100%
74%
56%

Solistic
Style
100%
11.2%
41.2%

100%
26%
44%

Nine of the thirteen settings fall unambiguously into a single category: six in the
stile concertato, two in the solistic style, and one in the stile antico. Three of the
remaining settings each embrace two styles, the stile concertato and solistic style.
Stile antico appears alone in only one of Bertoni’s works, and once in combination
with the other two styles. Because only one of the settings includes all three
styles, on the ternary plot most of these settings appear around the periphery of
the triangle in the configuration in Figure 6.5.
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Key:
Green = Beatus vir pieno con strumenti 1753, Beatus vir a otto Con stromenti n° 3
1740, Confitebor à 4° ripieno n° 1 1760, Laetatus sum pieno 1754, Lauda
Jerusalem a quattro voci 1754, Lauda Jerusalem quattro con strumenti in
B-flat
Blue = Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758
Pink = Laudate pueri Dominum 1785
Red = Dixit Dominus 1759
Purple = Nisi Dominus 1765
Yellow = Laudate Dominum omnes gentes 1771
Orange = Confitebor a tre voci con strumenti 1749, Laudate pueri Dominum 1770
Figure 6.5. Distribution of styles in Bertoni’s psalm settings
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Using the same method to examine the individual movements of one of
the multi-movement settings, such as the Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758, another
perspective comes into focus, shown in Table 6.13 and Figure 6.6.
Table 6.13. Distribution of styles in Bertoni’s Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758, by
movement
I “Dixit Dominus”
II “Juravit”
III “Tu es sacerdos”
IV “Judicabit”
V “De torrente”
VI “Gloria Patri”
VII “Sicut erat”

Stile Antico Stile Concertato
100%
69%
86%
100%
100%
38%

62%
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Solistic Style
31%
14%
100%

Key:
Green = "Dixit Dominus," "Judicabit," "Gloria Patri"
Yellow = “Tu es sacerdos"
Red = “Juravit"
Blue = “De torrente"
Purple = “Sicut erat"
Figure 6.6. Distribution of Styles in Bertoni’s Dixit a 4 con strumenti 1758, by
movement
From this, the following is clear:
1. The fact that all the dots appear along the periphery indicates a
compartmentalization of styles similar to that seen with the works of
Porpora, Vivaldi, and Lotti.
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2. Four of the seven movements are written in a single style: one in solistic
style, three in the stile concertato.
3. Like Porpora, Vivaldi, and Lotti, Bertoni uses stile antico in the
Doxology. 115
4. The two movements that mix stile concertato and solistic style are the
“Juravit Dominus” and “Tu es sacerdos,” in which Bertoni writes florid
passages for the soloist but short, workaday lines for the full chorus.

6.3.9

Bertoni’s Use of Galant Schemata
There is no known written record nor oral tradition of Bertoni having

received teaching from anyone associated with the Neapolitan school of Gaetano
Greco; if his available biographical information is reasonably accurate, then
Bertoni could more authentically be considered a product of Padre Martini. 116
Yet the psalm settings examined here cover a span of at least forty-five years,
from the Beatus vir a otto 1740, written during the composer’s teenage years, to
the Laudate pueri 1785, written after Bertoni had established a long and successful
career in both the theater and the church. Throughout most of his adult life he
was exposed to the operas of Neapolitan composers such as Durante, Feo,
Jommelli, Leo, Paisiello, Perez, Piccini, Porpora, Traetta, and Vinci, and even if he
In this case it is a double fugue on the words “et in saecula saeculorum,
amen.” The pedestrian character of the counterpoint brings to mind Burney’s
comment about Bertoni’s fugues being “trite and but slightly put together.”
116 Denis Arnold, "Music at the Mendicanti in the Eighteenth Century,"
Music & Letters, Vol 65, No. 4 (1984): 351.
115
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was never formally trained in that tradition, the music was in the air around him.
As a result, two general trends emerge in the construction of his vespers psalms:
1. The Galant schemata are much more likely to appear in Bertoni’s later
works than in earlier works.
2. The Galant schemata are most likely to appear in the movements of
Bertoni’s psalm settings written in the solistic style.
The reason behind the first observation may be self-evident: the musical
language that first invaded Venetian opera houses in the late 1720s and 1730s
took time to make its way into the liturgy. Likewise, it took time for a musician
such as Bertoni to absorb the new idiom, consciously or unconsciously, whether
they embraced or resisted it. Michael Talbot cites a letter from the year 1725, in
which theatrical agent Owen Swiney describes the popularity of the Neapolitan
style in Venice. “The Musick is excellent; and commended by every body of a
True Taste,” he observes, but notes the distaste of local musicians: “The Masters
of Musick, Their Protectors & adherents [. . .] are sworn Enemies to it.” Talbot
concludes, “To end up by joining what one cannot beat is a universal human
tendency, and it is certain that Venetian composers studied Porpora’s music
carefully, appropriating those elements that seemed to contribute to its public
success.” 117

Michael Talbot, The Chamber Cantatas of Antonio Vivaldi (Woodbridge,
Suffolk, UK: Boydell Press, 2006) 149.
117
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The reason for the higher incidence of Galant schemata in Bertoni’s psalm
movements in the solistic style is also easy to grasp: the solo movements tend to
be arias. In his earlier works their bravura character is a bit less apparent,
perhaps consciously toned down. But by 1749 all subtlety is gone and virtually
every solo movement within his psalm settings concudes with a theatrical coda,
including a fermata over the I 4 chord to allow for the soloist’s cadenza, just as
6

one would expect in the opera house. By 1758 Bertoni regularly uses the
orchestra in predictable ways for text painting. In his later works the text is
rendered nearly incomprehensible because of the prominence of vocal fireworks
in the solo parts, as illustrated above.
The Galant schemata appear in abundance in the later stile concertato
works, as well. But in those settings, they appear mostly in the orchestra parts,
usually the first violins and basso continuo, rather than in the vocal lines.
It is worth noting that the stile antico and the Galant schemata are not
necessarily mutually exclusive, as implausible as that idea may seem on the
surface. The reason, as Gjerdingen points out, is that in the teaching method of
the eighteenth-century Neapolitan conservatories, the pinnacle of the student’s
development was learning to combine the schemata with the rules of
counterpoint in order to produce fugues that simultaneously adhered to the rules
of both paradigms. Students learned to compose them first with pen and paper,
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and then while improvising at the keyboard from a partimento bass line. 118 In fact,
the sets of exercises, or Regole, of the famous Neapolitan composition teacher
Fidele Fenaroli were designed to advance composition students to this high level.
They seem to have been effective, as they were still used in major European
conservatories as recently as the nineteenth century. 119
But Ferdinando Gasparo Bertoni, as successful as he was, never
progressed to this advanced level of skill in counterpoint, as Burney maintained.
The vocabulary of the Neapolitan school was not part of the musical language in
which he was initially trained as a young man. Rather, it is an idiom he most
likely appropriated after the beginning of his professional career, by means of a
keen ear, solid fundamental training, and a good business sense.

6.4

Gaetano Latilla
One other Neapolitan worked closely within Galuppi’s circle and may

deserve more credit than he is given for his role in the eighteenth-century history
of the ospedali and the ducal basilica. Gaetano Latilla (1711–1788) was born into
a musical family in the town of Bari, in the Apulian region of Italy. He had his
first music lessons with Nicola Calatrava, a product of the Neapolitan
Conservatorio della Pietà dei Turchini who was maestro di cappella of the
basilica di San Nicola in Bari. Latilla left home at age fifteen to go to Naples to

118
119

Gjerdingen, "The Perfection of Craft Training,” 10.
Froebe, "Satzmodelle des 'contrapunto alla mente,‘“ 27.
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complete his studies at another Neapolitan conservatory, Santa Maria di Loreto.
By age twenty-one he was composing operas for theatres in Naples, and his
success eventually spread north to Rome and Venice, and then Paris and Vienna.
In late 1753 he accepted the maestro di coro post at the Pietà in Venice, at a salary
of 500 ducats per year. 120 The thirteen years he spent in that post were not
particularly happy ones. The musical reputation of the Pietà had faded quite a bit
since Vivaldi’s days there. Porpora had come on board as the maestro di coro for
little more than a year in 1742 before leaving, which Gillio explains as the result
of frustration over the impossibility of reforming the choir and orchestra. 121 The
other three ospedali had adopted the practice of taking on singers with fully
formed voices and developed musicianship. 122 Andrea Bernasconi, another opera
composer who, despite his name, was French-born and German-trained,
replaced Porpora. Although his compositional style was out of fashion,
Bernasconi improved the quality of the Pietà performances by recruiting well for
the choir and convincing the governatori to hire more instrumental teachers. 123
Subsequently hiring a Neapolitan composer of Latilla’s stature was seen as

Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 233.
While the situation at the Pietà does indeed seem to have been a
frustrating one, one cannot entirely dismiss Porpora’s peripatetic nature, as
discussed earlier in this chapter, nor his penchant for continually changing jobs.
122 Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 478-479.
123 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 548.
120
121
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something of a coup for the Pietà, as he enjoyed a great degree of popularity in
Venice, where fifteen of his operas had already been successfully staged. 124
By the time he left that position thirteen years later, his work environment
had soured. For one thing, the choir did not sound good, due to the high
percentage of elderly singers and the failure to attract younger voices of any
quality. In fact, of the five girls taken into the choir during Latilla’s tenure, one
had been let go due to lack of aptitude, three were dismissed as mediocre, and
only one was deemed capable of generating any public applause. 125
But a more influential factor was the blatant hostility toward him from the
girls themselves. In a complaint made to the deputati in May of 1764, they listed
their grievances: Latilla directed from the keyboard, Latilla played favorites,
Latilla gave the orchestra more attention, Latilla’s instruction did not help them
improve, Latilla’s music did not appeal to them, Latilla was not himself a singer.
Latilla responded, with some acidity, that "it is one thing to sing, and another to
teach" and that the most important elements for success were a maestro capable
of playing the harpsichord and students with good voices. The deputati
themselves expressed incredulity that the girls objected to a maestro di coro who
did not sing, but yet they had no complaint with their maestro di solfeggio and
maniera who did not sing either, star tenor Domenico Negri, whose excuse was

124
125

Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 484.
Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 493.
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“indispositions regarding the firmness of his chest.” 126 Nonetheless, in 1766
Latilla and the Pietà severed their professional relationship. 127
In 1761, following the death of Saratelli, maestro di cappella of San Marco,
the procuratori advertised as far north as Milan and as far south as Naples, in
what was essentially a national search to fill the vacant position. In April of 1762
vice-maestro Baldassare Galuppi was appointed to the top post, and several weeks
later Latilla, “Maestro della Pietà,” was appointed to fill Galuppi’s vacant post. 128
He stayed for a decade, until September 1772, at which point he was granted a
four-month leave of absence to visit Naples. As often was the case, he overstayed
his sabbatical and after being granted several extensions, his salary was finally
cut off a year and a half later. Latilla’s relationship with Galuppi at San Marco
seems to have been amicable as well as professional; Burney recounts that Latilla
was the go-between who arranged and accompanied his visit to Galuppi, and
participated in their interview. 129
Although his compositional activity in the opera world was on hold
during his time at San Marco, Latilla composed at least one more work after
repatriating to Naples, a production of Antigono at the Teatro san Carlo in

Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 490-491. Gillio
hypothesizes that it was Negri who rallied the girls and stirred up popular
sentiment against Latilla.
127 Giron-Panel, Musique et musiciennes à Venise, 1010.
128 Claudio Madricardo, “Organici della Cappella,” in Francesco
Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione: il fondo musicale e
la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 330.
129 Burney, The Present State of Music, 183.
126
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August of 1775, with Pacchierotti as the primo uomo. 130 By the time of Latilla’s
death in Naples in 1788, he seems to have disappeared from the public view.

6.4.1 Latilla’s Reputation
Several contemporaries of Latilla’s praised his compositional abilities.
Giacomo Gotifredo Ferrari, a composer and singing teacher who studied with
Latilla after Latilla moved back to Naples, reported that "he knew his
counterpoint profoundly." 131 Johann Adolph Hasse praised him in his letter to
Abbé Gian Maria Ortes, "I only wish, as there are two other posts vacant in two
other ospedali, that the poor but worthy Latilla could gain back that which he
once had at the Pietà, where I have heard quite beautiful works of his.” 132

6.4.2

Latilla’s Compositional Activity and Style
Latilla is reputed to have composed a prodigious amount of sacred music

during his time in Venice. Gillio makes reference to twelve complete sets of
vespers psalms, along with the appropriate hymns, antiphons and motets for

Gaetano Latilla, L'Antigono | Atto I | Musica | Di D. Gaetano Lattilla
Napoli Real Teatro di S. Carlo | li 13 agosto 1775, (Naples, Italy: 1775),
https://imslp.org/wiki/Antigono_(Latilla%2C_Gaetano)
131 Gotifredo Ferrari, Aneddoti piacevoli e interessanti occorsi nella vita di
Giacomo Gotifredo Ferrari da Rotereto (Palermo: Remo Sandron, 1830), 120.
132 Laura Megna and Ernesto Garino, “Suggestioni biografiche: In margine
alla morte di Baldassare Galuppi,” in Galuppiana 1985: studi e ricerche: atti del
convegno internazionale, (Venezia, 28-30 ottobre 1985), ed. Maria Teresa Muraro and
Franco Rossi (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1986), 72. “Solo vorrei, giaché vacano due altri
posti in altri due Ospedali, che il povero ma degno Latilla potesse rioccupare quello
ch’ebbe altre volte alla Pietà, ove ho sentito di lui molte belle cose.”
130
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each. He also says that Latilla composed three complete compline settings, six
Miserere settings, and numerous other works. 133 The question is what happened
to them. Berthold Over, in his inventory of solo motets for the ospedali, lists only
seventeen works for solo voice and basso continuo, eleven Marian antiphons,
and six motets, all written for the girls of the Pietà. 134 RISM lists an additional
three solo motets and one four-voice motet archived in Berlin. Passadore and
Rossi’s complete inventory of the Fondo San Marco from the seventeenth century
onwards has not one single entry for Latilla. 135 The Psalmendatenbank of the
Hochschule für Musik Franz Liszt Weimar only lists a single Miserere in the
British Library, written for the Pietà. 136 Sven Hansell has examined this last
manuscript, and has commented only that it is scored for SATB voices.
Unfortunately, all of the available settings of Latilla’s vespers psalms are
incomplete; despite efforts in recent decades by the Biblioteca del Conservatorio
Benedetto Marcello to preserve the remaining materials, only individual partbooks survive.

6.5

Summary of Galuppi’s Contemporaries
Only in recent decades has it been possible to refer to music from the

central decades of eighteenth-century Italy in a way free of pejorative overtones.
Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia, 490.
Over, Per la Gloria di Dio, 384-388.
135 Passadore and Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione.
136 Psalmendatenbank der Hochschule für Musik Franz Liszt Weimar,
http://www.psalmmusic-database.de/data/datasheet_2582.php.
133
134
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The inadequacy of designations for the period itself, such as “rococo,” “galant,”
and “Enlightenment,” are only part of the problem; there is a history of
derogation of the music itself, a bias whose roots trace back as least as far as the
disparagement of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Neapolitan opera and the
composers who created it, Porpora, Bertoni, and Latilla among them.
The pendulum has only begun to swing the other way, due in no small
part to a revived interest in the aesthetics of the period, particularly as applied to
historically informed performance practice and to period instruments. However,
the greater part of the problem with delineating styles is that at any given time
and in any given place within the Italian eighteenth century, a multitude of
musical idioms occurred simultaneously. So, while it has been profitable to
assess the sacred choral works of Galuppi’s contemporaries in terms of stile
antico, stile concertato, and solistic style, or perhaps evaluate them in terms of the
presence or absence of Neapolitan schemata, it is crucial to bear in mind that
those are only two out of many possible yardsticks for assessing compositional
style. As the analysis in the chapter eight illustrates, in Galuppi’s Venice, as
much as in any other eighteenth-century city, musical aesthetics were part of an
ever-shifting terrain, one which was never static and was never homogenous.
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CHAPTER 7. VENETIAN VESPERS
The Liturgy of the Hours was part of the daily, weekly, and yearly rhythm
of Venetian ecclesial communities of the Settecento. Vespers, as one of its main
components, was sung daily around the city. It was central to the prayer life not
only of convents and monasteries, but of hundreds of confraternities and parish
communities as well. 1 At each of the four ospedali Vespers was likely celebrated
close to 100 times a year. 2 At the Basilica San Marco it was celebrated daily, with
musicians required at least 216 times a year in addition to all the Tridui of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. 3 Yet even though most of the superficial characteristics of
the liturgy were identical in these two communities, the social significance of
Vespers was fundamentally different for the girls and women of the ospedali
than it was for the men of San Marco.

Jonathan E. Glixon, Mirrors of Heaven Or Worldly Theaters?: Venetian
Nunneries and Their Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 1, 35;
Jonathan E. Glixon, "Music at Parish, Monastic, and Nunnery Churches and at
Confraternaties" in A Companion to Music in Sixteenth-Century Venice (Leiden:
Brill, 2018), 80.
2 Berthold Over, Per la Gloria di Dio: Solistische Kirchenmusik an Den
Venezianischen Ospedali Im 18. Jahrhundert (Bonn: Verlag für systematische
Musikwissenschaft, 1998), 41.
3 Tavola Dei Giorni di tutto l'Anno, nei quali li Cantori, Organisti, e Sonatori
devono intervenire nella Nostra Chiesa di S. Marco, per esercitar giusto il solito il
proprio Officio (Venice: Figliuoli del qu: Z. Antonio Pinelli, Stampatori Ducali,
1761).
1
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7.1

Vespers at the Venetian Ospedali
In 1752 the Venetian printer and bookseller, Antonio Groppo, published a

pamphlet entitled Salmi che si Cantano in tutti li Vesperi dei Giorni Festivi di
tutti l’anno, Dalle Figliuole nelle Quattro Ospitale di questa Città. 4 It was similar
to collections of opera libretti that he had published, in that it included the texts
to sixteen Vespers psalms plus that of the Miserere, the four seasonal Marian
antiphons, and elements associated with Eucharistic adoration such as the hymns
Pange lingua and Adoramus te, and the concluding prayer to Vespers, along
with the two longest texts for the Mass propers, the “Gloria” and “Credo.”
Joan Whittemore extrapolated from Groppo’s list of holy days and
asserted that there would have been over 200 Vespers services at each of the
ospedali each year. 5 Berthold Over found her methodology questionable,
however, and has constructed his own list by examining the schedules of priests
from the Mendicanti and Ospedaletto; internal lists of services from the Pietà;
and print sources such as Coronelli’s series of guides for visitors, the Guida de’
Forestieri; Zanetti’s Annali della città di Venegia; and the newspapers Pallade
veneta, Gazzetta veneta, Nuova veneta Gazzetta, and Diario Veneto. 6 Although

Antonio Groppo, Salmi Che si Cantano in tutti li Vesperi Dei Giorni Festivi
di tutto l’Anno Dalle Figliuole Nelli quattro Ospetali di questa Città (Venice: Per
Antonio Groppo, 1752).
5 Joan Margaret Whittemore, "Revision of Music Performed at the
Venetian ospedali in the Eighteenth Century." PhD diss., University of Illinois,
1986, 40-41.
6 Over, Per la Gloria, 41.
4
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the annual schedule of musical functions at the ospedali continually waxed and
waned throughout the entire eighteenth century, Table 7.1 gives a useful
snapshot, based on Over’s findings, of the musical activity at the Ospedale dei
Mendicanti during Galuppi’s tenure there.
Table 7.1. Church functions requiring music at the Mendicanti
Fixed Functions
January 17
January 20
February 8
March 10
March 19
May 18
June 13
June 26
July 2
July 22
July 29
August 8

St. Anthony Abate
St. Sebastian
St. Girolamo Miani
40 Martyrs, St. Militone
St. Joseph
Blessed Felice da
Cantalice
St. Anthony of Padua
SS. John and Paul
Visitation
St. Mary Magdalene
St. Martha
Assumption

August 16
November 1
November 2

St. Rocco
All Saints
Day of the Dead

November 21

Presentation of the
Madonna
St. Catherine
Immaculate Conception
Madonna of Loreto
St. Lucy
St. Lazarus of Bethany
Christmas

November 25
December 8
December 10
December 13
December 17
December 25
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Vespers
Mass
Homily, Mass
Mass, Exposition
Mass
Mass, Oratorio
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers or Oratorio
Mass
First Vespers, Mass,
Oratorio
Vespers or Oratorio
Offices of the Dead
Mass, Offices of the
Dead
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Vespers
Mass
Mass

Table 7.1. (continued)

Movable Functions
Every Tuesday
Every Wednesday
Every Saturday,
Every Sunday
Every first Sunday of the Month
Every second Sunday of the
Month

Lenten Functions
Thursday before Ash Wednesday
Sunday before Ash Wednesday
Every Wednesday during Lent
Every Friday during Lent
Every Sunday during Lent
Feast days during Lent
Saturday before Palm Sunday
Holy Week Functions
Palm Sunday
Monday of Holy Week
Tuesday of Holy Week
Wednesday of Holy Week
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter Vigil
Easter Day

Marian Litany, De profundis (Psalm 130)
Marian Litany
Vespers, Marian Litany
Mass “with some motets,” Vespers
Exposition, Pange Lingua, 2 Masses,
Miserere (Psalm 50), Marian Litany,
Tantum ergo
Exposition, Pange Lingua, 2 Masses,
Miserere (Psalm 50), Marian Litany,
Tantum ergo
Exposition, Sermon, Music
Exposition, Sermon, Music
Afternoon Exposition with music
Exposition with music, Compline
Afternoon Exposition, Vespers,
Oratorio
Afternoon Exposition, Vespers
Compline
Passion, Forty Hours’ Devotion,
Homily, Music, Oratorio
Forty Hours’ Devotion, Homily,
Music, Oratorio
Forty Hours’ Devotion, Homily,
Music, Oratorio
Forty Hours’ Devotion, Homily,
Music, Tenebrae
Mass, Transfer of the Blessed
Sacrament, Music, Tenebrae
Mass, Morning procession with
music, Adoration of the Cross,
Tenebrae
Mass, Morning prayer
Mass, Vespers, Music, Oratorio
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The term “Exposition” in the table refers to Eucharistic adoration, adoration of
relics, or the exposition of objects related to Marian Devotions. It is unclear in
Over’s print sources whether music was required for all scheduled Expositions at
the Mendicanti, or merely for some of them.
According to this calendar, the regular weekly cycle of Saturday and
Sunday Vespers and services and mass would have been punctuated by frequent
special occasions. The most taxing times of the year would have been Lent and
Holy Week, whereas the eleven-week period between mid-August and the
beginning of November would have been relatively undemanding.
However, this reconstructed calendar is only a broad sketch of the
schedule of the figlie. The musical and liturgical schedules at all four ospedali
changed over the course of the eighteenth century in part because the local
bishops changed the Holy Days of Obligation. Coronelli’s edition from the year
1700 lists twenty-eight of them, shown in Table 7.2, but while liturgical music
would have been a part of many of them, that does not necessarily mean that all
four ospedali opened their doors to the public on every one of those days. 7

Vincenzo Coronelli, Guida de' forestieri sacro-profana per osservare il più
ragguardevole nella città di Venezia (Venice: N.N., 1700), 87-92.
7
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Table 7.2. Holy Days of Obligation according to Coronelli
Holy Days of Obligation
January 1
January 6
February 2
February 24
March 19
March 25
April 25
May 1
May3
June 24
June 29
July 25
July 26
August 10
August 15
August 24
September 8
September 21
September 29
October 28
November 1
November 30
December 21
December 25
December 26
December 27
December 28
December 31

Feast of the Circumcision
Epiphany
Feast of the Purification
Feast of St. Matthew the Apostle
Feast of St. Joseph
Feast of the Annunciation
Feast of St. Mark the Evangelist
Feast of SS. Philip and James, apostles
Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross
Feast of the Nativity of St. John the Baptist
Feast of SS. Peter and Paul
Feast of St. James, Apostle
Feast of St. Anne
Feast of St, Lawrence, Deacon and Martyr
Feast of the Assumption of the BVM
Feast of St. Bartholomew
Feast of the Nativity of the BVM
Feast of St. Matthew, Apostle and Evangelist
Feast of St. Michael, Archangel
Feast of SS. Simon and Jude, Apostles
Feast of All Saints
Feast of St. Andrew, Apostle
Feast of St. Thomas, Apostle
Feast of the Nativity of Our Lord
Feast of St. Stephen
Feast of St. John, Apostle and Evangelist
Feast of the Holy Innocents
Feast of St. Sylvester

In addition, it is nearly impossible to account for one major factor that
would have determined the musical activities of the figlie from week to week: the
addition of masses, vespers, and devotions scheduled on behalf of private donors
in honor of particular saints, or as indulgences for the benefit of the souls of
deceased relatives— in exchange for financial gifts, of course. The liturgical
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schedules became so encumbered with special observances, not all of which were
authorized by the governatori, that the Pietà decided in 1767 to drastically cut
back.
Therefore, in accordance with their praiseworthy intentions, in conformity
with the practice of the other ospedali, as well as of all those resulting
from the obligations of the Ospedale as well as all those specifically
requested on behalf of the congregazione, the registering of all functions
falling on Holy Days of Obligation shall be called for, to be recorded in
two schedules, one of which is to be posted in the sacristy, and the other
in the choir, to be preserved in the future without any alteration.
All the other functions either annual, or occasional, which may have been
introduced by the Pietà on behalf of private persons in honor of Saints, or
for their spiritual benefit, as well as those performed in the past according
to custom, will have to be suspended. 8
Further cutbacks were instituted in subsequent years, not without negative
repercussions for some. In 1781 the chaplain of the Pietà lamented the
elimination of fifteen feast days and forty-six anniversari from the schedule of
years past and the resultant loss of donations toward his living expenses. 9

Vas, OLPD, b. 694, Notatorio n. 19/V, cc. 90v/91r, parte 31 luglio 1767,
cited in Gillio, Materiali e Documenti. “Uniformandosi pertanto alli lodevoli loro
pensamenti sarà ordinato il registro di tutte le funzioni cadenti in Festa di precetto,
conformi alla consuetudine aegl’ [agl’ or degl’] altri Ospedali egualmente che di tutte
quelle procedenti da oblighi dell’Ospedale e da Parti della Cong.ne espressamente
ordinate le quali tutte registrate in due tabelle d esser una posta nella Sacrestia, e l’altra
nel Coro averanno ad esser ne tempi avvenire senza alcuna alteration conservate. […]
Tutte le altre funtioni poi annuali, o accidentali, che siano introdotte dalla Pietà di
private Persone in onore de Santi, o per beneficio loro spiritual, et anco per consuetudine
de passata tempi eseguite, averanno ad esser sospese.”
9 Over, Per la Gloria, 41.
8
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7.1.1

Structure of Vespers at the Ospedali
The four ospedali followed a fairly orthodox version of the Vespers liturgy

which began with the opening prayer “God, come save me. Lord, hurry and help
me.” followed by the Doxology. The full Latin text is:
Deus, in adjutorium meum intende.
Domine, ad adjuvandum me festina.
Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui Sancto,
sicut erat in principio et nunc et semper
et in saecula saeculorum. Amen.
A sequence of five psalms specific to the day followed, with a Doxology
appended to the final line of text, each paired with an antiphon which was sung
or recited both before and after the psalm. The antiphon served the purposed of
highlighting a specific thematic element within the psalm text, and was typically
drawn from one of the psalm versicles, or less often, from elsewhere in scripture.
The function of the Doxology was twofold: to add an element of uniformity to
the five disparate psalm texts, and to recast them within a Christological context.
A strophic hymn followed the psalm sequence, according to the day and
season, and then the Magnificat. The final element was a Marian antiphon; a Salve
Regina during most times of year, but possibly a Regina coeli, Ave Regina coelorum,
or Alma Redemptoris Mater at special points in the liturgical calendar.
The distribution of the Vespers psalms at the four ospedali did not follow
the usual monastic pattern of working through thirty-five psalms over the course
of the week; instead, a repertoire of only sixteen psalms was required. Groppo’s
publication shows which five psalms corresponded to each of the eleven
346

sequences or cursi, shown in Table 7.3, to accommodate twenty-eight different
types of occasions on which Vespers was sung. 10

10

Groppo, Salmi Che si Cantano, 7-18.
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Table 7.3. Vespers psalms by Vulgate number at the Venetian ospedali according to Groppo
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Cursus
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

Psalms
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109 110
109
109

111
111
111
111
111
111
111
111

112 113
112
115
112
116
112
112
112

112
112

115
115

131

121

125

126

127

137

147

129 131
129
137

138

147
147

Key to Cursi
I = Sundays, Epiphany, Easter and Octave, Pentecost and Octave, Trinity Sunday
II = Feast of Holy Name of Jesus, Common of One Martyr, Feast of All Saints, Christmas Day (First vespers and when
Christmas falls on a Sunday)
III = Ascension Day; First vespers of Epiphany, Common of Apostles and Evangelists, of Our Lord, Common of One
Martyr, Common of a Confessor Bishop and when any of those feasts falls on a Sunday; first vespers of All Saints and
Guardian Angels; Common of a Confessor not a Bishop when the feast falls on a Sunday
IV = Common of a Confessor Bishop
V = Feast of Guardian Angels
VI = Dedication of a Church (when the feast falls on a Sunday)
VII = Christmas Day and Octave
VIII = Feast of the Most Holy Redeemer
IX = Feast of Corpus Christi and Octave

X = Feast of St. Sylvester, Feast of the Circumcision, Feasts of the BVM, Common of Virgins
XI = Common of Apostles and Evangelists
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Psalms
109
Dixit Dominus
110
Confitebor tibi Domine… in consilio
111
Beatus vir
112
Laudate pueri Dominum
113
In exitu Israel
115
Credidi propter quod
116
Laudate Dominum omnes gentes
121
Laetatus sum
125
In convertendo Dominus
126
Nisi Dominus
127
Beati omnes
129
De profundis
131
Memento Domine
137
Confitebor tibi Domine… quoniam
138
Domine probasti me
147
Lauda Jerusalem

As Table 7.3 indicates, Psalm 109, Dixit Dominus, was prescribed for every
occasion and Psalm 110, Confitebor tibi, was called for on all but a handful.
Several of the psalms rarely occured. Psalm 137, Confitebor tibi quoniam, only
occured twice: on the Feast of Guardian Angels and the Feast of the Most Holy
Redeemer. Psalm 129, De profundis, was only required three times.
The frequency of psalm texts is somewhat reflected in the distribution
among the surviving manuscripts of Vespers psalms, although only broadly.
Settings of Psalms 109, 110, 111, 112, and 113 are indeed among the most
common. Settings of Psalm 147, Lauda Jerusalem, are fairly common as well,
because of its occurance on Marian feasts. 11 Settings of Psalm 127, Beati omnes,
are relatively few.
Several other items from the schedule require mention. Psalm 50, Miserere
mei, prescribed for the first and second Sundays of every month, was part of the
Tenebrae services as well as the Office for the Dead, and it was often preceded by
an introductory work, such as Porpora’s Introductio ad Psalmum Miserere: Sacram
sumentes lyram, for SSAA choir and soloists. 12 Settings of the Te deum for choir
and orchestra were appended to the end of the Mass on special occasions. Solo

The Marian feasts were taken very seriously; the Marian cult, which
already had a firm foothold in eighteenth-century Italy, had particularly strong
significance to the internal cultures of the four ospedali, where the girls and
women were expected constantly to pray to the Virgin Mary, literally from the
moment they woke up in the morning. See Caroline Giron-Panel, Musique et
musiciennes à Venise: Histoire sociale des ospedali (Rome: École française de Rome,
2015), 343-355.
12 Over, Per la Gloria, 399.
11
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motets with basso continuo were fairly common, and motets for small groups of
soloists were rarer. These motets were usually multi-movement works consisting
of recitatives and lush arias. They were set to devotional, non-biblical texts that
usually consisted of a bricolage of Latin words and phrases that drew more from
contemporary Italian syntax than classical Latin grammar; they were often
gibberish on the page, but nonetheless left the Italian speaking listener with the
illusion that he or she understood the gist of the singer’s text. 13

7.2

Vespers at San Marco
The status of San Marco was unique. It was not yet a basilica in the

eighteenth century, but rather the chapel of the Doge, who, as figurehead of the
Most Serene Republic of Venice, was technically the church’s only patron. No
other authority was recognized; even the Patriach, or bishop, was an outsider
and thus held no jurisdiction. The Republic ensured independence and
continuity in the chapel’s policies and activities through a governing body of
nobles, the Procuratoria, who served lifetime appointments. It was not until

Several contemporary accounts indicate that the public was not always
deaf to the poor literary quality. Christian Carl Rolle in 1784 said, "It is not even
worth it to offer the printed text." Pierre-Jean Grosley in 1770 called them "a bad
assemblage of rhyming Latin words where barbarisms and grammar mistakes
are more common than sense and reason; usually the work of the sacristan." See
Christian Carl Rolle, Neue warhnehmung zur aufnahme und weitern ausbreitung der
Musik, (Berlin: A. Wever, 1784) and Pierre-Jean Grosley, Nouveaux mémoires ou
observations sur l'Italie et sur les Italiens, Tome seconde (London: Nourse, 1764), 53.
13
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October 19, 1807, that San Marco became the cathedral of the city and full
compliance with Rome was imposed. 14
In the sacristy of the Basilica San Marco there hung a printed Tavola that
listed the days when the singers, instrumentalists, and organists were called to
service. According to the version from 1761, Vespers were scheduled on 134 holy
days with fixed dates as well as on eighty-two dates that change from year to
year: every Sunday; Saturdays during Lent, Sunday after lunch during Lent,
Palm Sunday, Easter Vigil and Easter day as well as the second and third days
following; the Vigil and day of Ascension as well as eight days before and eight
days following; the Vigil and day of Pentecost as well as the second and third
days following; the Vigil and day of the feasts of the Holy Trinity and Corpus
Christi; and all of the Tridui (three-day cycles of prayer dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin Mary) or more if they differed from those printed in the Ottavario. Table
7.4 illustrates what the schedule would have been for the singers of San Marco in
the month of January 1762 (which was still considered part of the year 1761 by
Venetian reckoning).

Deborah Howard and Laura Moretti, Sound & Space in Renaissance Venice
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009), 21.
14
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Table 7.4. The singers’ calendar of January 1762, according to the Tavola
January 1, 2, 3

Triduum of the Feast of the
Circumcision

January 3

Sunday

January 5
January 6

Epiphany Vigil
Epiphany

January 7
January 8

S. Lorenzo Giustinian
(Vigil)
S. Lorenzo Giustinian

January 10

Sunday

January 14

S. Pietro Orseolo

January 17

Sunday

January 19
January 20

S. Bastian (Vigil)
S. Bastian

January 24

Sunday

January 25
January 30
January 31

Feast of the Conversion of
St. Paul (Vigil)
Feast of the Conversion of
St. Paul
Transfer of St. Mark (Vigil)
Translation of the Body of
St. Mark
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Exposition of the Most Holy
Sacrament, with motets
throughout the day, with solo
organ, evening procession on
January 3rd
Mass and Vespers sung from
the bigonzo
Vespers in double-choir
Vespers in double-choir, mass
a capella sung from the bigonzo
First vespers in single-choir
Second vespers in single-choir,
Mass a capella at S. Pietro di
Castello; those not going: mass
a capella in San Marco
Mass and Vespers sung from
the bigonzo
Solemn mass from the organ
lofts, with platforms, with
instruments; Vespers from the
organ lofts, with platforms
without instruments
Mass and Vespers sung from
the bigonzo
Vespers in single-choir
Vespers in single-choir, mass a
capella sung from the bigonzo
Mass and Vespers sung from
the bigonzo,
Vespers in double-choir
Vespers in double-choir, mass
a Capella, sung from the bigonzo
Vespers in double-choir
Vespers in double-choir, mass
a Capella sung from the bigonzo

The Tavola is of particular interest because it specifies the days on which the choir
is required to sing as a single choir, as opposed to days on which they are
required to sing spezzati; days on which they must sing from the octagonal pulpit
on the floor of the church known as the bigonzo, or “tub”; days on which they
must sing on wooden platforms below the organs and from the organ lofts; and
rare days such as January 8, on which half the choir must instead go sing at
another church nearby.

7.2.1

The Psalm Cursi of San Marco
Table 7.5 shows which Vespers psalms corresponded to each of the

twenty-one cursi at San Marco. The frequency of use for each individual psalm
varied, as it did at the ospedali and in churches following the Roman rite.
Thirteen of the psalms only appear in the weekday cycle, never on feast days,
and therefore were usually sung by the canons and the young choir boys under
the leadership of the maestro di coro, rather than by the professional singers:
Psalm 114, Dilexi quoniam; Psalm 119, Ad Dominum dum tribularer; 15 Psalm 123,
Nisi quod Domini; Psalm 124, Qui confidunt; Psalm 128, Saepe expugnaverunt; Psalm
130, Domine non est exaltum; Psalm 132, Ecce quam bonum; Psalm 135, Confitemini
Domino; Psalm 136, Super flumina Babylonis; Psalm 140, Domine clamavi; Psalm
141, Voce mea ad Dominum; Psalm 143, Benedictus Domino; Psalm 144, Exaltebo te
Psalm 119, Ad Dominum dum tribularer is the only Vespers psalm whose
incipit is altered due to the unique translation favored at San Marco, discussed
below. The incipit in the Vulgate is Ad Dominum cum tribularer.
15
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Deus. It is not surprising that concerted settings of only a few of these ferial
psalms still survive in the collections of music from the basilica.
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Table 7.5. Feasts in the San Marco liturgy and their corresponding psalm cursi
Cursus

I
109
110
111
112
113

II

III

IV

V

VI

114
115
116
119
120
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Psalms

VII

VIII
109
110
111
112

IX
109
110
111
112

X
109
110
111
112

XI
109
110
111
112

XII
109
110
111

XIII
109
110

XIV
109
110

XV
109

XVI
109

111

111

112

115

115

XVII
109

XVIII
109

XIX

112

112

112

115

115

116

XX

XXI

115
116
120

121
122
123
124
125

121

121
122

125
126
127
128
129
130

125

125
126

127

126

127

129
131
132
134
135
136

131

131

129
131

131
134

137
138

137
138

138

Cursus

I

II

III

IV

V

VI
139
140
141

VII

143
144
145
146
147

VIII

IX

X

XI

147

XII

XIII

XIV

147

XV

XVI
139

147

XVII

147

XVIII

XIX

XX

145
146
147

147

XXI
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Key to Cursi
I = Sundays, second Vespers for major feasts that fall on Sunday, Feast of the Transfiguration second vespers
II = Monday Vespers
III = Tuesday Vespers
IV = Wednesday Vespers
V = Thursday Vespers
VI = Friday Vespers
VII = Saturday Vespers,
VIII = Second Vespers of the Common of Martyrs
IX = The so-called “male cursus,” First, second Vespers on feasts of non-apostle, non-evangelist male saints, first Vespers
of Common of Martyrs
X = Vigil of the Nativity of St. John the Baptist
XI = First Vespers of the Feast of the Dedication of the Church of San Marco; Feast of St. Agatha first Vespers
XII = Second Vespers for Christmas, used through Epiphany, second Vespers for Purification
XIII = Second Vespers of a Confessor Bishop
XIV = First Vespers of Corpus Christi
XV = First and second Vespers for Apostles and Evangelists
XVI = Feast of SS. Hermagoras and Fortunatus, second Vespers; St. Clement, second Vespers

XVII = The so-called “female cursus,” most feasts of the BVM, feasts of female saints, second Vespers only on
Assumption, Nativity, and Immaculate Conception
XVIII = Feast of St. Mark second Vespers; Feast of SS. Peter and Paul, second Vespers
XIX = “Vespero delli Cinque Laudate” Vigil of Christmas, Epiphany, Ascension, Pentecost, Purification, Assumption,
Nativity, Conception of the BVM, All Saints; second Vespers of Corpus Christi
XX = Second Vespers of Feast of the Dedication of the Church of San Marco
XXI = First Vespers of the Feast of the Holy Trinity
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Psalms (Vulgate numbering)
109 Dixit Dominus
110 Confitebor tibi
111 Beatus vir
112 Laudate pueri
113 In exitu Israel
114 Dilexi quoniam
115 Credidi propter
116 Laudate Dominum omnes
119 Ad Dominum
120 Levavi oculos meos
121 Laetatus sum
122 Ad te levavi
123 Nisi quod Domini
124 Qui confidunt
125 In convertendo Dominus
126 Nisi Dominus
127 Beati omnes
128 Saepe expugnaverunt

129
130
131
132
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
143
144
145
146
147

De profundis
Domine non est
Memento Domine
Ecce quam bonum
Laudate nomen Domini
Confitemini Domino
Super flumina Babylonis
Confitebor angelorum
Domine probasti
Eripe me Domine
Domine clamavi
Voce mea ad Dominum
Benedictus Domino
Exaltebo te Deus
Lauda anima mea
Laudate Dominum quoniam
Lauda Jerusalem

The cursi for ferial vespers at San Marco, numbered I-VII, are identical to
those of the Roman breviary, but all the others are specific to the Venetian
liturgy. Several of them require further explanation.
Cursus IX is the so-called “male cursus,” and it was used either for first or
second Vespers, or both, on most of the major feasts of male saints, excluding
those of the apostles.
Cursus XVII was used for at least one Vespers service, often for both, on
most feasts of female saints, with the exception of four central Marian feasts.
Moore reports that feasts following this cursus tended to call for double-choir
psalm settings more often than feasts following the male cursus, specifically the
celebrations of the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Presentation, the Feast of St.
Mary Magdalene, the Assumption, the Nativity, and the Immaculate Conception
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Feasts of other female saints and lesser Marian feasts
called for single-choir psalm settings. 16
Francesco Cavalli referred to Cursus XIX as the Vespero delli cinque laudate
because it consists of five psalms whose incipits all include some form of the verb
laudare: Psalm 112, Laudate pueri, Psalm 116, Laudate Dominum omnes gentes; Psalm
145, Lauda anima mea; Psalm 146, Laudate Dominum quoniam bonus est; and Psalm

James H. Moore, Vespers at St. Mark's Music of Alessandro Grandi,
Giovanni Rovetta and Francesco CavalliI (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981),
188-189.
16
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147, Lauda Jerusalem. 17 It appeared with surprising regularity on important
occasions throughout the San Marco liturgical year, including the vigils of
Christmas, Epiphany, Ascension, Pentecost, the Purification, the Assumption, the
Nativity, the Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, on the Feast of All Saints,
and the Feast of Corpus Christi. The occasions in which it appeared always
called for double-choir musical settings. This cursus does not appear at all in the
Roman breviary, but its unique occurrence in the San Marco cycle coincides with
a telling number of parallel occurrences in the liturgy of Aquileia, the
neighboring patriarchate to the east of Veneto. Moore says that this cursus
appeared in other pre-Tridentine liturgies as well, including the three principal
English rites of Sarum, Hereford, and York, the breviaries of the Dominicans, the
Augustinians, and the Carmelites, and in the rite of the prince-archbishopric of
Salzburg. 18
Cursus XII was prescribed for Christmas day in both the San Marco and
the Roman rites, but the San Marco liturgy continued using it on a number of
feasts during the Christmas season, up to Epiphany and the Feast of the
Purification on February 2. All of the feasts following Cursus XII except for St.

Psalm 134, Laudate nomen Domini, is not part of this set even though the
incipit also includes the word “laudate.”
18 James H. Moore, “The ‘Vespero delli Cinque Laudate’ and the Role of
Salmi Spezzati at St. Mark’s,” Journal of the American Musicological Society, Vol. 34,
No. 2 (Summer 1981): 262.
17
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Silvester and the Feast of the Holy Innocents called for double-choir psalm
settings.
Several of the cursi had limited use. Cursi XVI and XVIII only occurred
twice a year. Cursi X, XIV, and XXI only occurred once a year, on the vigils of the
Dedication of the Church of San Marco, the Feast of Corpus Christi, and the Feast
of the Holy Trinity, but they always required double-choir psalms.
Cursus XX was prescribed only once a year, for the second Vespers of the
Feast of the Dedication of the Church of San Marco. Disagreement over whether
single or double-choir psalms were required for this cursus provoked outrage
among the singers in 1589 and provoked them to climb down over the edge of
the bigonzo mid-liturgy and walk out in protest. The subsequent failure to resolve
the controversy over the following decade resulted in an official inquest in the
year 1600. Moore transcribes an exchange from that inquest which gives insight
into how central the double-choir practice was to the San Marco tradition and
identity:
Question: Did you hear the maestro di coro order that the Vespers be sung
in double choir?
Response: When the Vespers had been intoned, I heard the maestro di coro
tell the singers to sing and respond, and all of them answered, that they
were not supposed to sing according to the tariffa.
Question: What tariffa are you referring to?
Response: There is a chart in the sacristy that shows a symbol for when
the singing is done in two choirs. 19
Doc, 138: A.S.V., San Marco, Procuratia de Supra, Busta 91, processo
208, fascicolo 1, f. 14v; transcribed in Moore, Vespers at St. Mark's, 282.
“Interrogato. Senteste che’l maestro di coro ordinasse che’l vesporo si dicesse a due cori.
19
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Moore notes the clear correspondence between the status of a feast day
and the style of music called for. Single- or double-choir music was not the only
consideration; music in the stile concertato was called for as well on the days that
commemorated saints, and Denis Stevens observes that the two factors even
occasionally overlap in the concerted double-choir settings of the first and last
psalms of the service. 20 Yet a lavish compositional style does not equate with an
increased degree of spectacle, as the most significant feast days did not
necessarily demand the most elaborate music. Instead, the liturgies of those days
expressed a continuity of tradition in multiple ways, including the use of cori
spezzati. 21

7.2.2

Vespers and Venetian Identity at San Marco
Music functioned as a medium for the expression of piety in Venetian

churches, but it had a political and propagandistic function as well. The lines
between church and state were blurred in the significant number of religious
celebrations requiring the participation of state officials. 22 In fact, the writer

Rispose. Io sentei il Maestro di Coro quando fu Intonato il vesporo che disse verso li
cantori che cantasse, e respondessero li quali tutti risposero, che non erano obligati per la
tariffa cantare. Ei dictum. Che tariffa vi è in questa materia. Rispose. Vi è una tolela in
sacrestia nella qual vi è un segno quando si canta a dui Cori.”
20 Denis Stevens, Monteverdi: Sacred, Secular, and Occasional Music
(Rutherford, N.J: Associated University Press, 1978), 83.
21 Moore, “The ‘Vespero Delli Cinque Laudate,’” 273.
22 Francesco Passadore, “The Maestri di cappella” in A Companion to Music
in Sixteenth-Century Venice (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 205.
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Francesco Sansovino, writing in 1581, cited fourteen commemorative ceremonies
that involved state processions, the so-called “andate in trionfo,” with the
obligatory participation of the Doge, the Signoria, and the full rank of
magistrates, senators, and civil functionaries in order to inculcate the message of
the power and grandeur of Venice. 23 Ellen Rosand observes that music was not
merely utilitarian in these ceremonies, it was symbolic:
Within the rhetoric of Venetian propaganda, music assumed a particularly
relevant role, the appropriate symbol of a government well tempered,
harmonious, consonant, balanced in the relationship of its parts. This
notion became so firmly established by the later sixteenth century that
even such an objective critic of Venice as Jean Bodin could acknowledge
that it was the rule of 'harmonic proportion that has rendered this
Republic beautiful and flourishing.' Venice, of course, deliberately
perpetuated this myth, cultivating its public image, seeking to maintain
and enhance the spectacle of itself. 24
Conversely, the pomp of civic and political events was matched by an equal
degree of musical spectacle in liturgical events. One of the later additions to
Sansovino’s book, Venetia, città nobilissima, describes Vespers in San Marco on
Christmas Eve in these superlative terms:
The choir area of the Signoria is carefully prepared with a number of
benches and other seating for noble gentlemen, who take up not only the
aforementioned choir, but also that of the canons, which is around both
sides of the great altar. Around hour twenty-two [n.b. two hours before
sunset] the Doge comes down into the church, where he is met by the
vicar, and four subcanons, onto the lowest steps of the aforementioned
Francesco Sansovino, Venetia, città nobilissima et singolare (Venice:
Domenico Farri, 1581), 492. For a detailed account of the history and significance
of the andate, see Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1981), 103-119.
24 Ellen Rosand, "Music in the Myth of Venice." Renaissance Quarterly
(1977), 512-513.
23
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altar, that is, the area outside the colonnade of that altar, and surrounded
by the Signoria and by other nobles, intones the Vespers, which is sung to
the sweetest accompaniment by the salaried musicians of the church and
by others hired to increase their number, as on that evening they sing in
eight, ten, twelve, and sixteen choirs, to the wonder and amazement of
everyone and especially of the foreigners, who admit to having never
heard anything rarer or more singular than this in other parts of the
world, and they speak the truth; since the musicians, both vocalists and
instrumentalists, are found to be most excellent, especially having three
famous world-renowned men as maestri and directors: Croce, known as
Chiozotto, Gabrielli, and da Bassano. Once Vespers has been sung, and
then Compline without singing, Matins is begun, which the canons and
the other priests of the church sing. 25
The account in Sansovino’s book gives a glimpse of the centrality of
Vespers in the liturgical life of the basilica, but it describes a special occasion
rather than daily activity. In order to fill out the picture it is important to
understand San Marco’s liturgy within the context of the Venetian Republic
itself.

Sansovino, Venetia, città nobilissima, 516-517. “Conciosia cosa che
preparatosi il coro della Signoria con quantità di banche, & di altre sedie, di particolari e
privati Gentilhuomini, che occupano non solamente il coro predetto, ma ancora quello de
i Canonici, che è da ambi i lati dell'altar grande presso le ventidue hore se ne discende il
Doge in Chiesa, dove giunto dal Vicario di Chiesa, accompagnato da quattro
Sottocanonici, sui primi scalini dell'altar predetto, per esser il luogo fuori delle colonnelle
di esso altare all'intorno tutto dalla Signoria, & da altri Nobili, come s'è detto, occupato,
intona Vespro, che con canti, & suoni suavissimi viene cantato dai musici di chiesa
salariati, & da altri, che vengono tolti à posta per far maggior numero, poiche si canta in
tal sera à otto, dieci, docidi, e sedicicori, con stupore, & maraviglia di ciascuno, &
specialmente de i forestieri, i quali confessano non udirsi musica più rara, nè più singolar
di questa in molte parti del mondo: & dicono il vero; poiche i musici, e di voce, & di
suono trovansi quivi Eccellentissimi, havendo specialmente per Maestri, & Capi loro quei
tre famosi giovani, cotanto nominati al mondo, Croce, detto Chiozotto, Gabrielli, e da
Bassano. Detto il vespro, & poscia Compieta senza canto, si dà principio al Matutino, che
lo cantano i canonici, & gli altri Preti di Chiesa.”
25
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When mutinous troops of Charles V had sacked Rome in 1527 a large
number of artists and literary figures fled the devastation and moved to Venice.
This fueled one of the currents appearing in Venetian writing of the time
portraying Venice as the new, true heir to the Roman Empire, a cultural monolith
surpassing Rome itself. 26 San Marco’s liturgy was distinctive from the Roman
one, and the basilica became an expression of the fusion of patriotism and faith. 27
Its liturgical calendar commemorated important events in Venetian history.
Images of Venice as a holy and apostolic city adorned its religious art, including
the altarpieces. Even the piazza outside San Marco became a distinctive civic and
religious space that promoted an increase in blended ecclesiastical and civic
ceremonies. 28 As part of this expression the state increased its patronage of
Venetian music toward the end of the sixteenth century, the center of which was
the cappella of San Marco. 29

Venice’s ties to Rome are part of a much longer and more complex
narrative that extends back at least as far as 1204, following the fourth crusade.
Debra Pincus has discussed how Venice, like Padua, Milan, and Florence, had
indulged in a creative revision of its past to promote its identity as heir to the
Roman empire, a notion which gained further traction following the sack of
Rome in 1527. See Debra Pincus, “Venice and the Two Romes: Byzantium and
Rome as a Double Heritage in Venetian Cultural Politics.” Artibus et Historiae
(1992), 101-110.
27 Giulio M. Ongaro, “San Marco.” In A Companion to Music in SixteenthCentury Venice (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 25.
28 Iain Fenlon, Piazza San Marco (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2009), 89-92.
29 Iain Fenlon, “Music, Liturgy and Identity in Renaissance Venice.”
Rivista de Musicología (1993), 14-15.
26
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7.3

The San Marco Psalter
One of the earliest surviving print records of the Vespers liturgy at the

basilica comes from the beginning of the seventeenth century. In 1608 at San
Marco the canon and maestro de ceremonie Giovanni Stringa was assigned the task
of collecting and ordering the texts and responses for the Offices, which had
become disordered and difficult to use. As the procuratoria noted at the time,
Today, July 17, 1608
The maestro di coro having noted that the psalters following the rite of the
Church of San Marco, which are used continually in the choir, are in
terrible condition, and that finding only one that they can still manage to
use, it would be good to refurbish it, copy it by hand, or have it printed.
Considering that having it hand-copied would cost fifty ducats for just
one copy, and moreover, that after a few years it would be necessary to
make others, [to replace those] worn out through continual use, whereas
printing them one could have fifty copies for around 200 ducats including
the paper, the aforementioned maestro di coro having offered to review this
psalter and, as necessary, write out the music of those additions that he
will judge useful in said work. Therefore, when all was said and done,
they have determined by vote that the illustrious bursar reach an
agreement with some printer, whoever makes the most advantageous
offer, so that fifty of them be printed, of which one be bound in cloth, and
one in the ordinary way, and the others stored in the procuratoria in a
carefully guarded place. 30
Chiesa Actorum 1607-14, Procuratia de Supra, San Marco, Registro 140,
1608 17. Luglio. “Havendo il maestro di coro raccordato, che li salterij secondo il rito
della chiesa di San Marco, quale s’adoperano di continuo in coro, sono in pessimo statto,
et che attrovandosene un solo che possi anco malamente adoperar sarrà bene quello
[reno?]var o con farne scriver à pena o con farli stampar. Considerando, che il farli
scriver à pena costerea uno solo di essi ducati cinquanta, et più, et che in capo di pochi
anni bosognerà farne delli altri consummandosi per il continuo uso, onde stampandoli si
potrà haverne copie cinquanta con ducati dosento incirca computata la carta, havendosi
offerto il detto Maestro di coro di riveder esso salterio, et facendo bisogno, notarli quelle
aggionte, che giudicarà dover servir in detto opera, Però il tutti inteso et considerato,
hanno à bossoli et balloti terminato che per l’illustrissimo Cassier sia fatto mercato con
qualque stampar, che si offerirà server con più avantaggio, acio che ne siano stampate
copie cinquanta, delle quali una sia ligata in tola, et uno secondo l’ordinario, et li altri
siano semate in procuratoria in loco che siano ben custodite.”
30
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The timing of the appearance of this psalter in printed form is significant:
although the Roman Catholic Church had affirmed the Vulgate as its official
Latin Bible at the Council of Trent (1545-1563), there was no print version
available until the Clementine edition of the Vulgate became the authoritative
text in 1592, a mere seventeen years before the appearance of the San Marco
texts. 31 Furthermore, from May 1607 to April 1608 Venice had been under
interdict (excommunicated) by Pope Paul V in a contentious conflict in which
both the overreach of Rome’s authority and language were volatile issues. 32
Stringa approached the printing company of Francesco Rampazetto, a
smallish Venetian printer of both books and music that usually worked on
commission for other printers and booksellers. Rampazetto’s work was well
known and respected by musicians of the basilica, as he had printed collections
of works by Zarlino and Merulo, among others. 33 The resulting publication of
Stringa’s work bears the title Psalterium Davidicum per Hebdomadam Dispositam ad
Usum Ecclesiae Ducalis Sancti Marci Venetiarum (The Psalter of David Distributed

Bruce M. Metzger, The Early Versions of the New Testament, (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1977), 348.
32 William James Bouwsma, Venice and the Defense of Republican Liberty,
(Berkley: University of Los Angeles, 1968), 404-407. Whereas the Roman Curia
had printed their writs to the Venetian government in Latin, the Venetian senate
had made the shrewd choice to respond in the vernacular, thus making the
repartée understandable to all Venetians, as well as underscoring their own
autonomy.
33 Jane A. Bernstein, Print Culture and Music in Sixteenth-Century Venice
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 170-171.
31
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according to the Week for the Use of the Ducal Church of San Marco, Venice). 34 Its
wordy subtitle, “With everything that is necessary for the psalms, hymns, and
antiphons of the Divine Office. Even with the Office of the Dead, and an index of
psalms, hymns and such, in other words everything,” indicates that Stringa’s
intent was to have all the complete texts together, bound within two covers,
eliminating the need to consult any additional books. This stands in contrast to
the San Marco Orationale, which consisted of lists of the components of the
service and a calendar of the occasions to which they apply, but supplied only
the incipits to the psalms, hymns, canticles, and prayers, thus requiring the
worshipper to look elsewhere for the remainder of the texts for the service. 35
Stringa’s approach was prescriptive rather than descriptive. The fact that
he saw his mission as one of correction rather than verbatim preservation of
contemporary practice is unambiguous thanks to two bits of evidence. The first
appears on the front cover of the printed psalter, “Praecipua nuper cura
emendatum et excussum,” that is, “recently corrected and inspected with special
care.” The second appears in the register of the Procuratoria under the entry for
January 4, 1609:
That from the funds of the church there should be given a one-time
payment of fifty ducats, that is, fifty to messer Father Zuane Stringa,
maestro di coro, in consideration of the useful service that provides in his
duties as well as in the revision of the psalter, which is being printed for
Giovanni Stringa, Psalterium Davidicum per Hebdomadam Dispositam ad
Usum Ecclesiae Ducalis Sancti Marci Venetiarum (Venice, Rampazetto, 1609).
35 Giovanni di Vitale, Orationale ad usum Basilicae Ducalis Sancti Marci
Venetiarum (Venice, 1759)
34
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use by the Church of San Marco, as well as having added various
corrections pertinent to it. 36
There is evidence that up to this point reliance upon an imperfect oral
tradition at the ducal basilica had frustrated others, as well. Stringa’s
predecessor, Bartolomeo Bonifacio, seems to confirm that in the preface to his
Liber ceremoniale, printed several decades earlier.
They are in many ways deficient, nor could those who wrote them foresee
and arrange everything, since also some things change through disuse, or
else through long use were added on. For this reason the Master of
Ceremonies, who concerns himself daily with these things, was better and
more diligently able to add the things that our fathers and the old clergy
left out, and diligently took care to maintain those observances for
posterity. Those who truly feel otherwise should ascribe this work not to
recklessness but to the love on the part of the Master [of ceremonies], who
will not have exercised his own will, but will have carefully revised those
things that were incompletely passed on by the majority, partially
preserved through long and praiseworthy custom. 37

Chiesa Actorum 1607-14, Procuratia de Supra, San Marco, Registro 140,
1608 4. Genaro “Che della cassa della chiesa siano datti ducati cinquanta per una volta
tanto, cioè cinquanta à Messer Padre Zuane Stringa maestro di coro atesa l’util servitio,
che lui presta, cosi nel carico suo come nella revision del salterio, che si stampa per
servitio della chiesa di san Marco cosi di haver aggionto come corretto diverse cose
pertenente à quello.”
37 Bartolomeo Bonifacio, Liber ceremoniale. Rituum ecclesiasticae, sive sacrae
cerimoniae, ducalis ecclesie Sancti Marci Evangelisti, in preclarisima civitate venetiae,
per prefineae nominus a Bartholomeum Bonifacium, eiusdem sisignis ecatesiae, magister
choir et cerimoniae (1564), Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, MSS. Lat. III-172,
Collocazione 2276, James H. Moore Collection, University of Chicago Library,
microfilm reel 41. “Quia tamen in multis deficiunt, nec qui eos descripserunt, omnia
praevidere ac disponere potuerunt: cum etiam desuetudine non nulla immutata sint, vel
longa consuetudine addita. Ideo Cerimoniarum Magister, qui quotidie in ipsis versatur,
melius, et diligentius ac potuit, ea, quae Patres nostri, ac veteres Prelati omiserunt,
addere, et observanda Posteri diligenter praestare curavit. Qui vero aliter senserint,
charitati, non temeritati Magistri hunc laborem ascribant, qui non sua praestiterit, sed
quae partim a majoribus tradita, partim longa, et laudabili consuetudine servata sunt
seedule recensuerit.”
36
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Bonifacio, tellingly, concludes his preface with the observation, “It is no small
burden, that of the Maestro di ceremonie, who watches over everything in the
Choir, and on whom everyone’s mistakes are blamed.” 38
Stringa, in the preface to his published breviary, refers to another motive:
the lack of an accessible, authoritative text and the need for “guidance.”
It has also been eleven years since I corrected the Officium Maioris
Hebdomadae ad usum eiusdem Ecclesiae and had it printed. […] Here at last is
the Psalter; whereas previously there was only the very disorganized,
confused, and also very incorrect hand copy; it is no small task with which
I, in the pursuit of authenticity, restore the right way of reciting, according
to the ancient use of the aforesaid church, printed according to your
particular decree; this is indeed, for what it is worth, my work. 39
In spite of his stated aim of creating a comprehensive resource, Stringa
seems to have assumed that the user already knew the order and texts of many
of the components of the Offices from memory, because he omitted the recurring
elements. He included neither the texts nor any reference to the Ave Maria, the
Pater noster, nor the introductory prayer beginning with “Deus in adjutorium
meum intende”; yet clearly they were included in the Offices because of their
appearance in the hundreds of surviving choral settings in the San Marco

Bartolomeo Bonifacio, Liber ceremoniale. “Non est mediocre onus Magistri
Cerimoniarum, qui pro omnibus vigilat in Choro, et a quo omnium defectus ascribitur.”
39 Stringa, Psalterium Davidicum, 2-3. “Id quod etiam undecim ab hinc annis
peregi, cum Officium Maioris Hebdomadae ad usum eiusdem Ecclesiae per me
emendatum typis tradendum curavi; […]Praesens tandem Psalterium, olim non solum
nimis inordinate, et confuse, sed etiam valde incorrecte manu scriptum; nunc autem non
minori a me laborem quam studio ad veram, rectamque ipsius recitandi rationem
restitutum, at usui tamen perantiquo praefatae Ecclesiae accomodatum, vestroque
potissimum decreto impressum, sunt quidem mei, qualescumque sint, labores.”
38
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repertoire, as well as in print elsewhere. Only a decade after the publication of
Stringa’s psalter, the basilica reprinted the complete set of readings, prayers, and
psalms for the masses, Offices, and extra-liturgical rituals of Holy Week in a
separate book titled Officivm hebdomadae sanctae secundum consuetudinem ducalis S.
Marci Venetiarvm, including the full texts of all the recurring components. 40
Stringa’s psalter is 294 pages and includes psalm texts, antiphons, and
hymns for daily Matins and Lauds, as well as for Sunday Prime, Terce, Sext, and
Nones. Psalm antiphons and hymns for daily Vespers follow, and then
Compline. The Marian antiphons appear next, printed with their corresponding
chants. The formulas for Advent and Lent follow, and then those for Holy Week
and Easter, and then texts for the feast days in the usual sequence of the liturgical
calendar. The Proper of Saints, antiphons for the dedication of a church, the
Office of the Dead, and the formula for Christmas conclude this section of the
psalter. Stringa then appends a psalm index of several pages.
As Table 7.6 shows, Stringa’s formula for daily vespers follows a pattern
parallel to the 1568 Roman Breviary of Pius V in its broad outlines. The section
on Vespers begins with Sunday and assigns five psalms to each day of the week
in numerical order beginning with Psalm 109, and ending with Psalm 147, with
the exception of Psalms 117, 118, and 142. The antiphons accompanying the

Officivm hebdomadae sanctae secundum consuetudinem ducalis S Marci
Venetiarvm. Dominica palmarum vsque ad diem paschae inclusiue. Ad antiqvvm ritum
& integritatem restitutum (Venice: Ioseph Prodocmi, 1716).
40
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psalms in the San Marco breviary sometimes correspond to the Roman Breviary,
sometimes not. Likewise, the hymns concluding each of the daily Vespers
correspond to the Roman Breviary as it stood in 1609; only twenty years later
Urban VIII would begin publishing revised versions of the hymn texts to correct
perceived flaws in the poetry. Most of the Vespers hymns in the psalter share a
common final verse with a trinitarian formula similar to that of the Doxology:
Praesta, Pater piissime,
Patrique compar Unice,
cum Spiritu Paraclito
regnans per omne saeculum.
Amen.
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Table 7.6. Stringa’s formula for daily vespers at San Marco
Incipiunt psalmi
Vesperorum, in Dominicis, & Ferialibus Diebus per Hebdomandam
modulandi :
Ad usam Ecclesiae Ducalis Sancti Marci Venetiarum
DOMINICA AD VESPERAS.
Antiphona per Annum.
Dixit Dominus. Euouae.
Tempore Paschali, Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Sub qua sola dicuntur omnes Psalmi Vesperarum tam in Dominicis quam in
ferijs. Alia Antiphona que dicitur a Dominica Septuagesimae usque ad Dominicam
Palmarum inclusive in Dominicis tantum diebus.
Sede a dextris meis. Euouae.
Psalmus 109. [Dixit Dominus]
Antiphona per Annum.
Dixit Dominus Domino meo, sede a dextris meis.
Alia Antiphona a Septuagesima.
Sede a dextris meis dixit Dominus Domino meo.
Antiphona per Annum.
Fidelia. Euouae.
Alia Antiphona a Septuagesima.
Magna. Euouae.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
Psalmus 110 [Confitebor tibi Domine]
Antiphona per Annum.
Fidelia omnia mandata eius, confirmata in saeculum saeculi.
Alia Antiphona a Septuagesima.
Magna opera Domini
Subscripta Antiphona utrique tempori servit.
In mandatis, Euouae.
Psalmus 111 [Beatus vir]
Antiphona
In mandatis eus cupit nimis.
Antiphona per Annum.
Sit nomen Domini. Euouae.
Psalmus 112 [Laudate pueri]
Sit nomen Domini benedictum in saecula.
Alia Antiphona a Septuagesima.
Eccelsus super omnes gentes Dominus.
Antiphona per Annum.
Nos qui vivimus. Euouae.
Alia Antiphona a Septuagesima.
Domus Jacob. Euouae.
Antiph. Nos qui vivimus. Euouae.
Psalmus 113 [In exitu Israel]
Antiphona per Annum.
Nos qui vivimus, benedicimus Domino.
Alia Antiphona a Septuag.
Domus Jacob de populo barbaro.
Tempore Paschali, Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus: Lucis creator optime
V./ Dirigatur Domine oratio mea.
R./ Sicut incensum in conspectus tuo.
Praedictus Hymnus cum suo versu dicitur a Dominica ij. Post Epiphaniae
usque ad Dominicam primam Quadrag.a Dominica tertia post Pentec. usque ad
Adventum.
Canticum Beate [sic] Mariae Virginis
Magnificat : anima mea Dominim
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Table 7.6. (continued)
FERIA SECUNDA
Ad Vesperas, Antiphona
*Inclinavit Dominus. Euouae.
Tempore Paschali, Antiph.
*Alleluia. Euouae
Psalmus 114 [Dilexi, quoniam]
Antiphona
*Inclinavit Dominus aurem suam mihi.
Antiph. Credidi. Euouae.
Psalmus 115 [Credidi, propter]
Antipn. Credidi, propter quod locutus sum.
Antiph. Laudate Dominum. Euouae.
Psalmus 116 [Laudate Dominum]
Antiphona. Laudate Dominum omnes gentes.
Antiphon. Clamavi. Euouae.
Canticum Graduum.
Psalmus 119 [Ad Dominum cum tribularer clamavi]
Antiphona. Clamavi & exaudivit me.
Antiph. Unda veniet. Euouae.
Psalmus 120 [Levavi oculos meos]
Antiphona. Unde veniet auxilium mihi.
Tempore Paschali, antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus. Immense coeli conditor
V/. Dirivatur Domine oratio.
Ut supra. Folio 86.
Ad Magnificat, Antiphona:
Magnificat anima mea Dominum, quia respexit Deus humilitatem meam.
Euouae.
Antiphonae cum Psalmus semper dicuntur ad Vesperas in Oficio feriali, ut hic
in Psalterio: Hymnus votivus in Octava Pentecostes usque ad Adventum, et ab octava
Epiphaniae: antiphonae autem ad Magnificat eisdem temporibus usque ad
Septuagessimum.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
FERIA TERTIA
Ad Vesperas, Antiphona
In domum Domini. Euouae.
Tempore Paschali, Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Psalmus 121 [Laetatus sum]
Antiphona
In domum Domini, laetantes ibimus.
Antiph.
Qui habitas. Euouae.
Psalmus 122 [Ad te levam oculos meos]
Antiph. Qui habitas in caelis, miserere nobis.
Antiphona
Adiutorum. Euouae.
Psalmus 123 [Nisi quod [sic] Domini erat in nobis]
Antiphona
Adiutorum nostrum in nominee Domini.
Antiphona. Benefac Domine, Euouae.
Psalmus 124 [Qui confidunt in Domino]
Antiph. Benefac Domine bonis, et rectic corde.
Antiphona. Facti sumus. Euouae.
Psalmus 125 [In convertendo]
Antiphona. Facti sumus sicut consolati.
Tempore Pascahli, Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus. Telluris ingens conditor
V/. Dirigatur Domine oratio. Ut supra. Folio 86
Ad Magnificat, Antiphona.
Exultet spiritus meus in Deo salutary meo. Euouae.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
FERIA QUARTA
Ad Vesperas. Antiphona.
Non confundetur. Euouae.
Tempore Paschali. Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Psalmus 126 [Nisi Dominus]
Antiphona. Non confundetur dum loquetor inimicis suis in porta.
Antiphona. Beati omnes. Euouae.
Psalmus 127 [Beati omnes qui timent Dominum]
Antiphona. Beati omnes qui timent Dominum.
Antiph. Saepe. Euouae.
Psalmus 128 [Saepe expugnaverunt me]
Antiph. Saepe expugnaverunt mr a iuventute mea.
Antiphona. De profundis. Euouae.
Psalmus 129 [De profundis clamavi]
Antiphona. De profundis clamavi ad te Domine.
Antiphona. Speret. Euouae.
Psalmus 130 [Domine, non est exaltatum cor meum]
Antiphona. Speret Israel in Domino.
Tempore Pschali. Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus. Coeli Deus sanctissime
V/. Dirigatur Domine oratio. ut supra. Folio 86.
Ad Magnificat. Antiphona.
Respexit Dominus humiitatem meam, et fecit in me magna qui potens est.
Euouae.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
FERIA QUINTA
Ad Vesperas. Antiphona.
Et omnis. Euouae.
Tempore Paschalis. Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Psalmus 131 [Memento Domine]
Antiphona. Et omnis mansuetudinis eius.
Antiphona. Ecce quam bonum. Euouae.
Psalmus 132 [Ecce quam bonum]
Antiph. Ecce quam bonum, et quam iucundum habitare fratres in unum.
Antiph. Omnia. Euouae.
Psalmus 134 [Laudate nomen Domini]
Antiphona.
Omnia quaecumque voluit Dominus fecit.
Antiphona. Quoniam. Euouae.
Psalmus 135 [Confitemini Domino]
Antiphona.
Quoniam in aeternum misericordia eius.
Antiph. Hymnum cantate nobis. Euouae.
Psalmus 136 [Super flumina]
Antiph. Hymnum cantate nobis de canticis Sion.
Temporare Pschali. Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus.
Magnae Deus potentiae
V/. Dirigatur Domine oratio. ut supra. folio 86.
Ad Magnificat. Antiphona.
Fac Deus potentiam in brachio tuo: disperde superbos, et exalta humiles.
Psalmus. Magnificat.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
FERIA SEXTA
Ad Vesperas. Antiphona.
Inconspectu. Euouae.
Tempore Paschali. Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Psalmus 137 [Confitebor tibi Domine]
Antiph. In conspectu Angelorum psallam tibi Deus meus.
Antiph. Domine. Euouae.
Psalmus 138 [Domine probasti me]
Antiphona. Domine probasti me, et cognovisti me.
Antiphona. A viro iniquo. Euouae.
Psalmus 139 [Eripe me Domine]
Antiphona. A viro iniquo libera me Domine.
Antiphona. Domine clamavi. Euouae.
Psalmus 140 [Domine clamavi ad te]
Antiphona. Domine clamavi ad te, exaudi me.
Antiphona. Portio mea. Euouae.
Psalmus 141 [Voce mea ad Dominum]
Antiph.
Portio mea Domine sit in terra viventium.
Tempore Paschali. Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus
Plasmator hominis, Deus
V/. Dirigatur Domine oratio. ut supra. folio 86.
Ad Magnificat, Antiphona.
Deposuit potentes, sanctos persequentes: et exaltavit humiles, Christum
confitentes. Euouae.
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Table 7.6. (continued)
SABBATO
Ad Vesperas, Antiphona.
Benedictus. Euouae.
Tempore Pschali. Antiph.
Alleluia. Euouae.
Psalmus 143 [Benedictus Dominus]
Antiphona.
Benedictus, Dominus Deus meus.
Antiphona. Per singulos dies. Euouae.
Psalmus 144 [Exaltebore Deus]
Antiph. Per singulos dies benedicam te Domine.
Antiphona. Laudabo. Euouae.
Psalmus 145 [Lauda anima mea Dominum]
Antiph. Laudabo Deum meum in vita mea.
Antiphona. Deo nostro. Euouae.
Psalmus 146 [laudate Dominum quoniam bonus]
Antiph. Deo nostro iucunda sit laudatio
Antiph. Lauda. Euouae.
Psalmus 147 [Lauda Jerusalem]
Antiphona. Lauda Jerusalem Dominum.
Tempore Paschali. Antiph.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
Hymnus.
O lux beata Trinitas
V/. Vespertina oratio ascendat ad te Domine.
R/. Et descendat super nos misercordia tua.
Suprascriptus Hymnus, et versicul. dicuntur ab Octava Epiphaniae usque ad
Sabbatum Quadrage. et ab Octava Pentecost. usque ad Adventum.
Ad Magnificat, Antiphona.
Abraam et semen eius usque in saeculum magnificans Dominum. Euouae.
Quae Antiphona dicitur ab Octava Epiphaniae, usque ad Septuagesimam tantum
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7.3.1

The Psalm Texts of the Psalterium Davidicum
Several authors have addressed aspects of the idiosyncratic psalm texts

that appear in Stringa’s psalter, as well as in the musical settings of Vespers
psalms for San Marco over a span of several centuries. James H. Moore’s
discussion in Vespers at St. Mark’s is a useful overview of the topic, particularly
regarding the sequence of psalms referred to as the Vespero delli Cinque Laudate. 41
John Bettley discusses some of the discrepancies between the Latin Vulgate and
the San Marco psalm texts as they appear in the Marcian choral repertoire in his
two articles, “Psalm-texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory of St Mark's,
Venice” and “The Office of Holy Week at St Mark's, Venice,” although he
promotes some problematic assumptions, discussed below. 42 Giulio Cattin gives
a brief overview of several of the psalm texts in what must be considered the
definitive study of Marcian liturgy, his three-volume Musica e liturgia a San
Marco: Testi e melodie per la liturgia delle ore dal XII al XVII secolo. But even he, in
summing up his views on their origin, is careful not to make premature
deductions; he says, “the revision of the Marcian Psalter is probably not unique,

James Moore, Vespers at St. Mark’s Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni
Rovetta and Francesco Cavalli (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1981).
42 John Bettley, "Psalm-texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory of St
Mark's, Venice." In La cappella musicale ai San Marco nell'età moderna (1998), 103118; John Bettley, "The Office of Holy Week at St Mark's, Venice, in the Late 16th
Century, and the Musical Contributions of Giovanni Croce." Early Music (1994),
45-60.
41
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but finds ties to other traditions. Specialists may formulate more rigorous
conclusions.” 43
The vast majority of the Vespers texts in the Psalterium Davidicum (PsD)
correspond to one of two Latin versions. The first is the Psalterium Gallicanum
(PsG), a translation by fourth-century theologian and historian Eusebius
Sophronius Hieronymus, known as Jerome. 44 The other is the Psalterium
Romanum (PsR), an earlier translation which tradition historically ascribed to
Jerome, but which is now recognized as one of the sources from which he created
his Gallicanum translation, rather than his translation itself. 45 Catherine Brown
Tkacz writes,
It was long thought that this correction survived in the particular version
used widely in Italy, especially in Rome, and known as the Roman Psalter
(Psalterium Romanum). In the 1930s, this view was contested, and since
the 1960s (at least) it has been generally held that the Roman Psalter
represents the Old Latin base text which Jerome corrected, not his
correction of it.
Tkacz’s reference to the survival of the Psalterium Romanum in parts of Italy is
germane here: the psalter was used at St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome until the
Second Vatican Council, and portions of it survived in the Milanese Psalter,

Giulio Cattin, Musica e liturgia a San Marco: Testi e melodie per la liturgia
delle ore dal XII al XVII secolo (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1992), 55-59. “La recensione
del Salterio Marciano, non è probabilmente un unicum, ma trova collegamenti in altre
tradizioni. Gli specialist potranno formulare conclusion più rigorose.”
44 Scott Goins, "Jerome's Psalters." In Oxford Handbook to the Psalms
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014) 188.
45 Catherine Brown Tkacz, "Labor Tam Utilis: The Creation of the
Vulgate," Vigiliae Christianae, Vol. 50, no. 1 (1996), 49.
43
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particularly in quotes of psalm texts that appear in the texts of offertory chants. 46
Significantly, the vast majority of the San Marco psalter corresponds to either the
Psalterium Romanum or the Psalterium Gallicanum. Appendix A is a transcription
of the full set of Vespers texts from the San Marco psalter.
Table 7.7 is a visual illustration of the pasticcio of text correlations for one
representative psalm text from the Psalterium Davidicum, Psalm 113. Individual
words and short phrases that match one of the other two psalters occur in
isolation, surrounded by text that is common to all three translations.

Rebecca Maloy, Inside the Offertory Aspects of Chronology and Transmission
(New York: Oxford University press, 2010) 156.
46
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Table 7.7. Correlation between the San Marco psalter (PsD), the Psalterium Gallicanum
(PsG), and the Psalterium Romanum (PsR)
Psalm 113
1 In exitu Israel ex Aegypto, domus Jacob de populo barbaro, 2 Facta est
Judaea sanctificatio ejus; Israël regnavit mea. 3 Mare vidit, et fugit; Jordanis
conversus est retrorsum. 4 Montes exultaverunt ut arietes, et colles velut agni
ovium. 5 Quid est tibi, mare, quod fugisti: et tu, Jordanis, quare conversus es
retrorsum? 6 Montes quares exultastis ut arietes: et colles, sicut agni ovium. 7
A facie Domini commota est terra, a facie Dei Jacob: 8 Qui convertit solidam
petram in stagna aquae, et rupem in fontes aquarum. 9 Non nobis, Domine,
non nobis, sed nomini tuo da gloriam 10 Super misericordia tua et veritate tu;
ne quando dicant gentes: Ubi est Deus eorum? 11 Deus autem noster in caelo
sursum: in caelo et in terra omnia quaecumque voluit, fecit. 12 Simulachra
gentium argentum et aurum, opera manuum hominum. 13 Os habent, et non
loquentur; oculos habent, et non videbunt. 14 Aures habent, et non audient;
nares habent, et non odorabunt. 15 Manus habent, et non palpabunt; pedes
habent, et non ambulabunt; 16 Non clamabunt in gutture suo. Neque enim est
spirit-us in ore ipsorum. 17 Similes illis fiant qui faciunt ea, et omnes qui
confidunt in eis. 18 Domus Israel speravit in Domino; adjutor eorum et
protector eorum est. 19 Domus Aaron speravit in Domino; adjutor eorum et
protector eorum est. 20 Qui timent Dom-inum speraverunt in Domino; adjutor
eorum et protector eorum est. 21 Dominus memor fuit nostri, et benedixit nos.
Benedixit domui Israel; Benedixit domum Aaron. 22 Benedixit omnes timentes
se Dominus, pusillos cum majoribus. 23 Adjiciat Domi-nus super vos, et super
filios vestros. 24 Benedicti vos a Domino, qui fecit caelum et terram. 25 Caelum
caeli Domino; terram autem dedit filiis hominum. 26 Non mortui laudabunt te,
Domine, neque omnes qui descendunt in infernum: 27 Sed nos qui vivimus,
benedicimus Domino, ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.
Key:
____ PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
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Figure 7.1. Correlation between the San Marco psalter (PsD), the Psalterium
Gallicanum (PsG), and the Psalterium Romanum (PsR) in proportion
Text correlations among the Psalterium Davidicum, Psalterium Gallicanum, and
Psalterium Romanum in the Full Set of Vespers Psalms
Key: ____ PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
Figure 7.1 summarizes the complete set of texts to the Vespers psalms in concrete
percentages based on word count. It illustrates that:
89.1 per cent (4067 words) of the PsD matches both the PsR and the PsG.
7 per cent (323 words) of the PsD differ from the PsG but match the PsR.
2.4 per cent (111 words) of the PsD match the PsG but differ from the PsR.
1.3 per cent (61 words) of the PsD differ from both the PsG and the PsR.
The following observations fill out the picture:
A. 91.6 per cent of the text of Psalterium Davidicum psalms matches the
Psalterium Gallicanum, which means that 384 words (8.4 per cent) of the
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Psalterium Davidicum Vespers psalms differ from the Psalterium
Gallicanum. Of those 384 words, 323 match the Psalterium Romanum.
B. 96 per cent of the text of Psalterium Davidicum Vespers psalms matches
the Psalterium Romanum, which means that 172 words (3.8 per cent) of the
Psalterium Davidicum Vespers psalms differ from the Psalterium Romanum.
Of those 172 words, 111 match the Psalterium Gallicanum.
C. 1.4 per cent of the text of Psalterium Davidicum Vespers psalms differs
from both the Psalterium Romanum and the Psalterium Gallicanum.

7.3.2

Distinctive Words and Phrases in the Psalterium Davidicum
The passages that fall into this third category are the most intriguing, since

they correspond to neither of the other two versions. There is no unified source
for them; rather, they represent an assortment of idiosyncrasies with a variety of
explanations.
1. Mistakes in Latin: The letters V and B are sometimes exchanged. W. E.
Plater and H. J. White refer to these as betacisms. “What is called betacism
(the interchange of b and v) causes great confusion in verbs of the first
conjugation; even the Sixtine and Clementine editions read mandavit in
Mt. 4.6, and donavit in Rom. 8.32, though the Greek has the future in each
case.” 47
W. E. Plater and H. J. White, A Grammar of the Vulgate: Being an
Introduction to the Study of the Latinity of the Vulgate Bible (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1997), 43.
47
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propterea exaltavit caput (PsD)
propterea exaltabit caput (PsG, PsR)
The letters E and I are sometimes exchanged, as well:
De torrente in via bibit (PsD)
De torrente in via bibet (PsG, PsR)
2. Regressive assimilation: In clusters of consonants, the placement of a
phoneme in the mouth may influence the placement of the previous one,
causing it to change; this is one of the key differences between modern
Italian and classical Latin. Italian speakers instinctively apply regressive
assimilation to the pronunciation of some Latin words, and it appears in
print in later samples of Latin orthography. “The tendency of the later
mss. is towards assimilation; the earlier the ms., as a rule, the more
frequent are the unassimilated forms.” 48
collaudate (PsD)
conlaudate (PsG, PsR)
3. Apparent amalgamations of PsR and PsG: Some of the peculiarities in the
San Marco psalter seem to be combinations of the two translations.
absorbuissent (PsD)
obsorbuissent (PsR), absorbuisset (PsG)
tuo Domine (PsD)
tuo (PsR), Domini (PsG)
4. Differences in noun case and conjugation mistakes: Some examples
seem to simply be errors of grammar:
Nominative retiaculum, Accusative confusionem (PsD)
Ablative retiaculo, Nominative confusion (PsR, PsG)
48

Plater and White, A Grammar of the Vulgate, 44.
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Non-existant form pronunctem (PsD)
First-person present indicative pronuntio (PsR, PsG)
5. Interpolations due to transference from other psalms: One noteworthy
interpolation in the San Marco version of Psalm 135 consists of two
complete lines of text, referring to “all the kings of Canaan,” added to the
middle of the psalm even though these lines do not occur in the other two
translations of this psalm.
135:21 Et omnia regna Chanaam occidit: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
However, the two preceding verses of Psalm 135 mention two other kings, Sehon
and Og.
135:19 Sehon regem Amorrhaeorum: quoniam in saeculum misericordia
eius.
135:20 Et Og regem Basan: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius:
Although incorrect, this addition follows a certain logic in light of the fact that
previous psalm, Psalm 134, also mentions the kings Sehon and Og, and then
follows them with an identical reference to all the kings of Canaan:
134:11 Sehon regem Amorrhaeorum, et Og regem Basan: et omnia regna
Chanaan occidit.
The phenomenon of interpolating other texts seems to be common to other
psalters, as well. For example, the 1496 Aquileian breviary inserts the word
“Dominus” into Psalm 110:7, “Redemptionem misit dominus populo suo” instead
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of “Redemptionem misit populo suo” most likely because the longer version
occurs as a psalm antiphon previously in the breviary. 49
6. Typesetting errors: Some of the discrepancies are no more than
typographical in nature.
desi-rium (PsD, set over a line break)
desiderium (PsG, PsR)
primitijs (PsD)
primitivis (PsR)
faetosae, seculi (PsD)
fetosae, saeculi (PsG, PsR)
Comparison with the Officivm hebdomadae sanctae secundum consuetudinem ducalis
S Marci Venetiarvm, in which many, but not all, of the text differences from the
Psalterium Davidicum reappear, supports the assertion that a handful of these are
typographical errors. 50

7.3.3

Versification of the Texts in the Psalterium Davidicum
The final point of divergence between the San Marco psalter and the

Roman and Gallican psalters involves the partition of psalm texts into verses.
While the Gallican and Roman psalters usually agree on versification, the San
Marco psalter often diverges. This is not unheard of among pre-Tridentine
breviaries. For example, the 1496 Brevarium Aquileiense, which follows the text of

Breuiarium secundum usum Aquileie (Venice: Andream de Torresanis de
Asula, 1496). As discussed in chapter eight, this particular variant also appears in
a number of musical settings at least as early as the seventeenth century.
50 Officivm hebdomadae sanctae secundum consuetudinem ducalis S[ancti] Marci
Venetiarvm. Dominica palmarum vsque ad diem paschae inclusiue. Ad antiqvvm ritum
[et] integritatem restitutum. (Venice: Ioseph Prodocimi, 1716).
49
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the Psalterium Gallicanum almost perfectly, nonetheless divides the psalm texts
up in different places. Table 7.8 illustrates some of those differences with a sideby-side comparison of Psalm 110 as it appears in all four psalters.
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Table 7.8. Versification comparisons for Psalm 110 among the Psalterium Davidicum, Psalterium Gallicanum, Psalterium
Romanum, and the Psalterium Aquileiense.
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Psalterium Romanum
1 Confitebor tibi Domine
in toto corde meo
in consilio
iustorum et congregatione
2 Magna opera Domini
exquisita in
omnes voluntates eius
3 Confessio et
magnificentia opus eius
et iustitia eius manet in
saeculum saeculi
4 Memoriam fecit
mirabilium
suorum misericors et
miserator Dominus
5 Escam dedit
timentibus se
memor erit in saeculum
testamenti sui
6 Virtutem operum
suorum
adnuntiabit populo suo
7 Ut det illis

Psalterium Davidicum
1 Confitebor tibi Domine
in toto corde meo:
in consilio iustorum,
et congregatione,
magna opera Domini.
2 Exquisita in omnes
voluntates eius:
Confessio, et
magnificentia opus eius,
et iustitia eius manet in
saeculum seculi.
3 Memoriam fecit
mirabilium
suorum, misericors et
miserator Dominus:
escam dedit
timentibus se.
4 Memor erit in saeculum
testamenti sui:
virtutem operum
suorum annunciabit
populo suo.
5 Ut det illis

Psalterium Gallicanum
1 Confitebor tibi, Domine,
in toto corde meo,
in consilio justorum,
et congregatione.
2 Magna opera Domini:
exquisita in
omnes voluntates ejus.
3 Confessio et
magnificentia opus ejus,
et justitia ejus manet in
saeculum saeculi.
4 Memoriam fecit
mirabilium
suorum, misericors et
miserator Dominus.
5 Escam dedit
timentibus se;
memor erit in saeculum
testamenti sui.
6 Virtutem operum
suorum
annuntiabit populo suo,
7 ut det illis

Psalterium Aquileiense
1 Confitebor tibi Domine
in toto corde meo
in consilio
iustorum et congregatione.
2 Magna opera Domini:
exquisita in
omnes uoluntates eius.
3 Confessio et
magnificentia opus eius:
et iusticia eius manet in
seculum seculi.
4 Memoriam fecit
mirabilium
suorum: misericors et
miserator dominus
escam dedit
timentibus se.
5 Memor erit in seculum
testamenti sui:
virtutem operum
suorum annunciabit
populo suo.
6 Ut det illis
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hereditatem gentium
Opera manuum eius
veritas et iudicium
8 Fidelia omnia
mandata eius confirmata
in saeculum saeculi
facta in veritate
et aequitate
9 Redemptionem misit
populo suo
mandavit in aeternum
testamentum suum
sanctum et terribile
nomen eius
10 Initium sapientiae timor
Domini
intellectus bonus omnibus
facientibus eam
Laudatio eius
manet in saeculum saeculi.

hereditatem gentium:
opera manuum eius
veritas et iudicium.
6 Fidelia omnia
mandata eius, confirmata
in saeculum saeculi:
facta in veritate
et aequitate.
7 Redemptionem misit
populo suo:
mandavit in aeternum
testamentum suum,
sanctum, et terribile
nomen eius.
8 Initium sapientiae timor
Domini:
intellectus bonus omnibus
facientibus eum.
9 Laudatio eius:
manet in saeculum saeculi.

haereditatem gentium.
Opera manuum ejus
veritas et judicium.
8 Fidelia omnia
mandata ejus, confirmata
in saeculum saeculi,
facta in veritate
et aequitate.
9 Redemptionem misit
populo suo;
mandavit in aeternum
testamentum suum.
Sanctum et terribile
nomen ejus.
10 Initium sapientiae timor
Domini;
intellectus bonus omnibus
facientibus eum:
laudatio ejus
manet in saeculum saeculi.

hereditatem gentium:
opera manuum eius
ueritas et iudicium.
7 Fidelia omnia
mandata eius: confirmata
in seculum seculi:
facta in ueritate
et equitate.
8 Redemptionem misit
dominus populo suo:
mandauit in eternum
testamentum suum.
9 Sanctum et terribile
nomen eius:
initium sapientie timor
domini.
10 Intellectusbonus
omnibus facientibus eum:
laudatio eius
manet in seculum seculi.

In Psalm 110 the versification already diverges within the first several lines. Even
though the order of words is the same in each text, the overall sense of each
psalm verse changes enormously simply by moving the point of division
between one sentence and the next. There are several possible factors behind this.
One is the fact that early Latin translations, like the original Hebrew, were
written without punctuation. They appeared as just a Fortspinnung of words, so
there was technically no “correct” division of the text sentences, only multiple
subjective interpretations. A second factor is that the Gallican and the Roman
psalters were created to serve multiple purposes for multiple communities. But
Stringa confirms that the San Marco psalter was published specifically for the
basilica, for the antiphonal recitation of the Offices in coro, so there is a strong
possibility that the punctuation and sentence partition of the Psalterium
Davidicum correlate with the oral tradition of the ducal chapel of the seicento.

7.3.4

Political and Social Significance of the Psalterium Davidicum
Pope Paul V’s mass excommunication of Venice in 1606 had divided

clergy and brought loyalty to the Venetian Republic into question, and the
unique liturgy and ritual of San Marco seems to have become even more crucial
to the Venetian identity of the seventeenth-century basilica as a result. Moore
transcribes several documents that support this idea. The first is the stern
reprimand in 1628 from Doge Giovanni Cornaro to maestro di coro Cesare
Vergaro,
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That all the sacred ceremonies be carried out and observed according to
the rite, form, and ancient usage of the above church without the slightest
innovation, and that this must be carried out and observed at whatever
trouble, that in case of transgression it will be deemed appropriate for us
[to seek] justice against the disobedient. 51
The subsequent Doge, Nicolò Contarini, reaffirmed this position in his
proclamation of 1630.
Having understood with great displeasure in our souls how many
changes and abuses have been introduced, regarding the Divine Offices in
which they are celebrated, which must not be tolerated in any way
whatsoever, however with the tenor of the present proclamation we order,
and command everyone in our chapel:
One: That in the celebration of the Divine Offices in said Church the
rubric, rites, practices, and ceremonies be observed as described in the
book called the Orationale, and since it has been somewhat deviated from,
we must omit said changes, and observe it precisely out of decorum for
antiquity, and for the prayerful use of said church. 52
A half century later, Giovanni Battista Pace’s preface to the publication of his
1678 Ceremoniale Magnum sivè Raccolta Universale di tutte le Ceremonie spettanti alla
Ducal Regia Capella di S. Marco defended the right of the basilica to diverge from
Roman practice.

Cited in Moore, Vespers at St. Mark’s, 272. “Che tutte le sacre Ceremonie
sijno fatte, et osservate secondo il rito, forma, et uso antico de detta Chiesa senza pur
minima inovatione, et questo doverete eseguire, et far osservar sotto tutte quelle pene, che
in caso di transgressione a noi parerà convenienti per Giustitia contra li inobedienti.”
52 Cited in Moore, Vespers at St. Mark’s, 273. “Havendo noi inteso con grande
dispiacenza dell’animo nostro come sono introdotte molte novità, et abusi circa il [li?]
Divini Offitij, che in quella si celebrano, il che non si deve in modo alcuno tolerare, però
col tenore delle presenti [e?] ordiniamo, et comandiamo ad’agn’uno della nostra Capella.
Primo. Che nel Celebrar li Divini Offitij in detta Chiesa siano Osservate le Rubriche,
Riti, Usi, et Cirimonie descritte nel libro chiamato Orationale, et in quanto da quello si
fosse in qualche parte deviato si debbano tralasciar dette Novità, et osservar quello
pontualmente per decoro dell’antichità, et Laudevoli usi di detta Chiesa.”
51
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In this Ducal basilica the clergy has established with admirable direction,
and with hierarchical order and because every church possesses its own
ceremonies, and its own rite, even allowed by the highest pontiffs in the
Divine Offices, according to the 1568 Bull of Pius V, whenever it may
exceed a course of 200 years –
Be it thus decided and decreed by the selfsame ducal chapel according to
its own perpetual and immutable rule to reintroduce the new Ceremoniale
according to the rite of San Marco to the world.” 53
The assertiveness of this statement stands in contrast to the state of affairs
a century and a half later, by which point the use of the San Marco texts seems to
have grown more arbitrary. For example, among Galuppi’s settings some works,
such as the A-minor Credidi (II/11) and the F-major In convertendo Dominus
(II/22), both from the year 1771, use the Psalterium Davidicum texts. But the 1775
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19), the 1777 C-major Beatus vir (II/1), the 1779 Gmajor Lauda anima mea (II/25) and the 1780 A-minor Lauda Dominum quoniam
bonus (II/30) all use the generic Vulgate texts from the Psalterium Gallicum.
Bettley says of these psalm settings, “It is unlikely that Galuppi would not
have set these psalms to the St. Mark's texts if they were intended for use in the
basilica, and it must be assumed that they were intended for another
institution.” 54 This is a brazen statement, given that several of these manuscripts
have the words “For the ducal chapel in San Marco” written in Galuppi’s own

Cited in Moore, Vespers at St. Mark’s, 272. “In questa Ducal Basilica si
stabilii il suo Clero con ammirabile direttione, et con ordine hierarchica e perche ogni
chiesa possiede e le sue Cerimonie, et il suo Rito, da sommi Pontefici anche tolerate
nell’officiatura, giusto la Bolla di Pio 5.o 1568, quando però eccedi il corso di anni 200—
Resta stabilir, et decretar per regola propria perpetua, et immutabile della medesima
Ducal Capella, e risvegliare al Mondo nuovo Ceremoniale secondo il Rito di San Marco.”
54 Bettley, “Psalm-Texts and the Polyphonic Vespers Repertory,” 114.
53
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hand on the title page. Furthermore, it is those same Vulgate texts, not the
Psalterium Davidicum versions, that appear in the regular lectionary for the
celebration of the Mass at San Marco as early as the thirteenth century. 55 Bettley
clearly overreaches in his assertion that psalm settings of the Vulgate texts could
not have been intended for use at the basilica. 56
Furthermore, there are psalm settings that use some, but not all, of the
PsD renderings from a given psalm. For example, Bertoni’s Lauda Jerusalem a
quattro con strumenti uses the dative “filios tuos” in place of the accusative “filiis
tuis,” as well as “frustrum panis,” “pronunciat,” and “subsistet,” in place of
“buccellas,” “annunciat,” and “sustinebit,” all in accordance with the PsD. But
yet Bertoni uses “spargit” from the PsG and PsR rather than the PsD “aspargit.”
Therefore, it is more accurate to say that while the use of the PsD texts is a strong
indicator that a musical work was intended for San Marco, the use of the PsG
texts from the Vulgate does not rule out San Marco as the intended venue for the
piece.

Cattin, Musica e Liturgia a San Marco, 61. In addition, Cattin describes
how occasional amendments were made to the liturgical books to bring them
into closer conformity with the Roman rite by the eighteenth century, the time of
Galuppi’s tenure at San Marco.
56 There is, in fact, a long history of mixing translations and texts in
Venice. Jonathan Glixon describes a chant book commissioned for the Scuola
della Carità, completed in 1365, that includes texts from both Marcian and
Roman sources. See Jonathan Glixon. "Late Medieval Chant for a Venetian
Confraternity: Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, MS Lat. II, 119 (2426)."
Musica Disciplina, Vol. 49 (1995): 205.
55
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There are many possible explanations. Perhaps the composers of San
Marco tended to set the psalm texts from memory. 57 Perhaps the textual
differences were meaningful to the canons reciting the Offices aloud, but moot
when sung polyphonically by a choir 100 feet away in an acoustic environment
with three to seven seconds of reverb. 58 Or perhaps the canons stopped caring
about a stray word of text here and there once the Venetian identity of the ducal
chapel was no longer threatened with either excommunication nor Roman
assimilation.

7.4

Venetian Vespers as Baroque Gesamtkunstwerk
The identification of Venetian vespers psalms of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries with the environments for which they were conceived goes
beyond mere historical association. Works for choir and orchestra sound
different in a chapel than in a concert hall, to be sure, but the significance of the
environment of the worship space is deeper than the acoustical implications.
Sacred music is not merely a medium for the expression of personal piety.
Berthold Over emphasizes that the music at the ospedali was only a single
component of the liturgical celebrations, one which was functionally tied to other
elements, including the paintings, the sculpture, glass, the furnishings, and the

Chapter eight presents evidence that this was, in fact, occasionally the
case with Baldassare Galuppi.
58 Braxton Boren, "Acoustic Simulation of Renaissance Venetian
Churches." The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (2011), 8-10.
57
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ornamentation of the space. 59 The Pala d’oro in San Marco, the paintings by
Palma il Giovane at the Mendicanti, Paolo Veronese’s altar, and Tintoretto’s
frescos of the saints at the Incurabili were all intrinsically connected to the ritual
that took place in those chapels, as well as the significance of that ritual to the
community that participated in it.
Bonnet Bourdelot, Rousseau, and Conti have commented on the
relationship between these elements. Conti wrote, somewhat poetically, “In
church when the organs sound, the sight of the holy images inspires feelings of
tenderness and devotion in the pious souls, accustomed to finding celestial bliss
once again in the sweetness of the sounds and songs.” 60 Bonnet Bourdelot wrote
at length on the tastefulness of the altar decorations during Carnevale in “the
most magnificent Italian churches” concluding, “and that’s how sacred music is
often brought to life and enhanced by the decoration of the place where it is
performed.” 61

Over, Per la Gloria, 68.
Antonio Conti, Prose, e poesie, vol 2 (Venice: 1739), 122. Cited in Over, Per
la Gloria, 69. “Nelle Chiese quando suonano gli organi, la vista delle Sante Immagini
inspira de’ sentimenti di tenerezza e di devozione nelle anime pie, avvezze a riporre la
beatitudine celeste nella soavità de’ suoni e de’ canti.”
61 Jacques Bonnet Bourelot, Histoire de la musique, et de ses effets, depuis son
origine jusqu’à present (Paris: 1715) Vol 4, 144-146. Cited in Over, Per la Gloria, 69.
One must wonder precisley which churches Bourelot referred to in the passage
cited. “La principale décoration des Eglises est celle de l’Autel, & la meilleure décoration
d’un Autel est une simplicité noble & chrétienne, de n’avoir rien que d’auguste, rien de
superflu. Le grand Autel de saint Pierre de Rome, qui, dans la magnificence incroyable de
ce suberpe édifice, n’est pare que d’une Croix & de quelques Chandeliers, en est une
prevue & un exemple sans replique. J’ajoûte volontiers que le grand Autel des plus
59
60
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Over frames Italian sacred music within the baroque notion that
everything that is perceivable through the senses points toward a higher
reality. 62 Following his view, Vespers leans toward a type of baroque
Gesamtkunstwerk in which music, liturgy, poetry, and visual art all interact
synesthetically to produce an effect which blends sound with smell and color, in
a way that frees those present from the mundane and causes them to achieve
transcendence. 63

magnifiques Eglises d’Italie est d’ordinaire de cet air. […] Vous croyez, Monsieur, que je
vais donc extrêmement estimer la Scène d’une Musique d’Eglise d’Italie, execute dans le
Choeur. Bon, s’ils conservoient cette Scène. Mais par Malheur, les jours de belle
Musique, ils la changent en une autre très-contraire. Durant le Carneval, par exemple,
on redouble à Rome les Fêtes & les Cérémonies saintes, on les embellit, comme pour les
oposer aux prophanes. Chaque Cardinal prend soin de faire orner l'Eglise, que est son
titre. Dans les autres Eglises & dans les autres occasions, chacun imagine, travaille à
l’envie. Les Moines, que son ten ce Païs-là de puissans Seigneurs, font merveilles. Et
voilà comme une Musique sacrée d’Italie est souvent animée & favorisée par la decoration
du lieu où elle s’execute.”
62 Over, Per la Gloria, 76.
63 Over, Per la Gloria, 76. "Die Verbindung von Musik, Ausstattung, Reliquien,
Ausschmückung ist durchaus dem barocken Konzept des synästhetischen
Zusammenspiels der Künste verpflichtet. Ja, man ist geneigt, den Begriff des barocken
Gesamtkunstwerks darauf anzuwenden, jedenfalls in dem Sinne, wie ihn der
Kunsthistoriker Hans Günter Golinski formuliert hat: als 'Vereinigung unterschiedlicher
Geistes- und Kunstdisziplinen unter Zuhilfenahme des Handwerkes zwecks simultaner
Beeinflussung der verschiedenen Sinne.‘“
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CHAPTER 8. GALUPPI’S VESPERS PSALMS
By 1770 Galuppi, now in his sixth decade, was at the peak of his
prosperity and fame. With more than ninety-five operas, over thirty oratorios,
and at least 150 keyboard sonatas to his name, he was at the pinnacle of his
musical maturity as well, according to Charles Burney.
It seems as if the genius of Signor Galuppi, like that of Titian, became
more animated by age. He cannot now be less than seventy years old, and
yet it is generally allowed here that his last operas, and his last
compositions for the church, abound with more spirit, taste, and fancy,
than those of any other period of his life. 1
That year, Burney attended Vespers at the Incurabili under Galuppi’s direction.
He subsequently wrote, "I was so pleased, both with the composition and the
performance, that in speaking of them I shall find it difficult to avoid
hyperboles.” 2 Several days previous Burney had attended similar services at the
Pietà, the Mendicanti and the Ospedaletto, and had found the performances
there lacking, which only sharpened the contrast with what he heard at the
Incurabili. He reserved his strongest praise for Galuppi’s psalm settings.
This evening the Latin Psalms that were sung by the orphan girls gave me
great reason to concur in the common opinion, for out of ten or twelve
movements, there was not one that could be pronounced indifferent.
There were several admirable accompanied recitatives, and the whole
abounded with new passages, with good taste, good harmony, and good
sense. His accompaniments, in particular, are always ingenious, but,

Burney, The Present State of Music, 174.
Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy (London: T.
Becket and Co., 1771), 174.
1
2
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though full, free from that kind of confusion which disturbs and covers
the voice. 3
Galuppi’s music for the ospedali had been carefully crafted to showcase the
talents of the girls and was calculated to please the audience by appealing to
popular trends.
This ingenious, entertaining, and elegant composer abounds in novelty in
spirit, and in delicacy, and his scholars did his music great justice. Several
of them had uncommon talents for singing, particularly [Elisabetta] Rota,
Pasqua Rossi, and the [Giacoma] Ortolana [sic]; the two last sung the
Canticle in dialogue. The overture, and the whole of this last performance
were for two orchestras. In the overture, which was full of pretty
passages, the two bands echoed each other. There were two organs, and
two pair of french-horns. In short, I was extremely entertained by this
performance, and the whole company, which was very numerous, seemed
equally delighted.
The young singers, just mentioned, are absolute nightingales; they
have a facility of executing difficult divisions equal to that of birds. They
did such things in that way, especially the Rota, as I do not remember to
have heard attempted before. The able master was discoverable in all the
cadences of these young performers. The instrumental parts were very
well executed, and the whole indicated a superior genius in the composer
and conductor of the performance.
This music, which was of the higher sort of theatric stile, though it
was performed in a church, was not mixed with the church service, and
the audience sat the whole time, as at a concert; and, indeed, this might be
called a concerto spirituale, with great propriety. 4
It is impossible to know exactly which works Burney heard performed, of
course, but if Burney had instead attended Vespers at San Marco he might have
been much less effusive in his praise of the music he heard there, for Galuppi’s
psalm settings for the ducal chapel show much greater variety in quality,

3
4

Burney, The Present State of Music, 174-175.
Burney, The Present State of Music, 155-157.
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craftmanship, and appeal, ranging from perfunctory, workaday settings with
minimal thematic material on one extreme to charming, well-crafted works in a
variety of styles on the other.

8.1

Galuppi’s Distribution of Styles
Although the works in “the higher sort of theatric stile” were the ones that

earned mention in Burney’s remarks above, in fact the stile antico, the stile
concertato, and the solistic style all occur in Galuppi’s psalm settings, just as they
do in the works of his contemporaries. By counting the number of measures in
each style, their distribution can be expressed in percentages, as in Table 8.1. 5

It is important to consider that measure count is only one possible
method of determining the percentages of the three styles. Another method,
much more subjective and less practical, would be to base the percentage on the
amount of “air time” that a certain style occupies within the context of
performance of the work. In many works, those percentages are remarkably close
to the percentages determined by measure count. For example, in the D-major
Dixit Dominus (II/15), measure count produces a percentage distribution
between stile antico, stile concertato, and the solistic style of 23/34/54, whereas
performance timing produces a similar percentage distribution of 9/32/59.
Similarly, in the F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22), measure count produces
a percentage distribution of 12/24/64 and performance timing produces a
percentage distribution of 10/23/67. However, occasionally the two methods
produce substantially different results, as in the case of the E-flat-major Dixit
Dominus (II/16), for which measure count produces a percentage distribution of
21/79/0 and performance timing produces a percentage distribution of 5/95/0.
Ultimately, measure count is the more useful approach for this study, not only
because of the impracticality of assessing performance times for these
unpublished works, but because the work as it appears on the written page is
much more germane to the discussion of Galuppi’s compositional process.
5
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Table 8.1. Distribution of styles in Galuppi’s vespers psalm settings

C-major Beatus vir (II/1) 1777
C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2) 1741
C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3) 1770
D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4) 1775
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) 1733
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7) 1771
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8) 1757
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9) 1762
B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/10)
1764
A-minor Credidi propter (II/11) 1771
C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12) 1763
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/14) 1750
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) 1774
E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16) 1775 /
1781
B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18) 1751
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19) 1775
F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)
1771
G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23)
1772
D-major In exitu Israel (II/24) 1775
G-major Lauda anima mea (II/25) 1779
B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26) 1779
C-major Laudate Dominum (II/27) 1755
E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28) 1767
G-major Laudate Dominum (II/29) 1749
A-minor Laudate Dominum quoniam
(II/30) 1780
A-major Uncatalogued Laudate pueri
fragment
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Stile
Antico

(unavailable)

Stile
Solistic
Concertato Style

48%

100%
52%
100%

(unavailable)

27%
59%

100%
100%
64%
41%

56%

33%

12%
21%

34%
79%

54%

8%

39%

12%

53%
100%
24%

20%

47%

33%

100%
37%

63%

9%

100%
11%
(unavailable)

64%

(unavailable)

(unavailable)

100%
(unavailable)

100%
82%

18%

Table 8.1. (continued)
C-major Laudate pueri (II/31) 1775
D-major Laudate pueri (II/32) 1777
G-major Laudate pueri (II/35) 1740/1741
G-major Laudate pueri (II/37) 1760
G-major Laudate pueri (II/38) 1763
G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) 1774
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/40) 1739
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41) 1769
E-flat-major [sic] Laudate pueri (II/42)
1774 6
A-major Qui habitare (II/44) 1774
F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49) 1777

(unavailable)
(unavailable)
(unavailable)
(unavailable)

3%

32%
41%

65%
59%

37%
28%

63%
72%

14%

67%
100%

(unavailable)

19%

The overall distribution of stile antico, stile concertato, and solistic style can be
broken down into the percentages in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2. Percentages of styles in Galuppi’s vespers psalm settings
Stile
Antico
8.6%

Galuppi’s Surviving Vespers
Psalm Autographs

Stile
Concertato
36.64%

Solistic
Style
54.76%

Locating Galuppi’s mixture of styles on the ternary plot used in previous
chapters creates the result in Figure 8.1.

Dr. Ines Burde’s Verzeichnis of Galuppi’s sacred music represents an
enormous amount of excellent work, and reference to it is absolutely critical to
this study; however, hers is the first such catalog, and as such, it contains a
number of crucial errors. The name and number she gives this work is E flatmajor Laudate pueri (II/42), although the setting is unambiguously in the key of B
flat. See Appendix B for further corrections and amendments to her Verzeichnis.
6
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Figure 8.1. Composite of styles in Galuppi’s surviving vespers psalms
Sorting the works according to the institutions for which Galuppi
composed them produces a different distribution, shown below in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3. Percentages of styles in Galuppi’s vespers psalm settings, sorted by institution
San Marco

Stile
Antico

C-major Beatus vir (II/1) 1777
A-minor Credidi propter (II/11) 1771
C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12) 1763
E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16) 1775
and 1781
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19)
1775
F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)
1771
D-major In exitu Israel (II/24) 1775
G-major Lauda anima mea (II/25) 1779
B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26)
1779
E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28) 1767
A-minor Laudate Dominum quoniam
(II/30) 1780
D-major Laudate pueri (II/32) 1777
F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49)1777

(unavailable)

Incurabili

Stile
Antico

C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)
1770
D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4)
1775
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7)
1771
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9)
1762
B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine
(II/10) 1764
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100%
11%
21%

Stile
Concertato

Solistic
Style

56%
79%

33%

100%
12%

24%

64%

100%
37%

63%

(unavailable)

100%
100%
(unavailable)

100%
Stile
Concertato
48%

Solistic
Style
52%
100%
100%

9%

27%

64%

59%

41%

Table 8.3. (continued)
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) 1774
G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23)
1772
A-major Uncatalogued Laudate pueri
fragment
C-major Laudate pueri (II/31) 1775
G-major Laudate pueri (II/38) 1763
G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) 1774
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41) 1769
E-flat-major [sic] Laudate pueri (II/42)
1774
A-major Qui habitare (II/44) 1774
Mendicanti

12%
20%

34%
47%

54%
33%

82%

18%

3%

32%
41%
37%
28%

65%
59%
63%
72%

19%

14%

67%

Stile
Concertato

Solistic
Style
100%

53%

39%

(unavailable)

Stile
Antico

C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2)
1741
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/14) 1750
B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18) 1751
G-major Laudate Dominum (II/29) 1749
G-major Laudate pueri (II/35) 1740/1741
G-major Laudate pueri (II/37) 1760

(unavailable)

8%
(unavailable)
(unavailable)
(unavailable)

The overall distribution of the three styles at the Incurabili, Mendicanti, and San
Marco can be combined and represented as percentages as in Table 8.4.
Table 8.4. Overall percentages of styles in Galuppi’s vespers psalm settings, sorted by
institution
Overall Style Percentages by Institution
San Marco
Ospedale degl’Incurabili
Ospedale dei Mendicanti
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Stile
Antico
14.4%
4%
4%

Stile
Concertato
49.6%
32%
27%

Solistic
Style
36%
64%
69%

Locating Galuppi’s mixture of styles according to institution on the ternary plot
creates the result in Figure 8.2.

Key:
Red = San Marco
Blue = Ospedale degl’Incurabili
Green = Ospedale dei Mendicanti
Figure 8.2. Composite of Styles in Galuppi’s Vespers Psalms by Institution
The following five observations come to the fore:
1. The works for the two ospedali show a roughly equal distribution of
styles.
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2. Of the three styles, surviving autographs for Galuppi’s vespers psalms for
San Marco show the highest percentage of stile concertato, roughly half of
the total.
3. Of the three styles, Galuppi’s vespers psalms for the two ospedali contain
the highest percentage of solistic style, roughly two-thirds of the total.
4. Galuppi’s vespers psalms for the two ospedali show a higher percentage
of solistic style than San Marco, nearly twice as much.
5. Galuppi’s vespers psalms for San Marco show a higher percentage of stile
antico than the ospedali, more than three times as much.
If one places the combined vespers psalm settings of Lotti, Vivaldi, and Galuppi
on the ternary plot, the result shown in Figure 8.3 appears.
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Key:
Blue = Lotti’s vespers psalms
Green = Vivaldi’s vespers psalms
Red = Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Figure 8.3. The combined vespers psalms of Lotti, Vivaldi, and Galuppi
The following observations surface:
1. Lotti, Vivaldi, and Galuppi all have single-style vespers psalm settings in
the stile antico, stile concertato, and the solistic style.
2. Lotti, Vivaldi, and Galuppi all have vespers psalm settings that
completely omit stile antico.
3. Lotti, Vivaldi, and Galuppi all have vespers psalm settings that
completely omit the solistic style.
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4. Among the three composers, Lotti’s vespers psalm settings tend to show
the most balanced mix of the three styles.
5. Among the three composers, Vivaldi’s vespers psalm settings tend to lean
most strongly toward the solistic style over stile antico and stile concertato.
6. Among the three composers, Galuppi’s vespers psalm settings tend to
lean most strong toward a balance of the solistic style and stile concertato.

8.1.1

Galuppi’s Stile Antico Writing
The percentage of stile antico writing is the lowest overall. It occurs most

often, but not exclusively, in the doxologies of multi-movement settings. The
only psalm setting that is entirely in the contrapuntal style is the A-minor Credidi
propter (II/11) from 1771 for San Marco. 7 This concise, through-composed setting
consists of ninety-seven measures, of which forty-one comprise the Doxology.
The counterpoint resides in the four-voice choir with colla parte accompaniment,
and every verse of the psalm introduces a new imitative subject. The Doxology
introduces yet another, and builds to the final Amen, which is set to double
counterpoint. As there is no recurring motivic material from one verse to the
next, compositional unity is created only by the psalm text and the tonal
relationships between one verse and the next.
According to the Tavola, psalm 115, Credidi propter, appeared in vespers
at San Marco approximately twenty-five times a year, including the first Vespers
of Corpus Christi, first and second Vespers for Apostles and Evangelists, the
Feast of St. Mark second Vespers; Feast of SS. Peter and Paul, and second
Vespers of Feast of the Dedication of the Church of San Marco.
7
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Several other isolated sections of stile antico appear in settings of Psalm
109. Eighteen measures occur in the middle of the “Juravit” of D-major Dixit
Dominus (II/15) and twenty-nine measures the opening of the “Juravit” of the Eflat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16). Both the “Credidi propter” and “Juravit”
examples are written in modern note values, with a quarter note tactus. The Gmajor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) on the other hand, has four inner movements
in stile antico notated with a half note tactus, in strict conformity with Palestrina’s
practice: “Magna opera,” “Memor erit,” “Sanctum et terribile,” and “Intellectus
bonus.” However, Galuppi’s blend of ancient and contemporary elements differs
among these four movements.
The “Memor erit” is the most conservative. It consists of strict three-voice
counterpoint against an orchestral bass line, with violins and violas tacet
throughout. The movement comprises one and a half verses of psalm text:
“Memor erit in saeculum testamenti sui. Virtutem operum suorum annuntiabit
populo suo.” The text is divided into three sections, each of which Galuppi sets
to its own contrapuntal subject, shown in Examples 8.1 through 8.3. He builds
each section to a high point and concludes with a cadential hemiola. The final
subject climaxes over a pedal point on the dominant on the words “populo suo”
before the movement ends.
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Example 8.1. Galuppi, G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5), “Memor erit” motive

Example 8.2. Galuppi, G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5), “Virtutem operum”
motive
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Example 8.3. Galuppi, G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5), “Annuntiabit” motive

Slightly less conservative is the tenth movement, which comprises the text
“Intellectus bonus omnibus facientibus eum: laudatio ejus manet in saeculum
saeculi.” Following an orchestral introduction, the alto, soprano, and bass voices
lay out the full text in cheerful three-voice counterpoint doubled by the violins
and violas with occasional embellishment. The structure of the movement
follows the textbook model of a fugue:
Subject
Tonal Answer
Subject
Episode
Cadence on mediant
Episode
Subject
Tonal Answer
Subject
Episode
Perfect authentic cadence on Tonic
The third most conservative example is the “Magna opera Domini”
movement, which comprises a single line of text “Magna opera Domini exquisita
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in omnes voluntatis ejus.” It opens with an orchestral ritornello, and then the alto
and soprano voices sing against each other in two-voice counterpoint against a
moving bass line and occasional stile concertato embellishment in the violins. The
first three words, “Magna opera Domini,” are set to the contrapuntal subject,
followed by a countersubject for the remainder of the verse. The overall form of
the movement has the following structure:
Ritornello
Subject, countersubject, exposition
Cadence on V
Ritornello
Subject, countersubject, exposition
Cadence on I
Ritornello
The most innovative of the stile antico movements is the ninth, “Sanctum
et terribile.” Its first eight bars consist of polyphony in E minor to the text
“Sanctum et terribile nomen ejus.” Three-part imitation follows in the soprano,
alto, and bass lines, set to the text “Initium sapientiae timor Domini” against a
concertato background of shifting diminished harmonies in the strings. Following
a vocal cadence in the dominant, the orchestra concludes the movement with
flatted ninth and German augmented sixth chords that sound far removed from
Palestrina, indeed.
Ines Burde devotes several pages to discussion of stile antico in Galuppi’s
sacred music in Die venezianische Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi. She
expresses strong skepticism about the authenticity of Galuppi’s stile antico works
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other than those manuscripts with surviving autographs, even though she
acknowledges that
occasionally new compositions were needed to meet the demand for
simple acapella works, which presumably even Galuppi had to deliver as
part of his official duties. However, the few purely acapella settings of his
(some with basso continuo) that survive are of doubtful authenticity due
to the circumstances of their source material and their musical
construction. 8
Yet there are several reasons to believe that Burde’s skepticism is
misplaced. The first is that most of the acapella settings that bear Galuppi’s name
are short, strophic settings of twelve to thirty measures in length that had no
commercial value whatsoever in the eighteenth century. There would have been
no market for them, and little reason to falsify authorship as they were merely
practical and functional, not the least bit innovative. Furthermore, most of these
works never left the archives of San Marco. 9
The second reason not to dismiss Galuppi’s authorship without due
consideration is that his musical fingerprints occasionally show up even on the

Ines Burde, “Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis der venezianischen
Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi,” Die venezianische Kirchenmusik von
Baldassare Galuppi (Frankfurt am Main: P. Lang, 2008), 80. “Für den Bedarf an
einfachen a-capella-Werken wurden gelegentlich auch Neukompositionen gebraucht, die
vermutlich auch Galuppi im Rahmen seiner Amtspflichten liefern musste. Jedoch sind die
wenigen von ihm überlieferten Werke mit einer Reinen a-capella-Besetzung (teilweise mit
Basso continuo-Begleitung) auf Grund der Quellenlage und der musikalischen Faktur in
ihrer Zuschreibung an Galuppi zweifelhaft.“
9 Today they are in extremely limited circulation; in fact, the only reason
they are available at all is because of the coordinated efforts of Alfredo Bravi,
Roberto Micconi, and Marco Gemmani to preserve San Marco’s musical legacy
by making these pieces available online at cantoressanctimarci.it.
8
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simplest of stile antico pieces. For example, Burde classifies the four-voice setting
of the hymn Tantum ergo (Anh. 30) as doubtful, despite the stamp on the
nineteenth-century hand copy that reads “Basilica Di S. Marco Archivio
Musical.” Yet its opening is identical to Galuppi’s Orthodox motet Blaho Obrazny
Iosif, whose authorship has never been questioned. 10 Example 8.4 and Example
8.5 illustrate the incipits of the two. Certainly, it is nearly impossible to
conclusively prove authorship without an autograph manuscript, but the fact
that Blaho Obrazny Iosef never circulated beyond Saint Petersburg makes it highly
improbable that someone within the San Marco circle would have been able to
counterfeit it for use within the basilica.
Example 8.4. Galuppi, Tantum Ergo (Anh. 30)

This opening gesture, twelve notes in length, shows up in the middle of
the first movement of Galuppi’s C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48) as well, as
discussed below.
10
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Example 8.5. Galuppi, Blaho Obrazny Iosif

8.1.2

Galuppi’s Solistic Style Writing
It is perhaps surprising that Galuppi’s most virtuosic writing for solo

voice occurs in the works for the girls of the Mendicanti and the Incurabili, rather
than those for the professionals at San Marco. Yet from a technical standpoint,
the voices at those three institutions were not interchangeable, even though each
had earned an excellent reputation. One example of the star caliber of singer San
Marco attracted is the castrato Carlo Nicolini, who already enjoyed a successful
career on the opera stage when he joined the ducal chapel in 1766 at a salary of
400 d. per year. 11 In 1767 Galuppi composed the E-major Laudate Dominum
(II/28) specifically for his voice. The soprano line sits in the F#4 – F#5 range,

Claudio Madricardo, “Dall' Archivio Di Stato di Venezia,” in Francesco
Passadore and Franco Rossi, San Marco: vitalità di una tradizione : il fondo musicale e
la Cappella dal Settecento ad oggi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 1994), 505; Patricia
Howard, The Modern Castrato: Gaetano Guadagni and the Coming of a New Operatic
Age (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2014), 95.
11
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rarely venturing up to G#5. Example 8.6 illustrates how Galuppi wrote for him:
lyrical phrases mostly in stepwise motion that required more musical sensitivity
and beauty of tone from the singer than bravura.
Example 8.6. Galuppi, E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28)

In contrast, Example 8.7 is from the soprano solo movement “Dominus a dextris”
from B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18), which Galuppi composed for the girls
and women of the Mendicanti in 1751. It demands power, agility, and control in
all registers. It covers a range of over two octaves, from B3 to C6, and features
scales, arpeggios, and trills throughout.
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Example 8.7. Galuppi, B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18) 12

In Example 8.8, the “Qui habitare” movement of G-major Laudate pueri (II/38) for
Tonina Cabli of the Incurabili requires a different sort of technical skill of the
soprano soloist in the grace and lightness in the upper register.

Although Galuppi frequently interrupts long, melismatic passages on a
single syllable with rests, in this particular example one questions whether the
word “confregit” might have been repeated by the soloist in measures 36 and 40.
There is no indication of such in the score, but the motivic nature of the three
phrases makes them suitable for text repetition in practice.
12
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Example 8.8. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/38)

In Example 8.9, the “Gloria Patri” solo in G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) for
Serafina Miller of the Incurabili calls for a third kind of technical strength:
extraordinary breath control over long phrases.
Example 8.9. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)
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The differences in these excerpts point to the fact that Galuppi was well aware
that the public who came to vespers at the ospedali brought different
expectations than those who attended vespers at the San Marco. But they also
reveal a bit about each of the individual voices Galuppi composed for, since he
wrote to accommodate the strengths of each of his singers: long, expressive
phrases for one soloist, agile ornaments for another, dramatic shifts of register for
yet another.

8.1.3

Galuppi’s Stile Concertato Writing
On first glance much of Galuppi’s writing in the stile concertato resembles

that of his contemporaries. Whether for treble or mixed chorus, the vocal lines
tend to move predominantly by stepwise motion in longer note values while the
violin lines create the overall character and provide melodic interest, as in
Example 8.10. However, on closer examination some differences do emerge. As
the lowest voice of the choral lines, Galuppi’s second altos in the SSAA voicing
and the basses in the SATB voicing tend to double the basso continuo line,
although to a lesser degree than those of his predecessors and contemporaries.
When they do double it, they follow it less literally and tend to outline the
harmonic framework instead.
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Example 8.10. Comparison of bass and basso continuo lines in Galuppi’s F-major In
convertendo Dominus (II/22)

Galuppi’s string passages, while not simple, are usually extremely
idiomatic to a degree that rivals even those of Vivaldi in terms of their ease of
execution and comfort under the hand. Although his writing for the violinists of
San Marco tends to be slightly more difficult than his writing for the women of
the ospedali, he does not take either group any higher than the third position D6
on the E string. He uses double stops occasionally for richness of texture, usually
voiced to either include an open string or to lie comfortably in first position. Fast
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violin passages tend to be playable in first or third position and require second
position only in rare instances, such as Example 8.11.
Example 8.11. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16)

There is no discernable difference in difficulty between the first and second
violin parts. They play in unison nearly as often as they play divisi, and the
second violins occasionally cross above the firsts.
The use of the violas in these vespers psalms is similar to that in the works
by Galuppi’s contemporaries surveyed in previous chapters. Often the violas are
responsible for filling out the harmonies within the string section, and fulfill an
important acoustical role filling the gap in tessitura that occurs in the octave
below middle C. They rarely provide rhythmic interest except in coordination
with the basso continuo line, sometimes mirroring the bass line a third or sixth
higher. As did Lotti and others, Galuppi often thinned out the texture in solo
sections and arias with a col basso indication in the viola part, creating double
parallel octaves for the basso continuo line much as the pedal line of an organ
part might, with double basses at the 16’ pitch level, celli at the 8’, and violas at
the 4’ level. Galuppi occasionally used the violas to thicken the texture further
through the addition of a second viola part. Divisi violas were standard in many
eighteenth-century court orchestras, including Dresden, Mannheim, and Leipzig
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but Galuppi only divided them on rare occasions, such as the in the A-major
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9) that he composed in 1762 for the Incurabili. He
maintained the second viola line throughout the piece, which suggests that
rather than merely divide the available players into two groups, he may have
had extra players available on an as-needed basis who played the entire work.
Galuppi uses the oboes and horns most often to provide harmonic
support and add richness to the orchestral texture. The inclusion of the oboe had
an added benefit to singers: its reedy timbre provides an easily discernable pitch
reference in reverberant performance spaces such as San Marco. On the rare
occasions that the composer calls for pairs of flutes, however, their role is
primary rather than secondary and their function is melodic rather than
harmonic. Galuppi uses them to provide color and melodic interest, but usually
keeps them in reserve, not introducing them until the middle of a work, rather
than squander his most novel timbres from the start. Example 8.12 is the flute
duet from the “Quis sicut Dominus” of the G-major Laudate pueri (II/39). The
character and range in this excerpt are typical, as is the lack of slurs on th page.
Example 8.12. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)
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8.2

8.2 Galuppi’s Use of Basso Continuo
Galuppi wrote for the keyboard instruments differently in his works for

the ospedali than in his works for San Marco. There are no fully realized organ
parts in his autograph vespers psalms for the ducal chapel. Instead, he typically
provided just one line in the score for the combined basso continuo, written in
bass clef, with figured bass notation throughout. The separate organ partitura
consisted of the same single bass line and nothing more, although the organist
would have filled out the right-hand line as he deemed necessary. It seems that
the primary role of the organ was to provide tonal support for those singers
nearest to it, because on some occasions where he required a second organ, such
as for the “Juravit Dominus” movement of the C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12), in
which a quartet of soloists sang from one of the alcoves of San Marco, he
provided a fully figured second continuo part for the portative organ in the
alcove with the instruction “in palchetto.”
In Galuppi’s vespers psalms for the Incurabili the organ was part of the
basso continuo group, but the corresponding organ line consistently appears
unfigured in the score. It is likely that Galuppi directed these works himself from
the keyboard, so there was no need to provide detailed harmonic clues. Only
rarely does figured bass appear, in the few places where it might be the most
unpredictable or unusually chromatic.
Galuppi is remarkably consistent in his use of the organ as background
texture, but there is one notable exception in which the organ plays a prominent
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role: the G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) from January or February 1774. 13 The
explanation for this break from custom is hidden in the written records of the
deliberations in the months previous of the governatori of the Incurabili. The
entry from September 23, 1773 reads:
The pipes of both organs having never been cleaned and cleared of dust, it
was deemed essential in the past maintenance of the oratory to repair this
defect, due to which it was out of tune, and therefore the work has been
contracted, which required removing, cleaning, and then replacing all the
pipes, likewise cleaning all the ranks, of which there are 24. The
reimbursement merited by the organ builder as well as for expenses
occurred will be 186 lire and another 30 lire for other expenses listed on the
enclosed bill.
Alvise Mocenigo, Deputy for the Choir 14
In the entry where Mocenigo said “likewise cleaning all the ranks” he used the
Italian word “registry,” which technically refers either to ranks of pipes or to the
draw knobs that engage the mechanism to sound those ranks of pipes. However,
for Mocenigo to specify cleaning both the pipes and “all the ranks of pipes” is
redundant. It is much more likely that he meant to refer to the sliders of the
slider chests that correspond to each rank, which are prone to warping over time,

In this particular case the month is discernable because the year on the
front page of the autograph is given as “1773 m.v.,” which refers to any date
between January 1 and February 28, 1774.
14 Pier Giuseppe Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel
Settecento: quadro storico e materiali documentari (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2006), 485.
“Non essendo mai state pulite, e mandate dalla polvere le canne d’ambedue gl’organi, si
trovò indispensabile nella decorsa funtione dell’oratorio di rimediare ad un difetto, per cui
riusciva disarmonico il suono, e perciò ordinata la fattura, per eseguire la quale abbisognò
levare, pulire, e poi remettere tutte le canne, nettando parimenti tutti li registri, che sono
24, la ricognitione meritata dall’organaro anco per qualche spesa occorsa sarà di L 186 et
altre L 30 per saldo di qualche altra spesa dimostrata dalla polizza inserita. Alvise
Mocenigo De.to al Coro.“
13
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thus causing tuning issues. At any rate, the bookkeeper recorded that on
February 11, 1774 an invoice of thirty lire for the organ was paid to Antonio
Placca, a Venetian organ builder and keyboard technician for several of the
ospedali, as well as for the ducal chapel. 15
The entry explains Galuppi’s need to write a prominent organ part to
showcase the renovated organ of the Incurabili. Yet he uses it judiciously in
approximately thirty-six brief, exposed solos throughout the work. Each solo is
two to four measures in length, is notated in the soprano clef, and invariably
consists of chipper melodic snippets in parallel thirds or sixths, as in Example
8.13.
Example 8.13. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)

Pier Giuseppe Gillio, L'attività musicale negli ospedali di Venezia nel
Settecento: quadro storico e materiali documentari (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 2006), 485.
15
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One way for a composer to create diversity of texture and tessitura among
the continuo group is to vary which instruments play when. In passages where
Galuppi wanted the instruments of the continuo group other than the violoncello
to drop out, he often wrote “viotto solo.” 16 Other variations occur as well,
including “senza organo,” when only the organ should tacet, and “tasto solo”
when the keyboard should play alone. As noted above, the most commonly
occurring change to the continuo texture is not notated in the bass line, but
rather, in viola line: the indication “col basso” for the violas to double the bass
line an octave higher.

8.3

Galuppi’s Use of Dynamic Markings
Arranging Galuppi’s autograph vespers psalms in chronological order, as

in Table 8.5, creates an informative view of his use of dynamic markings. At least
nine significant details come into focus.
1. Overall, Galuppi spent much more effort on dynamic markings for his
works for the Incurabili than for those for San Marco, likely because
nuance is lost in the muddy acoustics of the ducal chapel. Furthermore, it
is also important to consider whether such attention to detail might have
be more important to the women of the ospedali, who rehearsed regularly

The indication “viotto” is an abbreviation; the single-stroke cross bar
across the Ls that turns them into Ts is essentially a diacritic, and the
pronunciation remains unchanged, much like the orthographic variants “Dñus”
for “Dominus” or “Strom.ti” for “stromenti.”
16
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to produce polished performances, than to the musicians of the ducal
chapel, who were seasoned professionals accustomed to the space, and
whose performances consisted of pieces drawn from a standard repertoire
that they rarely rehearsed.
2. Galuppi’s dynamic markings in his vespers psalms only occurred in
sections of music in the stile concertato and solistic styles. The composer’s
lack of written indications in music of the older style reflected that
continual changes in dynamic were not part of the vocabulary of the stile
antico.
3. Galuppi did not bother with dynamic indications in the streamlined,
single-movement “no-frills” settings for San Marco, with the exception of
the B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26) from 1779; and even in that work
his main means of achieving dynamic contrast was through alternating
soli with tutti phrases. The forte and piano designations only served to
instruct the strings and continuo when to lighten up so that the soloists
could be heard.
4. Even in works in which little or no dynamic contrast is indicated, Galuppi
maintained dynamic balance between solo voices and accompaniment by
adding or subtracting from the basso continuo group, indicated as tasto
solo, violoncello solo, and tutti.
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5. Galuppi generally limited his dynamic markings to the staves of the upper
strings and the basso continuo. Only in a handful of instances did he give
any dynamic marking to the vocalists.
6.

Up until the mid-1760s Galuppi did not automatically begin with
dynamic markings; he included forte and piano indications only when the
contrast was specifically desired; as a result, one indication is almost
always followed by the other.

7. In the works from the 1760s and later other more nuanced indications
began to appear. The designated extremes on the loud and soft ends of the
continuum are written out as words. Sforzandi are indicated as Sforz. For
the middle range between forte and piano Galuppi usually preferred poco
forte, abbreviated as pF, although in one instance he uses the term mezzo
forte, abbreviated as mezz. F.
8. The designation sotto voce was originally an instruction to play “under the
voice” for balance. By 1769 it had lost its literal meaning for Galuppi, who
used it as an instruction for a specific transparent orchestral color even
when there were no vocalists present.
9. Galuppi’s crescendo indications in his vespers psalms evolved during his
final decades. For the earliest of them, in 1763, he wrote, Piano poco a poco
Forte. He later used the indication crescendo only twice, in 1771 and 1775.
Otherwise he most often preferred the term rinforzando, “strengthening.”
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This final detail brings another aspect of the composer’s vespers psalms to the
fore, which is that innovations tended to appear in his opera scores long before
they appeared in his sacred works. Galuppi had been writing dynamic markings,
including crescendi, in his operas at least since his 1755 production, Alessandro
nell'Indie. 17 But nuances of dynamics were special effects, and not necessarily a
required component of composition, and a musical effect too strongly associated
with the opera house might have been deemed inappropriate for liturgy. Thus,
dynamic indications in his psalm settings only began to appear with regularity
nearly a decade later. Table 8.5 illustrates that process.
Table 8.5. Dynamic markings in Galuppi’s vespers psalms, arranged chronologically
Work
C-major
Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/2)

Year
1741

Venue
Mendicanti

Markings
F, P

Observations
*Long stretches occur
with no dynamic
markings
*Dynamic markings
occur almost exclusively
in the string and BC lines
*Many Ps with no
indication of how long
they last
*Galuppi contrasts the
two dynamics only in
specific circumstances for
variety or to maintain
balance in the orchestra
while the soloist sings

Reinhard Wiesend, "Zum Gebrauch des Crescendos in der italienischen
Oper um 1750 (Baldassare Galuppi)," Mannheim und Italien: Zur Vorgeschichte der
Mannheimer: Bericht über das Mannheimer Colloquium in März 1982, ed. Roland
Wurtz (Mainz: Schott, 1984), 151.
17
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Table 8.5. (continued)
B-flat-major
1751
Dixit Dominus
(II/18)

Mendicanti

F, P 18

*Long stretches occur
with no dynamic
markings
*Dynamic markings
occur exclusively in the
string and BC lines
*Dynamic markings
occur predominantly in
solo movements

A-major
Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/8)
A-major
Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/9)

1757

San Marco

F, P

*Long stretches with no
dynamic markings

1762

Incurabili

F, P, Sforz.

C-major Dixit
Dominus
(II/12)

1763

San Marco

F, P

G-major
Laudate pueri
(II/38)

1763

Incurabili

F, P,
P. a poco a
poco F.

*Most passages have a
dynamic marking in the
strings and BC but never
in the vocal lines
*The stile antico Amen
has only one dynamic in
the entire movement
*The isolated, one-time
use of Sforz. stands out
*Only occasional
dynamic markings
*Galuppi achieves
changes in dynamic in
the BC by reducing to
“tasto solo,” “violoncello
solo,” and “tutti senza
organi”
*Explicit indication to
crescendo: "P. a poco a
poco F.”

The autograph manuscript to this work is unavailable. This observation
is based on two eighteenth-century copies (A-Wn, D-Dl), both of which use f and
p dynamic markings, but not in the identical places. Although the sources do not
contradict one another, each has extended stretches with no dynamic markings
in which the other does include them.
18
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Table 8.5. (continued)
B-flat-major
Confitebor
(II/20)
E-major
Laudate
Dominum
(II/28)
B-flat-major
Laudate pueri
(II/41)

1764

Incurabili

F, P

1767

San Marco

F, P,
Pianiss.mo

1769

Incurabili

F, P,
sotto voce,
mezz. F

A-minor
1770
Credidi
propter (II/11)
C-minor
1770
Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/3)

San Marco

(none)

Incurabili

F, P,
Fortiss.mo,
Pianiss.mo,
cresc.

F-major In
convertendo
Dominus
(II/22)

San Marco

F, P, pf 19

1771

*Only rarely uses any
dynamic markings at all

*Dynamic markings
occur in the horn parts as
well as strings and BC
*Changes in BC texture
for dynamic contrast,
“violoncello solo,” “tutti”
*This is the only
occurrence of the term
“mezzo forte”
*Single-movement “nofrills” psalm setting with
no dynamics
*Dynamic markings
occur almost exclusively
in the string and BC lines
*Changes in BC texture
for dynamic contrast,
“violoncello solo,” “tutti”
*“cresc.” appears once in
the BC line
*Long stretches occur
with no dynamic
markings
*Dynamic markings
occur exclusively in the
string and BC lines
*Dynamic markings
occur predominantly in
solo movements

The autograph manuscript to this work is unavailable. This observation
is based on an eighteenth-century copy of the score (F-Pn) and the individual
parts (I-Vsm).
19
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Table 8.5. (continued)
G-major
Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/7)
G-major In
convertendo
Dominus
(II/23)

1771

Incurabili

F, P, cresc.

*”cresc.” appears once in
violin line

1772

Incurabili

F, P

E-flat-major
[sic] Laudate
pueri (II/42)

1774

Incurabili

D-major Dixit
Dominus
(II/15)

1774

Incurabili

F, P, pF,
sf,
pianiss.mo,
sotto voce,
rinf.
F, P

*Dynamic markings
appear mostly in the solo
movements, hardly in
tutti movements
*Includes a piano
entrance for the vocal
soloist in the Converte
Domine movement.
*”rinf.” is an indication
to crescendo

A-major Qui
habitare
(II/44)

1774

Incurabili

A-major
Uncatalogued
Laudate pueri
fragment

Unknown Unknown
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*Dynamic markings
occur on every page of
concertato and solistic
sections; stile antico
sections have none
*The Judicabit movement
has a rare occurrence of
dynamics in the choral
parts
*Uses dynamic markings
F, P, pF,
only in stile concertanto
sfz., sfzp
and solistic sections, not
for stile antico
* Changes in BC texture
F, P, sfz.
rinforzando for dynamic contrast,
“tutti” and “violoncelli
a poco a
soli”
poco
*Rinforzando is used
throughout to indicate
crescendo

Table 8.5. (continued)
*Dynamic markings
occur almost exclusively
in the string and BC lines
*”cresc” appears only
once, in the BC line
* “rinforzando” is an
indication to crescendo

D-major
Confitebor
(II/4)

1775

Incurabili

F, P, pF,
cresc.

E-flat-major
Dixit Dominus
(II/16)
D-major
Domine
probasti me
(II/19)
F-major Nisi
Dominus
(II/49)
G-major
Lauda anima
mea (II/25)
B-flat-major
Lauda
Jerusalem
(II/26)

1775

Incurabili

F, P, sf,
rinf.do

1775

San Marco

(none)

*Single-movement “nofrills” psalm setting with
no dynamic markings

1777

San Marco

*Dynamic markings
throughout

1779

San Marco

F, P, pF.,
sf. sotto
voce
(none)

1779

San Marco

F, P

A-minor
Laudate
Dominum
quoniam
(II/30)

1780

San Marco

(none)

8.4

*Single-movement “nofrills” psalm setting with
no dynamic markings
*This is the only singlemovement “no-frills”
psalm setting that has
dynamic markings
*F, P in violin and BC
lines to play underneath
solo passages
*Changes in BC line to
create contrast, “soli,”
“tutti,” “violoncelli soli”
*Single-movement “nofrills” psalm setting with
no dynamic markings

Galuppi’s Use of Recitative
In five of the later psalm settings for the Incurabili Galuppi added another

theatrical element to his stile concertato settings: recitative. In the two earliest
instances he used it in the doxologies as a tactic to reintroduce the first line of
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psalm text for compositional unity. The first example must have created a
sensation with the audience. In the G-major Laudate pueri (II/38) from the year
1763, the two choirs and two orchestras approach the climax of the Doxology,
antiphonally singing “Amen, amen, amen, amen." But when the V chord of the
final cadence unexpectedly breaks off without resolving, silence follows. The
soprano soloist from the first choir then breaks the stillness with an a cappella
recitative consisting of the first verse of the psalm text, “Laudate pueri
Dominum, laudate nomen Domini,” answered only by two chords from the
orchestra. The soprano soloist from the second choir then responds with a similar
recitative. The first soloist sings “Laudate, laudate” and the second soloist
repeats that back as well. After another caesura the orchestra finally comes in,
recapitulating the first movement with the soloists. The choir sings “Laudate,
laudate in seculum saeculorum, amen,” concluding the work with a hybrid text
that appends the end of the Doxology to the beginning of the first psalm verse.
The overall effect is a bit like that of the final movement of Beethoven’s ninth
symphony: a renegade solo singer surprises the audience by hijacking the climax
of a large-scale work, singing in the wrong genre on the wrong text. Example
8.14 shows this section of the work.
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Example 8.14. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/38), “Amen”
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Example 8.14. (continued)
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Example 8.14. (continued)

In the second example, the recitative in the B-flat-major Laudate pueri
(II/41) from 1769, Galuppi thwarted the expectations of the listener in a different,
very theatrical way. The orchestra and chorus bring the end of the Doxology to a
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strong, final cadence in C major on the text “Amen, amen, amen, amen” and the
movement concludes. After a pause, during which the public would have
applauded, the soprano soloist (Pasqua Rossi) surprises the audience with an a
cappella recitative consisting of the words “Laudate pueri, laudate pueri
Dominum” punctuated by only two staccato chords in the orchestra. 20 The alto
soloist (Orsetta Imberti) responds with a recitative of her own, “Laudate, laudate,
laudate nomen Domini.” The recitatives then modulate to prepare a full
recapitulation of the opening movement in B-flat major, sung by full chorus and
orchestra to the hybrid text from the psalm verse and the Doxology, “Laudate
pueri Dominum, laudate nomen Domini in saecula saeculorum, amen.” The
piece concludes for a second time with a chain of perfect authentic cadences in Bflat major.

The notion of clapping out loud during vespers may strike the twentyfirst-century musician as odd, but in fact both the public and the governatori of
the ospedali gauged the length and enthusiasm of the applause as a means of
measuring the success of a performance, even during Lent. As the Nuova Cronaca
Veneta noted of the Ospedale della Pietà 1785, "Here, too, they practice [vocal]
music taught by highly distinguished professors, as well as on instruments,
receiving not indifferent applause for their assigned holy obligation of masses,
vespers, oratorios, and especially during the celebrations of Lent, on Sundays,
and other solemnities of the year." "Qui pure esercitansi nella musica istruite da
peritissimi professori, e negli istromenti, riscuotendo non indifferenti applausi nelle loro
appuntate sacre funzioni di Messe, Vesperi, Oratorj, e spezialmente nelle feste di
Quaresima, nelle domeniche, ed altre solennità dell'anno.” See F. Tommas’Arcangelo
Zucchini, Nuova Cronaca Veneta ossia descrizione di tutte le pubbliche Architetture,
Sculture e Pitture della Città di Venezia ed isole corconvicine (Venice: Press Pietro
Valvasense a S. Gio: Novo, 1785), 433.
20
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In 1772 Galuppi pursued a third compositional approach for recitative in
the Doxology. In his G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23) the chorus concludes
the “Gloria Patri” and the orchestra comes to a gentle cadence in E minor. There
is a pause and then the orchestra plays fast arpeggios in dramatic dotted rhythms
to introduce the soprano soloist (Angela Malgarisi) who sings three short
measures of recitative on the text “Sicut erat in principio, in principio et nunc, et
nunc et semper,” half-cadencing on the dominant. Full choir and orchestra
immediately follow with a stile antico “et in saecula saeculorum, amen” to
conclude the work. The autograph manuscript is unusual in this instance. The
recitative was written on an oversized page, then cut and stitched into the score,
suggesting that either Galuppi initially forgot to set the “Sicut erat” section of the
Doxology, or that he chose to replace the original with the recitative.
Several years later, in 1774, Galuppi chose to include an entire recitative
movement within the body of the psalm text itself in the E-flat-major [sic] Laudate
pueri (II/42), essentially creating a recitative-aria coupling. This is the sixth
movement of a nine-movement setting, and it is only ten measures long. The
orchestra begins with four measures of a lilting andantino phrase in C major but
lands on a deceptive cadence in A major. A short, unaccompanied recitative for
alto soloist (Orsetta Imberti) follows on the text “Ut collocet eum cum
principibus.” After three more andantino bars from the orchestra the alto soloist
sings the full psalm verse, still recitative: “Ut collocet eum cum principibus
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populi sui.” The orchestra responds with two chords, V-I, and then segues into
the subsequent aria, “Qui habitare.”
In the D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4) from 1775 the recitative is the
second of six movements. Of the five recitatives in this survey, it is in this
example that the strings come closest to sounding like an opera orchestra.
Following a stormy introduction of eight measures in G major the first soprano
soloist enters recitativo sostenuto with the text “Sanctum et terribile nomen eius,”
interrupted at regular intervals with orchestral outbursts to illustrate the word
“terribile.” The orchestra cadences in D major. The second soprano soloist then
sings the same text with similar gestures from the orchestra, which cadences
back in G major and dovetails into the downbeat of the subsequent aria.
Since it is likely that some of Galuppi’s psalm settings are lost, it is
impossible to estimate how commonplace recitative was in Galuppi’s later works
for the Incurabili. On one hand, there are plenty of psalm settings from this
period without it. On the other, Burney referred to not one but “several
admirable accompanied recitatives” when he wrote about vespers at that
institution in 1770, quoted at the beginning of this chapter. 21 Only two of the
extant psalms with recitative (II/38 and II/41) were composed by the date of
Burney’s visit. In any case, the tendency of the governatori to measure the
composer’s success or failure by the public response to the performances seems

21

Burney, The Present State of Music, 174-175.
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to have had an effect on the compositional choices Galuppi made when writing
for the figlie of the Incurabili.

8.5

Galuppi’s Perfunctory, “No-Frills” Psalm Settings
The final stylistic consideration involves a handful of Galuppi’s psalm

settings that are so unpolished that they seem, at first glance, to represent an act
of defiance by the composer. They merit a closer look, however, because they
have a number of unusual characteristics in common.
All of them are strikingly humdrum. They contain little or no thematic
material in either the vocal or the instrumental lines. They have no sense of
compositional cohesion due to the paucity of recurring rhythmic and motivic
elements. They lack color and contrast and character because there is nothing
engaging nor innovative in melody, counterpoint, harmony, or orchestration.
They typically consist of a single movement between fifty and 100
measures in length. They begin with text on the first note without any orchestral
introduction, then meander through line after line of predictable harmonies, and
modulate through a handful of adjacent tonal areas. Differing lines of text are
often layered over each other, seemingly with no concern for aural intelligibility,
and include little or no text repetition. They contain no ornamentation, no
instrumental ritornelli, and next to no contrast in texture, character, or dynamics.
Graceless and tuneless, they give the impression of having been thrown together
though minimal effort by the composer.
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Five of Galuppi’s psalms fall into this category, of which one is in the stile
antico, three are in the stile concertato, and one mixes stile concertato and solistic
style. Galuppi composed them all for San Marco, and the dates on the
autographs fall within his tenure as maestro di cappella there. Table 8.6 compares
their attributes.
Table 8.6. Attributes of Galuppi’s perfunctory, “no-frills” psalm settings
Work

Year

Style

A-minor Credidi
propter (II/11)
D-major Domine
probasti me (II/19)
G-major Lauda anima
mea (II/25)
B-flat-major Lauda
Jerusalem (II/26)

1771

A-minor Laudate
Dominum quoniam
(II/30)

1780

Stile
antico
Stile
concertato
Stile
concertato
Stile
concertato
/ solistic
Stile
concertato

1775
1779
1779

Number of
Measures
97

Text

Choirs

San Marco

1

101

Vulgate

2

93

Vulgate

2

115

Vulgate

1

54

Vulgate

2

The A-minor Credidi propter (II/11), the earliest setting of the five, is the
only one in stile antico, and is the only that uses the Psalterium Davidicum text. The
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19) is for two choirs and uses the Vulgate. In the
San Marco cursus this psalm occurs only on the feasts and vigils of apostles and
evangelists. According to the Tavola, the only evangelist whose feast calls for
two-choir settings is St. Mark, so this setting seems to have been intended for
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April 24 and 25 of 1775, which calls for "Vespero negl'Organi co' Palchetti e
stromenti." 22
The B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26) is the only setting of the five that
mixes two styles, the solistic style and stile concertato. Galuppi alternates between
them throughout, changing every four to six measures. This setting is the only
one in which the composer seems to have intentionally sought to create contrast.
The G-major Lauda anima mea (II/25) is also for two choirs, and uses the
Vulgate text, as well. This particular psalm only shows up in the “Vespero delli
Cinque Laudate” for the Vigils of Christmas, Epiphany, Ascension, Pentecost,
Purification, Assumption, Nativity, Conception of the BVM, and All Saints, and
for second Vespers of Corpus Christi, and according to Moore, it is always
performed with cori spezzati. 23
The A-minor Laudate Dominum quoniam (II/30) calls for two choirs, as
well. The score is intriguing because the front cover is in Galuppi’s hand, but the
musical content itself is in that of a later copyist. It uses the Vulgate text,
although some of the individual vocal parts were originally written out with the
Psalterium Davidicum translation and then overwritten with the Vulgate.

Tavola Dei Giorni di tutto l'Anno, nei quali li Cantori, Organisti, e Sonatori
devono intervenire nella Nostra Chiesa di S. Marco, per esercitar giusto il solito il
proprio Officio, (Venice: Figliuoli del qu: Z. Antonio Pinelli, Stampatori Ducali,
1761).
23 James H. Moore, “The ‘Vespero delli Cinque Laudate’ and the Role of
Salmi Spezzati at St. Mark’s,” Journal of the American Musicological Society, Vol. 34,
No. 2 (Summer 1981): 265.
22
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Of these five, the need for a no-frills setting of Psalm 138, Domine probasti
me, may be the simplest to explain: at twenty-four verses this psalm text is two to
three times longer than most of the other vespers psalms. It is noteworthy that
composers such as Porpora and Zelenka, although not associated with the ducal
chapel, also composed “no-frills” settings of Psalm 138 with characteristics
similar to those of Galuppi’s setting. 24
The previous survey of Galuppi’s predecessors and contemporaries has
indicated that each of them composed vespers psalm settings that fall into this
category, as well. Lotti has at least three, all in the stile antico: his Laudate
Dominum de caelis, his Credidi à 4 da cappella and his Laudate Dominum in sanctis
eius. Bertoni has at least two, both in the stile concertato his Lauda Jerusalem a
quattro con strumenti in B-flat, and his Laudate Dominum omnes gentes 1771. Such
settings appear outside the orbit of San Marco, as well, including five examples
among Porpora’s vespers psalms, and two among those of Vivaldi.
The existence of this particular subset of settings raises more questions
than it answers. It is possible that they were intended for celebrations of lesser
Hours of the Divine Office; the presence of Lotti’s Laudate Dominum de caelis and
Laudate Dominum in sanctis eius among their number supports this hypothesis,

Janice B. Stockigt, Jan Dismas Zelenka: A Bohemian Musicians at the Court
of Dresden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 161.
24
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because those texts were only sung at Lauds, in combination with Cantate
Domino, all under one antiphon. 25
Like all the other maestri di cappella, Galuppi’s work was under regular
scrutiny by the governing bodies of San Marco, who certainly would have
noticed if he had composed shoddy works out of spite or negligence. The fairest
statement one can make about this repertoire is that there seem to have been
occasions where austerity was desired over beauty and extravagance. That seems
counterintuitive in the case of Galuppi’s Domine probasti me; one would assume
that the celebration of the Feast of St. Mark at his eponymous chapel would
warrant the very best music. But perhaps there was a need to keep some parts of
vespers short and concise in order to limit the length of the service, possibly out
of consideration for the mass that followed. Or perhaps not every point in the
liturgy could be executed with equal pomp; maybe there needed to be elements
with less spectacle to offset those that were more ornate and complex. Jen-Yen
Chen observes that "highly individualized genius, though about to move centre
stage in musical aesthetics, was not a necessary attribute of musica da chiesa in the
conventional, functional sense, and probably detracted from it instead.” 26

John Bettley, "The Office of Holy Week at St. Mark's, Venice, in the Late
16th Century, and the Musical Contributions of Giovanni Croce," Early Music 22,
no. 1 (1994): 55.
26 Jen-Yen Chen, “Catholic Sacred Music in Austria” in The Cambridge
History of Eighteenth-Century Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2009), 98.
25
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8.6

Galuppi’s Use of Text
In examining Galuppi’s relationship to the vespers psalm texts, several

clear tendencies come into focus in regard to his division of movements, his text
layout, his text repetition, and his textual interpretation. The eight settings of
Psalm 110, Confitebor tibi Domine, represent a span of fourty-four years of his
compositional life, and thus provide a useful basis for observations about the use
of text in his sacred music.

8.6.1

Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine Settings
As discussed in detail in the previous chapter, Galuppi’s vespers psalms

set either the texts from the Vulgate or those from the San Marco psalter, the
Psalterium Davidicum. However, his earliest surviving setting of Psalm 110, the Gmajor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) is anomalous, because the translation seems to
come from neither of the two sources. The circumstances of its composition are
unknown, other than the year 1733 on the front page of the autograph.
Upon closer examination, several idiosyncrasies emerge. The first is the
composer’s strategy for dividing lines of text into individual movements.
Galuppi divides the full psalm into ten separate movements, plus two more for
the Doxology. This distribution does not match that of Galuppi’s other Confitebor
settings, nor does it match the known settings by his contemporaries. It would
not be uncommon in the most lavish concerted psalm settings to set each verse of
psalm text to its own movement in a contrasting key, meter, tempo, and
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character from the previous one. Galuppi’s versification is shown in Table 8.7,
alongside that of the Vulgate and the Psalterium Davidicum.
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Table 8.7. Text comparisons of Psalm 110 in the Psalterium Davidicum, the Psalterium Gallicum, and Galuppi’s G-major Confitebor
tibi Domine (II/5)
Psalterium Davidicum
Psalm 110
1 Confitebor tibi Domine in toto
corde meo: in consilio iustorum, et
congregatione,

Psalterium Gallicum
Psalm 110
1 Confitebor tibi, Domine, in toto corde
meo, in consilio justorum, et
congregatione.

Galuppi’s G-major Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/5) 1733
1 Confitebor tibi, Domine in toto
corde meo, in consilio iustorum, et
congregatione.
2 Magna opera Domini: exquisita in
omnes voluntates eius.

Confessio, et magnificentia opus
eius, et iustitia eius manet in
saeculum seculi.

3 Confessio et magnificentia opus ejus, et
justitia ejus manet in saeculum saeculi.

3 Confessio et magnificentia opus
eius, et iustitia eius manet in seculum
seculi.

3 Memoriam fecit mirabilium
suorum, misericors et miserator
Dominus: escam dedit timentibus
se.

4 Memoriam fecit mirabilium suorum,
misericors et miserator Dominus.
5 Escam dedit timentibus se;

4 Memoriam fecit mirabilium suorum,
misericors et miserator Dominus
escam dedit timentibus se;

4 Memor erit in saeculum
testamenti sui:

memor erit in saeculum testamenti sui.

5 Memor erit in seculum testamenti
sui.
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magna opera Domini. 2 Exquisita in 2 Magna opera Domini: exquisita in
omnes voluntates eius:
omnes voluntates ejus.

Table 8.7. (continued)
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virtutem operum suorum
annunciabit populo suo.

6 Virtutem operum suorum annuntiabit
populo suo,

Virtutem operum suorum annunciabit
populo suo.

5 Ut det illis hereditatem gentium:
opera manuum eius veritas et
iudicium.

7 ut det illis haereditatem gentium. Opera 6 Ut det illis haereditatem gentium.
manuum ejus veritas et judicium.
Opera manuum eius veritas et
iudicium.

6 Fidelia omnia mandata eius,
confirmata in saeculum saeculi:
facta in veritate et aequitate.

8 Fidelia omnia mandata ejus, confirmata
in saeculum saeculi, facta in veritate et
aequitate.

7 Fidelia omnia mandata eius,
confirmata in seculum seculi, facta in
ueritate et equitate.

7 Redemptionem misit populo suo:
mandavit in aeternum testamentum
suum,

9 Redemptionem misit populo suo;
mandavit in aeternum testamentum
suum.

8 Redemptionem misit Dominus
populo suo; mandauit in eternum
testamentum suum.

sanctum, et terribile nomen eius.

Sanctum et terribile nomen ejus.

9 Sanctum et terribile nomen eius.

8 Initium sapientiae timor Domini:

10 Initium sapientiae timor Domini;

Initium sapientie timor Domini;

intellectus bonus omnibus
facientibus eum.

intellectus bonus omnibus facientibus
eum:

10 Intellectus bonus omnibus
facientibus eum:

9 Laudatio eius: manet in saeculum
saeculi.

laudatio ejus manet in saeculum saeculi.

laudatio eius manet in seculum seculi.

However, it does match the versification of this psalm in two other sources: the
breviaries of Aquileia and Mantua, both of which used a psalm translation from
the early first millennium. A second detail conforms to Aquileian and Mantuan
sources. The word “Dominus” in the eighth verse of Galuppi’s text,
“Redemptionem misit Dominus populo suo” appears only in the Mantuan and
Aquileian texts; it is not part of the Vulgate nor the Psalterium Davidicum
translations. 27 The version of the text with the extra word “Dominus” seems to be
an unauthorized variant that circulated in the eighteenth century. It appears,
with no predictability, in some—but not all—settings by Willaert, Monteverdi,
Grandi, Pollarolo, and others.

8.6.2

Cross-Comparison of Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine Settings
All of the settings other than G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) from

1733 use the Vulgate translation, which happens to be aurally indistinguishable
from the San Marco text for this particular psalm. 28 Placing the texts of the eight

Brevarium s[ecundu]m usum Aquileie (Venice: Andream de Torresanis de
Asula, 1496), Civico Museo Correr, Codice Cicogna K31. University of Chicago
Library, James H. Moore Collection, microfilm reel 3. Brevarii S. Barbarae Gregorii
XIII. Pont. Max. Auctoritate approbati. pars prima. A prima domenica Aduentis vsque
ad Festum Sanctissimae Trinitatis. Pars secunda. A Festo santissimae Trinitatis vsque
ad primam Dominicam Aduentis. (Venice: Dominicum Nicolinum, 1583), British
Library, C. 36. f.23. University of Chicago Library, James H. Moore Collection,
microfilm reel 116.
28 Although several orthographic differences appear between the Vulgate
and San Marco versions of Psalm 110, the patterns they follow are so predictable
that they must be considered inconsequential: eius vs. ejus, seculum vs.
saeculum, annunciabit vs. annuntiabit, etc.
27
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settings side by side, as in Table 8.8, brings several observations of Galuppi’s
general practice to the forefront.
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Table 8.8. Text distribution in Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine settings
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Confitebor tibi,
Domine, in toto
corde meo, in
consilio justorum,
et congregatione.
Magna opera
Domini: exquisita in
omnes voluntates
ejus.

Confessio et
magnificentia opus
ejus, et justitia ejus
manet in saeculum
saeculi.

G-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/5)

C-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/2)

A-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/8)

A-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/9)

1733
Unknown
SAB soli, Vv.,
Vla., BC, Fl
I&II

1741
Mendicanti
SA soli, Vv.,
Vla., BC

1757
Unknown
SB soli, Vv.,
Vla, BC

1762
Incurabili
SSAA soli
Vv.,Vla div.,
BC

I 87 m.
SAB soli
w/strings+BC
G major
4/4
Andante
II 72 m.
SA soli
w/strings+BC
C major
6/8
Allegro
III 31 m.
B solo w/BC
A minor
4/4
Andante

I 61 m.
SA soli,
C major→
d minor, 4/4

I 162 m.
SB soli
A major
3/4
Allegro

I 185 m.
SSAA soli
A major
3/4
Allegro

B-flatmajor
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/10)
1764
Incurabili
SSAA, SS
soli, Vv.,
Vla, BC,
HnI&II
I 114 m.
SSAA tutti
B-flat major
2/4
Allegro

C-minor
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/3)

G-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/7)

D-major
Confitebor
tibi Domine
(II/4)

1770
Incurabili
SA soli,
SSAA, Vv.,
Vla., BC

1771
Incurabili
SA soli, Vv.,
Vla., BC

1775
Incurabili
SSSSAA
soli, Vv.,
Vla., BC

I 158 m.
SSAA tutti
C minor,
4/4,
Allegro assai

I 104 m.
SA soli,
G major,
4/4
Andante
brioso

I 196 m.
SSSSAA soli
D major
3/4
Allegro

Table 8.8. (continued)
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Memoriam fecit
mirabilium suorum,
misericors et
miserator
Dominus.
Escam dedit
timentibus se;

IV 141 m.
Alto solo
w/strings+BC
E minor
2/4
Allegro

memor erit in
saeculum testamenti
sui. Virtutem
operum suorum
annuntiabit populo
suo

V 56 m.
SAB soli
w/BC
B minor
3/2
Largo

ut det illis
haereditatem
gentium. Opera
manuum ejus
veritas et judicium.

VI 121 m.
Sop solo
w/strings+BC
G major
2/4
Adagio

II 97 m.
SA soli
F major → C
major
3/4

II 104 m.
Sop solo
D major
2/4
Andantino
------II ALT. 66
m.
Sop solo
D major
2/4
Maestoso

II 80 m.
Alto solo
E-flat major
3/4
Andante

II 92 m.
Alto solo
E-flat major
3/4
Maestoso

Table 8.8. (continued)
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Fidelia omnia
mandata ejus,
confirmata in
saeculum saeculi,
facta in veritate et
aequitate.

VII 110 m.
SA soli
w/strings+BC
C major
3/4
Andante

Redemptionem misit
populo suo;
mandavit in
aeternum
testamentum suum.

VIII 53 m.
B solo
w/strings+BC
G major
4/4
Allegro
IX 21 m.
SAB soli
w/strings+BC
E minor→B
minor
4/4
Largo

Sanctum et terribile
nomen ejus.

Initium sapientiae
timor Domini;

III 32 m.
SSAA tutti
C minor→D
minor
4/4
Allegro
molto

III 24 m.
S solo
A minor
4/4
Largo

II 20 m.
SB soli
F-sharp
minor→B
minor
4/4

III 29 m.
SSAA soli
B minor
4/4

IV 54 m.
Sop solo
F major
4/4
Andante

III 28 m.
SSAA tutti
B-flat major
4/4
Largo

II 39 m.
Sop solo
E minor
4/4
Largo

II 28 m.
SS soli
G major
4/4
Maestoso
III 60 m.
SS soli
G major
3/4
Larghetto

Table 8.8. (continued)
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intellectus bonus
omnibus
facientibus eum:
laudatio ejus manet
in saeculum saeculi.

X 37 m.
SAB soli
w/strings+BC
D major
12/8
Andante

IV 159 m.
S solo
E minor
6/8
Allegro assai

Gloria Patri, et Filio,
et Spiritui Sancto.

XI 74 m.
Sop solo
w/fl+BC
G major
2/4
Largo

V 62 m.
Alto solo
G major
2/4
Adagio

Sicut erat in
principio, et nunc, et
semper,

XII 81 m.
SAB soli
w/strings+BC
G major
4/4
Andante

VI 71 m.
SA soli
C major
2/4
Allegro

et in saecula
saeculorum
Amen.

III 68 m.
SB soli
B minor→A
major
3/4
Tempo
primo

IV 49 m.
SSAA soli
A major
3/4
Allegro

V 21 m.
SSAA tutti
C major
4/4
Allegro

V 90 m.
AA soli
E major
3/4
Larghetto
VI 26 m.
SSAA soli
A major
3/4
Allegro
VII 52 m.
SSAA soli
A major
4/4

VI 26 m.
SSAA tutti
B-flat major
2/4

IV 69 m.
Sop solo
F major
4/4
Andante con
spirit

III 144 m.
Alto solo
C major
3/8
Andante con
spirito

V 82 m.
SA soli
B-flat major
3/4
Largo

IV 9 m.
SA soli
F major
4/4
Largo

VI 41 m.
SSAA tutti
C minor
4/4
Allegro assai

V 21 m.
SA soli
G major
4/4
Tempo
primo

IV 40 m.
SSSSAA soli
C major→E
minor
3/4
Tempo di
prima
V 95 m.
Alto solo
A major
3/4
Andantino
VI 47 m.
SSSSAA soli
D major
3/4
Nel tempo

1. All of the settings except for G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) from
1733 have extensive first movements with at least the first four psalm
verses combined, up to the verse “Ut det illis.” Three of those settings go
further, combining the first six and a half verses, up to “Sanctum et
terribile nomen ejus.”
2. Five of the settings begin a new movement with the "Ut Det Illis" halfverse. This division has unusual repercussions because the choice of
where to break the text changes its meaning. The phrase
Virtutem operum suorum annuntiabit populo suo ut det illis haereditatem
gentium. Opera manuum ejus veritas et judicium.
glosses as
“He will show his people the power of his works that he may give
them the inheritance of the Gentiles. The works of his hands are
truth and judgment.”
However, the phrase
Virtutem operum suorum annuntiabit populo suo.
Ut det illis haereditatem gentium opera manuum ejus veritas et judicium.
glosses as
“He will show his people the power of his works. That he may give
them the inheritance of the gentiles the works of his hands are
verity and judgement.”
The difference between the two is nuanced, but significant. What prompts
God to give them the inheritance of the gentiles? Is it the power of his
works or is it verity and judgement?
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3. All of the settings break mid-verse in order to have “Sanctum et terribile
nomen ejus. Initium sapientiae timor Domini" partitioned off as a separate
movement. This compositional choice represents a widespread practice,
and also appears in the Confitebor tibi Domine settings of Bertoni, Vivaldi,
Lotti, and Porpora. Joining these two half-verses strengthens the text as
they both reinforce the same idea: “Holy and fearsome is his name. The
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” Setting this movement apart
from the preceding verse serves a dramatic purpose, as well, for
invariably the “Sanctum et terribile” text is set to music with a slow,
weighty character, often with dotted or double dotted rhythms, in order to
illustrate the word “fear.” It is worth noting that “fear” is a clumsy,
limiting word to use in translation, although English does not really offer
a better option. The Latin word “timor” (and for that matter, its original
Hebrew counterpart in this psalm, “yirah”) also encompass the idea of
profound awe or reverence, as Galuppi and his contemporaries must have
been well aware, based on its Italian cognate, “timore.” 29 Therefore, what
the composer seeks to represent here is not “horror,” but rather a more
positive emotion. In only the setting from his last decade, the D-major
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4) from the year 1775, Galuppi subdivides the

Abraham Joshua Heschel, God in Search of Man: A Philosophy of Judaism
(New York: Harper & Row, 1976), 77-78.
29
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text even further by assigning a new movement to the second half of this
section, “Initium sapientiae timor Domini.”
4. At the “Intellectus bonus” half-verse all of the settings begin a new
movement with a quicker tempo and more cheerful character to
correspond to the text “A good understanding have all those who practice
[the fear of God].” In six of the eight settings Galuppi uses triple meter to
achieve a lightness that offsets the gravitas of the previous movement.
5. Six of the settings start a new movement with the Doxology but two of
them, the A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8) and B-flat-major Confitebor
tibi Domine (II/10), launch directly into the Doxology from the "intellectus
bonus" text. In the G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) the Doxology is
further delineated by the introduction of two flutes to the orchestration for
the opening section, the Gloria Patri. In many of his other vespers psalms
Galuppi sets this line of text for female voices as a solo aria or duet, as he
does in his Confitebor tibi Domine settings.
6. In concerted psalm settings of this period, the text “Sicut erat in
principio” frequently recapitulates the opening themes of the first
movement, in a literal illustration of the phrase, “As it was in the
beginning.” Galuppi seems fond of that device as well; here he uses it in
seven out of these eight works. Only in the A-major Confitebor tibi Domine
(II/8) does he set that line of text to new musical material.
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8.6.3

Text Layout and Structure of Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine Settings
The previous examination of Bertoni’s works from his later years revealed

how consistent he was in laying out the complete text twice within each
movement in a way that conforms to the harmonic structure of the baroque
dance forms. Galuppi shows the opposite tendency, in the sense that he was
much more likely to rely on that strategy in his earliest work but soon moved
beyond it. Once again, his Confitebor tibi Domine settings provide a useful
overview, particularly when examined in chronological order.
The G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) from the year 1733 is Galuppi’s
earliest surviving psalm setting, and it consists of twelve movements. In each of
the first three movements he lays out the full text twice, as Bertoni did: once in
each half of the piece. He seems to have tired of this strategy, however, for he
lays out the text of the remaining eight movements as if they were throughcomposed; that is, setting new text to the opening musical material every time it
reappeared. Only in the final movement, which is a reprise of the music from the
opening movement, does he return to setting the “Sicut erat in principio” text
twice, once in tonic and once in dominant, as he had in the first movement.
The C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2) from 1741 and the A-major
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8) from 1757 are similar in that Galuppi consistently
finishes each movement by repeating semantically cohesive bits of text from the
end of the verse, rather than reiterating the text incipit when the opening musical
material returns. In the A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9) from 1762 Galuppi
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follows the same practice in all of its movements except for the “Gloria Patri”
aria, in which he recapitulates the opening text at the return to tonic.
In the four remaining settings, the B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine
(II/10) from 1764, the C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3) from 1770, the Gmajor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7) from 1771, and the D-major Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/4) from 1775, Galuppi sets the full text twice in two of the arias,
although they are not the same two arias in each instance. In 1764 the “Ut det
illis” and “Sanctum et terribile” arias have a doubled text setting. In 1770 it is the
“Intellectus bonus” aria and the “Gloria Patri” duet that share this characteristic.
In 1771 the “Sanctum et terribile” and “Intellectus bonus” arias are doubled, as
are the “Sanctum et terribile” recitative and the “Gloria Patri” aria in 1775.
The advantages of each compositional approach are clear. On a modern
concert stage the music is the predominant element, but within the context of
vespers it is the psalm text that stands at the center. An ideal marriage of the two
elements in a two-part form would favor setting the text twice, once in tonic and
once in dominant. But that makes concision difficult to achieve, especially in the
latter half of the movement, as indeed Galuppi appears to have discovered onethird of the way through the G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5). By cherrypicking the bits of text to be repeated, the composer can truncate the musical
material after the return to tonic, conclude the movement sooner, and better
maintain the interest of the listener. This may be the reason Galuppi tired of the
inflexibility of the doubled text strategy very early on. Alternatively, he may
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have grown more confident of his ability to unify a piece though means other
than strict text doubling.

8.6.4

Further Text Considerations in Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine
Settings
Although the overall character of many of Galuppi’s psalm settings is

somewhat more austere than his writing for the opera house, signs of Galuppi
the operista still abound, perhaps slightly more so in his writing for the Incurabili
and the Mendicanti than that for the ducal chapel. In part this is due to the desire
for public approbation on the part of his employers at the two ospedali, who
were well aware of the financial need to draw full audiences. And it is partially
due to the fickle nature of popular musical taste.
Examples of text painting are nearly ubiquitous in the vespers psalms.
Throughout the process of composing, the musician must make countless choices
that subtly color the context and message of the text, including modality, key,
tessitura, orchestration, and tempo. Meaning can be ascribed to any choice,
whether the composer intended it or not. There are no neutral options: he cannot
avoid imposing some interpretation onto the text, even unwittingly, since the
choice for a major tonality, for example, is a de facto choice against a minor one.
Galuppi’s text painting choices include many that are so pervasive among
the works of eighteenth-century composers that they may seem obvious or even
cliché. Many were likely anticipated by the public, for example, the use of major
tonalities for psalms with the words “lauda” and “laudate,” or a weighty
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character and slower tempi for psalms expressing remorse or penitence. The
interpolation of the “Laudate” incipit in the end of the doxologies of all of the
surviving Laudate pueri settings was such a common practice that not to include it
would have been conspicuous.
Not all examples of text painting are connected to affect. Some of them are
visual in nature, such as fast passages evoking arrows in the hands of the mighty
to accompany the text “Sicut sagittae in manu potentis.” Some of them are
spatial, such as descending lines on the text “humilia resicit in caelo et in terra”
to depict gazing from heaven and earth.
Unexpected text painting choices appear that must have thrilled
eighteenth-century Venetian audiences. For example, at the climax of the “Fidelia
omnia” movement of the B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/10), the full
ensemble comes to rest on a Neapolitan chord on the text “mandavit in
aeternum,” which translates as “commanded for eternity.” The chord is followed
by a grand pause with a fermata to allow the chord to reverberate and fade to
silence, before the harmonic tension resolves and the phrase continues.
Galuppi’s use of rhythmic elements often serves the purpose of text
painting. The string lines in the Sanctum Et Terribile movement of the C-minor
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3) are an illustration of how effective a device rhythm
can be: they include displacement across the bar lines at both the quarter note
and the sixteenth-note levels in a way that heightens the dramatic tension to
accompany the words “fear of the Lord,” as in Example 8.15.
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Example 8.15. Galuppi, C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)

8.6.5

Galuppi’s Text Sources: The Vulgate and the Psalterium Davidicum
As discussed previously, use of the unique Latin translations from the

Psalterium Davidicum was mandated for services in the ducal chapel, as well as in
the four ancillary churches that came under the supervision of the doge.
However, the lack of consistency with which Galuppi uses them is surprising.
Arranging the twelve settings chronologically, as in Table 8.9, produces several
significant clusters.
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Table 8.9. Timeline of surviving autographs of Galuppi’s vespers psalms for San Marco
Psalterium
Davidicum

Vulgate

Mixed Vulgate
and Psalterium
Davidicum
C-major Dixit
Dominus (II/12)
1763

Manuscript
Unavailable

E-major Laudate
Dominum (II/28)
1767
A-minor Credidi
propter (II/11)
1770
F-major In
convertendo
Dominus (II/22)
1771

D-major Domine
probasti me
(II/19) 1775

D-major In exitu
Israel (II/24) 1775

F-major Nisi
Dominus (II/49)
1777

C-major Beatus
vir (II/1) 1777
D-major Laudate
pueri (II/32) 1777

G-major Lauda
anima mea (II/25)
1779
B-flat-major
Lauda Jerusalem
(II/26) 1779
A-minor Laudate
Dominum
quoniam bonus
(II/30) 1780
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Of the nine available autographs, two of them between the years 1770 and 1771
use the Psalterium Davidicum translation, and five of them from 1775 to 1780 use
the Vulgate. Two of them, from the previous decade, mix translations within the
same setting: the C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12) from 1763 uses the Vulgate for
the first movement and the Psalterium Davidicum for the second, while the fifth
movement uses both translations. Similarly, the E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28)
from 1767 uses the Vulgate for the first movement and the Psalterium Davidicum
for the second, as well. This mix may be an indication that Galuppi often worked
from memory when composing, without the psalm texts in front of him.
Occasional spelling and grammar mistakes in his manuscripts support this
hypothesis, such as the substitution of “populo sui” in place of “populo suo” and
“testament sui” in place of “testamentum suum” in the A-major Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/9).
The text layout in some of Galuppi’s settings gives clues to the original
performance circumstances for which they were created. In the “Tu es sacerdos”
movement of the C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12), for example, Galuppi had
originally set only the psalm verse “Tu es sacerdos in aeternum secundum
ordinem Melchisedech“ for full choir and followed it with a duet for basses in
the subsequent movement, "Dominus a dextris tuis: confregit in die irae suae
reges.“ However, halfway through the “Tu es sacerdos” movement in the
autograph the composer added an alternate text above the staff consisting of the
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full "Dominus a dextris tuis“ verse, making the following bass duet superfluous.
It is tempting to speculate why the composer might have found it necessary to
cut the bass duet. Was it perhaps out of consideration for performance length or
lack of the appropriate soloists at San Marco? Or is it possible that Galuppi
wanted to adapt the setting for the Incurabili, where there were no bass soloists?
Further examination of the piece reveals that in the fifth movement, the
setting of the verse from the vulgate, "Conquassabit capita in terra multorum”
appears with the corresponding San Marco translation "capita multa in terra
copiesa” added as an alternative above the staff for the next fifty measures.
Rather than answering questions about the intended performance venue, this
fact complicates them even further. Removing the bass soloists would be
necessary to adapt a San Marco work for the Incurabili, but appending the San
Marco text to the Vulgate would be necessary to adapt an Incurabili psalm for
the San Marco. So, for whom was the work originally intended, and for whom
was it subsequently adapted?
One possible explanation is that Galuppi intentionally conceived it with
both texts and the extra movement, fully intending to use it at both venues.
Although such practice was certainly prohibited by his employers at the
ospedali, Galuppi may have done so anyway. He had, in fact, already been called
to task in February of 1750 when the governatori of the Mendicanti suspected him
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of reusing music originally composed for other venues. 30 Furthermore, that does
not necessarily prevent the reverse, whereby he might take music originally
composed for the ospedali and adapt if for use elsewhere. At least two other
settings show signs of having been performed in both venues, discussed below.
The D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) has surviving autographs for both SSAA and
SATB versions from the years 1774 and 1778, and the E-flat-major Dixit Dominus
(II/16) has autographs in both configurations for the Incurabili in 1775 and San
Marco in 1781. It is no coincidence that all three works under discussion here are
settings of the same psalm; Dixit Dominus is one of the most frequently
prescribed psalms in the cursi of both the ospedali and the ducal chapel, so there
was an ongoing need for different settings. The possibility of one composition
fulfilling the requirements of two venues is not out of the question.

8.6.6

Galuppi’s Use of Text Repetition
In the Christian tradition the psalm texts are considered Holy Scripture.

Although metered, paraphrased translations of the psalms had circulated at least
since Luther’s reformation, in Roman Catholic communities they were restricted
to devotional and domestic use. Therefore, is highly unusual to come across
psalm settings that distribute the text in any manner other than the most
straightforward. In the psalms of Vivaldi, Lotti, Porpora, and Bertoni, some text
repetition appears on occasion, usually the reiteration of an entire phrase or,

30

Gillio, Documenti, Feb 24, 1755, item 61.
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rarely, of a key word. In Galuppi’s works, on the other hand, text repetition
abounds. He treats the vespers psalms less as a religious artifact and more as a
raw material to be shaped and formed to better conform to the musical and
dramatic needs of his settings. There are three purposes for which he uses it.
The first reason for text repetition is to stress key points of the psalm. For
example, in the second movement of the E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16) from
1775 / 1781 he interrupts the line “Dominus a dextris tuis confregit in die irae
suae reges” with five repetitions of the word “confregit” to stress God’s
destruction: “The Lord upon his right hand shall destroy, destroy, destroy,
destroy, destroy even kings on the day of his wrath.”
The second reason is repetition to serve the sense of musical balance. This
may result in establishing symmetry in the phrase, as in the “Sicut erat” of the Fmajor In convertendo Dominus (II/22) from 1771, where Galuppi needs reiteration
to reinforce the half-cadence on the dominant. Conversely, repetition may also
result in destroying symmetry to avoid predictability, as in the “Sicut erat” of the
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7), also from the year 1771.
The third reason is repetition for the sake of dramatic interest and variety.
In the opening of the “Suscitans a terra” movement of the G-major Laudate pueri
(II/38) from 1763, multiple repetitions of the first two words back and forth
across two choirs create an effect not unlike an opera chorus.
There is a more drastic way in which Galuppi manipulates the text for
compositional purposes, and that is by reordering the words of a given phrase
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for the sake of creating an internal rhythm of stressed and unstressed syllables
that better fits the music. Galuppi occasionally rearranges entire phrases for the
purpose of phonological euphony. Later in the same “Suscitans a terra”
movement, he reorders the words of “Suscitans a terra inopem” as “Suscitans
inopem a terra, a terra” because the initial dental plosive and the rolled Rs of
“terra” produce a more articulate effect than the word “inopem.” Likewise, in the
“Judicabit” movement of the D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) from 1774 he
reverses “implebit ruinas” to “ruinas implebit” to conclude the phrase and
accompanying return to tonic with the effect of the hard consonants.
He also rearranges the word order within the phrase to stress a specific
idea. For example, in the second movement of the B-flat-major Dixit Dominus
(II/18) from 1751, he reorders “Tu es sacerdos in aeternum” as “In aeternum tu
es sacerdos” in order to highlight “in aeternum.”
As discussed in chapter two, Galuppi had famously provoked the
acrimony of Metastasio in 1741 by taking similar liberties with the poet’s aria
texts. Even though a decade had passed between that squabble and the earliest of
the settings examined here, the composer clearly felt the freedom to take similar
liberties; perhaps even more so, since word order is much more flexible in Latin
than Italian.
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8.7

Galuppi’s Use of Tonality and Harmony
Galuppi’s choice of tonality in the 135 individual movements examined

here somewhat favors keys whose tonic corresponds to the open strings on the
stringed instruments, but to a lesser degree than those previously seen from Lotti
and Vivaldi. Galuppi favors flat keys to a degree not seen from the other
composers: 46 percent of these movements occur in flat keys while sharp keys
only account for 38 percent. Compared to his predecessors, Galuppi ventures
around the circle of fifths further in both directions from C major: 13 percent are
in E-flat major or C minor, and 9 percent are in A major or F-sharp minor. The
church modes, already a rarity for Lotti’s generation, are absent from even the
most conservative works of Galuppi.
Seventeen of the movements studied here begin in one key and conclude
in another. In most cases this is part of an overall cyclic tonal design, as in the Cmajor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2) from 1741. As Table 8.10 shows, the work
begins and concludes in C major, but cycles through various keys by migrating
at movement breaks to keys either a fifth away or in the relative major / minor.
Table 8.10. Beginning and ending keys in Galuppi’s C-major Confitebor tibi Domini
(II/2)
Movement
I “Confitebor tibi”
II “Ut det illis”
III “Sanctum et terribile”
IV “Intellectus bonus”
V “Gloria Patri”
VI “Sicut erat”

Starting and Ending Keys
C major – D minor
F major – C major
A minor – A minor
E minor – E minor
G major – G major
G major – C major
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Although the phenomenon of starting in one key and finishing in another
appears as sporadically in Galuppi’s works as it did those of Lotti, it appears at
all stages of Galuppi’s career. And as in Lotti’s works, none of the modulations
here draw attention to themselves in their execution; all are crafted with enough
skill that they may pass unnoticed by the listener. In Robert Gjerdingen’s
estimation, this potpourri of tonalities has its roots in the vestiges of the
hexachordal system, which Galuppi would have learned in his studies at an early
age, and which favored the crafting of works whose “tonal design is quite
flexible and aligned with the older practice of touching on most of the ‘tones’ in
the hexachord." 31
Galuppi’s use of time signatures shows a strong preference for the quarter
note tactus. Common time accounts for 54 percent of his time signatures, and 3/4
accounts for 29 percent. The third most frequent is 2/4 at 9 percent. Compound
meters are rare, with only several instances of 3/8 time and one single instance of
6/8. Unlike Lotti, who used compound meters as a means of implying a quicker
tempo, Galuppi uses 3/4 for all extremes, adagios as well as dance-like allegros.
Charles Burney’s memoirs famously quoted Galuppi’s definition of good
music, “vaghezza, chiarezza, e buona modulazione,” perhaps best translated as
“beauty, clarity, and good modulation.” The composer’s use of harmony in his

Robert O. Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 2007), 218.
31
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vespers psalms certainly substantiates his interest in the buona modulazione. He
regularly uses harmony for dramatic purposes, as observed above. However, its
most frequent use is to unify and extend the phrases by delaying resolution.
Galuppi can be rather brazen in doing so: the “Gloria Patri” of the G-major
Laudate pueri (II/39) from 1773, is representative. He takes the basso continuo
through a progression of fifths over the course of fifteen measures that set only
three words of text but consist of ten chords: B-Em-Am-D-G-C-F#0-B-Em-A-D. If
return to tonic had been the goal, he certainly could have pared down the
progression to four chords, but in doing so would then have deprived the
listener of the frisson of hearing the modulation move further and further from
its tonal center while the soprano sings a seemingly endless series of scales and
ornaments.
Some of his progressions are ingenious. One such example is the opening
ritornello of the G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5) from 1733, which leaps in its
third bar to a flat VI chord. In this instance the flat VI is not the augmented sixth
chord seen elsewhere, nor does it serve the precedential function of an
augmented sixth chord. Rather, it constitutes an entirely new tonal area from
which the composer must find his way back to tonic in order to complete the
phrase. It is what theorist Sir Donald Francis Tovey would have called a “purple
patch”: an unexpected modulation to a remote tonal area. Alexander Raymond
Ludwig notes that the purple patch became popular in the nineteenth century in
the works of romanticists such as Beethoven and Schubert. Galuppi’s use here,
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nearly a century earlier, is so startling that it has the effect of cold water to the
face. 32 After the opening ritornello the same modulation returns with the first
vocal entrance, and then in the final ritornello of the movement. By its third
appearance the jarring effect has diminished and the ear of the listener has
accepted it.
Such inventiveness seems to have been part of Galuppi’s character as a
composer. As seen in chapter four, he seemed to relish unpredictable,
provocative harmonies in his dramatic works. And although much of Galuppi’s
sacred music seems intentionally conservative, ingenious flashes of innovativion
occasionally appear in sacred genres other than the vespers psalms, as well. That
includes the mass ordinary, even though those texts are inherently less dramatic
than those of the psalms. The opening harmonic progression in the “Qui tollis
peccata mundi” movement of the E-flat-major Gloria (I/12) from 1767 provides
an illustration. Example 8.16 traces the harmonic structure of the orchestral
introduction. Here the composer begins in B♭ major, moves to F♭, the most
remote point on the circle of fifths, and then back to B♭ again, all within the span
of seventeen measures. The move to F♭ in this phrase occurs on a flatted III chord

Alexander Raymond Ludwig, “Expecting the Unexpected: Haydn’s
Three-Part Expositions.” In Lumen: Selected Proceedings from the Canadian Society
for Eighteenth-Century Studies, 32: 31. Jonathan Glixon notes that purple patches
are not entirely unheard of in the eighteenth century, for example, in the works
of some Venetian patrician composers. Jonathan Glixon, personal
communication, February 11, 2020.
32
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within a purple patch that begins in measure ten, and it produces the same
frisson as the example from the G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5).
Example 8.16. Harmonic Motion in the “Qui tollis peccata mundi” of Galuppi’s E-flatmajor Gloria (I/12)

Galuppi’s harmonic quirks rarely appear only once; rather, he tends to
reiterate them in various movements of the same work. Example 8.17 is an
illustration from the G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) from the year 1773, in which he
creates a biting dissonance in the second movement, “Quis sicut.” In measure 21
the bass line approaches a half cadence chromatically from below, D# to E, from
a pre-cadential V 5 /V to V, while the soprano line descends stepwise to a 6-5
6

suspension, with a D♮ passing tone along the way. The soprano D♮ against the
bass D# grates for an instant before resolving into the 5 inversion, which in turn
6

resolves to the 3 on dominant. The effect is startling because the upper voice
5

lingers on the D♮ only briefly, just long enough to shock the ear, but too long to
sound like a mistake.
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Example 8.17. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)

Galuppi subsequently uses the same cross relation two more times in the “Ut
collocet” movement of the same work, both times in the same pre-cadential
context of V 5 /V to V, as if to reaffirm that its occurrence is neither happenstance
6

nor an error. But he uses it nowhere else in his autograph vespers psalms, which
suggests that it caught his fancy for a moment before he turned his attention to
other things.
The relatively late year of composition, 1773, is noteworthy because by
then this particular cross relation in this particular context was no longer novel.
In 1756 Johann Friedrich Daube had described it in his General-Bass in drey
Accorden. Figure 8.4 shows the musical example that Daube provided, including
figured bass. It illustrated precisely the same harmonic context as in Galuppi’s
examples, that is, preparatory to the half-cadence.

Figure 8.4. Precadential diminished octaves in Daube’s General-Bass in drey Accorden
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Of their popularity, use, and permanency within the eighteenth-century
harmonic language, Daube wrote:
One can also leave the 8th (scale degree) of the IV chord be, regardless of
the fact that the bass lies a half step higher, whereby the diminished
octave occurs. It is resolved via scale degree 7. However, it finds its usual
resolution in scale degrees 6 and 5… Nowadays this and the previous
phrase are considered among the best-known and most common, despite
the fact that they were seldom recognized as legitimate in former times,
particularly because the 12 church modes were still fashionable. They are
now essential and occur in all genres of the compositional art. They
demonstrate their potency (to the ear) and are therefore necessary for the
beginner to know. 33

8.7.1

Galuppi’s Use of Dissonance
In previous chapters, examples from the Concerti à quattro illustrated how

Galuppi used dissonances such as flatted ninth chords for dramatic effect, and
how its use was frequently tied to imagery in the libretto. In contrast, dissonance
seems to play a smaller role in the composer’s musica da chiesa than in his stage
works; seconds and ninths appear relatively rarely in the harmonies of the
vespers psalms, and when they do appear, they seem to bear little relationship to

Johann Friedrich Daube, General-Baß in drei Accorden, gegründet in den
Regeln der alt- und neuen Autoren nebst einem hierauf gebauten Unterricht (Frankfurt
am Mayn: Andrä Leipzig, 1756), 6: 13. "Man kann auch die 8 des 4ten-Accordes
liegen lassen, unerachtet der Bass um einen halben Ton höher steiget, wodurch die
mangelhafte 8 entstehet. Sie wird durch die 7 abgelöset. Diese aber findet ihre
gewöhnliche Auflösung in der 6 und 5, als: [ ] Diese und die vorhergehenden Sätze
werden heutiges Tages bereits unter die bekanntesten und gemeinesten gerechnet:
ohnerachtet sie in vorigen Zeiten selten vor gültig erkannt worden, da insbesondere die
12 Tonarten noch Mode waren. Sie sind jetzt unentbehrlich, und kommen in allen
Gattungen der Setzkunst vor. Sie beweisen ihre Stärke: sind dahero einem Anfänger zu
wissen nötig.“
33
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the text. Clearly there are opportunities for text painting in the psalm texts, but
they do not reach nearly the level of intensity found in dramma per musica. That is
partially because the relationship between the narrative voice of the psalmist and
the worshipper differs from the relationship between the narrative voice of the
librettist and the opera audience. Some of the most violent images in the vespers
psalms are framed in a positive light. In the Dixit Dominus text, for example,
when the psalmist says “He will crush kings on the day of wrath; he will judge
among the nations and leave ruins; he will smash heads in many countries,” the
context makes that an event to look forward to and celebrate: after all, the people
that God promises to punish are the enemy.
Even in the darkest of imagery in the vespers psalms, Galuppi is likely to
use nothing more incisive than diminished and half-diminished harmonies.
When dissonance does appear, it tends to be in places unrelatable to the text.
Example 8.18 from the opening movement of the B-flat-major Laudate pueri
(II/41) shows an extraordinary moment: a series of three-note clusters on the
downbeats of four consecutive measures. The simultaneous occurance of
suspensions along with their resolutions calls to mind those of Saratelli and the
Paduan scuola di rivolti a half-century earlier.
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Example 8.18. Galuppi, B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41)

Example 8.19 illustrates a more subtle type of dissonance that appears
with much greater frequency. It is usually generated by discrepancies between
the soloist and the strings that double his or her line and occur where Galuppi
has written out an ornamented version of the violin line for the vocalist, most
often at cadences. The clashing pitches are usually so fleeting that they may have
gone entirely unnoticed, especially in a reverberant acoustical space.
Furthermore, Galuppi’s autograph scores represent a working version of his
works, not their definitive form, so it is possible that the dissonance may have
been amended in the rehearsal process.
Example 8.19. Galuppi, G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23)
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8.8

Galuppi’s Ritornelli
Galuppi formed the vast majority of the individual movements in his

vespers psalms around a ritornello. Referring to them as examples of “ritornello
form” is problematic, however. What must come under consideration is actually
the compositional procedure rather than its result because of the wide range of
variation in the structures that fall within the parameters of the broad
designation “ritornello form.”
Galuppi’s approach to opening ritornelli in the vespers psalms is similar
to that of Vivaldi and several lesser known composers in the Venetian orbit, such
as Tomaso Albinioni. The ritornello states most of the thematic material of the
movement in the form of a motto followed by several contrasting modules, each
with its own rhythmic identity, and each based on simple, concise motives that
are most often triadic or scalar. These modules function as building blocks, and
they are separable. Each can stand on its own, and each can be combined with
the others out of sequence or omitted entirely without threatening the
cohesiveness of the phrase. Paul Everett articulates their usefulness to the
composer: “They are modular so that they may be broken apart; they are lengthy
so that they may be shortened.” 34

Paul Everett, Vivaldi: “Four Seasons’ and Other Concertos op. 8 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 33.
34
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8.8.1

Galuppi’s Mottos
The motto is the first event of the ritornello, and it is often the most

memorable to the listener. There is no required length; it may be long enough to
function as the antecedent of the first period, or it may constitute merely the
initial component of a longer antecedent. The motto nearly always reappears
later in the movement, usually reinforcing main structural points and
contributing to the overall compositional unity. In Galuppi’s vespers psalms that
usually includes the first vocal entrance following the opening ritornello.
The mottos of both Vivaldi and Tessarini often feature identifiably
“Vivaldian” characteristics such as repeated “hammer stroke” notes or octave
leaps. 35 Table 8.11 is a survey of Galuppi’s incipits to the eight Confitebor tibi
Domine settings discussed previously. It reveals that, like those of his
predecessors, Galuppi’s mottos are often scalar or triadic, and occasionally
employ unison for effect. But more often than not they feature gentle contours of
stepwise motion that creates a lyricism often missing from those of Vivaldi.

Simon McVeigh and Jehoash Hirshberg, The Italian Solo Concerto, 17001760 (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2004), 189.
35
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Table 8.11. Incipits to Galuppi’s Confitebor tibi Domine Settings
C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2)

C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)

D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4)

G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/5)

G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7)
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Table 8.11. (continued)
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8)

A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9)

B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/10)

After the composer states the motto, he presents the other modules, one
after the next. The ritornelli in most of Galuppi’s vespers psalms tend to be threeand four-part structures, although they may consist of as few as two modules
and as many as five.
One of the options the composer has at hand is which strategy he chooses
to connect the modules to each other. Galuppi uses four main strategies. 36 In the

Although this study deals exclusively with Galuppi’s vespers psalms, it
is noteworthy that each of these four strategies occurs in the ritornelli of the
composer’s opera arias, as well. For a broader view of ritornelli structures in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, see Norbert Dubowy, Arie und Konzert: zur
36
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first of these, each module comes to a cadence before the next one begins.
Example 8.20 is an illustration of this strategy, reduced into two staves: the
“Gloria Patri” from the F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49) in which module [A] comes
to a rhythmically strong perfect authentic cadence before [B] begins. The
conclusion to [B] is equally strong rhythmically, but the fact that it occurs on a
half-cadence creates the expectation for [C], which concludes on another
rhythmically strong perfect authentic cadence.

Entwicklung der Ritonellanlage im 17. und frühen 18. Jahrhundert (München: Fink,
1992).
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Example 8.20. Galuppi, F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49)

The second strategy, illustrated in the reduction in Example 8.21, has the
advantage of allowing the composer to provide harmonic diversity by setting
one of the modules in a key other than tonic. In the works surveyed here, that is
usually the second module set in the dominant, although not without exception.
In the opening movement to the F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49) the opening
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ritornello comprises ten measures consisting of three modules. The motto [A]
ends on a rhythmically weak inauthentic cadence in tonic and module [B]
immediately follows in dominant, cadencing on a rhythmically weak perfect
authentic cadence, still in dominant. Module [C] follows, immediately back in
tonic, and concludes with a rhythmically strong perfect authentic cadence in
tonic.
Example 8.21. Galuppi, F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49)

The third strategy consists of connecting phrases through elision. The
“Dominus a dextris” movement of the D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) illustrates
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its advantages in Example 8.22. It consists of twenty-one measures and comprises
three modules. The composer elides each module into the following one in a way
that establishes balance in the asymmetrical six- and seven-bar phrases, propels
the phrase forward through the delayed gratification of the postponed cadence,
and compactly unifies the entire ritornello. 37

Note that in this particular example, Galuppi’s use of cadential elisions
within each module helps propel the phrase forward, as well.
37
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Example 8.22. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)

The fourth strategy occurs infrequently. As illustrated in Example 8.23, in
the opening ritornello of the “Juravit” movement of the B-flat-major Dixit
Dominus (II/18) the composer fails to conclude the opening ritornello on tonic,
concluding instead on a half-cadence before the first vocal entrance. This
approach has the advantage of creating tension by means of a harmonic
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expectation that must be either fulfilled or thwarted by the entrance of the
soloist. In Galuppi’s example the soloist completes the harmonic movement by
jump starting the movement back in tonic with her first phrase. McVeigh notes
this approach in the works of the other Venetian composers, as well, although it
occurs only in a small number of opening ritornelli. 38
Example 8.23. Galuppi, B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18)

38

McVeigh and Hirshberg, The Italian Solo Concerto, 96.
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There is one more approach that Galuppi uses, one that cannot really be
considered a strategy because he only uses it in one of the works in this survey. It
appears below, in Example 8.24. In the opening movement of the D-major Dixit
Dominus (II/15) the composer follows the motto [A] with module [B] and sets up
the expectation of a rhythmically strong half-cadence on the dominant. But
immediately before the point where the listener expects the cadence, the full
chorus brings the tempo to a crawl, interrupting the orchestra with the opening
text, “Dixit Dominus” on a V7/V chord. The chorus immediately follows with a
phrase that sounds like it should have been the first vocal entrance; the opening
ritornello is left unfinished by the orchestra.
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Example 8.24. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)

8.8.2

Beyond Galuppi’s Opening Ritornelli
Once the modules that constitute the opening ritornello have been laid

out, the composer then has a great deal of freedom in how he chooses to use
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them. They may appear in a variety of keys, forms, and permutations, in any
combination, either as a medium for text in the vocal lines or as motives for the
instrumental accompaniment.
Table 8.12 shows the layout of the motto and subsequent modules of the
ritornello in the first half of the opening movement of the B-flat-major Laudate
pueri (II/41). This example happens to be unusually tidy: the four modules, once
presented, only reoccur in their original order. And in this example only the
motto serves as a vehicle for the text; the remaining modules appear exclusively
in the orchestra.
There are two significant sections where the musical material from the
ritornello serves as a point of departure from which the melody freely spins off
in another direction. One is the unison section beginning in measure 39 that
extends module [B], and the second is a sequence of suspensions that eventually
lead into module [C]. These areas encompass sixteen measures in total and allow
the composer the freedom to play with the musical ideas presented while
shifting the tonality from tonic to dominant. In contrast, the four measures that
conclude the section are entirely functional; the perfect authentic cadence on the
dominant occurs in measure 69 and the final phrase merely hammers the F major
triad.
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Table 8.12. Ritornello distribution in Galuppi’s B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41)
Orch. [A]
Chorus
Measure 1

elides into [B]
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

elides into [C]
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

elides into [D]
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19
pueri
28

37

20

29

38

21

30
(unison)
(unison) Lau39

22

31
date pueri
40

23

32
Domino lau41

17

18

(PAC in I)

[A]
[A]
Laudate
27

24

25

33

elides into [B]
Laudate
Domino
34
35

date nomen
42

Domini Lau43

26

(PAC in I)
da44

36

45

Table 8.12 (continued)

46
(HC in V)
date
55
[D] (in V)
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64

47

-te nomen
48

[C] (in V)
Domini, lau56

date
57

Laudate,

laudate

65

66

(PAC in V)
Domini
49
pueri

(sequence of suspensions)
LauDate
50
51

nomen
58

Domini
59

pueri
52

lau-

Date
53

68

lau-

elides into
60

61

62

(cad formula) (PAC in V)
67

nomen
54

69

70

lauda71

63
te
72

The proportion of ritornello material to non-ritornello material in this
section is 72 percent to 28 percent, which is usual for the opening movements of
Galuppi’s vespers psalms. The utility of the modules of the ritornello as both
foundational material for the movement and a departure point for free-form,
creative development substantiates Michael Thomas Roeder’s assertion that the
ritornello procedure represents a “midway point between Baroque Fortspinnung
and the classical practice of developing independent themes.” 39

8.8.3

Galuppi’s Return to Tonic
As already noted, the majority of individual movements in Galuppi’s

vespers psalm settings are in a two-part form; as such, they begin in a primary
tonal area, move away from it to establish a secondary tonal area and then return
to tonic. The secondary tonal area is usually the dominant, or in rare instances,
the relative major of a minor key. Galuppi is consistent in establishing the
decisive cadence that completes the arrival in the secondary area as the primary
structural point of the middle of the movement, equal in strength to the parallel
cadence at the end of the movement.
Following the arrival at the secondary area, he routinely employs one of
three possible strategies to then return to tonic. The first of these is by far the
rarest, which is to take us through several tonal areas on the way back. This fits

Michael Thomas Roeder, A History of the Concerto (Portland: Amadeus
Press, 1994), 50.
39
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one of Hepokoski’s and Darcy’s criteria for a development section, in that it
includes a “series of changing, coloristic moods or tonal adventures, often led (in
major-mode works) through the submediant key, vi, or other minor-mode
keys.” 40 However, in Galuppi’s works it tends to be extremely condensed,
approximately 5 to 10 percent of the movement, which is perhaps too
abbreviated to qualify as a bona fide development section. The “Sicut sagittae” of
the F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49) is a representative example. It begins in E-flat
major and completes the modulation to the dominant with a rhythmically strong
cadence in B-flat. The subsequent phrase passes through F minor and back to Eflat major in the span of only nine measures. The harmonic journey does not
necessarily strike the listener as truncated, especially in proportion to the full
movement of seventy-three measures. But Galuppi makes no more of it than
necessary; he certainly wastes no ink toying with the harmonic expectations of
the listener along way, as later composers did.
This focus on concision and directness is part of Galuppi’s other two
strategies, as well. His second most frequent approach consists of modulating
and cadencing on the dominant, and then adding a seventh to the dominant in
order to trigger the immediate move back to tonic. In Example 8.25 from the
“Excelsis super omnes” movement of the E-flat-major [sic] Laudate pueri (II/42),

James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms,
Types, and Deformations in the Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata (Oxford: Oxford
University, 2011), 19.
40
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the return to tonic encompasses a five-measure area. It is direct but not artless;
any abruptness is assuaged by the internal line that descends chromatically and
creates the impression of a progression without any actual harmonic journey
taking place.
Example 8.25. Galuppi, E-flat-major [sic] Laudate pueri (II/42)

The third strategy is by far the most common in Galuppi’s vespers psalms.
It consists of cadencing in the dominant, stating the first post-cadential phrase in
the dominant, and then immediately pivoting back into tonic with no transition
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at all. The “Excelsus super omnes” movement of the B-flat-major Laudate pueri
(II/41) provides an illustration, as in Example 8.26.
Example 8.26. Galuppi, B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41)

The return to tonic is almost always accompanied by a “walking bass” stepwise
descent in the bass line consisting of the five diatonic notes from dominant down
to tonic. In the example above Galuppi even draws attention to it with the subito
forte dynamic marking. It is a highly specific mannerism for him: he does not use
such “walking bass” gestures anywhere else in these vespers psalms, yet he
employs them in this one particular context with remarkable consistency.
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8.8.4

Beyond Galuppi’s Return to Tonic
Upon the return to the primary tonal area the composer has fulfilled

harmonic expectations, and all material that follows need only provide balance
and symmetry while serving as a medium for the remaining lines of psalm text.
Galuppi tends to base this area on the modules of the ritornello, but in a more
loosely structured way than in the first half of the movement. The motto and
subsequent modules may all appear, or some of them may be omitted and others
reduplicated for the sake of overall balance. Table 8.13 shows the structure of the
final half of the opening movement of the C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3).
While the motto [A] and modules [B] and [D] appear only briefly, reiterations of
module [C] occur disproportionately: they occupy 52 percent of the section:
nineteen of the thirty-six measures. This choice cannot be due to text length
because the composer sets six words of the text, “memor erit in saeculum
testamenti sui,” to [A] and [B], while module [C] accommodates only the three
words “annuntiabit populo suo.” However, in a movement 158 measures long,
the lengthening and reiteration of [C] is necessary to give a sense of finality to the
end of the choral declamation before wrapping up the movement with the
orchestral coda in module [D].
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Table 8.13. Ritornello distribution in Galuppi’s C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)
[A]
memor
123

opera
132
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141

erit
124

133

142

annun- tiabit
150
151

in
125

su- orum
134

populo
143

populo
152

saeculum
126

127

testa- menti
128

129

[B]
Sui
130

138

139

140

populo
147

148

su- o
149

156

157

158

vir-

tute
131

[C]

annun- tiabit
135
136

suo
144

153

137

annun- tiabit
145
146
[D]
su- o
154

155

Occasionally Galuppi adopts another strategy after returning to tonic. He
will avoid tonal shifts after the arrival in the secondary tonal area, moving
directly back to tonic, but will then interpolate an unexpected area of harmonic
instability before concluding in tonic a second time. The “Dominus a dextris
tuis” from the C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12) follows this model. The area
following the return to tonic comprises fourteen measures, or 20 percent of the
movement, and displays a sharp difference in harmonic variety. In it, the tonal
center continuously moves around the circle of fifths by means of a chain of
secondary dominants before finally settling back on tonic. Therefore, all of the
chromaticism in the movement falls within this limited area, in stark contrast to
the remaining 80 percent of the movement, where the harmonic vocabulary
consists entirely of diatonic chords.

8.9

The Doxologies of Galuppi’s Vespers Psalms
Every vespers psalm has a Doxology and every Doxology consists of the

same text, so it is no surprise that Galuppi, like virtually every other northern
Italian composer of the eighteenth century, would endeavor to create as much
variety as possible in them from one work to the next.
In the vespers psalms surveyed here, Galuppi has nine ways of organizing
the text.
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1. Set the Doxology at the end of a single-movement setting that
encompasses the whole psalm and Doxology together, as in the following
works, Table 8.14.
Table 8.14. Single-movement doxologies in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
A-minor Credidi propter (II/11)
D-major Domine probasti me (II/19)
G-major Lauda anima mea (II/25)
B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26)
A-minor Laudate Dominum quoniam (II/30)

Year
1771
1775
1779
1779
1780

Venue
San Marco
San Marco
San Marco
San Marco
San Marco

2. Elide into the Doxology from the penultimate movement of the work and
include the entire Doxology, as in the works in Table 8.15.
Table 8.15. Elided doxologies in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/8)
E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16)

Year
1757
1781

Venue
Unknown
San Marco

3. Append the “Gloria Patri” to the penultimate movement, then start the
final movement with the “Sicut erat in principio,” as in Table 8.16.
Table 8.16. Doxologies with appended “Gloria Patri” movements in Galuppi’s vespers
psalms
Work
B-flat-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/10)

Year
1764

Venue
Incurabili

4. Set the entire Doxology as an independent movement, as in the works in
Table 8.17.
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Table 8.17. Doxologies set as independent movements in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
C-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/2)
C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)
D-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4)
G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7)

Year
1741
1770
1775
1771

Venue
Mendicanti
Incurabili
Incurabili
Incurabili

5. Set the ‘Gloria Patri” and the “Sicut erat in principio” as two separate
movements, as in the works in Table 8.18.
Table 8.18. Doxologies with separate “Sicut erat” movements in Galuppi’s vespers
psalms
Work
F-major In convertendo Dominum (II/22)
E-major Laudate Dominum (II/28)
G-major Laudate pueri (II/38)
F-major Nisi Dominus (II/49)

Year
1771
1767
1763
1777

Venue
San Marco
San Marco
Incurabili
San Marco

6. Set the “Gloria Patri” and the “Sicut erat in principio” as two separate
movements but interpolate previous bits of the psalm incipit, as in the
following work in Table 8.19.
Table 8.19. Doxologies with incipit interpolations in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
E-flat-major [sic] Laudate pueri (II/42)

Year
1774

Venue
Incurabili

7. Set the “Gloria Patri” and the “Sicut erat in principio” as two separate
movements but append an extra movement after the final Amen,
recapitulating previous musical material and bits of the psalm incipit, as
in the works in Table 8.20.
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Table 8.20. Doxologies with incipit interpolations in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)
B-flat-major Laudate pueri (II/41)

Year
1774
1769

Venue
Incurabili
Incurabili

8. Set the “Gloria,” “Sicut erat in principio,” and “Et in saecula” as three
separate movements, as in the following works in Table 8.21.
Table 8.21. Doxologies with three movements in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
A-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/9)
C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12)
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)
G-major In convertendo Dominus (II/23)
A-major Qui habitare (II/44)

Year
1762
1763
1774/1778
1772
1771?

Venue
Incurabili
San Marco
Incurabili
Incurabili
Incurabili

9. Set the entire Doxology text twice, beginning with the “Gloria Patri,”
followed by the “Sicut erat in principio” as an independent movement
that concludes with the entire Doxology text appended a second time,
including the full “Gloria Patri” text from the previous movement. This
appears only in the following work, in Table 8.22.
Table 8.22. Doxologies with three movements in Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Work
B-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/18)

Year
1751

Venue
Mendicanti

This last arrangement is unique for a second reason: the shift of styles that the
composer executes within a relatively narrow span. The “Gloria Patri” is in
solistic style, the “Sicut erat in principio” is in stile antico, and then the full text
reiteration is in stile concertato.
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There is one organizational strategy which never appears in the autograph
vespers psalms: that of a concluding “Amen” as an independent section or
movement. This possibility, so frequently associated with Galuppi’s
contemporary, George Friedrich Handel, is almost entirely absent from his own
works. Of his entire surviving output of sacred music, only the “Gloria” of the Gmajor Messe (I/9) from 1764 has an independent “Amen,” a stile antico fugue in
4/2 meter. 41 In cases where a contrapuntal finale was desired, it was much more
typical for Galuppi to set the entire phrase, “et in saecula saeculorum. Amen.”

8.9.1

Galuppi’s Strategies in the Gloria Patri
The section of text “Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto” is often set as a

stand-alone solo aria. Slightly more than 50 percent of the “Gloria Patri”
movements in the twenty-five works of this study are solo arias: six for alto solo,
four for soprano solo, and three for soprano-alto duet. While many of the
movements in Galuppi’s oratorios and solo motets are da capo arias, none of the
solo movements in Galuppi’s vespers psalms fit this form. However, many of
them fit the definition of a Kirchenarie or “church aria,” which conforms to the A
section of the da capo aria. Michael Talbot defines the Kirchenarie as a bipartite
structure in which the text is set twice, once beginning in tonic and once ending
in tonic, “introduced, separated, and followed by instrumental ritornellos,”

41

Burde, Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis, 37-38.
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which accurately describes Galuppi’s solo “Gloria Patri” settings. 42 The vocal
writing in the solo “Gloria Patri” movements is among the most technically
demanding in his vespers psalms, and often seems to intentionally indulge the
tastes of a public accustomed to the bravura arias of the opera house. It is no
coincidence that each of the movements concludes with a fermata over the
penultimate I 4 chord for the soloist’s cadenza.
6

In contrast, the works that set the “Gloria Patri” for tutti chorus are
uniformly concise, homophonic, and grave in character. They begin with no
orchestral introduction and end on a half-cadence to prepare the launch into the
subsequent “Sicut erat.” Galuppi has two harmonic strategies for these
movements. The first is to begin the movement far afield from tonic, and then
gradually progress back to the home key through a series of chromatic shifts, as
in Example 8.27 from the C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12). The tonic triad never
once occurs in this section, but the harmonic tension and thwarted resolution
provide cohesion and compensate for the fact that there is no melodic material
per se. The concluding half-cadence and the overall brevity of the section help
establish its role as subsidiary to the movement that follows.

Michael Talbot, The Vivaldi Compendium (Woodbridge: The Boydell
Press, 2013), 47.
42
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Example 8.27. Galuppi, C-major Dixit Dominus (II/12)

His second strategy is to use the “Gloria Patri” to modulate from the key
of the previous movement into the key of the following section. The G-major
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7) is a representative example: over a span of only nine
measures, Galuppi begins in F major and modulates, ending on a half-cadence in
the key of the subsequent movement, G major, shown in Example 8.28.
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Example 8.28. Galuppi, G-major Confitebor tibi Domine (II/7)

Galuppi’s treatment of the “Gloria Patri” text deserves mention. While it
might seem as though the seven words, “Gloria Patri et Filio et spiritui sancto,”
could be set as is, the composer often preferred to paraphrase instead. By
removing the ellipsis and restating the antecedent, he produced the text “Gloria
Patri, gloria Filio, et spiritui sancto.” The addition of the second “Gloria” created
a more pleasing balance in the phrase and established a pattern of stressed and
unstressed syllables that was more easily set to music. J. S. Bach used a
comparable paraphrase in the Magnificat (BWV 243), seemingly for similar
510

reasons: “Gloria Patri, gloria Filio, gloria et Spiritui Sancto.” That particular
variation does not appear in the known works of Galuppi, however. 43
Galuppi’s text adjustment here is less radical than some. In settings such
as the B-flat-major Lauda Jerusalem (II/26) the composer toyed with the order of
elements in the Trinitarian formula, alternating between the usual order and
“Gloria Filio, gloria Patri, et spiritui sancto.” In some doxologies Galuppi
produced a mishmash of text, such as in the G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) from
the year 1774, which begins, “Gloria Patri, Patri et Filio, gloria, gloria, gloria Filio
et Spiritui Sancto, gloria Patri et Spiritui Sancto, gloria, gloria, gloria Filio, gloria,
gloria et Spiritui Sancto, Spiritui Sancto.” This brings to mind yet again Galuppi’s
conflict with Metastasio twenty-six years previous, over Galuppi’s reshuffling of
the poet’s Artaserse texts. Yet the composer’s ecclesiastical employers and
attending audiences must have found this practice unobjectionable; he would
have been unlikely to write it if he risked offense or censure for blasphemy.

8.10 Galant Schemata in Galuppi’s Vespers Psalms
As discussed previously, the term schema refers to the idealized version of
a recurring musical pattern in the works of composers trained in the eighteenthcentury Neapolitan conservatories. As part of their training, those students

Over a century earlier Monteverdi had taken this idea a step further in
his Beatus vir SV 268 when he inserted the word “Gloria” before the other
phrases of the Doxology, as well: “Gloria sicut erat in principio,” “Glori et in
saecula saeculorum.”
43
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learned to apply a repertoire of schemata to didactic bass lines called partimenti,
first in writing, and then eventually in keyboard improvisation. Analysis of the
underlying schemata can be a useful source of insight when examining
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century works, as Gjerdingen and others show. 44
Each of the galant schemata has a name; some were coined by earlier
theorists who described them, others are named after the theorists themselves.
Each schema has a loose set of defining features such as melodic characteristics, a
bass line, harmonic characteristics, and a normative stress pattern. It also has a
prescribed position within the phrase or period; certain schemata initiate a
phrase, others extend the phrase, and still others bring it to a close. Gjerdingen
and others often refer to an initiating schema as an “opening gambit,” and to the
schema that follows as a “riposte.” A schema normatively consists of four steps
or stages, each of which corresponds to a note in the bass line. Some schemata
consist of fewer or more than four, and occasionally the second and third stages
may be conjoined.
In the case of Galuppi’s vespers psalms the use of schemata analysis is
somewhat problematic, as illustrated by the following two excerpts from the Fmajor In convertendo Dominus (II/22) and the D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15), in
Example 8.29 and Example 8.30. The analysis of the excerpts uses Gjerdingen’s

Robert O. Gjerdingen’s Music in the Galant Style is considered the
seminal work on this subject, although others have begun to build upon his work
in recent years.
44
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method of notation, in which the schema that appears is identified by name
above the staff, while the prescribed scale degrees that compose it are circled: the
melodic line in white circles and the bass line in dark circles.
Example 8.29. Galuppi, F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)
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Example 8.30. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)
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F-major In convertendo Dominus (II/22)
Measures 1-3 The opening phrase could be considered either a Prinner or
Sol-Fa-Mi, although it does not fully fit the criteria of either option. If it
qualifies as a Sol-Fa-Mi, then the composer has extended the pattern one
additional stage to Re. The bass line lacks the required ascent to scale
degree 2 on the second stage of the schema, however. Furthermore, the
pattern of strong and weak beats is misaligned, since scale degree 6 falls
on the strong beat, rather than scale degree 5. Of the Sol-Fa-Mi schema,
Gjerdingen explains that one of its central features is “Four events
presented in pairs at comparable locations in the meter.” In this instance
only three of the required four events appear, on each of the first three
downbeats. If the opening phrase is considered a Prinner, then the
required bass line appears, although in the alto voice rather than the bass.
Furthermore, the corresponding harmonies for the four stages are
incorrect; they should be IV, I , viio 3 , I, but in Galuppi’s version here they
6

6

are viiø7, iii , viio, I.
6

Measures 3-4 The Comma would normally be a component of a larger
phrase, or precede a stronger cadence. Here the composer doubles it as a
riposte to the Prinner.
Measure 5 Galuppi missed the opportunity to use one of the archtypical
galant cadential formulas here. If he had approached the half-cadence via
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4-4#-5 in the bass, it would have fit the gesture known as a Converging
Cadence.
Measures 7-8 The Romanesca is normally an opening gambit, but here
Galuppi uses it as a post-cadential extension instead. The usual postcadential gesture would normally have been a Quiescenza. Galuppi easily
could have made this fit the Quiescenza schema by including a lowered
scale degree 7 in the melody, followed by a leading tone.
Measures 6-8 The Cudworth that Galuppi uses here lacks scale degree 7
as the uppermost note, although, as Gjerdingen notes, “[scale degree] 7 in
the normal Cudworth cadence is, after all, most commonly notated as a
grace note.” 45
Measures 12-13 Galuppi uses the Fonte here fully in accord with the
prescribed use of eighteenth-century theorist Joseph Riepel, who first
identified and named it. Although this particular instance is more
compact than most, it displays the required digression from tonic and
subsequent return.
Measures 14-15 Galuppi has combined two separate schemata in this
phrase, the Romanesca and Falling Thirds, in a way that is not
necessarily typical, but neither is it unheard of. Gjerdingen mentions that
Cimarosa, among others, occasionally used the Romanesca as a type of

45

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant, 149.
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Falling Thirds in preparation for a weak cadence, as Galuppi has done
here. 46
D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15)
Measures 5-6 The Ascending Triads that begin the movement are not part
of a specific galant schema, per se, but Galuppi uses this figure based on
tonic as his opening gambit. His riposte is the Doubled Comma, as it was
in the previous excerpt.
Measures 38-42 The Prinner here is seven measures long, as opposed to
two in the previous excerpt. As in the previous excerpt, Galuppi has taken
the characteristic 6-5-4-3 motion and extended it one step further, down to
scale degree 2.
Measure 41 The Converging Cadence that concludes this phrase is so
named because of the way the soprano and bass voices move toward each
other toward the V chord. Galuppi’s use of it here is typical, in that it “sets
up the possibility for a modulation to the dominant key but does not
guarantee that modulation.” 47
Measures 45-48 This Prinner is imbedded within another gesture,
consisting of a chain of dissonance-resolution pairs between voices,
arranged sequentially. This chain of dissonances is not part of the
repertoire of galant schemata, but it is quintessentially galuppian; the

46
47

Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant, 288.
Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant, 160.
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composer seems to have been very fond of such sequences and used them
at all stages of his career. In this instance it is the first and second soprano
that create the dissonance while the first soprano outlines the melodic line
of the Prinner. The second soprano carries what would prescriptively be
the bass line of the Prinner, but in this instance displaces it by a quarter
note in each of the four stages.
Measures 54-58 This Monte begins with the Double Comma and happens
to provide a fortunate insight into Galuppi’s relationship to the galant
schemata. In this excerpt from the 1774 autograph of the work for SSAA
chorus, Galuppi has improperly realized the schema: it should consist of
four events following a weak-strong-weak-strong stress pattern, whereas
in this instance, it is expressed as weak-strong-strong-weak, as in Example
8.31. However, in the 1778 revision of the psalm for SATB chorus, the
copyist (possibly the composer himself) “corrects” the stress pattern to
conform to the Neapolitan notion of a Monte, as in Example 8.32.
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Example 8.31. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15), 1774 version

Example 8.32. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15), 1778 version

Measures 62-68 represent another missed opportunity. This transitional
area in which the tonality shifts in preparation for a cadence is precisely
the context in which a composer trained in the eighteenth-century
Neapolitan tradition would have used a Fonte. Galuppi uses a sequence of
diminished harmonies instead. However, with some simple adjustments
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to the bass line and inner voices, it could have conformed easily to the
harmonic pattern of the Fonte, as realized below in Example 8.33, for
instance.
Example 8.33. Galuppi, D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15), hypothetical correction

The “sort of” nature of many of these examples supports the assertion that
schemata theory is not a particularly useful tool for analyzing Galuppi’s vespers
psalms. There are occasionally places in these works where schemata do indeed
appear in their prescribed forms. There are other places where they would be
expected to appear, but do not. And there are many places where some
generalized approximation of them might be said to appear, as long as one bends
the criteria far enough. The problem is that the more one has to resort to
subjective interpretations when analyzing the composer’s product, the less that
analytical tool reveals about the composer’s craft or creative process. Dr. Robert
Gjerdingen may perhaps disagree with this analysis, but he seems to
acknowledge the problem in Galuppi’s works when he says, “For one or two
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measures Galuppi may have gone beyond the simplest types of schemata, may
have reverted to a more note-to-note contrapuntal style, or may have blended
schemata in ways that defy easy categorization... Not everything was taken ‘off
the shelf,’ and many passages remain sui generis even if one has broad experience
with this music.”
There is no evidence of Galuppi recieving training in the partimenti
tradition of the Neapolitan school. That approach does not seem to have been
part of his conscious compositional process, although he certainly did assimilate
much of the Neapolitan musical language that he heard, not only in the opera
house and in the sacred works of colleagues and acquaintances such as Hasse,
Jommelli, Traetta, and Porpora, but also in the works of personal friends such as
Gaetano Latilla. Therefore, it is safe to say that Galuppi’s vespers psalms are
rooted in the galant schemata only to a limited degree, and more accurate to say
that they instead reflect his own intuitive and perhaps unconscious
understanding of them.

8.11 Recurring Musical Gestures in Galuppi’s Vespers Psalms
Like many who composed over a span of decades, Galuppi occasionally
reused themes and individual musical gestures from previous works. One such
gesture is the motto of the opening movement of the C-minor Confitebor tibi
Domine (II/3), which also appears as the motto to the opening movement of the
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C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48), as well as in the transition back to tonic in the Gmajor Laudate pueri (II/39), as shown in Examples 8.34 through 8.36.
Example 8.34. Galuppi, C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3)

Example 8.35. Galuppi, C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48)

Example 8.36. Galuppi, G-major Laudate pueri (II/39)

The connection of this motive to these two different works is useful because it
strengthens the argument for the authenticity of the C-minor Nisi Dominus
(II/48), about which little is known. No autograph score survives for that work;
only a hand copy from the copisteria Baldan remains in the archive of the
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Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden. 48 And
even though its location is geographically the furthest from Venice of the three
works, it is also the oldest: the G-major Laudate pueri (II/39) is from the year 1773,
and the C-minor Confitebor tibi Domine (II/3) is from the year 1770. Although the
exact composition date and venue of the C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48) are
unknown, the inclusion of the work in the 1765 music inventory of the Dresden
court chapel at least provides a terminus ante quem.
Coincidentally, the opening movement of the C-minor Nisi Dominus
(II/48) contains another of Galuppi’s pet motives. Module [C] of the opening
ritornello, shown in Example 8.37, is the same sequence seen above in both the
Tantum ergo (Anh. 30) and the Blaho Obrazny Iosif.
Example 8.37. Galuppi, C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48)

Galuppi’s step by step revealing of the identity of this motive is ingenious in this
work. Within the context of the movement, each occurrence of this stile antico
sequence stands out as glaringly incongruous to the stile concertato material that
precedes and follows: all rhythmic motion stops, and the counterpoint and the

Katolische Hofkirche, Catologo 1765: Schrank I, fach 19, Lage 19, cited in
Burde, Thematisch-systematisches Verzeichnis, 168.
48
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straight quarter notes strike the ear as conspicuously old fashioned. Then the
style reverts back to stile concertato and the rhythmic motion resumes. The first
few times the listener hears this module in the opening ritornello it appears in
the strings alone. The listener then hears it in the middle of the piece as well, in
the relative major with the choral parts layered onto the texture. The third and
final time it appears, near the end of the piece, Galuppi presents it in both the
orchestra and chorus together, as in Example 8.38. In this final form the listener
finally recognizes it as the opening of the famous Crucifixus a 8 composed by
Galuppi’s teacher and mentor, Antonio Lotti. The quote is quite literal, with the
identical twelve pitches in the same key as that of Lotti, as shown in Example
8.39.
Example 8.38. Galuppi, C-minor Nisi Dominus (II/48)
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Example 8.39. Lotti, Crucifixus a 8

8.12 Adaptations of Galuppi’s Vespers Psalms
The differing musical and liturgical circumstances of Galuppi’s employers
required him to adopt differing approaches in his music for vespers based on
whom he was writing for. Examining the settings that he wrote for the Incurabili
and subsequently adapted for San Marco gives useful insight into the demands
of each. As previously mentioned, autographs of adaptations of two such
settings survive, the D-major Dixit Dominus (II/15) from 1774 and the E-flatmajor Dixit Dominus (II/16) from 1775, although there are likely others that were
retailored for the ducal chapel, as well.
In his revisions Galuppi left the orchestration unaltered in its broad
outlines, but applied several systematic changes. The 1781 addition of a pair of
horns to the E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16) and of a pair of oboes to both
works would have been a mechanical one. For San Marco the composer uses
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both pairs of instruments in longer note values to reinforce the harmonic
framework, thus adding density to the texture and providing a bland
background for the more interesting stile concertato lines of the violins. He also
occasionally uses the pair of oboes to double the first and second violins, adding
an incisive edge that draws the ear to those lines. But he does so with far less
frequency than contemporaries such as Hasse and Porpora, likely because of the
reverberation time in San Marco: the point was to have a stable pitch reference to
cut through the acoustic mush in San Marco; faster oboe figures would only have
muddied it further.
There are several other changes that seem to be based in acoustic
concerns. As observed previously, the violin writing for San Marco was slightly
more challenging, especially regarding double stops. Yet in adapting the violin
parts for the players of the ducal chapel, the composer removed some of the
passages where the firsts and seconds had had differing parts, and combined
them into one unison line to thin out the texture. Likewise, he eliminated the
viola line in some exposed places where it had moved in parallel thirds to the
basso continuo line, and substituted a unison instead.
The reworking of the continuo lines for San Marco is perhaps the most
dramatic change. The larger space, the greater distance to the ceiling, and the
increased distance between players would have made the dependence on a
reliable, audible pulse much more crucial. Therefore, the composer removed the
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aural confusion caused by off beats and he substituted a steady pulse on beats
one and three, as in Examples 8.40 and 8.41.
Example 8.40. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1775 version

Example 8.41. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1781 version

The rewriting of the “conquassabit” section of the “Judicabit” of the E-flatmajor Dixit Dominus (II/16) gives further insight into the role that rhythm and
articulation played in acoustic clarity at San Marco. Example 8.42 shows the
original. Comparison with the revision, Example 8.43, shows how the composer
had to account for the ways in which instruments behave differently than voices
do in a reverberant space. He transferred the articulated eighth-note figure from
the vocal lines to the basso continuo, and reinforced the vocal lines with the
organ punctuating each of the four syllables.
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Example 8.42. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1775 version

Example 8.43. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1781 version

Adapting the vocal parts for the singers of the ducal chapel was a much
less straightforward process than that of the instruments. It was not as simple as
grafting the vocal lines of one version onto the vocal lines of the other. A skillful
composer certainly understood the need to write differently for an ensemble of
women’s voices than for an ensemble of men. Furthermore, homophonic and
solo sections required different treatment from imitative sections due to
considerations of clarity, sonority, and voice leading.
First, there were the exigencies of the voices themselves. The first
sopranos at the Incurabili were generally young women and girls, who could
likely sing for longer periods of time at the top of the treble staff without fatigue
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than could the sopranos of San Marco. 49 The sopranos of the ducal chapel were
men whose required range seems to have rarely exceeded F5, and who would
have sacrificed control and expressiveness if they sang for too long in the most
taxing part of their upper register. Thus the first soprano lines in the versions for
the Incurabili are nearly always a third or a fourth higher than than the sopranos
in the corresponding passages at San Marco, as the previous two examples
illustrate.
But because in the stile concertato the melodic interest usually resides in the
orchestra, the singers did not necessary carry the tune, per se, which allowed the
composer the luxury of rewriting in a way more idiomatic to an all-male SATB
choral setting. Thus, as Table 8.23 makes clear, the soprano 1 line of the Incurabili
setting sometimes corresponds to the tenor line of the San Marco versions, but
not in a predictable fashion. The soprano 2 line of the original versions
sometimes provides the soprano line of the SATB revisions, but not consistently.
There is a similarly vague correlation between the alto 1 line of the original
version with the revised tenor lines, but it is occasional at best. The alto 2 line of

The sopranos of San Marco seem to have been a mix of castrati and
falsettists in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, and it is not always clear
from surviving documentation which were which. For a discussion of castrati
and falsettists in Italian churches, see Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice: A
History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2014), 50-58.
For a discussion of the predisposition to muscle fatigue in falsetto singing, see
Paul W. Flint, Bruce H. Haughey, et al., Cummings Otolaryngology (Phildelphia,
PA: Saunders, 2014), 832-833. For an overview of the effects of vocal fatigue on
control and expressivity, see Wendy DeLeo LeBorgne; Marci Daniels Rosenberg,
The Vocal Athlete (San Diego, CA: Plural Publishing, 2014), 252-254.
49
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the Incurabili settings tends to correspond fairly faithfully to the bass line of the
San Marco versions, since both tend to shadow the basso continuo line, although
the composer often wrote octave displacements and provided optional higher
notes for the alto 2 line to compensate for issues of range.

Table 8.23. Correlation of vocal lines in adaptations of Galuppi’s vespers psalms
Incurabili version
Soprano 1
Soprano 2
Alto 1
Alto 2

San Marco version
Tenor
Soprano
Tenor
Bass

Strength of correlation
Medium-weak
Medium
Weak
Medium-strong

The treatment of sections written in an imitative texture required much
greater consideration of voice crossing and octave placement. Example 8.44 and
Example 8.45 show both versions of one such section, measures 31-48 of the Eflat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16).
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Example 8.44. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1775 version

Example 8.45. Galuppi, E-flat-major Dixit Dominus (II/16), 1781 version
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In the process of expanding the original SSAA version into the SATB revision,
the functional range of the choir has broadened from an octave and a sixth to a
full three octaves, allowing the composer to stagger the contrapuntal entrances
between the upper and lower ranges for greater clarity.
The solistic writing in the original versions for the Incurabili was not
reusable for the San Marco adaptations, in part because Galuppi crafted each
solo movement to suit the strengths of the singer. Furthermore, he had tenor and
bass soloists available at the ducal chapel but not at the Incurabili. Therefore, he
often composed entirely new solo movements to better fit the new singers.
There are several other observable changes between these two pairs of
settings, as well, that are much less substantial. In one instance, Galuppi
improves the pacing of the “Juravit” movement in his adaptation of the E-flatmajor Dixit Dominus (II/16) by excising two measures from the orchestral
opening. He removes one occurrence of rhythmic displacement in the alto line,
and changes several accompanimental passages of measured sixteenth-note
tremolo to eighth notes. These alterations are superficial, however, and do not
change the work to any meaningful degree.
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“His last symphony, the Ninth, consolidated an already robust reputation and he
was never short of commissions. A lesser composer might have taken advantage
and flown on automatic pilot. But Beethoven never lost sight of his muse.” 1

"With [Liszt], as with one of the greatest spirits of all the centuries, it was his
pride to be of service in his art. The proud words apply to him who truly feels the
greatness which he himself helps to create, beyond and above all else in universal
service, ‘génie oblige.’" 2

CHAPTER 9. OVERVIEW: GALUPPI AND THE CREATIVE MYTH
These two citations illustrate the nineteenth-century notion that the
creative artist must follow his muse toward the achievement of greatness—a
romantic whim that flies squarely in the face of the realities of the working life of
eighteenth-century musicians such as Baldassare Galuppi. The observations in
the preceding chapters demonstrate that in spite of his genius, Galuppi was
willing and able to compose what was necessary to pay the bills and provide for
his family, muse be damned. In some cases that meant churning out uninspired
settings that only had to meet the demands of the occasion as concisely and
unostentatiously as possible.

Classic FM Digital Radio, “Beethoven’s Influence on Other Composers.”
https://www.classicfm.com/composers/beethoven/guides/beethoven-legacy/.
2 Louis Nohl, Life of Liszt, trans. George Putnam Upton (Chicago: A. C.
McClurg, 1880), 90.
1
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However, it is also clear that the composer took true pleasure in all stages
of the compositional process, as Burney, Caffi, and Cicogna have documented.
Galuppi knew his musicians well and seems to have enjoyed tailoring his music
to their strengths. Once the scores were in the musicians’ hands, any flaws could
be amended. Pieces could even be entirely rewritten if necessary, and indeed,
some were. As a result, the majority of the works the composer wrote for San
Marco and the ospedali are charming, well-crafted pieces with immediate and
enduring appeal, interspersed with moments of genius.

9.1

Summary of the Findings
This study has endeavored to place Galuppi’s autograph vespers psalms

within the context of eighteenth-century Venetian sacred music through analysis
of the structural qualities of each of these works, the study of the vocal styles, the
examination of the characteristics of the instrumental writing, the analysis of the
use of the psalm texts, the study of the relationship of text to music, and an
examination of the composer’s compositional language, idiosyncrasies, and other
salient compositional attributes. It has looked critically at Galuppi’s style as a
means of addressing questions of authenticity through the application of
multiple theoretical techniques, including harmonic analysis and schemata
theory, with particular attention to the doxologies and to the composer’s
adaptations of several of his own psalm settings. Throughout the previous
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chapters it has considered what those factors collectively might tell the twentyfirst-century musicologist about music in settecento Venice.
This study began with the assertion that the inquiry into Galuppi’s
biographical details, work, and reception history would provide a useful context
for the examination of his vespers psalms and the process by which he created
them. That examination, in turn, has revealed much about the eighteenth-century
theatrical and ecclesiastical worlds in which the composer worked.
As outlined in the biographical section, Baldassare Galuppi’s career
followed at least two simultaneous trajectories over a period of five decades: that
of operista and that of church musician. In the world of opera, he built up an
international reputation for himself. During the course of his career, Galuppi
made extended trips to at least twelve major cities in five countries, and he had
the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with an abundance of other
musicians along the way, many of whom would become significant in their own
right. Due to the success of his theatrical works, he eventually became the most
well-known and—after Gluck—the wealthiest musician in Europe at that time.
His international reputation opened doors for him in Venice, both at the
ospedali and at San Marco, and his musical contributions to the opera world
were paralleled by his contributions to eighteenth-century sacred music both
within and outside of the city. In Venice he restored the high standard of musical
performances at the Ospedale dei Mendicanti, and later brought stability and
consistency to the musical establishment at the Ospedale degl’Incurabili. In Saint
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Petersburg he rehabilitated the orchestra and chorus, browbeating them when
necessary to bring uniformity, precision, polish, and renewed commitment to
their performances. His liturgical motets during that time changed the path of
the Orthodox choral tradition, introducing madrigalian devices, imitation,
chromaticism, and a more pervasive expressivity.
Even after his need to travel abroad had waned, Galuppi continued to
carry out simultaneous roles along these two trajectories in separate professional
environments, in separate parts of Venice, under differing professional
circumstances, with differing musical forces, in accordance with differing
priorities and differing criteria for measuring his success or failure. Yet the music
he produced between those two milieus is remarkably similar; even his earliest
operas showed signs of the compositional tendencies that would later appear in
his vespers psalms, including his ritornelli strategies, his formal designs, his
harmonic adventurousness, and his jumbling of the text.
As outlined in the discussion of reception history, Galuppi’s celebrity
came with privileges and burdens: both professional ones, and to a lesser degree,
personal ones, including the aspects in which the composer became the public
face of Italian music outside of Italy, and of opera in particular. As such, he was
often in the crosshairs of German and French music critics, and he found himself
the object of surprisingly antagonistic criticism. Outside Italy, he became
something of a target for those who lamented the shift of styles associated with
opera buffa and with the Neapolitan galant, even though he was not truly a
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product of that school. Consideration of the composer’s reception history, of the
flourishing of music criticism, and of nationalistic undercurrents among factions
of the opera world has been particularly important in understanding how a
composer with Galuppi’s degree of success during his lifetime could have ended
up on the periphery of the historiographical narrative only decades after his
death.
The value of the survey of Galuppi’s entire corpus of instrumental and
vocal works has been twofold. Foremost is the necessity of situating his vespers
psalms within the greater context of his entire compositional output in order to
grasp and accurately describe the process of their creation and gain insight into
the artist that created them. But it has also served as an advantageous point of
entry into the discussion of the counterfeit works attributed to Galuppi and the
circumstances of their creation, proliferation, and dissemination. That discussion,
in turn, has been a useful point from which to launch the examination of
strategies toward resolving the specific questions of authenticity that surround
the surviving hand copies of many of his works; not only of the vespers psalms,
but of the instrumental works, as well. 3 In turn, an inquiry into falsified

One important example of works that have not yet received due
investigation would be the six flute concerti attributed to Galuppi. Their
authenticity has not yet been established, nor has it been disproven in spite of
several glaring signs: the fact that their musical language is antiquated by
eighteenth-century standards, and the fact that their ritornelli unfold in ways
entirely unlike those in Galuppi’s opera arias and sacred music.
3
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instrumental works could ultimately prove to complement the inquiry into the
spurious sacred works.
The investigation of the works of five of Galuppi’s predecessors in
eighteenth-century Venice, Antonio Lotti, Benedetto Marcello, Antonio Vivaldi,
Antonino Biffi, and Carlo Pollarolo, has been essential to differentiating them
from those of Galuppi himself. In examining their psalm settings, several key
ideas have come to the fore. The first has been that the division of the music of
concerted psalm settings into three rough styles has been central to their
discussion. The exploration of the areas of overlap between those styles has been
of particular value, as well as of the distinctive ways in which those five
composers might have blended them within a single work.
The second has been the way in which measuring the balance of styles
provided a useful means of distinguishing the composers’ work. Both Lotti and
Vivaldi produced a number of works that integrated all three styles, although, as
the ternary plot illustrated, Lotti’s vespers psalms tended to be weighted more
heavily toward the stile concertato while Vivaldi’s tended to give greater
prominence to the solistic style. When Lotti combined two styles in one setting,
those styles were stile antico and stile concertato, whereas Vivaldi combined stile
concertato with the solistic style, and indeed tended to eschew stile antico
altogether. Neither composer combined solistic style with stile antico without also
including stile concertato. This background provided a utile gauge to later apply
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to Galuppi’s works in order to understand what distinguished them from those
of his predecessors.
The examination of the vespers psalms of Giuseppe Saratelli, Nicola
Porpora, and Ferdinando Bertoni has helped address the question of how
Galuppi’s works compared to those of his contemporaries. Although obscure by
present-day standards, all four composers were prominent in Venice during
Galuppi’s lifetime, and all four worked in the ospedali, in the ducal chapel, or
both. The vespers psalms of these composers differed from those of the
preceding generation on the ternary plot of compositional styles, showing a
subtle, but unambiguous waning of the stile antico and a stronger affinity for the
solistic style. This is unsurprising, not only because two of the composers,
Bertoni and Porpora, forged parallel careers for themselves in the opera houses
where vocal bravura was a requirement, but also because public tastes were
progressively influenced by currents in opera. As noted in previous chapters, the
aesthetics of music in eighteenth-century Venice, as elsewhere, formed a diverse,
shifting landscape on which approbation and popularity were temporary
notions, at best.
The works of Bertoni examined here proved to differ from those of
Galuppi in the meticulous correctness with which their composer crafted them,
attested by his attention to careful alignment of cadence types to the overall
structure of each movement. Yet they were also less adventurous, both in their
lack of harmonic innovations and their level of counterpoint, which Burney
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found only a step above rudimentary, and beyond which Bertoni was careful not
to venture. His contemporaries found his works pleasant on the whole but
lacking in charm and innovation.
The informed eighteenth-century listener would have been unlikely to
confuse the works of Porpora with those of the other composers surveyed here
for several reasons. Most prominent was the Neapolitan flavor of their galant
idiom, as demonstrated by their straightforward breakdown into the schemata of
the Neapolitan partimenti. Furthermore, the vocal writing was clearly that of a
skilled voice pedagogue, full of the kind of scales, roulades, and ornaments that
showed off singers to their utmost advantage.
Ideally, the works of Gaetano Latilla would have been among those in this
study, as he worked alongside Galuppi at San Marco. But the vespers psalms
that survive are disappointingly incomplete. Despite the noble efforts of the staff
of the Biblioteca del Conservatorio Benedetto Marcello to preserve the remaining
materials, there are no autographs or even copied scores; only the individual
part-books survive.
In spite of this lacuna, this section of the research has gone a good way
toward answering questions about the music that would have shaped the
expectations of the Ventian public as well as the ear of the composer. The vespers
psalms of these composers are made up of the harmonies and timbres that were
in the air in Venice during Galuppi’s lifetime.
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Of perhaps lesser significance to this study but of unquestionable
importance to the historical record has been the correction here of erroneous
details of the identity, birth and death years, and professional trajectory of
Giuseppe Saratelli. Although the composer seems not to have composed for the
Venetian theatres, his positions of maestro di coro at the Incurabili and maestro di
cappella of San Marco were prestigious, visible ones, so it is remarkable that
sources should have gotten so many fundamental details so astonishingly wrong
so quickly after his death. Saratelli’s case is perhaps most usefully regarded as a
cautionary tale of the unreliability of the traditional musicological narrative.
The inquiry into vespers at the ospedali and at San Marco has included
both emic and etic perspectives. Both are equally important: emic because it
provides an understanding of the musical and liturgical experience of the
observers, and etic because it provides an interpretation of what experience of
vespers meant to those participating in it.
The twenty-first-century musicologist studying eighteenth-century Venice
must comprehend the foundational role that the Cult of the Virgin Mary played
in the piety of the girls and women of the Ospedale dei Mendicanti and the
Ospedale degl’Incurabili, not only in dictating the rhythm of their daily lives but,
specifically, in musical expression during worship. The myth and model of the
Virgin Mary as the embodiment of the perfect wife and mother was held up as
an ideal, surprisingly, since both of those roles were out of reach for the majority
of the women at those particular institutions. The concept of Mary as the
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personification of obedience and discipline buttressed notions of acquiescence to
authority and acceptance of the role of each individual within the closed society
of the Ospedale, including those girls and women whose responsibilities were
musical ones.
Along parallel lines, music in Venetian churches in general and at San
Marco in particular was not only fundamental to the expression of devotion, but
was riddled with political and propagandistic significance, as well. This
manifested itself not only in harmonious music, and not only in actions—
liturgical as well as extra-liturgical—but in words. The special texts and
translations of the San Marco psalter were as essential to the Marcian rite as were
the distinctive musical traditions prescribed in the Tavola, the vestments, the Pala
d’oro, and the basilica itself. Therefore, Galuppi’s vespers psalms for San Marco
are an example of the perfect expression of Venetian identity in the sense that
liturgy, text, history, and tradition all intersected on the written page.
Analysis of Galuppi’s vespers psalms has yielded a richer understanding
of various aspects of his compositional style that has been useful for producing a
musical fingerprint of the composer. The identification of elements such as his
overall structural design, his harmonic language, his instrumental and vocal
writing, his use of text, his use of ritornello, his Doxology types, his loose
approximations of galant schemata, and other specific idiosyncrasies of
Galuppi’s style has provided a frame of reference to extrapolate further
information from the surviving corpus of autograph manuscripts as well as a
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useful basis for assessing those works for which no autograph survives,
including those of doubtful authenticity.
Assessing Galuppi’s distribution of the three basic styles in his vespers
psalms according to measure count has revealed some significant differences in
the works, depending on the institution for which he composed them. He used
three times more stile antico at San Marco than at the ospedali. Solistic style
accounted for roughly two-thirds of his music at the two ospedali, whereas
almost half of the total for San Marco was in the stile concertato. Two important
phenomena fell outside of this paradigm. The first is the existence of the five
perfunctory “no-frills” settings, which seemed to serve the purpose for which
they were designed, but were truly a medium for the text, not an opportunity for
spectacle. The second is the handful of settings for the ospedali in which Galuppi
added recitative as a surprise element at the climax of the work.
Similar stylistic assessments of the vespers psalms of Lotti and Vivaldi
allowed for useful comparisons among the three composers, as well. Those of
Lotti showed the most even mix of the three styles, whereas those of Vivaldi lean
heavily toward solistic style and those of Galuppi display a relative balance of
solistic style and stile concertato.
Identifying specific compositional habits that recur in Galuppi’s vespers
psalms has been useful to confirming the legitimacy of spurious works, as well.
Two of the most salient were his use of text repetition and his cavalier approach
to reordering components of the psalm texts. His harmonies were usually
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adventurous, and occasionally included "purple patches." His use of the
intentionally dissonant diminished octave cross-relation preceding the half
cadence represented a brief trend from the mid-eighteenth century, whereas his
occasional use of dissonant clusters or “crunches” for dramatic effect seemed to
echo that of Saratelli and the Scuola di rivolti from the earliest decades of the
settecento.
Galuppi's ritornelli and the way in which he constructed them were very
consistent throughout his vespers psalms. His mottos were often scalar or triadic
and sometimes employed unison, as did those of Vivaldi, although Galuppi’s
melodic contours were gentler and less jagged, and his tunes in these mottos
tended to be much more lyrical. He combined the modules of the ritornelli
following one of several strategies, before modulating to a secondary tonal area.
The return to tonic in the second section of these movements was usually
concise, bordering on abrupt, and is often easy to spot in the basso continuo line
of the score because of his consistent use of a stepwise “walking bass” gesture
down to tonic. Following the return to tonic, the overall structure of the second
half of the movement was less predictable, and was influenced to a much greater
degree by the demands of setting the text.
Every vespers psalm concluded with the same basic Doxology text so
Galuppi, like most eighteenth-century Italian composers, sought variety in his
settings. His doxologies followed one of nine configurations, determined by the
composer’s divisions within the text and by the relationship of the musical
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material of Doxology to the main body of the psalm text. The "Gloria Patri”
section was set most often as a Kirchenarie for soprano or alto solo, but when it
was set chorally, it was homophonic and homorhythmic, and almost always
began in a tonality far from tonic.
Schemata analysis has not proven to be a particularly useful method for
understanding Galuppi’s vespers psalms. The works in this study often show
loose approximations of many of the musical gestures common to the Neapolitan
school, but as the composer himself was not known to be a product of the
partimenti tradition, it is likely that he appropriated elements of that musical
language, consciously or unconsciously, through exposure in the music around
him, in particular in the works of Hasse, Jommelli, Traetta, and Porpora.
The examination of Galuppi’s re-arrangements of his own works for the
Incurabili and San Marco revealed a great deal about the strengths and
weaknesses of the musicians at hand. The girls and women of the Incurabili sang
material of greater difficulty than their male counterparts at San Marco, but the
violinists of the ospedale played material that was slightly less demanding than
the professionals at the ducal chapel. It also demonstrated that the acoustic
qualities of the performance spaces were a factor in Galuppi’s compositional
decisions. The musicians of San Marco were much more dependent on a
discernable pulse and audible pitch reference, which directly influenced the
composer’s choice of note lengths, articulations, and voicing. Furthermore,
Galuppi had to approach homophonic and solistic textures differently than
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imitative passages in order to accommodate the lack of acoustic clarity in the
basilica.
Finally, the two appendices make essential information available to future
musicologists. Ines Burde’s Thematisch-Systematisches Verzeichnis der
venezianischen Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi must be the starting point of
any inquiry into Galuppi’s sacred music, so Appendix A, consisting of a
bilingual inventory of corrections and amendments to the entries for the vespers
Psalms, represents a step toward strengthening that resource. Familiarity with
the vespers psalm texts of the San Marco translation is fundamental to the
scholar of Venetian sacred music, so it is surprising that Appendix B should be
the first transcription of the full set of thirty-five psalms since Giovanni Stringa’s
publication of his Psalterium Davidicum in 1609.

9.2

Recommendations for Further Investigation
One goal of this study has been to synthesize and present information

from a wide range of sources in order to provide a jumping-off point for the
research of other scholars. Certainly, there remains much more to learn. One of
the most salient limitations of this study is that fact that a disproportionate
number of the manuscripts examined here are from Galuppi’s final two decades,
while the first three decades are under-represented. At least seven autographs of
psalm settings from the composer’s earliest years of productivity remain out of
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reach in libraries in Dijon and Genoa. What might they reveal in the hands of a
future researcher?
There remain many lacunae in the domain of Galuppi’s biographical
record, as well. Certainly, further inquiry into his life before the establishment of
his identity as a musician is of interest. But equally significant are the open
questions regarding the points at which others begin to see him—and at which
he begins to see himself—as a cembalo player, an organist, a teacher, a maestro di
cappella, a prominent local Venetian, and ultimately an eminent European
composer. The details that fall within that area of overlap between the personal
and the professional domains are the ones most likely to provide further insight
into the economic, cultural, political, social, and professional conditions of the
working musician in eighteenth-century Venice.
During his lifetime, Galuppi stood at the confluence of conflicting currents
of change in musical styles. Venice offered, in many respects, the perfect set of
economic, social, and political conditions for a composer such as Galuppi to
thrive. Because he was an enormously savy composer working in Europe’s most
lucrative theatrical milieus, he had license to explore contemporary trends as
they emerged. But because the ospedali and the churches of Venice were
powerful institutions, and because ecclesiastical institutions have tended to be
conservative in their musical tastes, Galuppi’s early training in the Baroque
tradition served him well under the stylistic self-consciousness of the times. The
blend of conservative and contemporary elements that emerged in his sacred
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music created a product that was sui generis, and constituted a significant force in
shaping the aesthetics of the Venetian settecento, as well.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: BILINGUAL SUPPLEMENT TO BURDE’S THEMATISCH-SYSTEMATISCHES VERZEICHNIS DER
VENEZIANISCHEN KIRCHENMUSIK VON BALDASSARE GALUPPI
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Frau Doktor Ines Burdes Thematisch-Systematisches
Verzeichnis der venezianischen Kirchenmusik von
Baldassare Galuppi stellt eine außergewöhnliche Arbeit
dar, dessen Relevanz nicht hoch genug angesetzt werden
kann. Fortlaufende Bezüge sind von zentraler Bedeutung
für diese Studie gewesen. Allerdings handelt es sich um
das erste Verzeichnis der Werke Galuppis und enthielt
somit Fehler und Ungenauigkeiten. Im folgenden
Appendix sind einige Ergänzungen und Korrekturen zu
den entsprechenden Einträgen für die hier recherchierten
Psalmvertonungen einschließlich Druckfehler in den
Incipits zu finden, zur Verstärkung dieser essenziellen
Ressource. In der linken Spalte befindet sich die
deutschsprachige Übersetzung, damit sie mit dem
originalen Verzeichnis verwendet kann. In der rechten
Spalte befindet sich die englische Fassung. Im Falle
eigener Observationen erscheinen diese am Ende des
Eintrags.

Dr. Ines Burde’s Thematisch-Systematisches Verzeichnis der
venezianischen Kirchenmusik von Baldassare Galuppi
represents an enormous amount of work. Its importance
cannot be overstated and continual reference to it has been
absolutely central to this study. However, it is the first
such catalog of Galuppi’s works, and as such, it contains
some errors and inaccuracies. For the purpose of
strengthening that resource, the following are corrections
and amendments to the entries for the vespers Psalms
examined here, including typesetting errors in the incipits.
The German translation appears in the left column so that
it may be used with the original Verzeichnis. The English
version appears in the right column. My own observations
appear at the end of each entry when applicable.

II/2 Confitebor tibi Domine C-Dur

3. Sanctum et terribile

3. Sanctum et terribile

4. Intellectus bonus

4. Intellectus bonus

5. Gloria Patri

5. Gloria Patri

6. Sicut erat

6. Sicut erat
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II/2 Confitebor tibi Domine C-Dur

II/3 Confitebor tibi Domine c-Moll

1. Confitebor tibi Domine

1. Confitebor tibi Domine

2. Ut det illis

2. Ut det illis

6. Sicut erat in principio

6. Sicut erat in principio

Kommentar: Der Anfang des ersten Satzes ist identisch
mit dem Anfang des II/28 Nisi Dominus c-Moll.

Commentary: The opening of the first movement is
identical to that of the II/28 Nisi Dominus c-Moll.
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II/3 Confitebor tibi Domine c-Moll

II/4 Confitebor tibi Domine D-Dur

2. Sanctum et terribile

2. Sanctum et terribile

Korrigierte Taktzahl
3. Initium sapientiae 27 T.

Corrected Measure Count
3. Initium sapientiae 27 m.

5. Gloria Patri

5. Gloria Patri

6. Sicut erat

6. Sicut erat
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II/4 Confitebor tibi Domine D-Dur

II/7 Confitebor tibi Domine G-Dur

1. Confitebor tibi

1. Confitebor tibi

2. Sanctum et terribile

2. Sanctum et terribile

Korrigierte Taktzahl
3. Intellectus bonus 144 T.

Corrected Measure Count
3. Intellectus bonus 144 m.

5. Sicut erat in principio

5. Sicut erat in principio
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II/7 Confitebor tibi Domine G-Dur

II/8 Confitebor tibi Domine A-Dur
Corrected Measure Count and Instrumentation

1. Confitebor tibi Domine 162 T.

1. Confitebor tibi Domine 162 m.

2. Sanctum et terribile, SB soli, V I, II, Va, Bc 21 T.

2. Sanctum et terribile, SB soli, V I, II, Va, Bc 21 m.

3. Intellectus bonus, SB soli, V I, II, Va, Bc 68 T.

3. Intellectus bonus SB soli, V I, II, Va, Bc 68 m.

Kommentar: Der San Marco Psalter bildet die
Textgrundlage und ist identisch mit der Vulgata mit der
Ausnahme eines Wortes: „annunciabit“ im Gegensatz zu
„annuntiabit“ in all Galuppis komponierten Vertonungen
für die Ospedali.

Commentary: the text is from the San Marco psalter,
although the difference consists only of one word
“annunciabit” as compared to the Vulgate “annuntiabit”
in Galuppi’s settings for the ospedali.
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II/8 Confitebor tibi Domine A-Dur
Korrigierte Taktzahl und Besetzung
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Die auf dem Manuskript geschriebene Anmerkung des
Komponists „Le viole col Basso se si vuole“ ist ein
Hinweis dafür, dass sie für Jemand anderen bestimmt war.
Möglicherweise war das Manuskript für eine der vier
kleineren Kirchen, die auch den San Marco Psalter
benutzten komponiert oder eventuell für Saratelli in San
Marco, der bereits in den letzten vier Jahren seines Lebens
war.

The composer’s comment on the manuscript, “Le viole col
Basso se si vuole,” is an indication that it was written for
the use of someone else; possibly for one of the four
smaller churches that also used the San Marco psalter, or
perhaps for Saratelli at San Marco, who was in the last
four years of his life.

Diese Vertonung enthält mehrere Exemplare des UnisonoDoppelgriffs a‘ (gespielt auf der D-Saite, gleichzeitig mit
der leeren A-Saite). Dies ist in den anderen
Psalmvertonungen nicht zu finden.

The setting includes multiple occurrences of the unison
double stop A (played on the D string simultaneously with
the open A string) which is not found in the other vespers
psalm settings.
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II/9 Confitebor tibi Domine A-Dur

II/9 Confitebor tibi Domine A-Dur

2. Ut det illis

2. Ut det illis

3. Sanctum et terribile

3. Sanctum et terribile

Kommentar: Es handelt sich in diesem Einband um zwei
Vertonungen des Satzes Ut det illis. Die erste ist für
„Tonina“ und die zweite für „Antonia“ (Traversi, siehe
den Eintrag für das II/10 Confitebor tibi Domine B-Dur).
Aus der Paginierung wird ersichtlich, dass die Fassung die
Burde als die Alternativversion betrachtet eigentlich die
Originale ist, denn der folgende Satz beginnt auf der
Rückseite ihres letzten Blattes. Die andere Fassung wurde
in den Einband eingelegt und hat die geschriebene
Anweisung „nel confitebor“ am linken oberen Rand.

Commentary: There are two settings of the Ut det illis
movement contained in this binding. The first one is for
“Tonina” and the second one is for “Antonia” (Traversi,
see the entry for the II/10 Confitebor tibi Domine B-Dur). It is
evident from the pagination that the one which Burde
refers to as the “alternative version” is in fact the original
because the following movement begins on the verso of its
last page. The other version was inserted into the
manuscript and has the instruction “nel Confitebor” at the
top.

Galuppis Grammatikfehler im zweiten Satz Ut det illis,
„redemptionem populo sui“ anstelle „sui“ und
„testamenti sui“ anstelle „testamentum suum“ deuten
darauf hin, dass der Komponist gelegentlich aus seiner
Erinnerung heraus den Text aufschrieb.

Galuppi’s grammar mistakes in the second movement,
"redemptionem populo sui" instead of "suo" and
"testamenti sui" instead of 'testamentum suum" suggest
that the composer occasionally set the text from memory.

II/10 Confitebor tibi Domine B-Dur
Korrigierte Taktzahl

II/10 Confitebor tibi Domine B-Dur
Corrected Measure Count

2. Ut det illis 80 T.

2. Ut det illis 80 m.

ti
Korrigierter Titel: Confitebor à 4: / con Ist:ti / di Baldassar Corrected Title: Confitebor à 4: / con Ist: / di Baldassar
Galuppi d:to Buranello
Galuppi d:to Buranello
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Korrigierte Platzierung der Jahreszahl [l.o.:] 1754

Corrected Year Placement [upper left] 1754

Kommentar: Aus dem Manuskript erscheint es, als hätte
Jemand die Jahreszahl 1754 durch einen senkrechten Strich
zu 1764 korrigiert. Die in der Paritur erwähnten
Frauennamen sowie Galuppis Anstellungszeit stimmen
besser mit dem letzteren Szenario überein.

Commentary: It seems as though the year 1754 may have
been corrected on the manuscript to 1764 by means of a
vertical stroke. Both the names in the score and Galuppi’s
period of employment correspond better to the latter
possibility.

Ein Teil des Problems ist Burdes Identizifierung mancher
der Solistinnen, welche den Anschein hat auf Rossis Arbeit
basiert zu sein. Die Identifikation der genauen
Sängerinnen ist äußerst kompliziert, denn zusätzlich zu
den verschiedensten Schreibweisen ihrer Vor- und
Nachnamen, welche auf Italienisch, Venezianisch, und
Latein in unterschiedlich Quellen erscheinen, besaßen
viele von ihnen Spitznamen.

Part of the problem is Burde’s identification of some of the
soloists, which seems to be based on Rossi’s work.
Identifying the women is extremely complicated because
many of them had nicknames in addition to the multiple
spellings of their first and last names that appear
throughout various sources in Italian, Venetian, and Latin.
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Zum Beispiel, Franco Rossi identifiziert die als Tonina
bekannte Sängerin am Incurabili als Tonina Cabli, obwohl
er auch eine Tonina Cabli als Geigerin im Jahr 1754 am
Mendicanti nennt; sein Bezug auf die Tonina Cabli am
Mendicanti mag wohl für die Geigerin Antonia Cubli
bestimmt sein. Berthold Over identifiziert die Tonina am
Incurabili als Antonia Traversi, was dagegen plausibler
scheint. Vielleicht hat Pier Giuseppe Gillio die
vorsichtigere Option gewählt, denn er versucht nicht, den
Sängerinnen Nachnamen zuzuordnen.

For example, Franco Rossi identifies the singer of the
Incurabili known only as “Tonina” as Tonina Cabli,
although he also lists a Tonina Cabli as violinist at the
Mendicanti in 1754; his reference to Tonina Cabli at the
Mendicanti may in fact be meant for the violinist Antonia
Cubli. Berthold Over identifies the Incurabili Tonina as
Antonia Traversi, which seems more plausible. Pier
Giuseppe Gillio perhaps chooses the most cautious
approach as he does not attempt to match Tonina to a last
name.

Weniger unsicher sind die Vornamen der Solistinnen wie
sie im Manuskript erscheinen: Cattina, Franc. / Francesca,
Gioseffa, Mom., Sant., und Tonin. / Tonina.

What is less uncertain are the soloists’ names, as they
appear in the manuscript: Cattina, Franc. / Francesca,
Gioseffa, Mom., Sant., und Tonin. / Tonina.

Hinsichtlich der Identität einiger Solistinnen sind sich
Rossi, Over und Gillio alle drei einig: Francesca Rubini,
Sant(in)a (Xanta) Grop(p)ello und Catt(er)ina Serini (auch
Cerini; Zerini). Laut Gillio ist Santa Groppello erst 1755 ins
Ospedale eingetreten, was die Interpretation der
Jahreszahl 1764 unterstützt.

Rossi, Over, and Gillio are in agreement about the
identities of some of the soloists: Francesca Rubini,
Sant(in)a (Xanta) Grop(p)ello, and Catt(er)ina Serini (also
Cerini; Zerini). Gillio says that Santa Groppello did not
even enter the ospedale until 1755, which supports the
interpretation of the year as 1764.
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II/11 Credidi propter quod locutus sum a-Moll

II/11 Credidi propter quod locutus sum a-Moll

Kommentar: Es handelt sich um eine der knappen,
nüchternen Vertonungen, im stile antico komponiert aber
mit Charakteristika des stile concertato. Die originale
Jahreszahl 1770 m.v. bezeichnet, dass das Manuskript aus
Januar oder Februar 1771 stammt.

Commentary: This is one of the short, “no-frills” settings,
in the stile antico but with stile concertato characteristics.
The original year indication, 1770 m.v. indicates that the
manuscript comes from January or February 1771.

11. II/12 Dixit Dominus C-Dur

11. II/12 Dixit Dominus C-Dur

Korrigierte Taktzahl und Besetzung
2. Juravit Dominus
SAT soli + Bc in palchetto, SATB tutti, V I, II, va, Bc 20 T.

Corrected Measure Count and Instrumentation
2. Juravit Dominus
SAT soli + Bc in palchetto, SATB tutti, V I, II, va, Bc 20 m.

3. Tu es sacerdos
SATB tutti, Hr I, II, Ob I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 46 T.

3. Tu es sacerdos
SATB tutti, Hr I, II, Ob I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 46 m.

Kommentar: Es handelt sich um eine beabsichtigte und
unbeabsichtigte Mischung aus dem San Marco Psalter und
der Vulgata. Im ersten Satz erscheint der Vulgata
entsprechend „dominare“ statt „dominaberis“. Im fünften
Satz, dem Judicabit Dominus, erscheint die Vulgata „in terra
multorum“ unter dem System und der Text des San Marco
Psalters „multa in terra copiosa“ über dem System
geschrieben.

Commentary: This is an intentional and unintentional mix
of texts from the San Marco psalter and the Vulgate. In the
first movement, the Vulgate translation “dominare”
appears, rather than “dominaberis.” In the fifth
movement, Judicabit Dominus, the Vulgate text “in terra
multorum” is written under the staff and the San Marco
text “multa in terra copiosa” over the staff.

Im dritten Satz Tu es sacerdos hat Galuppi einen
Alternativtext hinzugefügt, damit der vierte Satz das BassDuett Dominus a dextris tuis verzichtbar wird. Dies wäre
zweckmäßig wenn er die Psalmvertonung am Incurabili
aufführen wollte, wo es keine Bass-Solisten gab. Jedoch
könnte die Änderung auch für San Marco bestimmt
gewesen sein. Obwohl eine Solo-Bassstimme unter den
entsprechenden Partituren in I-Vsm B.30/1-25 überliefert
ist, auf der “Canto di Concerto / Palchetto” bezeichneten
Tenorstimme ist der Satz durchgestrichen und der Text
des vorherigen Satzes verändert worden.

Galuppi added an alternate text to the third movement, Tu
Es Sacerdos, in order to make the bass duet of movement
four, Dominus a Dextris Tuis, optional, as would be
appropriate if he wished to perform the setting at the
Incurabili, where there were no bass soloists. However,
the alteration may also have been intended for San Marco.
There is a solo bass part preserved among the
corresponding individual parts in I-Vsm B.30/1-25, but in
the Tenor part labelled “Canto di Concerto / Palchetto”
the bass solo movement is crossed out and the text of the
previous movement is altered.
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II/15 Dixit Dominus D-Dur

Korrigierte Taktzahl und Besetzung
6. De torrente (1778) B solo, V I, II, Va, Bc 114 T.

Corrected Measure Count and Instrumentation
6. De torrente (1778) B solo, V I, II, Va, Bc 114 m.

9. Et in saecula saeculorum

9. Et in saecula saeculorum

Kommentar: Es gibt zwei verschiedene Fassungen. Das
Autograph stammt aus 1774 und ist für SSAA besetzt. Die
Abschrift in Paris stammt aus 1778 und ist für SATB
besetzt. Im Takt 57 des ersten Satzes hat die SATBBestimmung eine raffiniertere Modulation als die originale
Version. In der SATB-Fassung wurde der sechste Satz, die
Sopran-Arie De torrente, durch eine neue Bass-Arie ersetzt.

Commentary: There exist two different versions. The
autograph is from the year 1774 and is set for SSAA choir.
The copy in Paris is from the year 1778 and is set for SATB.
The modulation in measure 57 of the first movement of the
SATB revision is smoother than the original. The soprano
solo aria of the sixth movement of the SSAA version, De
Torrente, is replaced with a new bass aria in the SATB
version.
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II/15 Dixit Dominus D-Dur
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II/16 Dixit Dominus Es-Dur
Besetzung: 1775 / 1781

II/16 Dixit Dominus Es-Dur
Composition Date: 1775 / 1781

Kommentar: Burdes Bemerkungen über die Verwirrung
der Datierung des Manuskripts werden dadurch
erschwert, dass es in der Tat zwei Autographen gibt, das
erste für die SSAA-Bestimmung aus dem Jahr 1775 in
Genoa überliefert und das zweite für die SATBBestimmung aus dem Jahr 1781, das, laut Larson, in der
Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile in Udine überliefert
ist. Die 1775-Fassung wurde 1963 als Facsimiledruck von
Siro Cisilino herausgegeben. Das Titelblatt in Galuppis
Handschrift legt fest, dass sie für das Incurabili
komponiert wurde. Im Kapitel 8 ist eine weitere
Erläuterung zu finden.

Commentary: Burde’s comments about the confusion of
the dates of the manuscripts are complicated by the fact
that there in fact seem to be two autographs, one for SSAA
choir from 1775 in Genoa and one for SATB choir from
1781 which Larson says is preserved in the Biblioteca del
Seminario Arcivescovile in Udine. The 1775 version was
published in facsimile by Siro Cisilino in 1963. The title
page, in Galuppi’s hand, specifies that it was composed for
the Incurabili. See Chapter eight for further discussion.
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II/18 Dixit Dominus B-Dur

II/18 Dixit Dominus B-Dur

Korregierte Taktzahl
2. Juravit Dominus 32 T.

Corrected Measure Count
2. Juravit Dominus 32 m.

3. Tu es sacerdos 108 T.

3. Tu es sacerdos 108 m.

5. Judicabit in nationibus

5. Judicabit in nationibus

7. De torrente 137 T

7. De torrente 137 m.

Quelle: A-Wn, S.m. 4703
Korrigierte Notiz rechts oben: Vincent Novello / the gift of
my beloved friend / Dragonetti. / This very rare manuscript
score is the Composition of / Galuppi, generally known as “Il
Buranello”, from / having been born at Burano. / He was, I
believe, an intimate acquaintance of my Dear Drago, at an early
period of his musical career.

Source: A-Wn, S.m. 4703
Corrected inscription upper right: Vincent Novello / the gift
of my beloved friend / Dragonetti. / This very rare manuscript
score is the Composition of / Galuppi, generally known as “Il
Buranello”, from / having been born at Burano. / He was, I
believe, an intimate acquaintance of my Dear Drago, at an early
period of his musical career.
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II/19 Domine probasti me D-Dur

II/19 Domine probasti me D-Dur

Kommentar: Die Vulgata bildet die Textgrundlage,
obwohl die knappe, nüchterne cori spezzati Vertonung
wahrscheinlich für San Marco bestimmt war. Der Psalm ist
nur für Festtage der Aposteln und Evangelisten
vorgeschrieben. Laut der Tavola, der einzige Evangelist,
für den die Zweichörigkeit erforderlich wäre, war der
Heilige Markus. Wenn dies der Fall war, dann wäre die
Vertonung für den 24. und den 25. April 1775 vorgesehen,
“Vespero negl’Organo co’ Palchetti e stromenti.”

Commentary: The text is from the Vulgate, although the
short, “no-frills” polychoral setting was probably meant
for San Marco. The psalm is only prescribed for the feast
days of Apostles and Evangelists. According to the Tavola,
the only evangelist for whom double choir settings were
required was Saint Mark. If that was the case, then this
setting would have been intended for the 24th and 25th of
April, 1775, “Vespero negl’Organo co’ Palchetti e
stromenti.”

II/23 In convertendo Dominus G-Dur

II/23 In convertendo Dominus G-Dur

Korrigierte Taktzahl
3. Qui seminant 76 T.

Corrected Measure Count
3. Qui seminant 76 m.
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II/25 Lauda anima mea G-Dur

II/25 Lauda anima mea G-Dur

1. Lauda anima mea

1. Lauda anima mea

Kommentar: Es handelt sich um eine knappe, nüchterne
Vertonung vom Psalm 145, der ausschließlich in der
„Vespero delle cinque Laudate“ auftaucht, an der
Weinachtsvigil, am Dreikönigsfest, am Christi
Himmelfahrt, Pfingsten, Mariä Lichtmess, Mariä
Himmelfahrt, Mariä Geburt, Unbefleckte Empfängnis
Marias, am Fest Allerheiligen, und für die zweite Vesper
Fronleichnams. Laut Moore war die Vespero delle cinque
Laudate immer mit einem Doppelchor gefeiert. Die Worte
„per La Ducale Cappella di San Marco“ wurden auf dem
Titelblatt durchgestrichen. Die Vulgata bildet die
Textgrundlage, trotz der Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass die
Vertonung für die Cappella Ducale bestimmt war.

Commentary: This is a short, “no-frills” setting of Psalm
145, which appears exclusively in the “Vespero delle
cinque Laudate” for the Vigil of Christmas, Epiphany,
Ascension, Pentecost, feasts of Purification, Assumption,
Nativity, Conception of the BVM, All Saints, and for the
second Vespers of Corpus Christi. According to Moore,
the Vespero delle cinque Laudate is always sung with cori
spezzati. The words “Per La Ducale Cappella di San
Marco” are scratched out on the title page. The text is from
the Vulgate, despite the probability that the setting was
intended for the ducal chapel.
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II/26 Lauda Jerusalem B-Dur

II/26 Lauda Jerusalem B-Dur

1. Lauda Jerusalem

1. Lauda Jerusalem

Kommentar: Diese ist noch eine weitere knappe,
nüchterne Vertonung für einen Einzelchor. Die Vulgata
bildet die Textgrundlage. Das Autograph spezifiziert
nicht, dass sie für San Marco komponiert sei. Diese ist die
einzige Partitur, die keine Dynamikangaben enthält.

Commentary: This is another short, “no-frills” setting for
single choir. The text is from the Vulgate. The autograph
does not specify that it was composed for San Marco. It is
the only score that contains no dynamic markings.

II/28 Laudate Dominum E-Dur

II/28 Laudate Dominum E-Dur

Kommentar: Die Vulgata bildet die Textgrundlage des
ersten Satzes, des zweiten Satzes bildet der San Marco
Psalter.

Commentary: The text of the first movement is from the
Vulgate, that of the second movement is from the San
Marco psalter.

II/30 Laudate Dominum quoniam bonus a-Moll

II/30 Laudate Dominum quoniam bonus a-Moll

Kommentar: Es handelt sich um eine knappe, nüchterne
zweichörige Vertonung. Im Autograph sowie in den
Chorstimmen wurde der ursprüngliche Text durch die
Hinzufügung des Wortes „decoraque“ abgeändert um mit
der Vulgata übereinzustimmen.

Commentary: This is a short, “no-frills” setting for two
choirs. The composer’s original text has been amended to
match the Vulgate through the addition of the word
“decoraque” in the autograph score as well as in the choir
parts.

II/38 Laudate pueri G-Dur

II/38 Laudate pueri G-Dur

Korrigierte Taktzahl
1. Laudate pueri 210 T.

Corrected Measure Count
1. Laudate pueri 210 m.

4. Quis sicut Dominus 48 T.

4. Quis sicut Dominus 48 m.

Kommentar: Siehe den Eintrag für das II/10 Confitebor tibi
Domine B-Dur bezüglich der Identifizierung der
Solistinnen, insbesondere von Tonina.

Commentary: See the entry for the II/10 Confitebor tibi
Domine B-Dur regarding the identification of the soloists,
Tonina in particular.
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II/39 Laudate pueri G-Dur

1. Laudate pueri

1. Laudate pueri

2. Quis sicut Dominus

2. Quis sicut Dominus

4. Ut collocet

4. Ut collocet
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II/39 Laudate pueri G-Dur

Kommentar: Die Jahreszahl 1773 m.v. lässt vermuten, dass Commentary: The year 1773 m.v. indicates that the
manuscript is from January or February, 1774.
das Manuskript aus Januar oder Februar 1774 stammt.
Die außergewöhnliche Aufnahme individueller Sololinien
für die Orgel deckt sich mit der Reparatur der Orgel am
Incurabili in den vorherig genannten Monaten. (Siehe
Kapitel 9.)

The unusual inclusion of individual solo lines for the
organ coincides with the organ repairs at the Incurabili in
preceding months. (See chapter nine.)

Das melodische Material im ersten Satz, Takten 108-115,
stimmt mit den Incipits der Vertonungen II/28 Nisi
Dominus c-Moll und II/4 Confitebor tibi Dominus c-Moll
überein.

The melodic material in measures 108-115 of the first
movement matches the incipits of the settings C-minor
Confitebor tibi Domine (II/4) and the C-minor Nisi Dominus
(II/28).

Der Gebrauch von Doppelschlagsymbolen im Verlaufe des The use of the symbol for the turn ornaments throughout
zweiten Satzes ist in Galuppis Vesperpsalmen äußerst
the second movement is extremely rare in Galuppi’s
selten.
vesper psalms.
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Ab Takt 75 hat Galuppi den dritten Satz zweimal
vervollständigt. Die kürzere Fassung besteht aus 89
Takten insgesamt, die längere aus 108. Beide Versionen
erscheinen im Autographhandschrift, ohne jegliche
weitere Erklärung.

Galuppi finished the third movement twice, beginning in
measure 75. The shorter version consists of 89 measures,
the longer one consists of 108. Both versions appear in the
autograph manuscript with no further explanation.

II/41 Laudate pueri B-Dur

II/41 Laudate pueri B-Dur

5. Suscitans a terra

5. Suscitans a terra

Kommentar: Galuppi hatte die ersten 9 Takte eines Sicut
erats im 2/4-Takt komponiert, dann wiederholt
durchgestrichen und durch einen kompletten neuen Satz
im 4/4-Takt ersetzt.

Commentary: Galuppi composed the first 9 measures of a
“Sicut erat” in 2/4, then scratched it out and replaced it
with a completely new movement in 4/4.
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Korrigierter Titel:
II/42 Laudate pueri B-Dur

Corrected Title:
II/42 Laudate pueri B-Dur

Korrigierte Taktzahl:
2. A solis ortu 162 T.

Corrected Measure Count:
2. A solis ortu 162 m.

6. Ut collocet

6. Ut collocet

7. Qui habitare

7. Qui habitare

8. Gloria Patri

8. Gloria Patri

II/44 Qui habitare A-Dur (Laudate pueri fragment)
Composition Date: Unknown
Designation: Ospedale degl‘Incurabili
Instrumentation: S solo, SSAA tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc

Korrigierte Taktzahl und Besetzung
1. Qui habitare, S solo, SSAA tutti, V I, II, Va, Bc 164 T.

Corrected Measure Count and Instrumentation
1. Qui habitare, S solo, SSAA tutti, V I, II, Va, Bc 164 m.

2. Gloria Patri, A solo, V I, II, Va, Bc 72 T.

2. Gloria Patri, A solo, V I, II, Va, Bc 72 T.

3. Sicut erat, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 8 T.

3. Sicut erat, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 8 T.

4. Et in saecula, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 117 T.

4. Et in saecula, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 117 T.
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II/44 Qui habitare A-Dur (Fragment aus einem Laudate
pueri)
Entstehungszeit: Unbewusst
Bestimmung: Ospedale degl‘Incurabili
Besetzung: S solo, SSAA tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc

Kommentar: Es gibt kein Titelblatt; die vollständige Notiz
am Rande der ersten Seite lautet: Vincent Novello, 9 Craven
Hill Bayswater; / the gift of my beloved friend Dragonetti. / I
believe, from what I have seen of his other autographs, that this
is the original Manuscript / of one of Galuppi's compositions.
He was particularly known under the name of "Il Buranello,"
for / the circumstance of having been born on Burano.
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Kommentar: Unklar ist, woher Burde auf Jahreszahl 1774
kommt. Knop vermutet, dass sie von Rossi stammt,
allerdings erscheint keine Jahreszahl auf dem Manuskript.
Knop und David Larson erwähnen einen möglichen
Zusammenhang mit dem nicht verzeichneten Laudate
pueri-Fragment, wie im Folgenden weiter beschrieben.
(Siehe Knop 2011, S. 79)
Solistinnen: Serafina, Orsola

Commentary: There is no title page; the complete
inscription in the margin of the manuscript reads: Vincent
Novello, 9 Craven Hill Bayswater; / the gift of my beloved friend
Dragonetti. / I believe, from what I have seen of his other
autographs, that this is the original Manuscript / of one of
Galuppi's compositions. He was particularly known under the
name of "Il Buranello," for / the circumstance of having been
born on Burano.
It is not clear where Burde’s ascribed 1774 date come from.
Knop assumes that it comes from Rossi, however it
appears nowhere on the autograph. Knop und David
Larson discuss a possible connection to the uncatalogued
Laudate pueri fragment described below. (See Knop, Sacred
Music of Baldassare Galuppi, 79.)
Soloists: Serafina, Orsola

Unverzeichnetes Laudate pueri A-Dur (Fragment)
Entstehungszeit: 1771
Bestimmung: Ospedale degl‘Incurabili
Besetzung: SA soli, SSAA tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc

Uncatalogued Laudate pueri A-Dur (Fragment)
Composition Date: 1771
Designation: Ospedale degl‘Incurabili
Instrumentation: SA soli, SSAA tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va,
Bc

1. Laudate pueri, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc

1. Laudate pueri SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc
m.

154 T.

154
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2. Quis sicut Dominus, A solo, V I, II, Va, Bc 52 T.

2. Quis sicut Dominus A solo, V I, II, Va, Bc

52 m.

3. Suscitans a terra, SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 84 T.

3. Suscitans a terra SATB tutti, Hn I, II, V I, II, Va, Bc 84 m.
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Quelle: BG-Ob, MS Tenbury 619 [f. 70-88]
Partitur, Querformat (22,2 X 30 cm)
Rastriertes Titelblatt: Laudate pueri a 4.o / con Ist.ti / 1771 //
Galuppi //
Schreiber: Autograph
Provenienz / Nachweis: Domenico Dragonetti, Vincent
Novello, siehe dazu die Notiz auf der Titelseite o.r.: I
particularly prise this Manuscript score, as it’s not / only
(apparently) in the composer’s own handwriting, but was given
/ to me by my beloved friend, Signor Dragonetti, who most /
admired the production of “Il Buranello” (as he always called
him / when conversing with me about Galuppi;) and with whom
Dragonetti / was intimately acquainted at the commencement of
his / extraordinary musical career.

Source: BG-Ob, MS Tenbury 619 [f. 70-88]
Score, Landscape (22,2 X 30 cm)
Staved Title Page: Laudate pueri a 4.o / con Ist.ti / 1771 //
Galuppi //
Scribe: autograph
Origin / Documentation: Domenico Dragonetti, Vincent
Novello, siehe dazu die Notiz auf der Titelseite o.r.: I
particularly prise this Manuscript score, as it’s not / only
(apparently) in the composer’s own handwriting, but was given
/ to me by my beloved friend, Signor Dragonetti, who most /
admired the production of “Il Buranello” (as he always called
him / when conversing with me about Galuppi;) and with whom
Dragonetti / was intimately acquainted at the commencement of
his / extraordinary musical career.

Solistinnen: Tonina, Bettina, Momola, Zerini, Maldura

Soloists: Tonina, Bettina, Momola, Zerini, Maldura

Kommentar: Wie Knop observiert hat, obwohl es keinen
schlüssigen Beweis dafür gibt, dass die zwei Fragmente
Teil aus derselben Fassung seien, übereinstimmen die
Tonarten und die Besetzungen in beiden Manuskripten.
Zusammen bilden die zwei Fragmente eine nahezu
vollständige Laudate pueri-Vertonung, der nur der Ut
collocet-Vers fehlt. (Siehe Knop 2011, S. 79)

Commentary: As Knop has observed, although there is no
conclusive proof that the two Laudate Pueri fragments are
part of the same setting, the key and orchestration
correspond in both manuscripts. Together they constitute
a nearly complete Laudate pueri setting, lacking only the
“Ut collocet” verse. (See Knop, Sacred Music of Baldassare
Galuppi, 79.)

II/49 Nisi Dominus F-Dur

2. Vanum est

2. Vanum est

3. Sicut sagittae

3. Sicut sagittae

5. Gloria Patri

5. Gloria Patri

Kommentar: Der Ambitus der Alt-Arie im Gloria Patri ist
außergewöhnlich tief, von f bis zum es‘‘.

Commentary: The range of the alto aria in the “Gloria
Patri” is unusually low, from F3 to E♭5.
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II/49 Nisi Dominus F-Dur

APPENDIX B: TEXTS OF THE SAN MARCO PSALTERIUM DAVIDICUM
VESPERS PSALMS IN COMPARISON WITH THE PSALTERIUM
GALLICANUM AND THE PSALTERIUM ROMANUM
Stringa’s original print, like most breviaries of the era, employs a handful of
abbreviations for frequent letter combinations in Latin. In this transcription they
appear in italics to indicate the full form, following the convention of James H.
Moore and others.
Psalm 109
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Dixit Dominus Domino meo: sede a dextris meis. Donec ponam inimicos tuos:
scabellum pedum tuorum.
2 Virgam virtutis tuae emittet Dominus ex Sion: ____ dominaberis in medio
inimicorum tuorum.
3 Tecum principium in die virtutis tuae in splendoribus sanctorum: ex vtero, ante
luciferum, genui te.
4 Juravit Dominus, et non paenitebit eum: Tu es Sacerdos in aeternum secundum
ordinem Melchisedech.
5 Dominus a dextris tuis: confregit in die irae suae reges.
6 Judicabit in nationibus, implebit ruinas: conquassabit capita multa in terra
copiesa.
7 De torrente in via bibit: propterea exaltauit caput.
Psalm 110
____ PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Confitebor tibi Domine in toto corde meo: in consilio iustorum, et
congregatione, magna opera Domini.
2 Exquisita in omnes voluntates eius: Confessio, et magnificentia opus eius, et
iustitia eius manet in saeculum seculi.
3 Memoriam fecit mirabilium suorum, misericors et miserator Dominus: escam
dedit timentibus se.
4 Memor erit in saeculum testamenti sui: virtutem operum suorum annunciabit
populo suo.
5 Ut det illis hereditatem gentium: opera manuum eius veritas et iudicium.
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6 Fidelia omnia mandata eius, confirmata in saeculum saeculi: facta in veritate et
aequitate.
7 Redemptionem misit populo suo: mandavit in aeternum testamentum suum,
sanctum, et terribile nomen eius.
8 Initium sapientiae timor Domini: intellectus bonus omnibus facientibus eum.
9 Laudatio eius: manet in saeculum saeculi.
Psalm 111
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Beatus vir, qui timet Dominum: in mandatis eius cupit nimis.
2 Potens in terra erit semen eius: generatio rectorum benedicetur.
3 Gloria et divitiae in domo eius: et iustitia eius manet in saeculum saeculi.
4 Exortum est in tenebris lumen rectis corde: misericors, et miserator, et iustus
Dominus.
5 Jucundus homo, qui miseretur et commodat, disponet sermones suos in iudicio:
quia in aeternum non commovebitur.
6 In memoria aeterna erit iustus; abauditu malo non timebit.
7 Paratum cor eius sperare in Domino, confirmatum est cor eius: non
commovebitur donec videat inimicos suos.
8 Dispersit, dedit pauperibus, iustitia eius manet in saeculum saeculi: cornu eius
exaltabitur in gloria.
9 Peccator videbit et irascetur; dentibus suis fremet et tabescet: desiderium
peccatorum peribit.
Psalm 112
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Laudate pueri Dominum: laudate nomen Domini.
2 Sit nomen Domini benedictum: ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.
3 A solis ortu usque ad occasum laudabile nomen Domini.
4 Excelsus super omnes gentes Dominus: et super caelos gloria eius.
5 Quis sicut Dominus Deus noster, qui in altis habitat: et humilia respicit in caelo
et in terra?
6 Suscitans a terra inopem: et de stercore erigens pauperem.
7 Ut collocet eum cum principibus: cum principibus populi sui.
8 Qui habitare facit sterilem in domo: matrem filiorum laetantem.
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Psalm 113
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 In exitu Jsrael ex Aegypto: domus Jacob de populo barbaro.
2 Facta est Judaea sanctificatio eius: Jsrael regnavit in ea.
3 Mare vidit, et fugit: Jordanis conversus est retrorsum.
4 Montes exultaverunt ut arietes: et colles velut agni ovium.
5 Quid est tibi mare quod fugisti: et tu Jordanis, quare conversus es retrorsum.
6 Montes quare exultastis ut arietes: et colles sicut agni ovium.
7 A facie Domini commota est terra: a facie Dei Jacob.
8 Qui convertit solidam petram in stagnum aquae: et rupem in fontes aquarum.
9 Non nobis Domine, non nobis: sed nomini tuo da gloriam.
10 Super misericordia tua, et veritate tua; ne quando dicant gentes, Ubi est Deus
eorum?
11 Deus autem noster in caelo sursum: in caelo et in terra omnia quaecumque
voluit, fecit.
12 Simulachra gentium, argentum, et aurum: opera manuum hominum.
13 Os habent, et non loquentur: oculos habent, et non videbunt.
14 Aures habent, et non audient: nares habent, et non odorabunt.
15 Manus habent, et non palpabunt: pedes habent, et non ambulabunt.
16 Non clamabunt in gutture suo: neque enim est spiritus in ore ipsorum.
17 Similes illis fiant qui faciunt ea: et omnes qui confidunt in eis.
18 Domus Jsrael speravit in Domino: adiutor eorum, et protector eorum est.
19 Domus Aaron speravit in Domino: adiutor eorum, et protector eorum est.
20 Qui timent Dominum speraverunt in Domino: adjutor eorum, et protector
eorum est.
21 Dominus memor fuit nostri, et benedixit nos. Benedixit domum Jsrael,
benedixit domum Aaron.
22 Benedixit omnes timentes se Dominus: pusillos cum maioribus.
23 Adijciat Dominus super vos: _____ et super filios vestros.
24 Benedicti vos a Domino: qui fecit caelum et terram.
25 Caelum caeli Domino: terram autem dedit filijs hominum.
26 Non mortui laudabunt te Domine: neque omnes qui descendunt in infernum.
27 Sed nos qui vivimus, benedicimus Domino: ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.
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Psalm 114
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Dilexi, quoniam exaudiet Dominus: vocem orationis meae.
2 Quia inclinavit aurem suam mihi: et in diebus meis invocabo___.
3 Circumdederunt me dolores mortis: et pericula inferni invenerunt me.
4 Tribulationem et dolorem inveni: et nomen Domini invocabo.
5 O Domine libera animam meam: misericors Dominus et iustus, et Deus noster
miserebit.
6 Custodiens parvulos Dominus: humiliatus sum, et liberavit me.
7 Convertere anima mea in requiem tuam: quia Dominus benefecit mihi.
8 Quia eripuit animam meam de morte: oculos meos a lacrymis, pedes meos a
lapsu.
9 Placebo Domino: in regione vivorum.
Psalm 115
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Credidi, propter quod locutus sum: ego autem humiliatus sum nimis.
2 Ego dixi in excessu mentis meae: Omnis homo mendax.
3 Quid retribuam Domino: pro omnibus quae retribuit mihi?
4 Calicem salutaris accipiam: et nomen Domini invocabo. _______________
5 Pretiosa in conspectu Domini: mors sanctorum eius.
6 O Domine _____ego servus tuus: et ego servus tuus, et filius ancillae tuae.
7 Dirupisti vincula mea: tibi sacrificabo hostiam laudis. ____________
7 Vota mea Domino reddam in atrijs domus Domini: in conspectu omnis
populi eius: in medio tui Jerusalem.
Psalm 116
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Laudate Dominum omnes gentes: et collaudate eum omnes populi.
2 Quoniam confirmata est super nos misericordia eius, et veritas Domini manet
in aeternum.
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Psalm 119
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Ad Dominum dum tribularer clamavi: et exaudivit me.
2 Domine libera animam meam a labijs iniquis: et a lingua dolosa.
3 Quid detur tibi, aut quid apponatur tibi: ad linguam dolosam?
4 Sagittae potentis acutae: cum carbonibus desolatorijs.
5 Heu me, quia incolatus meus prolongatus est: habitare cum habitantibus
Cedar, multum incola fuit anima mea.
6 Cum his qui oderunt pacem eram pacificus: cum loquebar illis, impugnabant
me gratis.
Psalm 120
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Levavi oculos meos ad montes: unde veniet auxilium mihi.
2 Auxilium meum a Domino: qui fecit caelum et terram.
3 Non det in commotionem pedem tuum: neque obdormiet qui custodit te.
4 Ecce non dormitabit, neque obdormiet: qui custodit Jsrael.
5 Dominus custodit te, Dominus protectio tua: super manum dexterae tuae.
6 Per diem sol non uret te: neque luna per noctem.
7 Dominus custodit te ab omni malo: custodiat animam tuam Dominus.
8 Dominus custodiat introitum tuum, et exitum tuum: ex hoc nunc, et usque in
saeculum.
Psalm 121
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Laetatus sum in his, quae dicta sunt mihi: in domum Domini ibimus.
2 Stantes erant pedes nostri: in atrijs tuis Jerusalem.
3 Jerusalem, quae aedificatur ut civitas: cuius participatio eius in idipsum.
4 Illuc enim ascenderunt tribus, tribus Domini: testimonium Jsrael, ad
confitendum nomini tuo Domine.
5 Quia illic sederunt sedes in iudicio: sedes super domum David.
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6 Rogate quae ad pacem sunt Jerusalem: et abundantia diligentibus te.
7 Fiat pax in virtute tua: et abundantia in turribus tuis.
8 Propter fratres meos, et proximos meos, loquebar pacem de te: et propter
domum Domini Dei nostri, quaesivi bona tibi.
Psalm 122
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Ad te levavi oculos meos: qui habitas in caelis.
2 Ecce sicut oculi servorum: in manibus dominorum suorum.
3 Et sicut oculi ancillae in manibus dominae suae: ita oculi nostri ad Dominum
Deum nostrum, donec misereatur nobis.
4 Miserere nobis Domine, miserere nobis: quia multum repleti sumus
contemptione.
5 Et quia multum repleta est anima nostra:
opprobrium abundantibus, et despectio superbis.
Psalm 123
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Nisi quod Dominus erat in nobis, dicat nunc Jsrael: nisi quod Dominus erat in
nobis.
2 Dum insurgerent homines in nos: forsitan vivos deglutissent nos.
3 Dum irasceretur animus eorum adversum nos: forsitan velut aqua
absorbuissent nos.
4 Torrentem pertransivit anima nostra: forsitan pertransisset anima nostra aquam
intolerabilem.
5 Benedictus Dominus: qui non dedit nos in captionem dentibus eorum.
6 Anima nostra sicut passer erepta est, de laqueo venantium: laqueus contritus
est, et nos liberati sumus.
7 Adiutorium nostrum in nomine Domini: qui fecit caelum et terram.
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Psalm 124
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Qui confidunt in Domino, sicut mons Sion: non commovebitur in aeternum,
qui habitat in Jerusalem.
2 Montes in circuitu eius: et Dominus in circuitu populi sui, ex hoc nunc et usque
in saeculum.
3 Quia non derelinquet Dominus virgam peccatorum: super sortem iustorum.
4 Ut non extendant iusti ad iniquitatem manus suas: benefac Domine bonis, et
rectis corde.
5 Declinantes autem ad obligationem, adducet Dominus cum operantibus
iniquitatem: pax super Israel!
Psalm 125
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 In convertendo Dominus captivitatem Sion: facti sumus sicut consolati.
2 Tunc repletum est gaudio os nostrum: et lingua nostra exultatione.
3 Tunc dicent inter gentes, Magnificavit Dominus facere cum illis: magnificavit
Dominus facere nobiscum; facti sumus laetantes.
4 Converte Domine captivitatem nostram: sicut torrens in austro.
5 Qui seminant in lacrymis, in gaudio metent: euntes ibant et flebant, mittentes
semina sua.
6 Venientes autem venient cum exultatione: portantes manipulos suos.
Psalm 126
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Nisi Dominus aedificaverit domum: in vanum laboraverunt qui aedificant eam.
2 Nisi Dominus custodierit civitatem: in vanum vigilant qui custodierunt eam.
3 In vanum est vobis ante lucem surgere: surgite postquam sederitis, qui
manducatis panem doloris.
4 Cum dederit dilectis suis somnum: haec est hereditas Domini, filij merces
fructus ventris.
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5 Sicut sagittae in manu potentis: ita filij excussorum.
6 Beatus vir, qui implevit desirium suum ex ipsis: non confundetur dum
loquetur inimicis suis in porta.
Psalm 127
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Beati omnes qui timent Dominum: qui ambulant in vijs eius.
2 Labores fructuum tuorum manducabis: beatus es, et bene tibi erit.
3 Uxor tua sicut vitis abundans: in lateribus domus tuae.
4 Filij tui sicut novellae olivarum: in circuitu mensae tuae.
5 Ecce sic benedicetur omnis homo: qui timet Dominum.
6 Benedicat te Dominus ex Sion: et videas, quae bona sunt in Jerusalem, omnibus
diebus vitae tuae.
7 Et videas filios filiorum tuorum: pax super Jsrael.
Psalm 128
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Saepe expugnaverunt me a iuventute mea, dicant nunc Jsrael:
Saepe expugnaverunt me a iuventute mea: etenim non potuerunt mihi.
2 Supra dorsum meum fabricaverunt peccatores, prolongaverunt iniquitatem
tibi.
3 Dominus iustus concidit cervices peccatorum: confundantur et revereantur
omnes qui oderunt Sion.
4 Fiant sicut faenum aedificiorum: quod priusquam evellatur, arescit.
5 De quo non implebit manum suam qui metit: nec sinum suum qui manipulos
colligit.
6 Et non dixerunt qui praeteribant, Benedictio Domini super vos: benediximus
vobis in nomine Domini.
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Psalm 129
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 De profundis clamavi ad te Domine: Domine exaudi orationem meam.
2 Fiant aures tuae intendentes: in orationem servi tui.
3 Si iniquitates observaveris Domine: Domine quis sustinebit?
4 Quia apud te propitiatio est: et propter legem tuam sustinui te Domine.
5 Sustinuit anima mea in verbum tuum: speravit anima mea in Domino.
6 A custodia matutina usque ad noctem: speret Jsrael in Domino.
7 Quia apud Dominum misericordia est: et copiosa apud eum redemptio.
8 Et ipse redimet Jsrael: ex omnibus iniquitatibus eius.
Psalm 130
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Domine, non est exaltatum cor meum: neque elati sunt oculi mei.
2 Neque ambulavi in magnis: neque in mirabilibus super me.
3 Si non humiliter sentiebam: sed exaltavi animam meam.
4 Sicut ablactatus ___super matrem suam: ita retributio in animam meam.
3 Speret Jsrael in Domino: ex hoc nunc et usque in saeculum.
Psalm 131
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Memento Domine David: et omnis mansuetudinis eius.
2 Sicut iuravit Domino: votum vovit Deo Jacob.
3 Si introiero in tabernaculum domus meae: si ascendero in lectum stratus mei.
4 Si dedero somnum oculis meis: aut palpebris meis dormitationem, aut requiem
temporibus meis.
5 Donec inveniam locum Domino: tabernaculum Deo Jacob.
6 Ecce audivimus eam in ephrata: invenimus eam in campis silvae.
7 Jntroibimus in tabernaculum eius: adorabimus in loco, ubi steterunt pedes
eius.
8 Surgae Domine, in requiem tuam: tu et arca sanctificationis tuae.
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9 Sacerdotes tui induantur iustitiam: et sancti tui exultent.
10 Propter David servum tuum: non avertas faciem Christi tui.
11 Juravit Dominus, David veritatem: et non frustrabitur eum.
12 De fructu ventris tui ponam super sedem tuam: si custodierint filij tui
testamentum meum: et testimonia mea haec, quae docebo eos.
13 Et filij eorum usque in saeculum saeculi: sedebunt super sedem meam.
14 Quoniam elegit Dominus Sion: praeelegit eam in habitationem sibi.
15 Haec requies mea in saeculum saeculi: hic habitabo, quoniam praeelegi eam.
16 Viduam eius benedicens benedicam: pauperes eius saturabo panibus.
17 Sacerdotes eius induam salutare: et sancti eius exultatione exultabunt.
18 Illuc producam cornu David: paravi lucernam Christo meo.
19 Inimicos eius induam confusionem: super ipsum autem efflorebit
sanctificatio mea.
Psalm 132
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Ecce quam bonum, et quam iucundum: habitare fratres in unum.
2 Sicut unguentum in capite eius: quod descendit in barbam, barbam Aaron.
3 Quod descendit in oram vestimenti eius: sicut ros Hermon, qui descendit in
montem Sion.
4 Quoniam illic mandavit Dominus benedictionem: et vitam usque in saeculum.
Psalm 134
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
Laudate nomen Domini: laudate servi Dominum.
2 Qui statis in domo Domini: in atrijs domus Dei nostri.
3 Laudate Dominum, quoniam benignus est Dominus: psallite nomini eius,
quoniam suave ___.
4 Quoniam Jacob elegit sibi Dominus: Jsrael in possessionem sibi.
5 Quia ego cognovi quod magnus est Dominus: et Deus noster prae omnibus dijs.
6 Omnia quaecumque voluit, Dominus fecit in caelo et in terra: in mari, et in
omnibus abyssis.
7 ___ Educens nubes ab extremo terrae: fulgura in pluviam fecit.
8 Qui producit ventos de thesauris suis: qui percussit primogenita Aegypti ab
homine usque ad pecus.
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9 _____Misit signa, et prodigia in medio tui Aegypte: in Pharaonem, et in omnes
servos eius.
10 Qui percussit gentes multas: et occidit reges fortes.
11 Sehon regem Amorrhaeorum, et Og regem Basan: et omnia regna Chanaan
occidit.
12 Et dedit terram eorum hereditatem: hereditatem Jsrael populo suo.
13 Domine nomen tuum in aeternum: Domine memoriale tuum in saeculum
saeculi.
14 Quia iudicabit Dominus populum suum: et in servis suis consolabitur.
15 Simulachra gentium argentum et aurum: opera manuum hominum.
16 Os habent, et non loquentur: oculos habent, et non videbunt.
17 Aures habent, et non audient: nares habent et non odorabunt.
18 Manus habent et non palpabunt: pedes habent et non ambulabunt.
19 Non clamabunt in gullure suo: neque enim est spiritus in ore ipsorum.
20 Similes illis fiant qui faciunt ea: et omnes qui confidunt in eis.
21 Domus Jsrael benedicite Dominum: domus Aaron benedicite Dominum,
domus Levi benedicite Dominum.
22 Qui timetis Dominum, benedicite Dominum, benedictus Dominus ex Sion,
qui habitat in Jerusalem;
Psalm 135
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Confitemini Domino, quoniam bonus: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
2 Confitemini Deo deorum: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
3 Confitemini Domino dominorum: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
4 Qui facit mirabilia magna solus: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
5 Qui fecit caelos in intellectu: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
6 Qui fundavit terram super aquas: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
7 Qui fecit luminaria magna _____: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius:
8 Solem in potestatem diei: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
9 Lunam et stellas in potestatem noctis: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
10 Qui percussit Aegyptum cum primitijs eorum: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
11 Qui eduxit Jsrael de medio eius: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
12 In manu forti, et brachio excelso: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
13 Qui divisit mare rubrum in divisiones: quoniam in saeculum misericordia
eius.
14 Et eduxit Jsrael per medium eius: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
15 Et excussit Pharaonem, et exercitum eius in mari rubro: quoniam in saeculum
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misericordia eius.
16 Qui traduxit populum suum per desertum: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
17 _______________ Qui percussit reges magnos: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
18 Et occidit reges mirabiles: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
19 Sehon regem Amorrhaeorum: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
20 Et Og regem Basan: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius:
21 Et omnia regna Chanaam occidit: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
22 Et dedit terram eorum hereditatem: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
23 Hereditatem Jsrael servo suo: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
24 Quia in humilitate nostra memor fuit nostri Dominus: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius;
25 Et redemit nos de manu inimicorum nostrorum: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
26 Qui dat escam omni carni: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
27 Confitemini Deo caeli: quoniam in saeculum misericordia eius.
28 Confitemini Domino dominorum quoniam bonus: quoniam in saeculum
misericordia eius.
Psalm 136
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Super flumina Babylonis, illic sedimus et flevimus: cum recordaremur tui Sion.
2 In salicibus in medio eius: suspendimus organa nostra.
3 Quia illic interrogaverunt nos, qui captivos duxerunt nos: verba cantionum, et
qui abduxerunt nos.
4 Hymnum cantate nobis de canticis Sion: quomodo cantabimus canticum
Domini
in terra aliena?
5 Si oblitus fuero tui Jerusalem: obliviscatur me dextera mea.
6 Adhaereat lingua mea faucibus meis: si non meminero tui.
7 Si non proposuero _____ Jerusalem: in principio laetitiae meae.
8 Memento Domine filiorum Edom in die Jerusalem: qui dicunt, Exinanite,
exinanite, usque ad fundamentum in ea.
9 Filia Babylonis misera: beatus qui retribuet tibi retributionem tuam, quam tu
retribuisti nobis.
10 Beatus qui tenebit: et allidet parvulos tuos ad petram.
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Psalm 137
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Confitebor tibi Domine in toto corde meo, quoniam exaudisti omnia verba oris
mei:
et in conspectu Angelorum psallam tibi.
2 Adorabo ad templum sanctum tuum: et confitebor nomini tuo.
3 Super misericordia tua, et veritate tua: quoniam magnificasti super nos nomen
sanctum tuum.
4 In quacumque die invocavero te, exaudi me: multiplicabis in anima mea
virtutem tuam.
5 Confiteantur tibi Domine omnes reges terrae: quoniam audierunt omnia verba
oris tui, et cantent in canticis Domino.
6 Quoniam magna est gloria Domini: quoniam excelsus Dominus, ___humilia
respicit, et alta a longe agnoscit.
7 Si ambulavero in medio tribulationis, vivificabis me: et super iram inimicorum
meorum extendisti manum tuam, et salvum me fecit dextera tua.
8 Domine retribue pro me: Domine misericordia tua in saeculum, opera
manuum tuarum ne despicias
Psalm 138
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Domine probasti me, et cognovisti me: tu cognovisti sessionem meam, et
resurrectionem meam.
2 Intellexisti cogitationes meas a longe, semitam meam, et directionem meam
investigasti: et omnes vias meas praevidisti, quia non est dolus in lingua mea.
3 Ecce tu Domine tu cognovisti omnia, novissima et antiqua: tu formasti me, et
posuisti super me manum tuam.
4 Mirabilis facta est scientia tua ex me: confortata est, nec potero ad eam.
5 Quo ibo a spiritu tuo: et ___a facie tua quo fugiam?
6 Si ascendero in caelum, tu illic es: et si descendero in infernum, ades.
7 Si sumpsero pennas meas ante lucem: et habitavero in postremo maris.
8 Etenim illuc manus tua deducet me: et tenebit me dextera tua.
9 Et dixi, forsitan tenebrae conculcabunt me: et nox illuminatio mea in delicijs
meis.
10 Quia tenebrae non obscurabuntur a te: et nox sicut dies illuminabitur.
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11 Sicut tenebrae eius, ita et lumen eius: quia tu ___ possedisti renes meos,
suscepisti me de utero matris meae.
12 Confitebor tibi Domine quoniam terribiliter mirificatus es: mirabilia opera
tua, et anima mea novit nimis.
13 Non est occultatum os meum abs te, quod fecisti in occulto: et substantia mea
in inferioribus terrae.
14 Imperfectum meum viderunt oculi tui: et in libro tuo omnes scribentur.
15 Dies formabuntur, et nemo in eis: mihi autem nimis honorificati sunt amici tui
Deus, nimis confortatus est principatus eorum.
16 Dinumerabo eos, et super arenam multiplicabuntur: resurrexi, et adhuc sum
tecum, si occideris Deus peccatores.
17 Viri sanguinum declinate a me: quia dicitis in cogitationibus vestris,
Accipient in vanitate civitates suas.
18 Nonne qui oderunt te Domine, oderam illos: et super inimicos tuos
tabescebam?
19 Perfecto odio oderam illos: et inimici facti sunt mihi.
20 Proba me Deus, et scito cor meum: interroga me, et cognosce semitas meas.
21 Et vide si via iniquitatis in me est: et deduc me in via aeterna.
Psalm 139
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Eripe me Domine ab homine malo: a viro iniquo libera me.
2 Qui cogitaverunt militia in corde: tota die constituebant praelia.
3 Acuerunt linguas suas sicut serpentis: venenum aspidum sub labijs eorum.
4 Custodi me Domine de manu peccatoris: et ab hominibus iniquis libera me.
5 Qui cogitaverunt supplantare gressus meos: absconderunt superbi laqueos
mihi.
6 Et funes extenderunt in laqueum pedibus meis: iuxta iter scandalum
posuerunt mihi.
7 Dixi Domino, Deus meus es tu: exaudi Domine vocem orationis meae.
8 Domine Domine virtus salutis meae: obumbra super caput meum in die belli.
9 Ne tradas me _____ a desiderio meo peccatori: cogitaverunt adversum me, ne
derelinquas me, ne umquam exaltentur.
10 Caput circuitus eorum: labor labiorum ipsorum cooperuit eos.
11 Cadent super eos carbones ignis, in ignem deijcies eos: in miserijs non
subsistent.
12 Vir linguosus non dirigetur super terram: virum iniustum mala capient in
interitu.
13 Cognovi quoniam faciet Dominus iudicium inopum: et vindictam pauperum.
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14 Verumtamen iusti confitebuntur nomini tuo, et habitabunt recti cum vultu
tuo.
Psalm 140
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Domine clamavi ad te, exaudi me: intende voci orationis meae, dum clamavero
ad te.
2 Dirigatur oratio mea: sicut incensum in conspectu tuo.
3 Elevatio manuum mearum: sacrificium vespertinum.
4 Pone Domine custodiam ori meo: et ostium circumstantiae labijs meis.
5 _____Non declines cor meum in verbum malum: ad excusandas excusationes
in peccatis.
6 Cum hominibus operantibus iniquitatem: et non communicabo cum electis
eorum.
7 Corripiet me iustus in misericordia, et increpabit me: oleum autem peccatoris
non impinguet caput meum.
8 Quoniam adhuc et oratio mea in beneplacitis eorum: absorpti sunt continuati
petrae iudices eorum, audierunt verba mea, quoniam potuerunt.
9 Sicut crassitudo terrae eructuat ___ super terram: dissipata sunt ossa nostra
secus infernum.
10 Quia ad te Domine, Domine oculi mei: in te speravi, ne auferas animam
meam.
11 Custodi me a laqueo, quem statuerunt mihi, et a scandalis operantium
iniquitatem.
12 Cadent in retiaculum eius peccatores: singulariter sum ego, donec transeam.
Psalm 141
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Voce mea ad Dominum clamavi: voce mea ad Deum deprecatus sum.
2 Effundam in conspectu eius orationem meam: et tribulationem meam ante
ipsum pronunctem:
3 In deficiendo ex me spiritum meum: et tu cognovisti semitas meas.
4 In via hac, qua ambulabam absconderunt superbi laqueos mihi.
5 Considerabam ad dexteram, et videbam: et non erat qui agnosceret me.
6 Perijt fuga a me: et non est qui requirat animam meam.
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7 Clamavi ad te Domine: dixi, Tu es spes mea, portio mea in terra viventium.
8 Jntende in orationem meam: quia humiliatus sum nimis.
9 Libera me a persequentibus me: quoniam confortati sunt super me.
10 Educ de carcere animam meam: ad confitendum nomini tuo.
11 Me expectant iusti: donec retribuas mihi.
Psalm 143
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Benedictus Dominus Deus meus, qui docet manus meas ad praelium: et
digitos meos ad bellum.
2 Misericordia mea, et refugium meum: susceptor meus, et liberator meus.
3 Protector meus, et in ipso speravi: subijciens populos_____ sub me.
4 Domine quid est homo, quod innotuisti ei? aut filius hominis, quoniam reputas
eum?
5 Homo vanitati similis factus est: dies eius sicut umbra praetereunt.
6 Domine inclina caelos tuos, et descende: tange montes, et fumigabunt.
7 Corusca coruscations tuas, et dissipabis eos: emitte sagittas tuas, et conturbabis
eos.
8 Emitte manum tuam de alto, eripe me, et libera me de aquis multis: et de manu
filiorum alienorum.
9 Quorum os locutum est vanitatem: et dextera eorum, dextera iniquitatis.
10 Deus canticum novum cantabo tibi: in psalterio decem cordarum psallam tibi.
11 Qui das salutem regibus: qui liberasti David servum tuum de gladio maligno.
12 Eripe me, et libera me de aquis multis: et de manu filiorum alienorum.
13 Quorum os locutum est vanitatem: et dextera eorum dextera iniquitatis.
14 Quorum filij sicut novellae plantationes: stabiliti a iuventute sua.
15 Filiae eorum compositae: circumornatae ut similitudo templi.
16 Promptuaria eorum plena: eructantia ex hoc in illud.
17 Oves eorum faetosae, abundantes in itineribus suis: boves eorum crassae.
18 Non est ruina maceriae: neque transitus, neque clamor in plateis eorum.
19 Beatum dixerunt populum, cui haec sunt: beatus populus, cuius est Dominus
Deus eorum.
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Psalm 144
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Exaltabo te Deus meus rex: et benedicam nomen tuum in saeculum, et in
saeculum saeculi.
2 Per singulos dies benedicam te: et laudabo nomen tuum in aeternum, et in
saeculum saeculi.
3 Magnus Dominus, et laudabilis nimis: et magnitudinis eius non est finis.
4 Generatio et generatio laudabunt opera tua: et potentiam tuam pronuntiabunt.
5 Magnificentiam maiestatis ____ tuae, et sanctitatem tuam loquentur: et
mirabilia tua narrabunt.
6 Et virtutem terribilium tuorum dicent: et magnitudinem tuam narrabunt.
7 Memoriam abundantiae suavitatis tuae eructabunt: et iustitia tua exultabunt.
8 Misericors, et miserator Dominus: patiens, et multum misericors.
9 Suavis Dominus universis: et miserationes eius super omnia opera eius.
10 Confiteantur tibi Domine omnia opera tua: et sancti tui benedicant te.
11 Gloriam regni tui dicent: et potentiam tuam loquentur.
12 Ut notam faciant filijs hominum potentiam tuam: et gloriam magnificentiae
regni tui.
13 Regnum tuum Domine, regnum omnium saeculorum: et dominatio tua in
omni generatione, et progenie.
14 Fidelis Dominus in _____verbis suis: et sanctus in omnibus operibus suis.
15 Allevat Dominus omnes qui corruunt: et erigit omnes elisos.
16 Oculi, omnium in te sperant Domine: et tu das illis escam in tempore
opportuno.
17 Aperis tu manum tuam: et imples omne animal benedictione.
18 Justus Dominus in _____viis suis: et sanctus in omnibus operibus suis.
19 Prope est Dominus: omnibus invocantibus eum ___ in veritate.
20 Voluntatem timentium se faciet: et orationes eorum exaudiet, et salvos faciet
eos.
21 Custodit Dominus omnes diligentes se: et omnes peccatores disperdet.
22 Laudem Domini loquetur os meum: et benedicat omnis caro nomen sanctum
eius in aeternum, et in saeculum saeculi.
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Psalm 145
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Lauda anima mea Dominum, laudabo Dominum in vita mea: psallam Deo
meo quamdiu ero.
2 Nolite confidere in principibus: neque in filijs hominum, in quibus non est
salus.
3 Exiet spiritus eius, et revertetur in terram suam: in illa die peribunt omnes
cogitationes eorum.
4 Beatus cuius Deus Jacob adiutor eius: spes eius in Domino Deo ipsius.
5 Qui fecit caelum et terram: mare, et omnia, quae in eis sunt.
6 Qui custodit veritatem in saeculum, facit iudicium injuriam patientibus:
dat escam esurientibus.
7 Dominus eregit elisos, Dominus solvit compeditos: Dominus illuminat caecos,
______________ Dominus diligit iustos.
8 Dominus custodit advenam, pupillum, et viduam suscipiet: et viam peccatorum
exterminabit.
9 Regnabit Dominus in aeternum: Deus tuus Sion in saeculum saeculi.
Psalm 146
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Laudate Dominum quoniam bonus est psalmus: Deo nostro iucunda sit
laudatio.
2 Aedificans Jerusalem Dominus: et dispersiones Jsrael congregans.
3 Qui sanat contritos corde: et alligat contritiones eorum.
4 Qui numerat multitudinem stellarum: et omnibus eis nomina vocat.
5 Magnus Dominus noster, et magna virtus eius: et sapientiae eius non est
numerus.
6 Suscipiens mansuetos Dominus: humiliat autem peccatores usque ad terram.
7 Incipite Domino in confessione: psallite Deo nostro in cithara.
8 Qui operit caelum nubibus: et parat terrae pluviam.
9 Qui producit in montibus faenum: et herbam servituti hominum.
10 Qui dat iumentis escam ipsorum: et pullis corvorum invocantibus eum.
11 Non in viribus equi voluntatem habebit: necque in tabernaculis viri
beneplacitum est ei.
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12 Beneplacitum est Domino super timentes eum: et in eis qui sperant in
misericordia eius.
Psalm 147
____PsD matches both PsG and PsR
____PsD differs from PsG but matches PsR
____PsD matches PsG but differs from PsR
____PsD differs from both PsG and PsR
1 Lauda Jerusalem Dominum: lauda Deum tuum Sion.
2 Quoniam confortavit seras portarum tuarum: benedixit filios tuos in te.
3 Qui posuit fines tuos pacem: et adipe frumenti satiat te.
4 Qui emittit eloquium suum terrae: velociter currit sermo ejus.
5 Qui dat nivem sicut lanam: nebulam sicut cinerem aspargit.
6 Mittit crystallum suam sicut frustrum panis: ante faciem frigoris eius quis
subsistet?
7 Emittet verbum suum, et liquefaciet ea: flabit spiritus eius, et fluent aquae.
8 ____Pronuntiat verbum suum Jacob: iustitias et iudicia sua Jsrael.
9 Non fecit taliter omni nationi: et iudicia sua non manifestavit eis.
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